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Abstract 

Wenshan Zhuang and Miao Autonomous Prefecture in China’s Yunnan province is home 
to over a million members of the official Zhuang nationality.  Over half of these speak 
language varieties classified into the central branch of Tai languages.  The aim of the 
present work is to analyze wordlist data from the several Central Taic Zhuang languages 
of Wenshan prefecture from a historical and comparative perspective in order to identify 
phonological distinctives explaining the observed levels of mutual intelligibility among 
these lexically similar languages and also to consider ramifications for spelling 
conventions using the official Zhuang orthography.  The data analyzed in this paper 
results from sociolinguistic field research conducted by the author from 2005 to 2007, as 
well as previously published sources.   

1 Introduction* 

The Tai12group of languages stretches from northeast India in the west, down into Myanmar, Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam and up through the provinces of Yunnan, Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong in China, with 
a few villages on Hainan Island.  There are over 80 million speakers of Taic languages (Li and Solnit 2002), 
the largest language in terms of speakers being that of the Thai language of central Thailand.  Within China, 
most members of the Zhuang, Dai, and Bouyei nationality groups speak Taic languages. 

The higher level classification of the Taic languages remains a subject for study, with several differing 
theories proposed, including relating the Taic languages to the Sino-Tibetan family, to Austronesian 
languages, or considering the Taic languages part of a distinct language family, along with the Kam-Sui 
languages of Guizhou Province and as several other languages of Hainan and the Sino-Vietnamese 
borderlands area.  (For a fuller description of the classification of the Taic languages, see Johnson 2010.) 

Within the Tai “family,” division has been a bit less controversial.  As early as 1959, Li proposed a three 
way division into Southwestern, Central, and Northern Taic branches (Li 1959, 1960).  While there has 
been debate as to whether these three divisions should be considered to be of equal time depth with some 
arguing for a more recent split between Southwestern and Central than between these with Northern Taic, 
and others arguing for a more recent split between Northern and Central than the split with Southwestern, 
for practical purposes these three categories have proven to be useful for recognizing phonological and 
lexical similarities and differences.  The historical question is, of course, clouded by the complicated 

                                                      

* While the author remains entirely responsible for any errors or misunderstandings in the following materials, he would like to 
sincerely thank the following people for their kind assistance: Changli Huang of the Wenshan Prefecture United Front Bureau, 
Zhengting He of the Yunnan Province Zhuang Studies Association, Simu Meng and Baocheng Lu of the Yunnan Province 
Language Commission, Shijun Zhao of the Wenshan Teachers’ College, Jerold Edmondson of the University of Texas at 
Arlington, Keith Slater, Cathryn Yang, Andy Castro, and Susanne Johnson of SIL International, East Asia Group, and Sue 
Hasselbring and Ted Bergman of SIL International, Asia Area.  We are also grateful to the Wenshan Prefecture government for 
arranging the village research trips and to SIL International for providing the funding for the research expenses. We are grateful 
to Jane Johnson, Mickey Brussow and Margaret Milliken for assistance in proof-reading and editing this paper. 
12Because the aspirated form, “Thai,” is generally understood as a name for the languages or people of the nation of Thailand, the 
unaspirated form, “Tai,” is generally preferred for the language group, though this can result in confusion with those 
Southwestern Taic languages and people officially designated as the Dai nationality within China, as the “d” in Chinese Pinyin 
Romanization represents an unaspirated, unvoiced alveolar plosive.  For the purposes of this work “Tai” represents the group or 
family of languages as a whole, whereas “Dai” represents the official nationality in China, and “Dai Zhuang” represents the 
Central Taic language spoken in western Wenshan prefecture, known to Chinese linguists as “Wen-Ma Southern Zhuang.” 
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contact situations the speakers of these languages have found themselves in through most of the linguistic 
history.  Most of the Southwestern Taic languages have been heavily influenced by the languages of 
Buddhism: Pali and Sanskrit and show extensive borrowing in certain domains as a result, as well as use 
of Pali-based scripts (Zhou and Luo 1999:326 ff.). The Northern Taic languages have been in contact 
with Chinese languages for millennia, as have most of the Central Taic languages, although some of these 
have been in contact with Vietnamese, as well.  (Northern and Central Taic cultures were not 
significantly affected by Theravada Buddhism, and therefore do not use Pali-based writing systems.)  
Some Northern and Central Taic speakers are in daily contact with each other (e.g. in Guangnan and 
Funing counties in Yunnan province, and along the Zuojiang/Yong River in southwestern Guangxi) and, 
of course, many of these languages are also in contact with various Tibeto-Burman, Hmong-Mien, and 
Mon-Khmer languages, as well.  (For a fuller discussion of classification issues, see Luo 1997 and 
Edmondson and Solnit 1997.)  

Within China, speakers of almost all Central Taic languages have been grouped into the official Zhuang 
nationality since the late 1950s, together with those Northern Taic speakers residing in Yunnan, Guangxi, 
Guangdong, and Hainan provinces.  The Northern Taic speakers in Guizhou were assigned to a separate 
Bouyei nationality, while Southwestern Taic speakers form the Dai nationality.  In Chinese works, the 
Central Taic languages are known as “the Southern dialect of Zhuang”23whereas, those Northern Taic 
languages whose speakers are classified as Zhuang are known as “the Northern dialect of Zhuang.” 

The people grouped with the official Zhuang nationality are the largest minority nationality within the 
People’s Republic of China, numbered at a population of 16 million during the 2000 national census 
(National Bureau of Statistics 2003).  Of these, approximately one-third speak “Southern Zhuang” 
dialects, that is, Central Taic varieties, whereas, two thirds speak “Northern Zhuang,” or Northern Taic 
varieties.  Over 1.1 million Zhuang nationality people live in Yunnan Province, and more than half of 
these are speakers of Central Taic language varieties.   

The research data presented here is the fruit of a collaborative research project jointly conducted by the 
Wenshan Zhuang and Miao Autonomous Prefecture’s Zhuang Studies Association and Minority Affairs 
Commission and SIL International’s East Asia Group.  The research was carried out at a number of 
locations within Yunnan Province’s Wenshan Zhuang and Miao Autonomous Prefecture from 2005 to 
2007.  The primary researchers were Mingfu Wang, an ethnographer with the Wenshan Prefecture 
Zhuang Studies Association and Minority Affairs Commission (and a first language speaker of Nong 
Zhuang) and Eric and Susanne Johnson, linguists with SIL International’s East Asia Group.   

In order to accomplish these objectives, several instruments were used: sociolinguistic questionnaires, 
observation, recorded text testing (RTT), and wordlist elicitation.  The sociolinguistic information 
gathered through these tools is available in Johnson (2010).  The present work will focus exclusively on 
the wordlist data collected, analyzing these data from a historical and comparative perspective, with a 
view toward understanding the phonological distinctives that explain the observed intelligibility levels 
among these speech varities.  The present work will also briefly introduce the standard Zhuang 
orthography as proposed for use in Yunnan Province and consider some spelling options for using this 
orthography to represent Nong Zhuang.   

                                                      
23In Chinese these are called “Zhuang yu nanbu fangyan (壮语南部方言)” and “Zhuang yu beibu fangyan (壮语北部方言)”, 
respectively. 
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An extended introduction to the Central Taic languages and a review of previous research is available in 
Johnson (2010). 

2 Lexical Comparison 
 
2.1 Lexical Similarity Percentages (“Lexicostatics”) Among Zhuang Languages 

In prior surveys conducted under the auspices of SIL International, a lexical similarity percentage method 
sometimes called “lexicostatics” is often used in order to narrow down the potential range of mutually 
intelligible dialects (Casad 1974, Blair 1990, Bergman 1990).  Phonetically similar words (or “apparent 
cognates”) are identified based on systematic criteria, and a percentage of similar lexemes is calculated 
for each pair of languages in the analysis.  In the experience of SIL’s numerous dialect intelligibility 
surveys, a one-way correlation has been discovered between this type of analysis (usually based upon the 
Swadesh 200 wordlist) and the possibility of mutual intelligibility of related language varieties.  Simons 
(1979) shows that nearly always a pair of languages sharing less than 60% will not be adequately 
understood by speakers of the other, even on simple basic narratives.  Grimes (1997) validates Simons’ 
60% in as much as wordlist similarities lower than this percentage can allow us to assume inherent 
intelligibility to be unlikely,34but he makes the case that above this level of similarity, nothing can be 
assumed about intelligibility from wordlist similarity percentages. In fact, we do have numerous 
examples of languages with quite high lexical similarity for which mutually inherent intelligibility levels 
are quite low, and we know that even inherent intelligibility is not always equal in both directions, as it 
can be affected by various factors such as phonemic mergers and splits, retention of archaisms, etc.   

In the case of this survey, all of the Zhuang languages of China demonstrate a fairly large percentage of 
cognate vocabulary.  Although the Central Taic Zhuang languages (that is, so-called “Southern Zhuang 
dialects”) reportedly have more lexical variation than the Northern Taic Zhuang languages (“Northern 
Zhuang dialects”), among Central Taic languages in China there is an average lexical similarity of around 
70% among central Taic Zhuang languages in China, according to Wei and Qin (1980), and on average 
65% shared vocabulary with the Northern Taic varieties, after removing recent Chinese loanwords.  Wei 
and Qin state that the Dai Zhuang and Nong Zhuang languages45share 64% of the core vocabulary, 
excluding recent Chinese loans.  Prior to the fieldwork stage of our research, we independently obtained 
similar results by calculating lexical similarity percentages for the subset of the data presented in Zhang 
et al. (1999) that were included in our own our wordlist:   

                                                      
34We are using the term “inherent intelligibility” to define that type of comprehension due to linguistic similarity between the 
two varieties, not due to speakers’ exposure to the dialect in question or conscious or unconscious language acquisition, which 
we refer to as “acquired comprehension.”  Of course, when speakers of related dialects are in frequent contact with each other, it 
becomes impossible to separate out these two types of comprehension. 
45Dai Zhuang and Nong Zhuang are referred to as the Wen-Ma and Yan-Guang sub-dialects of the Southern dialect of Zhuang in 
Wei and Qin’s work (1980). 
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Wenshan County Dai Zhuang (“Tu”)  68% 67% 64% 63% 57% 55% 54% 
Guangnan Couny Nong Zhuang 68%  87% 73% 72% 72% 66% 63% 
Yanshan  County Nong Zhuang 67% 87%  71% 72% 68% 64% 61% 
Jingxi County Yang Zhuang (Guangxi) 64% 73% 71%  90% 68% 64% 68% 
Debao County Yang Zhuang (Guangxi) 63% 72% 72% 90%  68% 64% 69% 
Guangnan County  Yei Zhuang (“Sha”) 57% 72% 68% 68% 68%  83% 71% 
Qiubei County Yei Zhuang (“Sha”) 55% 66% 64% 64% 64% 83%  69% 
Standard Zhuang (Wuming, Guangxi) 54% 63% 61% 68% 69% 71% 69%  

In calculating the above similarity percentages, we made use of a revision of Casad and Blair’s method 
developed by Noel Mann of SIL International to better fit the syllable structures of tonal languages, 
called “syllostatics” (Mann 2005).  It should be noted that there is naturally a certain margin of error to 
all of these percentages, though we have no meaningful way to compute that average statistically.  Also 
of note is that in computing these percentages we have neither established that similar pairs are true 
historical cognates, nor that dissimilar pairs are not historically related.  Rather, the method used requires 
us to look for similar syllables based on similarity of segments in terms of articulatory distinctive features 
and regular correspondences.  In some cases, pairs of words are deemed to be similar because the same 
phonological correspondence is evidence at least in two other instances in the dataset, although 
phonetically, the syllables are distinct enough that listeners might not recognize them as the same word 
upon first hearing.  So, while these “lexical similarity percentages” may be slightly lower than the 
percentage of true cognates, they are usually higher than the perceptions of speakers who have not had 
prior exposure to the other variety.56 

In any case, in Wei and Qin’s percentages and in our own calculations, what we see is that virtually all of 
the Zhuang languages remain similar enough lexically to be within the range of potential inherent 
intelligibility, according to the 60% similarity cut-off established by Grimes.  The only combinations 
excluded by this criteria are those of the Wenshan Dai Zhuang with the northern Taic varieties, both the 
two wordlists from within Yunnan province: Qiubei and Guangnan, and that of Wuming county, Guangxi 
the government standard dialect for the Zhuang nationality.  The other pairs, all being above 60% similar, 
leave open the possibility of potential inherent intelligibility, even between the central Taic varieties 
Nong and Yang Zhuang and the Northern Taic varieties.  Therefore, in this particular language cluster, 
lexicostatics, no matter what method is used to calculate similarity percentages, is of little use in 
identifying intelligibility groups and potential reference dialects for language standardization and spelling 
conventions. 

                                                      
56We thank intern Lim Chiong for her work in calculating these lexical similarity percentages. 
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Intelligibility testing, questionnaire results and historical ethnic identity have established that there is 
indeed a significant difference between the Nong Zhuang and Dai Zhuang languages, to the degree that 
there is very little inherent intelligibility between these two groups, and almost none with northern Taic 
varieties like the Wuming Standard Zhuang.67 The Min Zhuang have not been previously researched to 
our knowledge, and in fact, are only mentioned in one prior publication to our knowledge (Kullavanijaya 
and L-Thongkum 1998), but they also seem to have a distinct ethnic identity and appear unable to 
understand either Nong or Dai Zhuang.  So, based on the intelligibility and language use data presented 
above, we are confident in identifying these three as distinct language groups, although a majority of their 
lexicon seems to be closely related.   
 
2.2 Lexical Comparison from an Historically Informed Phonological Approach 

Because wordlist similarity percentages yielded little information as to the distinctives of the various 
Central Tai languages of Yunnan, we decided to compare the languages from a phonological perspective.  
A full historical analysis, with the goal of accurately describing the linguistic history of the central Tai 
Zhuang languages is beyond the scope of the present research. Others such as Li (1977), Luo (1997), and 
Fine (2005) have already addressed this issue.  So our approach will be primarily practical and synchronic, 
though we will take account of the proposed reconstructions of the above works, in order to more efficiently 
organize the data. 

Although extensive wordlist collection was conducted during the Zhuang language survey by the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences during the late 1950s (Zhang et al. 1999), only three Southern Zhuang 
locations in Yunnan were included (two Nong villages in Yanshan and Guangnan counties, and a Dai 
Zhuang village in Wenshan county).  As there is a good deal of phonological variation within the Yunnan 
Central Taic languages, we felt it useful to collect shorter wordlists in additional locations in order to 
better understand the pronunciation differences, and to determine how Yunnan Southern Zhuang speakers 
could best utilize the modern Zhuang orthography to represent their languages in a way that facilitates 
both use by writers and comprehension of written materials by readers.  Finally, we also hope to 
supplement previously available Central Tai data, as most comparative research to date has had to rely on 
a small number of representatives from the Central Tai branch. 

 
2.3 Wordlist Construction 

In order to focus our limited time and resources on the key lexical and phonological issues, we decided to 
elicit a relatively short wordlist of 491 words.78 This wordlist89includes all items on the Swadesh 100 and 
200 wordlists, and has significant overlap with several other wordlists used previously in studies of 
languages of the region such as Milliken and Milliken’s Tai languages wordlist (Milliken & Milliken 
2003), the Southeast Asia 436 Wordlist (SIL MSEAG 2002), Mann’s Mainland Southeast Asia 
Comparative Wordlist (Mann 2004), the wordlist used in the CASS Zhuang language survey of the 1950s 
(Zhang et al. 1999), and that of the Yunnan Province Gazetteer (Yunnan Sheng Zhi 1998).   

                                                      
67There is a good deal of bidialectalism between the Nong Zhuang of Guangnan and the Yei Zhuang of Guangnan, and these two 
varieties seem to be influencing each other, as demonstrated by the relatively high lexical similarity percentage between these 
two, which at 72% is as high as with the most similar Central Taic Yang Zhuang varieties of Jingxi and Debao counties. 
78The CASS wordlist presented in Zhang et al. (1999) consists of 1465 items, most of which were elicited from 1955–1958, with 
a bit over 100 items added from newer fieldwork in 1992–1993 (Zhang et al. 1999:3; 563) 
89We thank interns Cathryn Fine Yang, Sung Kim, Lim Chiong, and Nathan Davis for their work on preparing the wordlist used. 
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We intentionally elicited each of the items on both the Swadesh 200 and Swadesh 100 wordlists (of 
course there’s a lot of overlap between these two lists), even though we knew that certain items would 
likely elicit recent loanwords, in order to have a complete dataset comparable with other languages.  We 
also were careful to collect items which were likely to represent different tone categories, in order to 
provide tonal minimal pairs, for establishing the tone splitting system of each variety.   

Even though the list we developed worked well for the most part, we did encounter several items for 
which only recent Chinese loanwords were known.  Sometimes, this was due to the fact that the climate 
in which the Yunnan Southern Zhuang live is quite a bit higher in altitude than that of most of the other 
Taic peoples.  The Wenshan area is well over a kilometer in elevation, in most areas around 1500 meters 
and therefore, many tropical plants, such as papaya and bananas, do not flourish.  

Kinship terms were also a challenge in some areas.  Although most Taic cultures traditionally had a quite 
different kinship system than that of the Han Chinese, among the Yunnan Zhuang peoples there seem to 
be many areas in which the Chinese kinship vocabulary and categories are replacing the traditional Taic 
words and categories.  For example, the more conservative areas maintain a gender-neutral term for older 
sibling and for younger sibling, but in the more Han-influenced areas, either the words for “male” and 
“female” are being added to the sibling terms (to create a system similar to that of Chinese, in which 
there are separate terms for “older brother,” “older sister,” “younger brother,” “younger sister”) or the 
Chinese kinship terms have mostly replaced the Taic terms in common use. 

We included both an inclusive and exclusive first person plural pronouns, but as the Chinese marked 
inclusive first person plural pronoun (zanmen 咱们) is not common in the local Chinese, there was 
significant confusion over this word, and it was difficult to elicit both the inclusive and exclusive first 
person plural pronouns.  (See Appendix A for the complete wordlist.) 
 
2.4 Wordlist Datapoints and Elicitation Procedures 

Normally, the wordlists were elicited in villages with several individuals indigenous to the village, but 
several wordlists were also taken with individuals residing in cities.  The wordlists were elicited from 
individuals who were mother tongue speakers of the variant in question, without excessive exposure to 
other Zhuang dialects.  Most of our participants were fluent in local Wenshan Chinese or standard 
Mandarin Chinese; the few who were not fully fluent worked as part of a team of pronouncers with other 
mother tongue speakers, who were bilingual.  The wordlist was organized according to semantic 
domains, to help the participants more quickly understand which semantic concept was in view (as 
Chinese has many homophonic lexemes), and words open to multiple interpretations were discussed as a 
group.  We printed several extra copies of the wordlist elicitation forms so that participants could also see 
the Chinese characters representing the concept.   

When speakers were clearly thinking of another semantic concept, or could not think of a Taic word for 
the item, the researchers would fish for the Taic word by mentioning the cognate form as known from 
previous wordlists; however, when words were elicited via this “fishing,” the researchers were careful to 
discuss the usage of the word, to ensure that the semantic field had not significantly shifted and that the 
word was still in common use. 

In addition to the original transcription of the wordlist (using the International Phonetic Alphabet), the 
wordlists were digitally recorded, allowing us to check transcriptions when in doubt.  Care was taken to 
establish the tone values for the tone categories of each dialect.   
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Our wordlist datapoints generally correspond to those where language use questionnaires were 
administered and intelligibility testing was conducted (see Johnson 2010 for description of these 
villages), that is, villages in areas that were heavily populated by Zhuang speakers, many in districts or 
townships where Zhuang people formed a numerical majority of the total population, and representing 
different geographical areas of the various Zhuang language groups.   

In addition to the village visits, we also elicited several additional wordlists or partial wordlists from 
personal friends who originated from Zhuang areas that we were not able to visit.  Because of the large 
Nong population of Yanshan county we elicited a partial wordlist from a mother tongue Nong speaker 
from Panzhihua township, a heavily Nong Zhuang area southeast of the county seat, to confirm that this 
area’s pronunciation is basically the same as that of our Kuaxi datapoint.  In Guangnan County, we 
visited two different Nong districts (Liancheng and Zhetu) and a Dai Zhuang datapoint (Songshupo 
village in Zhulin township).  Because Guangnan is a large county geographically and in terms of 
population, with approximately half of all Nong Zhuang speakers residing in this county, we decided to 
add another Nong Zhuang wordlist datapoint from Nasa in the south of the county.  As our Wenshan 
county Nong Zhuang datapoint was in Binglie district in the east of the county, we also took a wordlist 
from a Nong Zhuang friend from Laohuilong district in the west of the county.  Finally, in the course of 
our various village visits we were able to elicit partial wordlists from several other southern Zhuang areas 
not represented in our primary research data.   

In the chart below, we present an inventory of all wordlists collected in the course of this research and 
indicate the reliability and completeness of the wordlists.  Wordlists cited as “reliable” indicates that the 
data was collected in a homogenous Zhuang-speaking village with several different speakers of the 
variety in question.  Wordlists listed as “unconfirmed” are those elicited out of the home area and/or with 
only a single mother tongue speaker pronouncing the items.910Wordlists were transcribed by the 
following personnel: Eric Johnson, Susanne Johnson, Cathryn Fine Yang, and Andrew Castro, with Eric 
Johnson present for all elicitation sessions.  (For ease of reference in future sections, we will make use of 
a code system in which first hand data is referred with capital letters by the initials of the county followed 
by the initials of the village or community after a slash, for example: “GN/SSP” = Guangnan County, 
Songshupo Village.)  In the phonological comparisons which follow, we will only make use of the nine 
complete Nong Zhuang wordlists. 

Inventory of Wordlist Data Elicited 
Code Date 

visited 
County District or 

Township 
Community Village name Language 

group 
Wordlist 
reliability 

Number 
of items 
elicited 

GN/SSP Sept. 
2006 

Guangnan 
(广南县) 

Zhulin 
Township  
(珠琳镇) 

Bainitang  
(白泥塘委员会) 

Songshupo  
(松树破村) 

Dai 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

MG/LCP Jan. 
2006 

Maguan 
(马关县) 

Nanlao 
Township  
(南捞镇) 

Tangfang  
(塘房村委会) 

Laochangpo  
(老厂坡村)  

Dai 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

WS/XMH Nov. 
2005 

Wenshan 
(文山县) 

Dehou 
Township  
(德后镇) 

Minghu  
(明湖村委会) 

Xiao Minghu  
(小明湖村) 

Dai 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

                                                      
910Most of Gedney’s Western Nung data was elicited from a single speaker, Mr. Sin Fong Yiw, elicited in Vientiane, Laos, years 
after Mr. Sin had left his homeland. Nonetheless, Gedney’s Western Nung data (Hudak 1995) looks amazingly similar to the data 
we elicited in Nung villages in 2005–2007, showing that while elicitation with multiple informants in the language area is still 
the ideal, accurate linguistic research can be done with a single speaker outside of the home area. 
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Code Date 
visited 

County District or 
Township 

Community Village name Language 
group 

Wordlist 
reliability 

Number 
of items 
elicited 

WS/KH Nov. 
2005 

Wenshan 
(文山县) 

Kaihua 
Township 
(开化镇) 

Hongqi  
(红旗村委会) &
Libujia 
(里布戛村委会) 

Shuichezhai  
(水车寨)&  
Niutouzhai  
(牛头寨) 

Dai 
Zhuang  Confirmed 

385 

FN/BL March 
2007 

Funing 
(富宁县) 

Tianpeng 
Township  
(田蓬镇) 

Balong 
(Langheng 
Production 
committee)  
(朗恒办公所，
叭咙村委会) 

Guixun-Anhe 
(贵训小组-安哈
村) 

Min 
Zhuang 

Confirmed 491 

GN/SFZ Dec. 
2005 

Guangnan 
(广南县) 

Zhetu 
District 
(者兔乡) 

Nanai  
(那耐村委会) 

Shang Fazao  
(上发早村) 

Nong 
Zhuang  Confirmed 

491 

GN/XGN July 
2006 

Guangnan  
(广南县) 

Liancheng 
Township 
(莲城镇) 

Xiaoguangnan 
(小广南村委会) 

Xiaoguangnan 
(小广南村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

MG/XZ Feb. 
2006 

Maguan  
(马关县) 

Renhe 
Township  
(仁和镇) 

A’e  
(阿峨村委会) 

Xinzhai  
(新寨村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

MLP/JD March 
2006 

Malipo 
(麻栗坡
县) 

Babu 
District  
(八布乡) 

Jiangdong  
(江东村委会) 

Jiangdong  
(江东) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

WS/MLW Aug. 
2005 

Wenshan 
(文山县) 

Binglie 
District  
(秉烈乡) 

Milewan 
(迷勒湾村委会) 

Xiao Milewan  
(小迷勒湾村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

XC/GJ Oct. 
2005 

Xichou  
(西畴县) 

Xingjie 
Township  
(兴街镇) 

Longping 
龙坪村委会 

Geji 
(革机村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

YS/KX Oct. 
2005 

Yanshan  
(砚山县) 

Zhela 
District  
(者腊乡) 

Kuaxi  
(垮溪村委会) 

Kuaxi  
(垮溪村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Confirmed 

491 

GN/BH Sept. 
2006 

Guangnan 
(广南县) 

Nasa 
Township  
(那洒镇) 

Bahao  
(岜皓村委会) 

Bahao  
([pʰʲɑkʰɑːu];  

岜皓村) 

Nong 
Zhuang 

Unconfirmed 491 

WS/LHL June 
2006 

Wenshan 
(文山县) 

Laohuilong 
District  
(老回龙乡) 

Laohuilong  
(老回龙村委会) 

 Nong 
Zhuang  

Unconfirmed 491 

GN/XDY Jan. 
2006 

Guangnan 
(广南县) 

Zhetu 
District 
(者兔乡) 

Douyue 
(斗月村委会) 

Xia Douyue  
(下斗月村) 

Nong 
Zhuang Unconfirmed 

100 

FN/DL Dec 
2004 

Funing 
(富宁县) 

Guichao 
township 
(归潮镇) 

Donglin  
(东林村委会) 

Donglin  
(东林) 

 Unconfirmed 214 

FN/XMG March 
2007 

Funing 
(富宁县) 

Muyang 
District  
(木央乡) 

Mugui  
(木贵村委会) 

Xia Mugui 
(下木贵) 

Nong 
Zhuang 

Unconfirmed 62 

YS/PL July 
2006 

Yanshan  
(砚山县) 

Panlong 
District  
(盘龙乡) 

Panlong (盘龙村
委会) 

Yizi Qiao Xin 
Zhai (一字桥新
寨) 

Nong 
Zhuang 

Unconfirmed 108 

2.5 Loanwords 

Wenshan prefecture falls within the range of influence of two sprachbünde or linguistic macro-regions: 
the East Asian area (including Chinese and the many languages influenced by it) and the Southeast Asian 
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area.  Bradley (1979), Matisoff (1996) and others have observed that in these areas there are 
characteristics that seem to have spread across these geographic regions, influencing the development of 
their many speech varieties regardless of typology or genetic stock.  These characteristics may affect 
phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicon and discourse structures.  A morphosyntactic example given by 
Bradley (1979) is that of noun classifiers which are present in both Chinese and Zhuang.   

Unlike most of the languages in the southwestern branch of Tai, the Zhuang languages did not borrow 
heavily from Indian languages of Pali and Sanskrit associated with Buddhism (cf Zhou and Luo 
1999:343–349), but instead have borrowed extensively from Chinese languages both in ancient times and 
in modern times.  In evaluating Zhuang vocabulary, it is virtually impossible to remove medieval Chinese 
lexemes, as most have been thoroughly adapted to the Taic phonological and tonal systems.  As our 
primary goal is to understand the phonogical similarities and differences among the Wenshan Central Tai 
languages for the purpose of orthography usage, it is not desirable to only analyze the “truly Taic” 
lexemes, even were we able to confidently identify these. We will, however, briefly note lexemes in our 
dataset which appear to be loans from modern Chinese, those which appear to be cognate with Chinese 
languages, but at a point prior to that for which Proto-Tai has been reconstructed, and also those areal or 
regional loanword cognates which are found in many unrelated or distantly related languages of the 
region.  In the comparative phonological analysis which follows this section, we will avoid reliance on 
recent Chinese loanwords, as these may bias the comparisons to cause the language varieties to appear 
more similar than they actually are. 

2.5.1 Modern Chinese Loans 

The following is a list of words in dataset that are likely to be recent loans from Chinese, as the current 
forms (here listed as pronounced in Nong Zhuang as spoken in Milewan village in Wenshan) more 
resembles modern Putonghua (Mandarin) Chinese than the Proto-Tai forms, though of course, as Li 
(1977) states, some of these Proto-Tai forms may themselves be loans from medieval Chinese: 

Modern Chinese Loanwords 
English Chinese  Nong Zhuang 

(Wenshan 
Milewan)  

Yei Zhuang (Guangnan 
County’s Zhemeng 
District)1011 

Dai Zhuang 
(Wenshan Xiao 
Minghu) 

Standard Putonghua 
(Mandarin Chinese) 

Proto-Tai (Li 
1977)a 

bronze 
gong 

铜锣 (tɕoŋ²²) la³³  dɛn̤³³lo³¹ tʰɔŋ³⁵luɔ³⁵ *dɔŋA2 = 
copper 

candle 蜡烛 la³¹tɕu³¹ laːp⁴⁴ɕuk¹¹ lɑ⁵⁵ la⁵¹t͡ʂu³⁵ no protoform 
elephant 大象 ta³³ɕiaŋ³³ ɕaːŋ³¹ mi³³ɕiə̤̃ː ¹³ ta⁵¹ɕiaŋ⁵¹ *d͡ʒaŋC2 
lime 石灰 hoːi²⁴ hoːi²⁴ huɒ¹³ xuei⁵⁵ no protoform 
oil 油 ju³³ ju⁴⁴ tʰɕei⁵³ jɔu³⁵ no protoform 
to fry 炒 ʨʰau²² ɕaːu³³ tʰɕo⁵⁵ t͡ʂʰau⁵⁵ no protoform 
road 路 lo³¹ ðan²⁴ kʰɔ³³luʔ⁵⁵ lu⁵¹ *xru̯ɯnA1, 

*daŋA2 
shoes 鞋子 haːi³³ haːi⁴⁴ tʰɤu³³nɤu³³ ɕjɛ³⁵zɿ²¹ 

(Wenshanhua: haːi³³) 
no protoform 

gun 枪 tɕʰoŋ¹¹ ɕuŋ¹¹ tʰɕɿ³³dɑ⁵̃³ t͡ɕʰjaŋ⁵⁵ no protoform 
to pay 交 ɕuei¹¹ ʨaːu²⁴ xei⁵⁵ tɕjau⁵⁵ no protoform 

                                                      
1011Yei Zhuang data is from Ahang er al. (1999). 
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English Chinese  Nong Zhuang 
(Wenshan 
Milewan)  

Yei Zhuang (Guangnan 
County’s Zhemeng 
District)1011 

Dai Zhuang 
(Wenshan Xiao 
Minghu) 

Standard Putonghua 
(Mandarin Chinese) 

Proto-Tai (Li 
1977)a 

to push 推 toi⁵⁵ ŋe⁴⁴ duɑi³³ tʰʷei⁵⁵ no protoform 
friend 朋友 

(同伴) 
toŋ³³pən³¹ puŋ⁴⁴jau⁵³ pʰə⁵̃⁵ɟo³¹ tʰɔŋ³⁵pan⁵¹  no protoform 

green 绿 lɔk³³ heːu²⁴ 
 tʰɕu̞⁵³ lu⁵¹ *xiauA1 

hundred 百 pak¹¹kou³³ paːk¹¹ pɛ⁵⁵nə³³ pai²¹⁴ no protoform 
thousand 千 tʰiaŋ²⁴ ɕien²⁴ tʰəŋ³¹nɛʔ³¹ t͡ɕjɛn³⁵ no protoform 
hard, 
difficult 

难 

nan⁵⁵ 
naːn⁵³ nɑʔ̃³³ nan³⁵ *jakD1L 

aProto-Tai reconstructions are those of Li Fang Kuei (1977) accessed via the Thai Lexicography Resources page of the Center 
for Computational Linguistics, Bangkok (seasrc.th.net/index.html?main=http%3A//seasrc.th.net/proto/). 

2.5.2 Possible Chinese Loan Words  

Although the following Central Tai words are similar to the modern Chinese pronunciation, it is possible that 
they have developed relatively independently, at least since the time of proto-Tai. The Central Tai 
pronunciation also appears similar to the proto-Tai reconstructed etymons.  Many of these are likely ancient 
Chinese loans into proto-Tai.  In some cases, the tones may be of use in determining the history of these 
words, so we provide the tone reflexes as pronounced in the local dialect of Chinese, Wenshanhua, as well as 
those expected for Nong Zhuang, if these words have indeed descended directly from Proto-Tai ancestors: 

Possible Recent Loanwords from Chinese 

English Chinese 

Nong 
Zhuang 
(Wenshan 
Milewan) 

Yei Zhuang 
(Guangnan 
County’s 
Zhemeng 
District) 

Dai Zhuang 
(Wenshan Xiao 
Minghu) 

Standard 
Mandarin 

Wenshanhua1112 
Chinese tone 
reflex 

Proto-Tai 
(Li 1977) 

Expected 
Tonal Reflex  
for Nong 
Zhuang 

head 头 tʰu²⁴ ʨau³³ tʰu⁴² tʰɔ³⁵ ⁴² *tʰrueA¹  ²⁴ 
buttocks 屁股  ku³³ ʨʰi³³ taɯ²⁴pɔːn⁴⁴ kuən⁵⁵tʰɕɿ⁵⁵ pʰi⁵¹ku ²¹¹ *ku̯ɯnC¹ ²² 
pus 脓 nɔːŋ²⁴ noːŋ²⁴ nõː¹³ nɔŋ³⁵ ⁴² *hnɔŋA¹ ²⁴ 
early 早 tɕou⁵⁵ ɕau³¹ zɑo⁴⁴ t͡sau²¹⁴ ⁴⁴ *d͡ʒauC² ⁵⁵ 
cat 猫a miau¹¹ mɛːu⁴⁴ mjɑu⁵³ mau⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ *mɛuA2 ³³ 
medicine 药 ja²⁴ jie²⁴ ʝṳ³³ʝɑʔ jau⁵¹ ²¹¹ *ʔjɯ̯aA² ³³ 
aOf course, the similarity between the forms for ‘cat’ is likely due to onomatopoeia. 

                                                      
1112Tone patterns of Wenshanhua, the local dialect of Southwest Mandarin spoken in Wenshan county, are from an article in the 
Wenshan Prefecture Gazetteer (Zhang 2000).  James Campbell’s website www.glossika.com/en/dict/tones/guanhua.htm differs 
from this article with respect to two tone values.  For the Wenshan Mandarin dialect the Yin-Shang tone（阴上, ‘third tone’）is 
listed as 53, and the Yin-Qu tone（阴去, ‘fourth tone’）as 11.  This may belie the difficulty of describing a non-standardized 
Chinese dialect.  The authors have not personally done any research on Wenshanhua Chinese to date.  These tones are presented 
here to help the reader be aware than past and present Chinese tonal influence would most likely come not from that of standard 
Mandarin but rather from a local Chinese dialect. 
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English Chinese 

Nong 
Zhuang 
(Wenshan 
Milewan) 

Yei Zhuang 
(Guangnan 
County’s 
Zhemeng 
District) 

Dai Zhuang 
(Wenshan Xiao 
Minghu) 

Standard 
Mandarin 

Wenshanhua11 
Chinese tone 
reflex 

Proto-Tai 
(Li 1977) 

Expected 
Tonal Reflex  
for Nong 
Zhuang 

gingera 姜 ʨʰiŋ²⁴ hiŋ²⁴ tʰɕɘŋ³¹ t͡ɕjaŋ⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ *xiŋA¹ ²⁴ 
to chop 
(meat) 切(肉) ʨʰiɛn¹¹ ðoːn¹¹ kʰɑ⁵̃⁵ t͡ɕʰiɛ⁵¹ ²¹¹ *tʰramC¹ ²² 

bow 弓 kɔːŋ²⁴ kɔːŋ²⁴ kɑŋ¹³ kɔŋ⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ *koŋA¹ ²⁴ 
gold 金 tɕim²⁴ tɕim²⁴ tɕɛ¹̃³ t͡ɕin⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ *ɣamA² ³³ 
mortar 臼 tɕuɔk³³ (ʔuə²⁴) gɑʔ³¹ t͡ɕjo⁵¹ ²¹¹ *gru̯okD²S ³³ 
needle 针 ʨʰam²⁴ ʨim²⁴ mɛʔ³³tʰɕen³¹ t͡ʂən⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ *khie̯mA¹  ²⁴ 
bury 埋 mɔk⁵⁵ (ham²⁴) mɑʔ³³ mai³⁵ ⁴² *hmokD¹S ⁵⁵ 
yellow 黄 heːn²² heːn³³ liəŋ̃¹³ xʷaŋ³⁵ ⁴² *hlɯoŋA1 ²⁴ 
aBradley (1979), citing Matisoff (1996), lists ‘ginger’ as an area loanword from Chinese. 

2.5.3 Ancient Chinese and Areal Loanwords (Prior to Proto-Tai) 

A number of lexical items in our data have already been demonstrated elsewhere to be either loans from 
Ancient Chinese into Proto-Tai, or areal loanwords whose origin is now impossible to discover since they 
are so widely found in many unrelated languages of the region: 

Ancient Chinese and Areal Loanwords 

English Chinese  
Standard 
Mandarin 

Proto-Tai 

Nong Zhuang 
(Wenshan 
County’s Milewan 
Village)  

Expected Tonal 
Reflex for Nong 
Zhuang 

Yei Zhuang 
(Guangnan 
County’s Zhemeng 
District) 

Dai Zhuang 
(Wenshan County’s 
Xiao Minghu 
Village) 

horse 马 ma²¹⁴ (no 
protoform) ma⁵⁵ - ma³¹ mɔː³³ 

chicken 鸡 ʨi⁵⁵ *kəiB1 ʨei¹¹ ¹¹ kai¹¹ kɑi⁵⁵ 
ride 
(horse) 骑(马) t͡ɕʰi²⁵ *khu̯iB1 kʰi¹¹ ¹¹ kɯəi⁵³ tʰɕi⁵³ 

sanda 沙 ʂa⁵⁵ *zaiA2 θaːi³³ ³³ ðe¹¹ ɕɒː⁵³ 
wash  洗(手) t͡ɕa²⁵ *tɕaA² θi¹¹ ³³ θɯəi¹¹ sui⁵⁵ 
wide 宽 kʰʷan⁵⁵ *kwaŋC¹ kaŋ³³ ²² kwaːŋ¹¹ koŋ⁵⁵ 
three 三 san⁵⁵ *samA¹ θam²⁴ ²⁴ θaːm²⁴ sɑ̃ː ¹³ 
four 四 sɿ⁵¹ *siB¹ θi¹¹ ¹¹ θi¹¹ si⁵³ 
six 六 ljo⁵¹ *xrokD1S ʨʰɔk⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ ðɔːk¹¹ tʰɕɑʔ³¹ 
seven 七 t͡ɕʰi⁵⁵ *t͡ʃetD¹S ʨʰiɛt⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ ɕɛːt¹¹ tɕɛ¹³ 
eight 八 pa⁵⁵ *pɛtD¹L piɛt¹¹ ¹¹ peːt¹¹ piɑ⁵³ 
nine 九 t͡ɕjo²¹⁴ *kiə̯uC¹ kou²² ²² ku³³ kɑu³⁵ 
ten 十 ʂʅ²⁵ *sipD¹S θip⁵⁵ ⁵⁵ ɕip⁴⁴ sɛʔ³³ 
aOf these items, ‘sand’, ‘cloth’ and ‘tea’, are recognized by Bradley (1979) as area loanwords. 

3 Comparative Phonology 

Johnson (2010) describes the language usage and vitality situation of the Nong, Dai, and Min Zhuang 
languages, as well as detailing observed intelligibility levels among and within each of these languages.  
Based on intelligibility testing and interview data, he concludes that Nong Zhuang cannot serve as a 
reference dialect for all Wenshan Prefecture speakers of Central Taic languages.  Though intelligibility 
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testing and sociolinguistic interviews can provide a relatively rapid indicator of where boundaries of 
speech communities lie, such testing cannot indicate how deep the differences between language varieties 
are in the varieties’ linguistic structures.   

In the present work, we examine the phonological phenomena behind those observed and reported 
intelligibility levels.  We will attempt to answer the question of whether there are significant systemic 
phonological differences among these three languages that impeded comprehension, or whether the 
phonological systems of these three languages, which are lexically quite closely related, are fundamentally the 
same and the obstacles to comprehension lie elsewhere, for example in inadequate familiarity with minor 
phonetic differences among the languages or in dramatically different grammatical structures.  This will help 
to answer the question of whether there is any possibility that a common set of well-designed written materials 
could serve the speakers of not just Nong Zhuang, but also Dai and Min Zhuang if they were given more 
opportunity to become accustomed to one another’s speech and if certain problematic structures were avoided. 

We begin with a comparison of the tonal phonologies of these three languages, taking as our guide the 
accepted historical reconstruction of this family proposed by linguist Fang-Kuei Li (1977).  While there 
is much more to the deep structures of these languages than their phonologies, phonology has often 
shown itself to be a good indicator of historic difference (the time depth at which related varieties 
diverged), and tonal systems have often been shown to correspond to other structural differences in Taic 
languages, in particular.  Therefore, an analysis of the tonal systems will provide us an economical 
starting point for accessing the relative similarity or divergence of these languages. 
 
3.1 Central Taic Phonology 

Though it is not our goal in this work to classify these varieties relative to each other from a historical 
framework, we will organize our phonological comparisons by the historical reconstruction of Proto-Tai 
and Proto-Central Tai originally proposed by Fang-Kuei Li (Li 1977), making use of the additional 
reconstructions and taking into account the revisions suggested by Luo (1997).   

Before looking at the phonemic inventories of the various languages, we will first examine the characteristic 
phonological features of Central Taic languages as proposed by Li (1977) and summarized by Luo (1997).  
The distinguishing features of Central Taic (CT) languages are: (adapted from Luo 1997: 43) 

1. Merger of Proto-Tai (PT) *tr- and *tʰr- into an aspirated dental stop /tʰ/. 
2. Some retention of PT clusters *pr-, *ʔbl/r- and *vl/r- (typically realized as [pʰʲ], [ʔbʲ] and [pʲ], 

respectively).1213 

3. Development of PT *f- into an aspirated labial stop /pʰ/ in many CT languages.  (But shared by 
some Southwestern Taic languages, such as Phake and Black Tai, according to Luo.) 

                                                      
1213Although L-Thongkum (1997), following Ladefoged (1971:6–22), prefers to refer to these sounds as ‘voiced implosives’ 
rather than ‘preglottalized,’ we use the latter term in this work because this is the terminology that has been used by Li and 
mainland Chinese linguists, and also because the degree of glottal constriction before these sounds does not seem to be of 
uniform quality across dialects and across speakers.  Some speakers exhibit a very clear glottal constriction prior to or 
simultaneous with the production of the voiced plosives, whereas, for other speakers the only contrast between these sounds and 
their unaspirated, voiceless equivalents appears to be voicing.  (Gedney (Hudak, 1995) only noted a voicing contrast in his 
Western Nung field notes.)  Therefore, we prefer to refer to these phonemes with the symbols of a glottal stop followed by the 
voiced stop (‘ʔb’ and ‘ʔd’), with the understanding that for some speakers the actual phonetic form is simply the voiced stop: [b] 
and [d]. 
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4. Development of PT * ɣ- into an unaspirated velar stop /k/. 
5. Some CT languages have patterns of tone splits and mergers only found in other CT languages. 

6. Absence of a set of phonological and lexical features shared by Northern and Southwestern Taic 
languages. 

7. A set of common lexical items not shared by Northern and Southwestern Taic languages.  
Though this was part of Li’s original justification (his earliest threefold division of Tai, in 1959 
and 1960, was based purely on lexical features rather than phonology), Luo points out that only 
three distinctive CT lexical items were identified, and one has since been shown to be shared by 
some Northern Taic languages. 

Added more recently than Li’s 1977 Handbook is an additional distinctive found in the Dai Zhuang 
language: the “retention of voiced quality for etymologically voiced series of initials” (Luo 1997:43).   

Luo points out that the most significant among the above features for identifying CT as a distinct branch 
are the first two, but that “the delineation of the Central dialects still needs more empirical work before a 
definite conclusion is made.” (1997:53)  As Luo points out, Li’s Central Tai criteria were not adequately 
distinctive so as to persuade all linguists that Central Taic should be recognized as a distinct branch of 
Tai, though some felt Central Tai had more in common with Southwestern Taic languages, whereas 
others felt the Central Taic languages grouped more neatly with Northern Tai (such as certain Chinese 
publications stressing the common features shared by all “dialects of the Zhuang language”) or as a 
transitional set of languages between the Northern and Southwestern groups.   

As we examine the phonologies of the Yunnan Central Taic languages, we need to remember that these 
languages are in contact with both Southwestern Taic languages (the languages spoken by Dai nationality 
people in Maguan, Jinping and Hekou counties) and Northern Taic languages (the Yei Zhuang languages 
of Qiubei, Guangnan, and Funing counties), so contact effects, both ancient and modern, can never be 
ruled out.  Our situation is clearly not the comparativist’s ideal, in which multiple populations go their 
separate ways at some point in history, settling on different islands never to come in contact with each 
other again.  Therefore, it seems inevitable that any classification scheme for these languages will have to 
tolerate various exceptions, outliers, etc.   In any case, for the present work, we shall proceed as though 
the Central Taic category is valid and examine to what degree the Yunnan Central Taic languages (which 
were not directly included in either Li or Luo’s work) conform to the Central Taic profile. 

William Gedney, in his 1972 article “A Checklist for Determining Tones in Tai Dialects,” made the 
following observations: 

“The most useful criterion for dialect boundaries within the Tai-speaking area is perhaps that 
of tonal systems; in traveling from place to place…one may consider that he has crossed a 
dialect boundary if he finds an increase or decrease in the number of tones in the system, or if 
he finds that a list of morphemes which in the previously studied dialect agreed in tone is 
now distributed among two or more different tones, or conversely, that a previously noted 
tonal distinction is now lost, with most or all of the morphemes previously noted as showing 
a tonal distinction now merging into a single list having the same tone.” 

In organizing the various tones of different Tai dialects, Gedney discovered that there were several 
significant variables that could explain the historic splitting processes that had resulted in such a variety 
of tone systems, most importantly, the degree of aspiration of the syllable onset, type of syllable coda and 
the length of medial vowels in checked syllables.  His “checklist” consisted of a matrix of twenty unique 
syllable types (at least unique in their protoforms).  Words representing each type of syllable would be 
elicited and by observing which types of syllables had differing tonal values in the synchronic forms of 
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various dialects, tone split paradigms could be established and various dialects could be grouped, based 
on which paradigm their tonal systems match (even though the specific tonal values might differ).  
Gedney did not claim that any particular Taic dialect would have unique tone categories for all twenty 
syllable types, but that the twenty types represented all possible combinations of the relevant variables 
that had been shown to affect tone splitting in some Taic dialects he had previously studied.   

Gedney’s tone box notation (Gedney 1966, 1972) 
↓ syllable initial 
    proto-tone/coda → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) 
DS (checked + short 

vowel) 
DL (checked + long 

vowel) 
1. voiceless friction  
//pʰ tʰ kʰ m̥ n ̥ ŋ ̥ h s f x// 1 5 9 13 17 
2. voiceless unaspirated stops 
//p t k// 2 6 10 14 18 
3 voiceless glottal 
//ʔb ʔj ʔ// 3 7 11 15 19 
4. originally voiced  
//b d g m n ŋ l r// 4 8 12 16 20 

A few years later in 1977, Fang-Kuei Li published his seminal work A Handbook of Comparative Tai.  In 
this work he reconstructed Proto-Tai as possessing four tone categories, three of which are found on 
unchecked syllables (ending in a vowel or nasal coda), called “A,” “B,” and “C,” and one on checked 
syllables, “D.”1314For the majority of Taic languages the D tone category split according to vowel length; 
thus, “DS” refers to those checked syllables with a short medial vowel, and “DL” refers to those with a long 
vowel.  For most Taic languages, another tone split also took place, according to the nature of the syllable 
onset.  The most common of onset-induced tone split was a division between fully voiced onsets (//b d g m 
n ŋ l r//) and all other onsets (Li’s Proto-Tai has no vowel onsets).  The result of this split was that the 
pronunciations of tones deriving from the proto-Tai tone categories A, B, C, DS, or DL on syllables whose 
initial sound was fully voiced no longer resembled the pronunciations resulting from the same proto-Tai 
tone categories on other syllables, apparently resulting from secondary articulatory features being 
reinterpreted as tone and eventually replacing non-tonal phonemic differences as the primary distinguishing 
feature.  Thus, in the most common Taic tone split system, there as a result of ten distinct tone categories 
(although two or more categories may surface phonetically in an identical pitch contour in a given dialect).  
Li represented this type of tone split system by adding “1” to the tone category letter (e.g. “A1”) for the tone 
categories resulting from the historically voiceless initials (including glottals) and a “2” (e.g. “A2”) for 
those categories resulting from the historically voiced initials.   

                                                      
1314Unchecked syllables are known as “live” and checked syllables as “dead” in Thai. 
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Fang-Kuei Li’s (1977) Proto-Tai Tone Split Numbering System 
Syllable Initial (in Proto-Tai form) Proto Tone Coda 

 A 
(unchecked) 

B 
(unchecked) 

C 
(unchecked) 

DS (checked 
+ short vowel) 

DL (checked 
+ long vowel) 

1. aspirated voiceless stops & voiceless continuants  
(*pʰ-, *tʰ-, *kʰ-, čʰ-, *h-, *x, *s-, *f-, *m̥-, *n̥-, 
*ň̥-,*ŋ̥-, *l-̥, *w̥-, *r̥-) A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 
2. unaspirated voiceless stops (*p-, *t-, *k-, *č-) 
3. glottal stop & preglottalized cons. (*ʔ-, *ʔb-, *ʔd-
4. voiced stops & fricatives (*b-, *d-, *ɡ-, *ǰ-, *m-, 
*n-, *ŋ-, *ň-, *z-, *v-, *ɣ-, *r-, *l-, *w-, *j-) A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L 

 
Chinese linguists, such as those who edited Zhuangyu Fangyan Yanjiu (Zhang et al. 1999), use the 
numbers 1 through 8 (or 1 through 10, if there has been a tone split based on vowel length in PT Tone D) 
to refer to the modern descendents of these categories in living Zhuang dialects, with a check mark 
following the digit (e.g. “9'“) for tone categories resulting from loan words or a different splitting pattern 
than the common system of simple voicing-based tone split.  The odd numbers correspond to those tones 
above numbered “1” (believed to have originally been higher in pitch), and the even numbers correspond 
to those numbered “2” above (originally lower in pitch).  Note that the order of the proto-Tai tone 
categories B and C is reversed in this numbering system; this is due to the connection Chinese and other 
linguists have noticed between the historical tone system of Chinese languages and those of Zhuang and 
other Taic languages.  Proto-Tai tones A, B, C, and D correspond, to a significant degree, with the 
Chinese historical tone categories entitled ping (平), qu (去), shang (上), and ru (入), respectively, and 
the voiceless register of Taic tones often corresponds to what in Chinese linguistics is called yin (阴), 
with the voiced register corresponding to yang (阳).  Because the traditional order for these Chinese tone 
categories is ping, shang, qu, ru, therefore, mainland Chinese linguists have traditionally numbered Taic 
tone categories in the order A1 (yin ping), A2  (yang ping), C1 (yin shang), C2 (yang shang), B1 (yin qu), 
B2 (yang qu), D1 (yin ru), D2S (yang ru).   

Taic Tone Split Numbering Systems 

Li Fang-Kuei tone numbering A1 C1 B1 D1 D1S D1L 
Chinese Taic tone numbering 1 3 5 7 7 9 

Corresponding Chinese tone categories yin ping 
阴平 

yin shang 
阴上 

yin qu  
阴去 

yin ru 
阴入 

  

       
Li Fangkuei tone numbering A2 C2 B2 D2 D2S D2L 
Chinese Taic tone numbering 2 4 6 8 8 10 

Corresponding Chinese tone category yang ping 
阳平 

yang shang 
阳上 

yang qu 
 阳去 

yang ru 
阳入   

In the following discussion of the historical development of the Zhuang tone systems, we make use of 
using Li’s Proto-Tai Tone numbering system to refer to the Taic tone categories.  In the latter section on 
the Zhuang orthography and its representation of synchronic tone pitches, we will make use of the 
Chinese Taic tone number system, since the officially approved orthographies have been traditionally 
presented according to the Chinese Taic numbering systems, rather than Li’s Proto-Tai tone categories. 
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3.2 Description of the Yunnan Central Taic Tone Systems 

In this section, we present the data demonstrating the tonal systems of the Yunnan Central Taic languages 
researched in the present work—Nong Zhuang, Dai Zhuang, and Min Zhuang.  We will treat each 
language group in turn, first presenting data tables of example words from each Proto-Tai tone category 
and syllable initial type, then summarizing the diachronic tone split patterns and the synchronic tone 
realizations.  Finally, we will compare the tonal systems of these Wenshan Central Taic languages with 
those of other Central Taic languages.   

In the following data tables, Proto-Tai forms are from Li (1977), accessed via the Center for 
Computational Linguistics, Bangkok’s online Thai Lexicography Resource database 
(www.seasrc.th.net/proto/).  Voiceless consonants in Proto-Tai forms are presented using the convention 
of ‘h’ + C, as Li used, because the subscripted circle is difficult to read in the small font used in the data 
tables. Wordlist datapoints are coded by the initials of the county before the slash and the village name 
after the slash.  See Section 2.4, “Wordlist Datapoints and Elicitation Procedures” for complete 
identification of these locations.  Tones are transcribed using a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 highest in pitch, 
originally introduced by Chao (1930) and used by Li, Gedney and Chinese linguists.  The same pitch 
number repeated indicates a level tone, whereas different pitch numbers in succession indicate a rising or 
falling contour.  We have avoided phonemicizing our data as there appear to be a large number of words 
which have shifted tone categories, or which may result from similar sounding Chinese loanwords (rather 
than directly descending from Proto-Tai roots).  As we are not native speakers of these languages, our 
data inevitably also contains various errors of phonetic perception and transcription.1415 

In cases in which a cognate item has significantly shifted its semantic value from that of the reconstructed 
Proto-Tai form, a gloss for the current meaning is provided.  In the process of elicitation, a number of 
synonyms or near synonyms were provided for various items and some items, such as animal names, 
have a greater degree of specificity than that of the reconstructed etyma.  (For example the Nong speakers 
of Jiangdong village in Malipo, down near the Vietnamese border, where perhaps more wildlife remains, 
reported three distinct words for ‘deer’: [ti²²caŋ⁵⁵] indicates a deer with large, straight horns (an 
antelope?), [ti²²ɟəŋ²⁴ ] is a deer with branching horns (possibly sambar cervus unicolor), and [ti²²kwaːŋ²⁴], 
from *kwaŋ A1, is a spotted deer (bandian lu, possibly sika deer, cervus nippon).1516As our aim in this 
section is to focus on the tonal phonology, not semantic development and taxonomies, we have ignored 
non-cognate synonyms and not noted situations in which the modern reflex still refers to the same general 
semantic domain, but with a higher degree of specificity. 

 

                                                      
1415Hudak wrote that Gedney’s Western Nung data may contain incorrect identification of the similar sounding B1 and C1 tones 
(Gedney’s Tone 2 and Tone 3 in Hudak 1995:407)  If as great a linguist as Gedney had difficulty distinguishing between these 
tones, then less experienced linguists like ourselves have undoubtedly made mistakes in transcription!  Corrections are most 
welcome. 
1516Nong Zhuang makes use of an animacy marker that is placed before indigenous names of animals, humans, spirits, and 
deities. In certain grammatical situations, such as when a candinal number and classifier are used, this animacy marker is not 
used, but when these words are pronounced in isolation, the animacy marker must precede the word. Therefore it was not 
possible to elicit these words without any preceding syllable. We have retained this marker in out transcription for certain words 
as it is possible that the tone of this particle has affected our transcription of the following syllable. 
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3.2.1 Description of Nong Zhuang Tone System 

Proto-Tone A in Nong has split cleanly between the originally voiced initials and the voiceless initials (including pre-glottalized initials), with a rising tone for the 
latter (A1), and a mid flat tone for the originally voiced intials (A2).  We have included extra examples for the voiceless, aspirated initial category (Gedney’s box 
2) because in Dai Zhuang this category appears to have itself split between two different tones.  The Proto-Tai forms listed in this and subsequent tables are those 
of Li (1977).  Luo (1997) has proposed several revisions to Li’s reconstructions, one of which concerns Li’s *tr initial cluster.  Luo feels that data from Saek 
indicates that items for which Li reconstructed *tr- can actually be assigned to his labial cluster *pr-.  This concerns two of our items here: ‘to die’ and ‘eye’, 
reconstructed as *trai and *tra, respectively in Li, but according to Luo, probably should be *prai and *pra, respectively (Li 1977:§7.3, 118, Luo 1997: §2.6.1, 54). 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone A in Nong Zhuang 
 
syllable initial  gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  GN/SFZ GN/XGN MG/XZ MLP/JD WS/MLW XC/GJ YS/KX GN/BH WS/LHL 

voiceless 
aspirated + 

ear 耳朵 *xrɯ̥u   A1 (ʔbaɯ¹¹) cʰu³⁵ (ʔbeɯ³⁵) cʰu³⁵ (ʔbaɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ (ʔbəɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ (ʔbɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ (ʔbaɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ (ʔbaɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ (ʔpəɯ²⁴) cʰu²⁴ 
continuants leg 腿 *kha   A1 kʰa³⁵ (ʔaːi²⁴) kʰa³⁵ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ (ʔan²²) kʰaː²⁴ (an²⁴) kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ (pi³³) 
(Gedney box 1) head 头 *thrue   A1 tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ (po³³) tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ (po³³) tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ (an³³) tʰu²⁴ 
                
voiceless  year 年 *pi   A1 pi³⁵ pi³⁵ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ 
unaspirated to die 死 *trai  A1 tʰaːi³⁵ tʰɑːi³⁵ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰɑiə²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ 
(Gedney's  eye 眼睛 *tra  A1 (luk³³) tʰa³⁵ (lɔk³³) tʰaː³⁵ (lɔk³³) tʰa²⁴ (mak¹¹) tʰa²⁴ (luk³³) tʰa²⁴ (lɔk³³) tʰa²⁴ (lɔk¹¹) tʰa²⁴ lok¹¹tʰa²⁴ luk³¹ tʰa²⁴ 
box 2) deer 鹿 *kwaŋ   A1 (ti³³) kwaːŋ³⁵ (ti²²) kʷɑŋ³⁵⁴ (ti³³) kaːŋ²⁴  (ti²²) kwaːŋ² caŋ⁵⁵ (ti²²) kaŋ²⁴ ti²²caːŋ⁵⁵ (ti²⁴) kaːŋ²⁴ (ti²²) kaːŋ¹¹ 
 to go 去  *pəi  A1 pai³⁵ pei³⁵ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pɑi²⁴ pei²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai²⁴ 
 fish 鱼 *pla   A1 (ti³³) pja³⁵ (ti²²) pʲɑː³⁵⁴ (ti³³) pa²⁴ pja²⁴ pa²⁴ (ti²²) pa²⁴ (ti²²) pa²⁴ (ti²⁴) pʲa²⁴ (ti²²) pa²⁴ 
 eat 吃 *kin   A1 cin³⁵ cin³⁵ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²² 
 heart 心脏 *če/ɛɯ   A1 caɯ³⁵ (tʰɔ³³) cəɯ³⁵ (tʰu²⁴) caɯ²⁴ (tʰɯ²⁴) cəɯ²⁴ coɯ²⁴ (tʰɯ²⁴) caɯ²⁴ (tʰu²⁴) caɯ²⁴ (tʰɤ²⁴) caɯ²⁴ cəɯ²⁴ 
                
voiceless 
glottal  

to fly 飞 *ʔbin   A1 ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ ʔbən²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ bən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ 
(Gedney's  red 红 *ʔdl/riɛŋ A1 ʔdiɛŋ³⁵ ʔdeaŋ³⁵ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ deːŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²⁴ 
box 3) star 星星 *ʔdl/rəi  A1 ʔdaːu³⁵ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu³⁵ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) daːu²⁴ (di¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdou²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi²²) 
              
              
voiced hand 手 *mɯ   A2 moŋ³³ moːŋ³³ muŋ³³ moŋ³³ muŋ³³ moŋ³³ (ɲoŋ⁵⁵) muŋ³³ moŋ³³ (pʰa²⁴) moŋ³³ 
(Gedney's  buffalo 水牛 *ɣwai   A2 (ti³³) waːi³³ (ti²²) vaːi³³ waːi³³ (nam⁴⁵) (ti²²ʔ) wai³³ waːi³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ (ti³¹) vaːi³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ 
box 4) rice 

field 
稻田 *na   A2 na³³ (nam⁵³) naː³³ (nam⁵³) (ʔdoŋ²²) na³³ na³³ (nam⁵⁵) (kʰou²²) na³³ na³³ (ti²²) na³³ (ti²²) na³³ na³³ 

 snake 蛇 *ŋɯ̥u   A2 (ti³³) ŋu³³ (ti²²) ŋuː³³ (ti³³) ŋu³³ (ti²²) ŋu³³ ŋu³³ (ti²²) ŋu³³ (ti²²) ŋu³³ (ti³³) ŋo³³ (ti²²) ŋu³³ 
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Similar to PT Tone A, PT Tone B splits along the lines of voicing, but with a lower tone value for the originally voiceless and preglottalized 
initials than for the originally voiced initials, with a lower flat tone for the former and a falling tone for the latter. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone B in Nong Zhuang 
 

syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form   tone  GN/SFZ GN/XGN MG/XZ MLP/JD WS/MLW XC/GJ YS/KX GN/BH WS/LHL 
Voiceless 
aspirated +  

to split  劈开 *pha B1 pʰa¹¹ cak⁵⁵haɯ²² ʔa²² pʰaː¹¹ pʰa¹¹ pɔ³¹ʔa²² pʰa¹¹ pʰaː¹¹ pʰa¹¹ (hən³³) pɔ²²hʷun³³ 
continuants knee 膝盖 *xou   B1 (tʰuo³⁵) kʰau¹¹ (tʰo²⁴) kʰau¹² (tʰu²⁴) kʰəu¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰau¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰou¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰəu¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰəu¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰau¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) kʰau¹¹ 
(Gedney's  
box 5) 

new 新 *hmoɯ   B1 maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹² məɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ 
 egg 蛋 *khrəi   B1 cʰai¹¹ cʰei¹² cʰəi¹¹ cʰɛi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰɛi¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ (an³³) cʰai¹¹ 
 to ride 骑  *khu̥i   B1 kʰwi¹¹ kʰi¹² kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ 
              

Voiceless 
unaspirated 

old 老 
*kɛ; 
*kəu B1; B1 ciɛ¹¹ ce¹² cei¹¹ ce¹¹ ce¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ cei¹¹ ce¹¹ cɛ¹¹ 

(Gedney's   chicken 鸡 *kəi   B1 (ti³³) kai¹¹ (ti²²) cɛi¹² (ti³³) cai¹¹ cɛi¹¹ cei¹¹ (ti²²) cɛi¹¹ (ti²²) cai¹¹ (ti²²)̠ caːi¹¹ (ti²²) cai¹¹ 
box 6) low; short 矮 *tam   B1 tam¹¹ tam¹² tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ 
              
Pre-
glottalized 

full, not hungry 饱 *ʔim   B1 ʔim¹¹ ʔiːm¹² ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ 

(Gedney's  
box 7) 

shoulder 肩膀 *ʔba   B1 (ðoŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ (ŋam³³)ʔba¹² (ðoŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ (ðuŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ (luŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ (loŋ³³) ʔba¹¹; 
(kʰəu²⁴)ʔba¹¹ (loŋ³³) pa¹¹ (loŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ (lɔŋ³³) ʔba¹¹ 

 well, spring 泉 *ʔbɔ   B1 nam⁵³ ok¹¹ ʔbɔː¹²  
(= 'spring') (nam⁵⁵) ʔbo¹¹ (an²²) ʔbo¹¹ 

(= 'pond') ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ loŋ²⁴ nam⁵⁵ 

              
              
Voiced father 父亲 *bɔ   B2 po³¹ po³¹ (lap³³) po³¹ te²⁴ po³¹ po³¹ (lap³³) po³¹ po³¹ tɛ³³ 
(Gedney's  
box 8) 

mother 母亲 *mɛ   B2 miɛ³¹ me³¹ (lam³³) me³¹ me³¹ me³¹ mi³¹ (moi²²) (lam³³) me³¹ mei³¹ mɛ³¹ 
 to sit 坐 *nəŋ   B2 naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ 
 

river 
(PTgloss=wharf) 河 *da B2 (kʰa³⁵) ta³¹ ta³¹ tɑː³¹ (ðoŋ³¹) ta³¹ (nam⁵⁵) ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ (ti²⁴) ta³¹ ta³¹ 

 older sibling 
哥,
姐 

*bi   B2 pi³¹ pi³¹ pi³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹ (laːu³³) pi³¹ 
('older bro.’) pi³¹ pi³¹ (noŋ⁵⁵) 

 easy 容易 *ŋai   B2 ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ tei¹¹dai²² ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ hʷɔk⁵⁵ ʔtai²² 
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Development of Proto-Tai Tone C in Nong Zhuang 
 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form  tone  GN/SFZ GN/XGN MG/XZ MLP/JD WS/MLW XC/GJ YS/KX GN/BH WS/LHL 

Voiceless  to kill 杀 *kha   C1 kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰɔ²² 
aspirated, to wait 等  *thla   C1 tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰaʔ²² tʰa²²  tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² 
continuant five 五 *ha  C1 ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² xa²² ha²² ha²² ha²² 
(Gedney’s face  脸 *hna   C1 na²² naː²² (ʔbien²²) na²² na²² nɔ²² na²² (po³³) ɲa²² (pu³³) na²² nɔ²² 
box 9) liquor 酒 *hləu   C1 lau²² lau²² lau²² lau²² lau²² ləu²² lau²² lau²² lau²² 
 rice 大米 *xəu   C1 kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² 
 fever 病 *khləi   C1 cʰai²² cʰei²² cʰei²² cʰei²² cʰai²² cʰɛi²² cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰai⁵⁵ 
              
Voiceless  nine 九 *kiə̥u   C1 kau²² kau²² ko²² kao²² kou³³ kou²² ko²² ko²² kau²² 
unaspirated seedling 秧苗 *kla C1 ca²² ca²² ca²² caʔ²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² 
(Gedney's  
box 10) 

short (length) 短 *tin   C1 tiɛn²² teən²² tan²² tən²² tɔŋ²² tan²² tan²² tan²² tʷɔŋ²² 

              
Preglot-  village 村子 *ʔban   C1 ʔbaːn²² (tən³³) ʔbaːn²² (an²²) ʔbaːn²² (an²²) ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² (kʰa¹¹) ʔbaːn²² (an²⁴) ʔbaːn²² ̟ʔbaːn²² 
talized 
(Gedney's  

to open wide 开(门) *ʔa   C1 ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa²² (kʰai²⁴) ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa²² ʔa²² 
box 11) butterfly 蝴蝶 *ʔba   C1 (ti³³) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi²² (ti³³) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi²² (ti³³) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi²² (ti²²) ʔbi³³ 
 sugar cane 甘蔗 *ʔɔi   C1 ʔoːi²² ʔɔːi²² (ʔduk³³) ʔoi²² ʔoːi²² ʔoi²² ʔoːi²² ʔdɔk³³tʰəŋ²⁴ ʔoːi²² (laːŋ²⁴) ʔoi²² 
              
              
Voiced stomach 肚子 *duɔŋ   C2 toːŋ⁵³ (an²⁴) taːŋ⁵³ (ʔan²²) tɔːŋ⁵⁵ (an²²) tɔŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ (ʔan²²) tɔːŋ⁵⁵ (an²⁴) toaŋ⁵³ (an³³) toŋ⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's  water 水 *nl/ram  C2 nam⁵³ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁵ 
box 12) horse 马 *ma C2 (ti³³) ma⁵³ (ti²²) ma⁵³ (ti³³) ma⁵⁵ (ti²²) ma⁵⁵ ma⁵⁵ ti²²ma⁵⁵ (ti²²) ma⁵⁵ (ti²⁴) ma⁵³ (ti²²) ma⁵⁵ 
 younger sibling 弟妹 *nu̥ɔŋ   C2 nɔːŋ⁵³ nɔːŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵⁵ nɔŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ³³ nɔaŋ⁵³ noŋ⁵⁵ 
 wood 树，木 *məi   C2 mai⁵³ mei⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mai⁵⁵ 

For PT tone category DS (Proto-Tai Tone on historically short-vowel syllables), we are displaying a larger number of examples in the voiceless friction box 
because Dai Zhuang shows an interesting split within this category.  This will be discussed more extensively in the Dai Zhuang tone section below, but for the sake 
of comparison, we are providing here several Nong examples of each type of initial for comparison.  The Min Zhuang form for ‘lungs’ is high and flat, indicating 
that it has switched from D1L to D1S.  Also, the forms for ‘wings’ and ‘bone’ which result from *piək D1L and *ʔdl/ruok D1L respectively, and should, therefore, 
show tonal reflexes of 11 in both Nong and Min Zhuang, but instead show reflexes of 55, the expected reflex for D1S in these two languages.  So it appears that 
the forms for ‘wing’ and ‘bone’ have switched tone categories from D1L to D1S in Nong and Min Zhuang, though not in Dai Zhuang. Li's “Lungchow” Central 
Taic representative also showed a D1S reflexes for these two items (Li 1977:42, 62).  The Guangnan county datapoint Shangfazao (GN/SFZ) shows a merger of 
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D1S and D2S not shared by other Nong and Min locations, with D2S surfacing with the same high flat tone reflex found for D1S items, rather than the mid-flat 
tone reflex that other Nong and Min datapoints show for D2S words. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone DS in Nong Zhuang 
 
initial  gloss 中文 PT form   tone  GN/SFZ GN/XGN MG/XZ MLP/JD WS/MLW XC/GJ YS/KX GN/BH WS/LHL 

Voiceless  vegetable 蔬菜 *phl/rək D1S pʰjak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰjak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵, pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰeak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ 
aspirated, hot, spicy 辣 *phet D1S pʰat⁵⁵ pʰʲət⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ ha³³ pʰat⁵⁵ xaː¹¹ pʰɑt⁵⁵ ha³³ 
continuant six 六 *xrok   D1S cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰuɔk⁵⁵ cʰoak⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's  bite (V) 咬 *xep   D1S kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔɑp⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɑp⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ 
box 13) flea 跳蚤 *hmat   D1S (ti³³) mat⁵⁵ (ti³³) mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ (ti²²) mat⁵⁵ (ti²²) mat⁵⁵ (ti³³) mat⁵⁵ (ti²²) mat⁵⁵ 
 to cover 埋 *hmok D1S mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔak⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ 
 ten 十 *sip   D1S sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ 
 heavy 重 *hnək   D1S nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ 
              
Voiceless  to fall 掉 *tok   D1S tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tauk⁵⁵ (ai³³) tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ 
unaspirat’d seven 七 *čet   D1S ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cʰiɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's duck 鸭子 *pie̥t   D1S (ti³³) pat⁵⁵ (ti²²) pʲɛt⁵⁵ (ti³³) pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ (ti²²) pat⁵⁵ (ti²²) pat⁵⁵ (ti³³) pat⁵⁵ (ti²²) pat⁵⁵ 
box 14) liver 肝 *təp   D1S tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ 
 frog 蜻蛙 *kop  D1S (ti) kap⁵⁵ (ti²²) kap⁵⁵ (ti³³) cəu³¹ (ti²²) kap⁵⁵ cou³¹ (ti²²) cəu³¹ (ti²²) cəu³¹ (ti³³) cau³¹ (ti²²) cau³¹ 
              
Preglottal chest 胸脯 *ʔu̥ɯk   D1S (pak¹¹) ʔak⁵⁵ (na²²) ʔak⁵⁵ (pak¹¹) ʔak⁵⁵ (pak¹¹) ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ (pak¹¹) ʔak⁵⁵ (pa²²) ʔak⁵⁵ (na³³) ʔak⁵⁵ (nɔ³³) ʔak⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's  extinguish 灭 *ʔdap   D1S ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔou²²pʰou²⁴ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ ʔtap⁵⁵ (fai³³) 
box 15)              
              
              

Voiced to launder 
洗衣
服 

*zak   D2S sak⁵⁵ sak³³; θak³³ θak³³ θak³³ (hɔk⁵⁵) θak³³ sak³³; θak³³ sak³³ (hɔk³³) sak³³ (hʷɔk⁵⁵) θap³³

(Gedney's 
box 16) 

ant 蚂蚁 
*ml/rɛŋ 
+*mot   

A2+ 
D2S 

(miɛŋ³³) 
mat⁵⁵ 

(mʲaŋ³³) mat³³,
(mʲaŋ³³) mət³³ (miəŋ³³) mat³³ (meːŋ³³) mat³³ (meŋ³³) mat³³,

(meŋ³³) mət³³ (mʲeːŋ³³) mat³³ (meːŋ²²) mat³³ (mʲaŋ³³) mat³³ (miɛŋ³³) mat³¹

 bird 鸟 *nl/rok   D2S (ti³³) nɔk⁵⁵ (ti²²) nak³³ (ti³³) nɔk³³ nɔk³³ nɔk³³ (ti²²) nɔk³³, 
(ti²²) nʷɔk³³ (ti²²) nʷɔk³³ (ti²²) nɔk³³ (ti²²) nʷɔk³³ 

 to steal 偷   *dlək   D2S lak⁵⁵ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ (hʷɔk⁵⁵) lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ 

As noted above, several PT Tone D items in our dataset which have been reconstructed by Li as originally possessing long vowels in Nong Zhuang now show 
reflexes for the short vowel D1 Tone category, probably due to the loss of phonemic vowel length contrast in checked syllables.  This probably is also why 
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several datapoints in the northeast of the Nong Zhuang area (Milewan in eastern Wenshan County, Kuaxi in eastern Yanshan County, and Bahao in 
southwestern Guangnan County) show a merger of the D2S and D2L Tone categories, showing a mid flat tone for D2L items, rather than the low falling tone 
found in other Nong locations.  It is not possible from this data to determine for sure whether this is a spreading trend, but by observing the tone shifts between 
D1S and D1L and the merger of D2S and D2L in some locations, it is possible that an eventual result of the loss of phonemic vowel length in checked syllables 
will ultimately lead to a complete merger of the DS and DL Tone categories. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone DL in Nong Zhuang 
 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form   tone  GN/SFZ GN/XGN MG/XZ MLP/JD WS/MLW XC/GJ YS/KX GN/BH WS/LHL 

Voiceless friction 

to carry 
on a 
pole 

担， 
挑 

*thrap  D1L tʰap¹¹ tʰɑp¹³ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ lim²²kɑn³³ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰɑp¹¹ tʰap¹¹ 

(Gedney's gums 齿龈 *hŋɯak   D1L ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹³ ŋɯk¹¹ (fan³³) kɔk⁵⁵fən³³ ŋɯk¹¹ (fan⁴⁴) ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹ kʷak⁵⁵ (fan³³) 
box 17) fore-

head 
额头 *phl/rak   D1L (na²²) pʰjak¹¹ (nɑ²²) pʰʲɑk¹³ (na³³) pʰak¹¹ (na²²) pʰjak¹¹ na⁵⁵ tʰu²⁴ (na²²) pʰak¹¹ (na³³) pʰak¹¹ (nɑ²²) pʰʲɑk¹¹ (nɔ²²) pʰak¹¹ 

              
Voiceless  mouth 嘴巴 *pak   D1L pak¹¹ (pu³³) pɑk¹³ (cʲu³¹) pak¹¹ pak¹¹ (tok³³) pak¹¹ (coŋ³¹) pak¹¹ (cʲu³¹) pak¹¹ (coŋ³¹) pɑk¹¹ (toŋ³³) pak¹¹ 
unaspirated eight 八 *pɛt   D1L piɛt¹¹ peɑt¹³ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ 
(Gedney's  
box 18) 

lungs 肺脏 *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt   D1L pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³ (pɔɯt¹³) pɔːt¹¹ pɔət¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ (tap³³) pʷɔt¹¹ (tɑp⁵⁵) pɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ 

(Shifted to D1S) wing 翅膀 *piək   D1L pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵⁵ (ti³¹) pik⁵⁵ 
              
 hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L jak¹¹ jɑk¹³ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jɑk¹¹ (toŋ⁵⁵) jak¹¹ 
Voiceless glottal hot 热 *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdat¹¹ ʔdɑt¹³ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ dɑt¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdɑt¹¹ (nam⁵⁵) ʔdat¹¹ 
(Gedney's brain 脑子 *ʔuk   D1L ʔok¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ (tʰu²⁴) ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔoak¹¹ cəɯ²⁴ 
box 19) to bathe 洗澡 *ʔap   D1L ʔaːp¹¹  ʔɑːp¹³  ʔap¹¹  ʔap¹¹  ʔap¹¹  ʔap¹¹  ʔap¹¹  ʔɑp¹¹  ʔap¹¹ 
 flower 花 *ʔbl/rɔk   D1L ʔdok¹¹ (wa³⁵) ʔdɔk¹³ (wɑ³¹) ʔdɔk¹¹ (wa²⁴) ʔdɔk¹¹ ʔdʷɔk¹¹ (cat⁵⁵) ʔdwɔk¹¹ ʔdɔk¹¹ (cʲɛk⁵⁵) ʔdoɑk¹¹ (vɑ²⁴) ʔdʷak¹¹ (wa²⁵⁴)
(Shifted to D1S) bone 骨头 *ʔdl/ruok D1L ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ duk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduək⁵⁵ 
              
              
 root 根 *drak   D2L lak³¹ lɑk³¹ lak³¹ lak³¹ lak³³ lak³¹ lak³³ lɑk³³ (mɑi⁵³) lak⁵⁵(mai³³) 
Voiced rope 绳子 *ǰɯak  D2L cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ ciɛk³¹ cɯk³¹ cɪk³³ cɯk³¹ (sən²²) cɯk³³ cɯk³³ (θan²²) cɪk³³ 
(Gedney's out  外 *nl/rɔk   D2L nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ (pai³¹) nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ (miɛ¹¹) nɔk³³ nɔk³¹ nɔk³³ nɔɑk³³ (miɛ²²) nʷɔk³³ 
box 20) blood 血 *lɯet   D2L lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³³ lət³¹ lət³³ lɯt³³ lit³³ 
 child 孩子 *lɯ̥uk   D2L luk³¹ eŋ³⁵ lɔk³¹ lɔk³¹ (ʔeŋ²⁴) lɔk³¹ (eːŋ²⁴) luk³³ lok³¹ (ʔiaŋ²⁴) lɔk³³  lok³³ (ʔeɑŋ²⁴) luk³³ (eŋ²²) 
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3.2.2 Summary of Nong Zhuang Tone Systems 

Among our eight Nong Zhuang datapoints, there are four different tone patterns, though the differences between them are not great.  
Diachronically, Nong Zhuang, like many Taic varieties, seems to have originally undergone these two tone splits, one along the lines of voiced 
vs. voiceless and preglottalized syllable initials, and the other in PT Tone D based on vowel length.  This resulted in a ten tone category system.  
However, today we see that some of the historically unvoiced initials result in tone pitches that are lower than their historically voiced 
counterparts, even though presumably the original motivation for the voicing-based tone split was the lowered pitch of voiced initial syllables.  
The Southern and Northeastern Nong dialects still demonstrate such a ten tone category system, although with slightly differing tone values.     

The Central and Northwestern Nong dialects, on the other hand, show some tone mergers in the PT Tone D categories.  In the case of the Central 
Nong dialect, the originally voiced initials now form a single tone category, regardless of whether the original vowels in these checked syllables 
were short or long.  In Northwestern Nong the merger has so far apparently only taken place within the historically short vowel categories, and 
thus there is no longer a distinction between the originally voiced initials and the other initials in terms of tone category.  Central and 
Northwestern Nong dialects thus both result in nine tone category systems, though through different tone mergers. In the following tables the 
four Nong tone systems are presented. The smaller numbers in parenthesis represent the actual tone values; the black background cells represent 
the relatively lower pitched tones. 

Central Nong Zhuang Tone System  
(Eastern Wenshan, Eastern Yanshan, and Southwestern Guangnan Counties; Milewan, Kuaxi, and Bahao datapoints) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. & 2. Voiceless aspirated 
stops + voiceless continuants 

A1  
(24) 

B1 
(11) 

C1 
(22) 

D1S 
(55) 

D1L 
(11) 

3. Voiceless unaspirated  
 
4. Voiceless glottal 
 
5. Voiced  A2  

(33)
B2 
(31)

C2 
(55)

D2S & D2L 
(33)
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Northwestern Nong Zhuang Tone System  
(Western Guangnan County; Shangfazao datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. & 2. Voiceless aspirated 
stops + voiceless continuants 

A1  
(35) 

B1 
(11) 

C1 
(22) 

D1S  
&  

D2S 
(55) 

D1L 
(11) 

3. Voiceless unaspirated  
 
4. Voiceless glottal 
 
5. Voiced  A2  

(33)
B2 
(31)

C2 
(53)

D2L 
(31)

Southern Nong Zhuang Tone System 
(Maguan, Malipo, Xichou and Western Wenshan Counties; Xinzhai, Jiangdong, Geji and Laohuilong datapoints) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. & 2. Voiceless aspirated 
stops + voiceless continuants 

A1  
(24) 

B1 
(11) 

C1 
(22) 

D1S 
(55) 

D1L 
(11) 

3. Voiceless unaspirated  
 
4. Voiceless glottal 
 
5. Voiced  A2  

(33)
B2 
(31)

C2 
(55)

D2S 
(33)

D2L 
(31)
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Northeastern Nong Zhuang Tone System  
(Central Guangnan County, around Liancheng Township; Xiao Guangnan datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. & 2. Voiceless aspirated 
stops + voiceless continuants 

A1  
(35) 

B1 
(12) 

C1 
(22) 

D1S 
(55) 

D1L 
(13) 

3. Voiceless unaspirated  
 
4. Voiceless glottal 
 
5. Voiced  A2  

(33)
B2 
(31)

C2 
(53)

D2S 
(33)

D2L 
(31)

From a synchronic perspective, that is, the way a native speaker or learner would see the language, most dialects of Nong Zhuang have only six 
unique tone contours—four level or register tones: 11, 22, 33 and 55 ( ˩, ˨, ˧, ˥ ) ; one rising tone: 24 or 35 ( ˨˦ ); and one falling tone: 31 ( ˧˩ ).  All of 
these can occur on open syllables, but checked syllables can only carry four of these tones.  Though the somewhat unique Northeastern Nong 
dialect shows eight distinct tone values in our data (35 ˧˥, 12 ˩˨, 22 ˨, 55 ˥, 13 ˩˧, 33 ˧, 31 ˧˩ and 53 ˥˧ ), given that two of these are restricted only to 
checked syllables (55 ˥ and 13 ˩˧ ) and four are restricted only to open syllables  (35 ˧˥, 12 ˩˨, 22 ˨, and 53 ˥˧ ), it is not possible to have tonal minimal 
pairs between combinations such as the high flat tone (55 ˥ ) and the high falling tone (53 ˥˧), or the two low rising tones (12 ˩˨ and 13 ˩˧ ).  Therefore, 
although these pairs of tones originate from different historical sources, nonetheless, they could be considered the same for orthographical purposes 
without a loss of lexical differentiation.  So, in terms of synchronic tones, we can summarize the Southern and Northeastern Nong tone systems by 
saying that D1S is equivalent to C2, D2S is equivalent  to A2, D1L is equivalent to B1, and D2L is equivalent to B2.  Of the Central Nong tone 
system, we can say that D1S is equivalent to C2, D1L is equivalent to B1, and D2S and D2L are both equivalent to A2.  Northwestern Nong’s D1S 
and D2S are both equivalent to C2, D1L is equivalent to B1, and D2L is equivalent to B2: 

Nong Zhuang Tone Systems 
Chinese Zhuang  Central Nong Northwestern Nong Southern & Northeastern Nong 
Tone Numbering PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values 
1 A1 24 A1 35 A1 24/35 
2 A2 = D2S = D2L 33 A2 33 A2 = D2S 33 
3 C1 22 C1 22 C1 22 
4 C2 = D1S 55 C2 = D1S = D2S 53 C2 = D1S 53 / 55 
5 B1 = D1L 11 B1 = D1L 11 B1 = D1L 11 / 12 
6 B2 31 B2 = D2L 31 B2 = D2L 31 
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There does appear to be some correlation between these tone splitting patterns and the Nong Zhuang subgroups identified by He, Wang and 
Johnson, and others, based on costume and culture, although certainly not a one-to-one correspondence.  In the following table, dotted lines are 
used between the dialect groups to indicate that dialectal differences are more of a continuum than a set of discrete categories and that there is 
seldom a complete correspondence between costume styles and dialects among the Zhuang. 

 
Nong Zhuang Dialect 
(according to tone split 
pattern) 

Dialect area Nong Zhuang ethnic 
subgroup (based on 
costume) 

Ethnic subgroup area 

  Noangz Jing (侬锦) Northeastern Wenshan County and Yanshan 
County 

Central Dialect  Eastern Wenshan, Eastern 
Yanshan, and Southwestern 
Guangnan Counties 

Noangz Ting (侬厅)a Along the Nanli River along the boundaries of 
Malipo County, Funing County and Ha Giang 
Province, Vietnam 

  Noangz Nyangj (侬仰) Malipo, Xichou, Wenshan and Yanshan 
Counties 

Southern Dialect  Maguan, Malipo, Xichou and 
Western Wenshan Counties 

Noangz Zaeu (侬鸠) Maguan, Lao Cai Vietnam (Gedney's Western 
Nung) 

  Noangz Duh (侬督) Maguan County 
Northeastern Nong Zhuang 
Dialect 

Central Guangnan County, around 
Liancheng Town 

Noangz Daux (侬道) Central Guangnan County 

Northwestern Dialect  Western Guangnan County Noangz Daez (侬傣) Zhetu District of Guangnan County 
aAlthough we did not have a full datapoint in the Nanli River Basin Area, we were able to informally elicit a few words from some Nong speakers in Muyang District, Funing County, which 
borders Malipo County and Ha Giang Province of Vietnam.  This data showed that their tones were indeed those of a Nong dialect and their D2L tone matched their A2 tone, which is an 
indicator of the Central dialect. 

3.2.3 Description of Dai Zhuang Tone System 

In Dai Zhuang, we find an interesting split of PT Tone A.  Two distinct tones result, but the lines of the split are more complicated than the 
simple division between originally voiced and voiceless initials seen in Nong’s *A tones.  In Gedney’s box 1 (voiceless friction) we have 
voiceless aspirated stops and voiceless non-sibilant fricatives showing a low falling tone in all Dai Zhuang locations sampled, identical to 
that shown on words with originally voiced initials as well as two key lexical items, ‘eye’ and ‘to die,’ which have been reconstructed to 
begin with a voiceless, unaspirated dental-liquid cluster *tr- by Li (1977) and with a voiceless, unaspirated labial-liquid cluster *pr- by Luo 
(1997).  All other items, including voiceless sonorants, voiceless sibilants, voiceless unaspirated stops and stop-lateral clusters, and voiceless 
glottals group together in the other A tone category, which shows reflexes of a low flat tone, a low rising tone or a mid flat tone according to 
the location.   
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We present a large number of examples here to help verify that that this unusual tone split pattern is actually following certain features of the 
syllable initial sounds, rather than just being a set of unrelated tone category shifts.  Several other potentially useful items, such as *kin A1 
‘to eat’ and *čem A1 ‘to sink,’ have been replaced by Chinese loanwords across all four surveyed Dai Zhuang locations, and as deer are 
very rare now in the Wenshan area, the original Taic word for ‘deer’ (*kwaŋ +A1) is not known to all speakers anymore.  In section 3.3 we 
will discuss how this data compares with the Dai Zhuang tonal analyses of Zhang (1987), Ross (1996), L-Thongkum (1997), and 
Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998). 
 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone A in Dai Zhuang 

syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form 
PT 
tone  

GN/SSP MG/LCP WS/XMH WS/KH 

voiceless aspirated stops, ghost 鬼 *phl/ru̥i?   A1 pʰi³¹; pʰɕi³¹ phʰi³¹ pʰi³¹   
voiceless fricatives head 头 *thrue   A1 tʰʉ³¹ tʰɤ³¹ tʰʉ³¹ tʰʉ³¹ 
(except sibilants) stone 石头 *thrin  A1 (kʰo²⁴) tʰən³¹ (kaŋ²⁴) tʰən³¹ tʰə³̃¹ (kɯ⁵⁵) tʰən³¹ 
(Gedney's box 1) leg 腿 *kha   A1 kʰɤ³¹ (ʔdouʔ³³) (ɡã³¹) kʰo³¹ kʰo³¹ kʰo³¹ (ʔdəɯ¹¹ʔdi²̤¹) 
 sell, to 卖  *khai   A1 kʰa³¹ kʰʌ³¹ kʰaː³¹ kʰa³¹ 
 son-in-law 女婿 *khɯi   A1 (ʔbu³³) kʰwei¹¹ lɐʔ³³ kʰuɛi³¹ kʰui³¹ (laʔ³³saːu¹³)   
 white 白 *xau   A1 kʰaːu³¹ kʰɐːu³¹ kʰao³¹ kʰao³¹ 
 green (green-blue) 绿 (青) *xiau A1 cʰu³¹ cʰiu³¹ cʰʉ³¹ cʰɤʉ³¹ 
 bitter 苦 *xem   A1 kʰən³¹ kʰən³¹ kʰən³¹   
 ginger 姜 *xiŋ   A1 cʰoŋ³¹ cʰəŋ³¹ cʰɘŋ³¹ cʰəŋ³¹ 
 laugh, to 笑 *xrua   A1 kʰɤ³¹ kʰɤ³¹ kʰu³¹ kʰu³¹ 
 ear 耳朵 *xrɯ̥u   A1 (ʔbjaŋ̤²⁴) kʰɤ³¹ (ʔbiɛŋ²⁴) kʰɤ³¹ (ʔbiəŋ¹³) kʰʉ³¹ (ʔbiɲ³³) kʰɤ³¹ 
 dream (V) 做梦 *fan   A1 (nwa³¹) pʰa³¹ (nuɐ³̃¹) pʰɐ³̃¹ (nuã³¹) pʰã³¹   
 rain 雨 *fon  A1 pʰən³¹ pʰən³¹ pʰən³¹ laŋ³¹ pʰɛn³¹ 
 womana 女人 *hñiŋ   A1 (laʔ³¹mi³³) ɲõ³¹ (lɐʔ⁴⁴ mi³³) ɲiəŋ³¹ (laʔ³³bu⁵⁵) ɲəŋ̃³¹ (laʔ³³) ɲiŋ³¹ 
aIt is interesting that Dai Zhuang maintains a reflex consistent with PT Tone A1 for “woman”; all Nong Zhuang locations and Maguan's Dai language show this word now 
showing a reflex consistent with A2, that is, with a PT voiced onset rather than the voiceless onset Li proposed. 
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voiceless sonorants & 
to smell 闻 

*hmen (“to stink, 
smell bad”) A1 mən¹¹ mən̤¹¹ mən̤¹³ mən³³ 

voiceless sibilants pillow 枕头 *hmɔn   A1 mua¹¹ (tʰɤ³¹) muɐ¹̃¹ (tʰɤ³¹) muã¹³ (tʰu⁵³) muã³³ (tʰu³¹) 
(Gedney's box 1,  dog 狗 *hma   A1 moː¹¹ mo̞¹¹ mɔː¹³ mo³³ 
continued) pig 猪 *hmu   A1 mɤ̤¹¹ mɤ̤¹¹ mṳː¹³ mũ¹¹ 
 thick (paper) 厚 *hna   A1 no¹¹ nɔ¹¹ ɲɔː¹³   
 pus 脓 *hnɔŋ   A1 noːŋ¹¹ nuɐŋ¹¹ nõː¹³ nõŋ³³ 
 skin (human) 皮肤 *hnaŋ   A1 naŋ̤¹¹ naŋ¹¹ nɛ̤̃ː ¹³ nɛŋ̃³³ 
 mouse, rat 老鼠 *hnu   A1 (mi³³) nɤ¹¹ (mi³³) nɤ¹¹ (mei³³) nṳː¹³ (mei³³) nˠʉ³³ 
 snow 雪 *hnəi   A1 mwei¹¹ muɛi¹¹ mueː¹³ ŋi⁵³ 
 thorn 刺 (植物上的) *hnam  A1 na¹̤¹ nã¹¹ nãː¹³ nã³³ 
 morning 早晨 *hn(aʉ) A1 (laŋ¹¹) naɯ¹¹ (kɐŋ̤¹¹) nəɯ¹¹ (kɛ̃ː ¹³) nəɤ¹³ (liŋ³³) nəɯ³³ 
 to yawn 打哈欠 *hŋau   A1 ŋa¹¹ (haʔ⁵⁵) ŋɐ̃¹̤¹ (ho̞⁵⁵) ŋa̤ː ¹³ (aʔ³³) ŋã³³ 
 sweet 甜 *hwan   A1 xua¹¹ huã¹¹ hṳã¹³ xuã³³ 
 many 多 *hlai   A1 la¹¹ lɐ¹̤¹ laː¹³   
 clean (e.g. clothes) 干净  *suai  A1 sɤu¹¹ (tsʰwaʔ³³) sə̪ɯ¹¹ sɤu¹³   
 you (plural) 你们 *su  A1 (ʔbɯ³³) sɿ¹¹ (ʔbɤ³³) sɿ¹̤¹ (ʔbə³³) su¹³ (ʔbu³³) θɯ³³ 
 two (ordinal) 二 *soŋ (Luo 1997) A1 soːŋ¹¹ səŋ̤¹¹ səŋ¹³ θoŋ³³ 
 three 三 *sam   A1 saː¹¹ sã¹¹ sãː¹³ θã³³ 
 high; tall 高 *suəŋ   A1 soŋ¹¹ səŋ¹¹ səŋ¹³   
         
            

Voiceless unaspirated 
to die 死 

*trai  (Luo 1997: 
*prai) A1 tʰa³¹ tʰʌ³¹ tʰa³¹ tʰa³¹ 

stop + *r cluster 
(Gedney's box 2) eye 眼睛 

*tra   (Luo 1997: 
*pra) A1 (laʔ³³) tʰo³¹ (lɐ³³) tʰɔ³¹ tʰo³¹ tʰo³¹ 

         
         
Voiceless unaspirated 
stops 

to go 去  *pəi  A1 pai¹¹ pɛi¹¹ pɛi¹³   
(including affricate *č) fish 鱼 *pla   A1 (mei³³) po¹¹ (mi³³) pɔ¹¹ (mi³³) pɔ̝¹̤³ (mei³³) po³³ 
(Gedney's box 2, leech 蚂蟥 *pliŋ   A1 (mi³³) pjoŋ¹¹ (mi³³) pjɪŋ̤¹¹ (mei³³) pjəŋ̤¹³ (mei³³) piŋ³³ 
continued) door 门 *tu   A1 (mi⁵⁵) tɤ¹¹ (mi³³) tɤ̤¹¹ (məʔ⁵⁵) tṳː¹³ (mi⁵⁵) tu³³ 

 to pound; to pestle 
舂米 (舂糯
米，用力) 

*tam  A1 ta¹¹ sa̪³³ sɛ⁵³ ta³̤³ 
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 full (e. g. bottle) 满 *tli̥em   A1 ten¹¹ tən̤¹¹ tæ̤¹³   
 I 我 *ku   A1 kaːu¹¹ kəu¹¹ kã¹³ kaːu³³ 
 to scratch the face 抓(痒) *kəu   A1 kaːu¹¹ kʰɛʔ³¹;  kəu¹¹ kaṳ¹³ kəu³³ 

 bow 弓 *koŋ   A1 (mi³³) koŋ¹¹ 
(paːi³³) kəŋ̤¹¹ kaŋ¹³; kəŋ¹³ pən³³ 

 deer 鹿 *kwaŋ   A1   (mi³³) kuɐŋ¹¹   koŋ³³ 

 to swallow 吞 *klɛn; *ʔdɯəm  A1; 
B1 kʊən¹¹ kʊən¹¹ kuəñ¹³   

 far 远 *kləi   A1 kwei¹¹ kuɛi̤¹̤¹ kuei¹³   
 salt 盐 *klɯo   A1 kɤ̤ː¹¹ kɤ¹¹ kṳː¹³ kə³³ 
 heart 心脏 *če/ɛɯ   A1 (tʰɤ³¹) tsəɯ¹¹ (tʰɤ³¹) tsəɯ¹¹ tʰu³¹ceɤ¹³ (tʰu³¹) ceɯ³³ 
 to lead along 牵 *čuuŋ A1 tsəŋ¹¹ tsəŋ¹¹ ce̤ŋ̃¹³ leʔ³³ 
            
         
Voiceless glottal to fly 飞 *ʔbin   A1 ʔbən¹¹ ʔbə̘n̤¹¹ ʔʔbə̤̃ː ¹³ ʔbən³³ 
(Gedney's box 3) red 红 *ʔdl/riɛŋ   A1 ʔdjaŋ¹¹ ʔdiaŋ̤¹¹ ʔdiɛ¹̃³ ʔdiãŋ³³ 
 star 星星 *ʔdl/rəi  A1 ʔdaːu¹¹ (ni⁵⁵) ʔdɐṳ¹¹ ʔdɑu¹³ ʔdau³³ 
 to take 拿  *ʔəu  A1 ʔaːu¹¹ ʔə̘ṳ̤¹¹ ʔau¹³ ʔau³³ 
 medicine 药 *ʔjɯ̥a   A1 ʝɛ¹¹ (ʐuɑʔ⁵³) jo¹¹ (jɐʔ⁵⁵) ʝʉ¹³ʝaʔ⁵⁵ ʝʉ³³ʝaʔ⁵⁵ 
         
         
Voiced hand 手 *mɯ   A2 mɤ³¹ mʉ³¹ mʉ³¹ mʉ³¹ 
(Gedney's box 4) rice field (paddy) 稻田 *na   A2 noː³¹ nɔ³̝¹ no̤ː³¹ no̤ː³¹ (təŋ³³) 
 snake 蛇 *ŋɯ̥u   A2 (mi³³) ŋɤ³¹ (mi⁴⁴) ŋɤ³¹ (mĩ³³) ŋṳ̃ː³¹ (mei³³) mʉ³¹ 
 daytime 白天 *ŋwən A2 (laŋ¹¹) wa³¹ (laŋ¹¹) wã³¹ (kɛ̃ː ¹³) wã³¹ (liŋ³³) wã⁵³ 
 sand 沙 *zai   A2 sa³¹ sɜ³¹ ɕɒː³¹ ʑa³¹ ; ða³¹ 
 water buffalo 水牛 *ɣwai   A2 ɣua³¹ (mən⁵⁵) wʌ³¹ (nã³³) ɣuɑ³¹ wuɔ³¹ 

Although the supersegmental feature of “breathy voice” is seen fairly frequently on the Maguan County Laochangpo datapoint’s low flat tone (11) and on 
the Wenshan County Xiao Minghu datapoint’s low rising tone (13), we did not perceive strong breathy voice on all items in these categories and, thus, 
conclude that breathy voice is probably a secondary allophonic feature of these low tones, but not a core part of the tone itself.  Also many of the speakers 
we worked with were middle aged men who smoked, so the breathy voice feature may more distinctive in their pronunciation than that of other speakers. 

One of the four Dai Zhuang locations sampled shows a different tone splitting pattern for Proto-Tai Tone B; the Dai Zhuang spoken at Songshupo village 
in Guangnan County (the Northeast Dai Zhuang area) shows no split between Proto-Tai voiced and unvoiced initial sounds, whereas the other three 
locations show lower tone pitches for those words whose Proto-Tai form included a voiced initial (similar to the Nong Zhuang Tone B splitting pattern).  
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L-Thongkum (1997) for her three Wenshan County “Dai Tho” (Dai Zhuang) datapoints shows a Tone B split identical to that seen in our Wenshan and 
Maguan County datapoints, but her Maguan County datapoint shows no split in Tone B, similar to what we see at Guangnan County’s Songshupo.   

Development of Proto-Tai Tone B in Dai Zhuang 
 
syllable initial type gloss 中文 PT form PT tone  GN/SSP  MG/LCP WS/XMH WS/KH 
Voiceless friction split (wood), to 劈开 *pha B1 tʰɔʔ⁵⁵ tʰɔ⁵̝⁵ tʰu̞⁵⁵ tʰo⁵³, piaʔ⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 5) knee 膝盖 *xou   B1 (tʰɤ³¹) kʰou⁵⁵ (tʰɤ³¹) kʰo̘u⁵⁵ (tʰṳ³¹) kʰo⁵⁵ (tʰu³¹) kʰo³¹  
 new 新 *hmoɯ   B1 mɤ⁵⁵ məɯ⁵⁵ meɤ⁵⁵   
 egg 蛋 *khrəi   B1 kʰaːi⁵⁵ kʰai⁵⁵ kʰai⁵⁵ kʰa⁵⁵ 
 to ride 骑  *khu̥i   B1 tsʰi⁵⁵ kʰi⁵⁵ cʰi⁵⁵ kʰi⁵⁵ 
         
Voiceless unaspirated chicken 鸡 *kəi   B1 kaːi⁵⁵ kai⁵⁵ kai⁵⁵ ka⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 6) low; short 矮 *tam   B1 (ʔdeŋ³³) ta⁵⁵ tã⁵⁵ maːi³¹ tã⁵⁵ 
         
Voiceless glottal full, not hungry 饱 *ʔim   B1 ʝin⁵⁵ jin⁵⁵ ʝin⁵⁵ ʝin⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 7) shoulder 肩膀 *ʔba   B1 (tʰɤ³³) ʔbɔ⁵⁵ (tʰɤ³¹) ʔbuʌʔ⁵⁵  (tʰṳ³³) ʔbo⁵³ (tʰʉ³³) ʔbo⁵⁵ 
 well, spring 泉 *ʔbɔ   B1 ʔu⁵⁵ (ʔna³³) ʔbu⁵⁵ (ʔbʌ⁵¹) ʔbu⁵⁵ (ʔba¹¹) ʔbɤu⁵⁵ 
 to scold 骂  *ʔdaa B1 ʔdu⁵⁵ ʔdo̞⁵⁵ ʔdo⁵⁵ ʔdo⁵⁵ 
         
         
Voiced father 父亲 *bɔ   B2 bu⁵⁵ bu³³ bɤu³³ bɤṳ³¹ 
(Gedney's box 8) mother 母亲 *mɛ   B2 mi⁵⁵ mi³³ mei³³ mei³̤¹ 
 river (PT=wharf) 河 *da B2 do⁵⁵ do̞³³ (dɨ³³) do³³ do³¹ 
 to sit 坐 *nəŋ   B2 naŋ⁵⁵ nɐŋ³³ neː³³ nẽŋ³¹ 
 older sibling 哥,姐 *bi   B2 bi⁵⁵ (noŋ³³) bi³³ (nuɜŋ³³) tsa³¹ bi³¹ ('husband') 
         
 

PT Tone C shows a simple split along the division between originally voiced initials versus voiceless and preglottalized initials for all four 
datapoints.  In all locations C2 shows a mid flat tone, which is identical to the reflex for B2 in the Songshupo and Xiao Minghu datapoints, 
effectively resulting in a tone merger between B2 and C2 in these varieties. 
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Development of Proto-Tai Tone C in Dai Zhuang 
 
syllable initial type gloss 中文 PT form  PT tone  GN/SSP  MG/LCP WS/XMH WS/KH 

Voiceless aspirated to kill 杀 *kha   C1 kʰɔ³⁵  kʰɔ³̝⁵ kʰɔ³⁵ kʰɔ³⁵ 
(Gedney's box 9) to wait 等  *thla   C1 tʰoː³⁵ tʰɔ³⁵ tʰoː³⁵   
 five 五 *ha  C1 xo³⁵ hɔ³⁵ xo³⁵ xo³⁵ 
 face  脸 *hna   C1 nau³⁵ nɔ³⁵ noː³⁵ no³⁵ 
 liquor 酒 *hləu   C1 lauʔ³⁵ ləu̜³⁵ lau³⁵ lau³⁵ 
 rice 大米 *xəu   C1 kʰou³⁵ kʰəu³⁵ kʰau³⁵  kʰou³⁵ 
 fever 病 *khləi   C1 tsʰaːi³⁵ cʰei³⁵ cʰɛi³⁵ cʰɛi³⁵ 
         
Voiceless unaspirated nine 九 *kiə̥u   C1 kou³⁵ kəu̜³⁵ kau³⁵ kəu³⁵ 
(Gedney's box 10) seedling 秧苗 *kla C1 ko³⁵ kɔ³⁵ ko³⁵ ko³⁵ 
 short (length) 短 *tin   C1 tən³⁵ tən³⁵ tən³⁵   
         
Voiceless glottal village 村子 *ʔban   C1 ʔba³⁵ (kwɯn¹¹) (ləŋ³³) ʔbã³⁵ ʔbã³⁵ (kũɛ³̃¹) ʔbã³⁵ 
(Gedney's box 11) butterfly 蝴蝶 *ʔba   C1 (mi³³) ʔbi³⁵ (mi³³) ʔbi³⁵ (mei³³) ʔbi³̤⁵ (mei³³) ʔbi³⁵ 
 sugar cane 甘蔗 *ʔɔi   C1 (no²²) wai³⁵ (tʰjɔŋ³¹) (naŋ¹¹) wai³⁵ wai³⁵ (kʰə³³) (ni²²) waĩ³⁵; (nẽŋ³³) waĩ³⁵ 
         
         
Voiced stomach 肚子 *duɔŋ   C2 doŋ³³ (tsʰɿ²⁴) duɐŋ³³ (tsʰɿ³⁵) doːŋ³³ doŋ³³ 
(Gedney's box 12) water 水 *nl/ram   C2 nã³³  nã³³ nãː³³ nãː³³¹ 
 horse 马 *ma C2 moː³³ mo̞³³ mɔː³³ mo³³ 
 younger sibling 弟妹 *nu̥ɔŋ   C2 noŋ³³ nuɜŋ³³ noŋ³³ (la⁵⁵ɲã³³) noŋ³³ 
 wood 树，木 *məi   C2 mai³³ mai³³ maiʔ³³ ma¹¹ 

PT Tone DS also splits in an unusual way across the Dai Zhuang locations sampled.  Although Gedney and Li often treated voiceless aspirated stops, 
voiceless continuants and pharyngeal (laryngeal) fricatives (*h) as a single category, as we have here thus far, in fact Li recognized a distinction between a 
category of syllable initials consisting of voiceless aspirated stops (*pʰ, *tʰ, *kʰ) plus *h and a category consisting of voiceless continuants (*s-, *f-, *hm-, 
*hn-, *hŋ-, *hñ-, *hl-, *hw-, and *hr-) (1977:§2.26.1).  Li does not actually specify to which category the voiceless velar fricative *x belongs, though we 
assume it belongs along with *h to the category of voiceless, aspirated stops, and this is how it appears to function in Dai Zhuang in terms of tone.  Though 
most Taic languages, including Nong Zhuang, treat voiceless, aspirated stops and voiceless continuants identically in terms of tone splits, it appears that 
Dai Zhuang and Min Zhuang treat them differently.  Items whose Proto-Tai forms begin with voiceless, aspirated stops or a voiceless velar fricative pattern 
together with originally voiced initial words, showing a falling tone reflex.  Other voiceless continuants, on the other hand, group together with voiceless, 
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unaspirated stops and preglottalized initials, showing a mid flat tone reflex.  However, in the Central Dai dialect of Kaihua, ‘flea’ *hmat DS patterns with 
the aspirated stops rather than with the unaspirated stops, and preglottalized initials. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone DS in Dai Zhuang 
 

syllable initial  gloss 中文 PT form   tone  GN/SSP  MG/LCP WS/XMH WS/KH 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops & vegetable 蔬菜 *phl/rək D1S pʰjɛʔ³¹ pʰa³¹ pʰɛʔ³¹ pʰɛʔ³¹ 
voiceless anterior fricatives hot, spicy 辣 *phet D1S pʰɛʔ³¹ pʰɛ³¹ pʰɛʔ³¹ pʰaʔ³¹ 
(Gedney's box 13) six 六 *xrok   D1S tsʰɔʔ³¹ tsʰa³¹ cʰaʔ³¹ tʰsaʔ³¹ 
 bite (V) 咬 *xep   D1S kʰɛʔ³¹ kʰɛʔ⁵¹ kʰəʔ⁵³ kʰəʔ³¹ 
         
         
2. Voiceless continuants flea 跳蚤 *hmat   D1S (mi³³) ma²² (mi⁴⁴) ma³³ (mei³³) maː¹³ (mei³³) mãʔ³¹ 
(Gedney's box 13) to cover 埋 *hmok D1S mɔaʔ²² ma³³ maːʔ¹³ maʔ³³ 
 ten 十 *sip   D1S sɛʔ²² sɛ³³ sɛːʔ¹³ θəʔ³³ 
 heavy 重 *hnək   D1S ɲɛ²² na³³ nɛ̃ː ¹³   
         
3. Voiceless unaspirated to fall 掉 *tok   D1S tɔaʔ²² ta³³ taʔ¹³ taʔ³³ 
(Gedney's box 14) seven 七 *čet   D1S tsɛʔ²² tsɛ³³ cɛ¹³ ceʔ³³ 
 duck 鸭子 *pie̥t   D1S (mi³³) pɛʔ²² pɛ³³ (mei³³) pɛʔ¹³ pɛʔ³³ 
 liver 肝 *təp   D1S taː²² ta³³ taː¹³ taʔ³³ 
         
4. Preglottal chest 胸脯 *ʔu̥ɯk   D1S (nu³³) ʔwaʔ²² (nɔ³⁵) ʔa³³ (no³³) ʔaʔ³³ (noʔ²⁴) aʔ³³ 
(Gedney's box 15) extinguish 灭 *ʔdap   D1S ʔdoŋ²²  ʔda³³ ta³³vei³³ ləu⁵³ 
         
         
5. Voiced to launder 洗衣服 *zak   D2S zʲɛ³¹; zɛ³¹ za³¹ zɛiʔ³¹ zɛʔ³¹ 
(Gedney's box 16) ant 蚂蚁 *mot   D2S (mi³³) mɛʔ³¹ (mi⁴⁴) mɛʔ³¹ (mei³³) mɛʔ³¹ (mei³³) mɛʔ³¹ (lən¹¹) 
 bird 鸟 *nl/rok   D2S (mi³³) nɔaʔ³¹ (mi⁴⁴) naʔ³¹ naʔ³¹ (mei³¹) naʔ³¹ 
 to steal 偷   *dlək   D2S leɛ³¹ laʔ³¹ leʔ³¹ leʔ³¹ 
         

PT Tone DL shows a simple split along the division between originally voiced initials versus voiceless and preglottalized initials for all four 
datapoints, although there are varying tone values for the lower pitched D2L tone category in the different datapoints. 
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Development of Proto-Tai Tone DL in Dai Zhuang 
 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form   tone  GN/SSP  MG/LCP WS/XMH WS/KH 

Voiceless Aspirated carry on a pole 担 ， 挑 *thrap  D1L tʰa⁵⁵ tʰã⁵⁵ tʰa⁵⁵ tʰaʔ⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 17) gums 齿龈 *hŋɯak   D1L (ʔdẽ¹³) ɲɔ⁵⁵ tən̤¹¹ vã⁵¹ ɲaʔ⁵⁵ ɲaʔ⁵⁵ 
 fore-head 额头 *phl/rak   D1L (tʰʉ³¹) pʰjɛʔ⁵⁵ (tʰɤ³¹) pʰa⁵⁵ (tʰʉ³¹) pʰɛʔ⁵⁵ (no³⁵) pʰə⁵⁵ 
         
Voiceless unaspirated mouth 嘴巴 *pak   D1L pʲɛ⁵⁵ (pʰi⁵⁵) pa⁵⁵ pe⁵⁵ peʔ⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 18) eight 八 *pɛt   D1L pjɛʔ⁵⁵ pia⁵̝⁵ pia⁵⁵ pia⁵⁵ 
 lungs 肺脏 *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt   D1L puaʔ⁵⁵ pua⁵⁵ puaʔ⁵⁵ puaʔ⁵⁵ 
 wing 翅膀 *piək   D1L pjaːu⁵⁵ piɐ⁵⁵ piaʔ⁵⁵ piaʔ⁵⁵ 
         
Voiceless glottal hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L ʝɛʔ⁵⁵ jɛʔ̞⁵⁵ jɛʔ⁵⁵ ja⁵⁵ 
(Gedney's box 19) hot 热 *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdueʔ⁵⁵ ʔduɛʔ̙⁵⁵ tuaʔ⁵⁵   
 to bathe 洗澡 *ʔap   D1L ʔaʔ⁵⁵ (na³³) ã⁴⁴ (nã³³) ã⁵⁵ (nã³³) ʔaʔ⁵⁵ (nã³³) 
 brain 脑子 *ʔuk   D1L ʔɔaʔ⁵⁵ ʔuʌʔ⁵⁵ ʔuɔʔ⁵⁵ ʔoʔ⁵⁵ 
 flower 花 *ʔbl/rɔk   D1L ʔduɔʔ⁵⁵ ʔduɐ⁵⁵ ʔduɔʔ⁵⁵ ʔdoʔ⁵⁵ 
 bone 骨头 *ʔdl/ruok D1L kʰə³³ʔdɔa⁵⁵ kʰəu³⁵ ʔdʌʔ⁵⁵ kə⁵⁵ʔdaʔ⁵⁵ kə⁵⁵ʔdaʔ⁵⁵ 
         
         
Voiced root 根 *drak   D2L ljɛʔ³¹ la⁴⁴ (mai³³) le³³ (ma¹¹) leʔ³³ (ma¹¹) 
(Gedney's box 20) rope 绳子 *ǰɯak  D2L tswaʔ³¹ tsɐʔ⁴⁴ (+ pa⁵¹)  caʔ³³ cɛʔ³³ 
 blood 血 *lɯet   D2L luɛʔ³¹ lʉɛ⁴⁴ luəʔ³³ luəʔ³³ 
 child 孩子 *lɯ̥uk   D2L lɔaʔ³¹ laʔ⁴⁴ (tai³³ ni³⁵) laʔ³³ (nei³⁵) laʔ³³ 
 knife 刀 *miət   D2L me³¹ mi⁴⁴ (ðin⁵¹) meʔ³³ mɛʔ³³ (nei⁵⁵) 

3.2.4 Summary of Dai Zhuang Tone Systems 

All the Dai Zhuang datapoints visited demonstrated the same distinctive PT Tone A splitting pattern.  The tone category resulting from the 
originally voiced initials belonging to PT Tone B seems quite unstable in Dai Zhuang, merging with B1, A2 or C2, according to the location.  
The tone categories resulting from PT Tone D basically no longer exist as synchronic tone categories because final oral plosives have been lost 
(or are in the process of disappearing) and, thus, words carrying these tones are now indistinguishable, as far as we were able to determine, from 
the open syllable tones with the same pitch values.    
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Northeastern Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Guangnan County; Songshupo datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + 
short vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &     
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

A2 
(31) 

B1 & B2 
(55) 

C1 
(35) 

D2S 
(31) 

D1L 
(55) 

2. Voiceless continuants 
(sonorants & sibilants A1 

(11) 

D1S 
(22) 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop 
+ *r cluster A2 

(31) 
3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops A1 

(11) 
4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  A2 
(31) 

C2  
(33) 

D2S & D2L 
(31) 

Southern Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Maguan County; Laochangpo datapoint, “Jiantou Tu”) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + 
short vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &     
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

A2 
(31) 

B1 
(55) 

C1 
(35) 

D2S 
(31) 

D1L 
(55) 

2. Voiceless continuants 
(sonorants & sibilants A1 

(11)

D1S 
(33) 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop 
+ *r cluster A2 

(31)
3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops A1 

(11)
4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  A2 
(31) 

B2 & C2  
(33)

D2S 
(31)

D2L 
(44)
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Northern Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Northern Wenshan County & Western Yanshan County, Xiao Minghu datapoint; “DatouTu”) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + 
short vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &     
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

A2 
(31)

B1 
(55) 

C1 
(35) 

D2S 
(31) 

D1L 
(55) 

2. Voiceless continuants 
(sonorants & sibilants 

A1
(13)

D1S 
(33) 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop 
+ *r cluster 

A2
(31) 

3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops A1
(13)

4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  A2 
(31)

B2 & C2  
(33) 

D2S 
(31) 

D2L
(33) 

Central Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Central Wenshan County, Kaihua & Panzhihua Townships; Shuichezhai & Niutouzhai datapoint; “PingtouTu”) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + 
short vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &     
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

A2
(31) 

B1 
(55) 

C1 
(35) 

D2S 
(31) 

D1L 
(55) 

2. Voiceless continuants 
(sonorants & sibilants 

A1 
(33)

D1S 
(13) 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop 
+ *r cluster 

A2
(31) 

3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops A1 
(33)

4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  A2 & B2 
(31)

C2 
(33) 

D2S
(31)

D2L 
(33)
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All the Dai Zhuang dialects seem to be in the process of losing syllable-final oral stops, though glottal stops are still retained in the place of 
historical oral stop codas in some instances.  Therefore, the checked tone categories resulting from Tone D are no longer distinguishable from 
those on unchecked syllables with the same pitches.  Thus, minimal pairs are possible between the tones resulting from PT Tone D and those 
resulting from the other three PT tones.  Southern Dai Zhuang has the following six distinct tone pitchesː 31 ( ˧˩ ), 11 ( ˩ ), 55 ( ˥ ), 33 ( ˧ ), 35 ( ˧˥ ), 
44 ( ˦ ).  Northern and Central Dai Zhuang have the following five distinct tone pitchesː 31 ( ˧˩ ), 13 ( ˩˧ ), 55 ( ˥ ), 33 ( ˧ ), 35 ( ˧˥ ). Northeastern Dai 
Zhuang has the following six distinct tone pitchesː 31 ( ˧˩ ), 13 ( ˩˧ ), 55 ( ˥ ), 33 ( ˧ ), 35 ( ˧˥ ), 22 ( ˨ ).  All locations show B1 and D1L with the 
same pitch (and in Northeastern Dai, B2 also shares this pitch).  C2 and D1S have the same tone pitch in Northern and Southern Dai Zhuang, but 
in Central Dai C2 shares a tone value with A1.  C2 and D2L share the same pitch in Northern and Central Dai Zhuang. 

Dai Zhuang Tone Systems 
Chinese 
Zhuang  

Northeastern Dai 
(Songshupo, Guangnan) 

Southern Dai 
(Laochang, Maguan) 

Northern Dai 
(Xiao Minghu, Wenshan) 

Central Dai 
(Shuichezhai, Wenshan) 

Tone 
Numbering 

PT Tone 
categories 

tone 
values 

PT Tone 
categories 

tone 
values 

PT Tone 
categories 

tone 
values 

PT Tone 
categories 

tone 
values 

1 A1 11 A1 11 A1 13 A1 = C2 = D2L 33 
2 A2 = D2S = D2L 31 A2 = D2S 31 A2 = D2S 31 A2 = B2 = D2S 31 
3 C1 35 C1 35 C1 35 C1 35 
4 C2 33 B2 = C2 = D1S 33 B2 = C2 = D1S = 

D2L 
33   

5 B1 = B2 = D1L 55 B1 = D1L 55 B1 = D1L 55 B1 = D1L 55 
7 D1S 22     D1S 13 
10   D2L 44     

3.2.5 Description of Min Zhuang Tone System 

As we were previously unaware of the existence of the Min Zhuang variety prior to stumbling upon it during our fieldwork in Funing County, 
we only were able to obtain a single wordlist from a group of Min Zhuang speakers in Balong.  However, since then, in the Spring of 2008, SIL 
colleagues Eric Jackson and Shuh Huey Lau, researching the Zhuang dialects of Jingxi, Napo, and Debao counties of Guangxi Region, in 
partnership with the Language Commission of Guangxi also discovered Zhuang speakers referring to themselves as “Gownz Min.”  Preliminary 
comparison indicates that the speech of these Guangxi Min Zhuang, as well as that of a group in Jingxi County calling themselves “Zong,” may 
be dialects of the same language as that of the Funing County Gownz Min.  Although no direct intelligibility testing between the Funing Min 
and the Guangxi Min varieties has yet been conducted, so we cannot state conclusively that these belong to the same mutually intelligible 
language, we will include Guangxi data from these datapoints in our comparison.  The Balong area in Funing, where our Min wordlist was 
elicited, is less than 20 km from Nonghua Village in Napo County where the shorter (144 item) Guangxi Min Zhuang wordlist was elicited. 
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Additional Wordlist Data from Guangxi Region included in Min Zhuang Analysis 
Code County District / Township Village Committee Autonym items on wordlist 
      
np/nh Napo (那坡) Baidu (百都) Nonghua (弄化) Min 144 
np/dgl Napo (那坡) Pohe (坡荷) Daguole (大果腊) Min 490 
jx/nd Jingxi (靖西) Tunpan (吞盘) Nongdi (农地) Zong 490 

Min Zhuang shows a similar split system to that of Nong Zhuang for PT Tones A, B and C, that is, a split between the originally voiced initials 
and those originally unvoiced, including preglottalized.  Only in the Balong Min data and only for PT Tone A do we see the originally voiced 
initials showing a lower tone reflex than the originally unvoiced initials.  In Tones B and C, the situation is reversed, with originally voiced 
initials showing higher pitched tones.  For the most part, the Guangxi Min Zhuang varieties resemble the tonal reflexes of Balong Min Zhuang, 
although the “Zong” variety from Jingxi County's Nongdi shows a different splitting pattern for PT Tone B. 

The four varieties all show rising tones for category A1, and a flat tone for A2, though the height of that tone varies according to location, from a 
mid flat tone in Balong (Funing County), to a high flat tone in the two Napo County Min datapoints. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone A in Min Zhuang 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  FN / BL np/nh np/dgl jx/nd 

Voiceless friction ear 耳朵 *xrɯ̥u   A1 ðu³⁵ ðu̠³⁵ ɹu̝²⁴ ɹ ̝ů̞²⁴ 
(Gedney's box 1) leg 腿 *kha   A1 kʰa³⁵ (=foot) kʰä³⁵ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴
 head 头 *thrue   A1 tʰo³⁵ tʰu³⁵ tʰu²⁴ tʰu̞²⁴
         
Voiceless unaspirated  year 年 *pi   A1 pi³⁵ pi³⁵ pi²⁴ pi³⁵
(Gedney's box 2) eye 眼睛 *tra   A1 (mak¹¹) tʰa³⁵ tʰä³⁵ tʰa²⁴ maːk̚³³tʰa²⁴
 eat 吃 *kin   A1 kin³⁵ kɪn³⁵ kɪn²⁴ kɪn³⁵
         
Voiceless glottal to fly 飞 *ʔbin   A1 ʔbin³⁵ ʔbɪn³⁵ ʔbɪn²⁴ ʔbɪn³⁵
(Gedney's box 3) red 红 *ʔdl/riɛŋ A1 ʔdeːŋ³⁵ ʔde̞ː ŋ³⁵ ʔdeːŋ²⁴ ʔdeːŋ³⁵
 star 星星 *ʔdl/rəi  A1 ʔdaːu³⁵ ʔdäːu³⁵ ʔdaːu²⁴ ʔdaːu³⁵
         
         
Voiced hand 手 *mɯ   A2 mɯ̃³³ mɯ̟⁵⁵ mɯ⁵⁵ mɯ̟⁴⁴
(Gedney's box 4) buffalo 水牛 *ɣwai   A2 vaːi³³ ʋaːi⁵⁵ waːi⁵⁵ waːi⁴⁴
 rice field  稻田 *na   A2 na³³ nä⁵⁵ na⁵⁵ na⁴⁴
 snake 蛇 *ŋɯ̥u   A2 ŋu³³ ŋu⁵⁵ ŋu⁵⁵ ŋu̞⁴⁴
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The three Min datapoints all show a low flat reflex for Tone B1 with a low falling reflex for Tone B2.  The Zong datapoint at Nongdi in Jingxi 
County, however, has the PT voiceless unaspirated initial items showing a slightly different reflex than the other B2 categories.  The difference 
is slight though, 32 versus 21, so it is hard to be sure that this represents a split to a different phonemeic tone category without further evidence.  
Zong Zhuang's B2 category is a slightly higher falling tone than those of the Min Zhuang datapoints. 

Development of Proto-Tai Tone B in Min Zhuang 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  FN / BL np/nh np/dgl jx/nd 

Voiceless friction knee 膝盖 *xou   B1 (tʰo³⁵) kʰaːu¹¹ tʰu³⁵kʰau²² tʰu²⁴kʰau²² tʰu̞²⁴kʰau²¹
(Gedney's box 5) new 新 *hmoɯ   B1 maɯ¹¹ mäɯ̟²² mɘɯ²² maːɯ̟³²
 egg 蛋 *khrəi   B1 ðai¹¹ ðä̠i²² ɹa̝i²² ɹ ̝åi²¹
 to ride 骑  *khu̥i   B1 kʰwai¹¹  kʰui²² kʰui²¹
         
         
Voiceless unaspirated  old 老 *kɛ; *kəu B1; B1 kaːi¹¹  ke²² ke³²
(Gedney's box 6) chicken 鸡 *kəi   B1 kai¹¹ käi²² kai²² kai³²
 low; short 矮 *tam   B1 tam¹¹ tɪn³³ tɪn³³ tɪn³²
         
         
Voiceless glottal full, not hungry 饱 *ʔim   B1 ʔiːm¹¹  ʔɪm²² ʔɪm²¹
(Gedney's box 7) shoulder 肩膀 *ʔba   B1 ʔba¹¹ ʔbä²² ʔba²² ʔba²¹
 well, spring 泉 *ʔbɔ   B1 ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo̞²² ʔbo²² ʔbo̞²¹
 to scold 骂  *ʔdaa B1 ʔda¹¹ ʔdä²² ʔda²² ʔda²¹
         
         
Voiced father 父亲 *bɔ   B2 po³¹ (θeiŋ³⁵)  po³¹ (θeːŋ²⁴) pa³⁵
(Gedney's box 8) mother 母亲 *mɛ   B2 me³¹ (θeiŋ³⁵)  mɪ³¹ (θeːŋ²⁴) me⁴²
 river (PT=wharf) 河 *da B2 (kʰa³⁵) ta³¹  ta³¹ ta⁴²
  to sit 坐 *nəŋ   B2 naŋ³¹ näŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ⁴²
 older sibling 哥,姐 *bi   B2 pi³¹  pi³¹ pi⁴²

Other than slight differences in perceived tone height, which could result from different phoneticians describing the data, the tone patterns for 
reflexes of PT Tone C are eseentially the same, with a low or mid flat reflex for C1 and a high flat or high slightly falling reflex for C2.  (Nong 
locations also show this tone as either a high flat tone or a high falling tone.) 
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Development of Proto-Tai Tone C in Min Zhuang 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  FN / BL np/nh np/dgl jx/nd 

Voiceless aspirated to kill 杀 *kha   C1 kʰa²² kʰä³³ kʰa³³ kʰa³²
(Gedney's box 9) to wait 等  *thla   C1 tʰa²² tʰä³³ taŋ³³; tʰa³³ tʰa³²
 five 五 *ha  C1 xa²²   ha³³ ha³²
 face  脸 *hna   C1 na²² nä³³ na³³ na³²
 liquor 酒 *hləu   C1 lau²²   lau³³ lau³²
 rice 大米 *xəu   C1 kʰau²² (θaːn²⁴)   kʰöu³³ (θan²⁴) kʰo̞u³² (kʰaːu²⁴)
         
Voiceless unaspirated nine 九 *kiə̥u   C1 kau²²   kau³³ kau³²
(Gedney's box 10) seedling 秧苗 *kla C1 ca²² tsä³³ ca³³ ca³²
 short (length) 短 *tin   C1 tin²² tɪn³³ tɪn³³ tɪn³²
         
Voiceless glottal village 村子 *ʔban   C1 ʔbaːn²² ʔbäːn³³ ʔbaːn³³ ʔbaːn³²
(Gedney's box 11) butterfly 蝴蝶 *ʔba   C1 (ʔbɔŋ⁵⁵) ʔbi²²   fi⁵³ fi⁵⁴
 sugar cane 甘蔗 *ʔɔi   C1 ʔɔːi²² ʔo̞ːi³³ ʔɔːi³³ ʔo̞ːi³²
         
         
Voiced stomach 肚子 *duɔŋ   C2 tɔːŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁴ toːŋ⁵³ to̞ŋ⁵⁴
(Gedney's box 12) water 水 *nl/ram   C2 nam⁵⁵ näm⁵⁴ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁴
 horse 马 *ma C2 ma⁵⁵³   ma⁵³ ma⁵⁴
 younger sibling 弟妹 *nu̥ɔŋ   C2 noŋ⁵⁵  noːŋ⁵³ no̞ːŋ⁵⁴ noːŋ⁵³
 tree, wood 树，木 *məi   C2 mai⁵⁵ mäi⁵⁴ mai⁵³ mai⁵⁴

Min Zhuang’s PT Tone DS has developed in a similar fashion to that of Dai Zhuang, splitting between voiceless, aspirated stops + anterior 
fricatives and voiceless continuants.   

 
Development of Proto-Tai Tone DS in Min Zhuang 

syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  FN / BL np/nh np/dgl jx/nd 

Voiceless aspirated stops & vegetable 蔬菜 *phl/rək D1S ʃak¹¹; sak¹¹ ɕäːk̚²² ɕak̚²² ɕak̚¹¹
voiceless anterior fricatives six 六 *xrok   D1S ðɔk¹¹ ðo̠̞ːk̚²² ɹɔ̝k̚²² ɹ ̝ɔ̊k̚¹¹
(Gedney's box 13) bite (V) 咬 *xep   D1S kʰɔp¹¹ kʰo̞ːp̚²² kʰɔːp̚²² kʰɔːp̚¹¹
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Voiceless continuants flea 跳蚤 *hmat   D1S mat⁵⁵ mät̚⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ma³⁵
(Gedney's box 13) ten 十 *sip   D1S θip⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵
 heavy 重 *hnək   D1S nak⁵⁵  nak̚⁵⁵ nak̚⁵⁵
         
Voiceless unaspirated to fall 掉 *tok   D1S tɔk⁵⁵ to̞k̚⁵⁵ tɔk̚⁵⁵ tɔk̚⁵⁵
(Gedney's box 14) seven 七 *čet   D1S cɛt⁵⁵  cɛt̚⁵⁵ cɛt̚⁵⁵
 duck 鸭子 *pie̥t   D1S pɛt⁵⁵ pʲɛt̚⁵⁵ pʲat̚⁵⁵ pɛt̚⁵⁵; pʲat̚⁵⁵
 liver 肝 *təp   D1S tap⁵⁵ täp̚⁵⁵ tap̚⁵⁵ tap̚⁵⁵
 frog 蜻蛙 *kop  D1S kɔp⁵⁵  kop̚⁵⁵ kɔp̚⁵⁵
         
Voiceless glottal chest 胸脯 *ʔu̥ɯk   D1S (pak¹¹) ʔək⁵⁵ ʔɯ̟k̚⁵⁵ ʔʊk̚⁵⁵ pak̚³³ (ʔɯ̟k̚⁵⁵)
(Gedney's box 15) extinguish 灭 *ʔdap   D1S ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdäp̚⁵⁵ ʔdap̚⁵⁵ ʔdap̚⁵⁵
         
         
Voiced narrow 窄 *gap   D2S kap⁵⁵  kap̚⁵⁵ kap̚⁵⁵
(Gedney's box 16) to launder 洗衣服 *zak   D2S θak⁵⁵ θäk̚⁵⁵ θak̚⁵⁵ θak̚⁵⁵
 ant 蚂蚁 *ml/rɛŋ +*mot   A2+ D2S mat⁵⁵ mo̞ːt̚⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ mo̞t̚⁵⁵
 bird 鸟 *nl/rok   D2S nɔk⁵⁵ nɔk̚⁵⁵ nɔk̚⁵⁵ nɔk̚⁵⁵
 to steal 偷   *dlək   D2S lak⁵⁵ läk̚⁵⁵ lak̚⁵⁵ lak̚⁵⁵

PT Tone DL shows a split based on original voicing, similar to that of PT Tones A, B, and C, though in our dataset there are several items 
(‘lungs’, ‘wings’, and ‘bone’) reconstructed by Li to have possessed a long vowel, yet which are now showing short vowel (PT Tone DS) 
reflexes.  Two of these are the cognates with Nong Zhuang forms that also have shifted from D1L to D1S.  This can be interpreted as either 
evidence for a relatively long period of shared development between Nong and Min Zhuang, or for an argument that at Proto-Tai period these 
lexical items did not actually possess fully lengthened vowels.  ‘Brain’ appears to have shifted to D1S in Min Zhuang as Li observed in the 
geographically neighboring northern Zhuang variety of Po-ai (also within Funing County; Li 1977:244). 

Probably due to loss of vowel length, reflexes for D1S and D1L categories are identical for most items, probably representing a re-merger of 
these tone categories, given that Min and Zong Zhuang reflexes PT voiced intial Tone D items still show evidence of a vowel length-based 
tone split. 

The Zong Zhuang of Jingxi county again shows some variance from the Min Zhuang varieties.  While Zong has a low flat reflex for some D1L 
items, those beginning with PT unaspirated initials show a mid flat tone where the items have not (apparently) shifted to D1S.  Also, Zong's D2L 
tone shows a higher, slightly falling tone, instead of the low falling tone shown in all three Min Zhuang varieties.   
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Development of Proto-Tai Tone DL in Min Zhuang 
syllable initial gloss 中文 PT form &  tone  FN / BL np/nh np/dgl jx/nd 

Voiceless friction to carry on a pole 担 ， 挑 *thrap  D1L tʰap¹¹ tʰaːp̚²² tʰaːp̚²² tʰaːp̚¹¹
(Gedney's gums 齿龈 *hŋɯak   D1L hɯk¹¹   hɯːk̚²² hɯ̟ːk̚¹¹
box 17) forehead 额头 *phl/rak   D1L (na²²) sak¹¹   na³³ɕak̚²² na³²ɕak̚¹¹
         
Voiceless unaspirated mouth 嘴巴 *pak   D1L pak¹¹ päːk̚²² paːk̚²² paːk̚³³
(Gedney's box 18) eight 八 *pɛt   D1L peət¹¹   peːt̚²² peːt̚³³
(Shifted to D1S) lungs 肺脏 *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt   D1L pɨt⁵⁵   pɘt̚⁵⁵ pət̚⁵⁵
 wing 翅膀 *piək   D1L pɪk⁵⁵   pɪk̚⁵⁵ pɪk̚⁵⁵
         
 hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L jak¹¹ jäːk̚²² jaːk̚²² jaːk̚¹¹
Voiceless glottal brain 脑子 *ʔuk   D1L ʔɔk⁵⁵ (aːi³³)   ʔok̚⁵⁵ (ʔaːi²²) ʔo̞k̚¹¹ (ʔaːi²¹)
(Gedney's  hot 热 *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdət¹¹ ʔdɯ̟ːt̚²² ʔdʊːt̚⁵⁵ ʔdɯ̟ːt̚¹¹
box 19) 

to bathe 洗澡 *ʔap   D1L ʔap¹¹ (ta⁵³) θʊːi²²ʔdäːŋ³⁵; 
(ʔäːp̚²²ʔdäːŋ³⁵ = “swim”) θaːu⁵⁵ʔdaŋ²⁴ θu̞ːi³²ʔdaːŋ³⁵

(Shifted to D1S) bone 骨头 *ʔdl/ruok D1L ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk̚⁵⁵ ʔdok̚⁵⁵ ʔdu̞k̚⁵⁵
         
         
 root 根 *drak   D2L lak³¹ läːk̚³¹ laːk̚³¹ laːk̚⁴³
Voiced rope 绳子 *ǰɯak  D2L ʃɯk³¹   ɕɯːk̚³¹ ɕɯ̟ːk̚⁴³
(Gedney's out  外 *nl/rɔk   D2L (ʔbəŋ³³) nɔk³¹   noːk³¹ nɔːk̚⁴³
box 20) blood 血 *lɯet   D2L lɯt³¹ lɯ̟ːt̚³¹ lɯːt̚³¹ lɯ̟ːt̚⁴³
 child 孩子 *lɯ̥uk   D2L luk³¹   lok̚⁵⁵ (ʔeːŋ²⁴) lo̞k̚⁴³ (ʔeːŋ³⁵)

3.2.6 Summary of the Min Zhuang Tone System 

The Min Zhuang tone system is more similar to that of the Nong Zhuang in both splitting patterns and actual tone pitch values, but demonstrates a different 
pattern than these two languages in its handling of the PT Tone D, by merging D1S and D1L, probably due to the loss of phonemically contrastive vowel 
length.  Given that a relatively small percentage of vocabulary is affected by this merger, we suspect that the Min Zhuang speakers' inability to comprehend 
recorded texts in Nong Zhuang is not based on this tone merger alone. Although Zong Zhuang of Jingxi shows a quite similar tone splitting pattern to that of 
Min Zhuang (and Nong Zhuang), there are some differences, as mentioned above.  The following chart only represents the three Min Zhuang datapoints. 
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Min Zhuang Tone System 
↓ Syllable Initial 

    Proto-Tai Tone → 
A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 

vowel) 
DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. & 2. Voiceless aspirated stops + 
voiceless continuants 

A1  
(35/24) 

B1 
(11/22) 

C1 
(22/33/32) 

D1 
(11/22) 

3. Voiceless unaspirated  
 
4. Voiceless glottal 
 
5. Voiced  A2  

(33/55)
B2 
(31)

C2 
(55/54/53) 

D2S 
(55)

D2L 
(31)

Synchronically Balong Min Zhuang has six distinct tone values: 35 ( ˧˥ ), 33 ( ˧ ), 11 ( ˩ ), 31 ( ˧˩ ), 22 ( ˨ ), 55 ( ˥ ).  Similar to Nong Zhuang, PT Tone D1S is 
equivalent to C2, D2S is equivalent to A2, D1L is equilent to B1 and D2L is equivalent to B2. 

Min Zhuang Zhuang Tone System 
Chinese Zhuang Tone Numbering PT Tone categories tone values 
1 A1 35 (24) 
2 A2 33 (55) 
3 C1 22 (33 / 32) 
4 C2 = D2S 55 (54 / 53) 
5 B1 = D1L = D1S 11 (22) 
6 B2 = D2L 31  
 
3.3 Tone System Comparison 

For the most part, the tone splitting systems of Nong and Min Zhuang are the same and belong to Li’s Type I tone splitting pattern, for PT Tones A, B, and C.  Li lists 
Guangxi’s Longzhou (Longchow), Vietnam’s Nung and Tày, and Taic languages as following this split pattern.  (This pattern can be found in all three of Li’s Taic branches.)  
Concerning PT Tone D, Min Zhuang, Southern and Northeastern Nong Zhuang fit Li’s Subtype Ia pattern for D tone splits. (However, at the time of his writing, Li was not 
aware of any Central Taic variety that fit this pattern, 1977:52.)  Central Nong fits Li’s Subtype Ic pattern for Tone D in that its D2S has merged with D2L.  Although Li does 
not list a known pattern in which D1S has merged with D2S, this would be another variation of his Type I pattern in that the DL category shows a split based on voicing.  Li 
notes that “on the whole, tones D1S and D1L in many dialects tend to be identical with B1, and D2S and D2L tend to be identical with B2…” (1977:54). This statement 
exactly describes the tone split situation of Min Zhuang, and in most of the Nong Zhuang locations we at least also see D1L identical to B1 and D2L identical to B2. 

Nicolson’s Nùng Inh of Văn Quan district (Lạng Sơn Province) Vietnam, shows a ten tone category pattern identical to that of Southern and Northeastern 
Nong Zhuang, as does L-Thongkum’s “Nung” of Maguan County, China.  Jingxi Yang Zhuang also shares this tone split pattern (Yan 1959, Tan 2003, Zhang 
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et al. 1999:27, 151–157), as does the apparently Central Taic variety spoken in Yuanjiang, Yuanyang, and Honghe counties, described in Zhou and Luo 
(1999:43–47) under the name “Yuanjiang Honghe Dai.” 

Ten Toneme Central Taic Tone Split System  
↓ syllable initial 

    proto-tone/coda → 
A (live/open) B (live/open) C (live/open) DS (dead/closed + short 

vowel) 
DL (dead/closed + long 
vowel) 

1. voiceless friction  

1 5 3 7 9 2. voiceless unaspirated stops 
3 preglottalized 
4. originally voiced  2 6 4 8 10 
Gedney’s Western Nung (Hudak 1995) shares the same tone split pattern, and the tone pitches are remarkably similar to our Nong Zhuang data.  Although 
Gedney wrote about his Western Nung as a language of Lao Cai province, Vietnam, the location of the home villages of his original Western Nung 
informants, the majority of data in his field notes comes from a later informant, whose home village, called Muong Thin Na (mɯŋ⁴⁴ tʰin³¹ na⁴⁴), was actually 
in China, probably in Wenshan Prefecture’s Maguan County or the bordering Hekou County (Honghe Prefecture).1617Looking at other aspects of Gedney’s 
Western Nung data, both phonological and lexical, it is clear that “Western Nung” and Nong Zhuang are indeed the same language. 

2007 Nong Zhuang & Min Zhuang Tone Systems Compared with Gedney’s Western Nung 
 Central Nong  Northwestern Nong Southern & NE Nong Gedney’s Western Nung  Min Zhuang 
 PT Tones pitch PT Tones pitch PT Tones pitch Gedney’s  

numbering 
PT Tones pitch PT Tones pitch 

1 A1 24 A1 35 A1 24/35 1 A1 14 A1 35 
2 A2 = D2S = 

D2L 
33 A2 33 A2 = D2S 33 4 A2 = D2S 44 A2 = D2S 33 

3 C1 22 C1 22 C1 22 3 C1 22 C1 22 
4 C2 = D1S 55 C2 = D1S = D2S 53 C2 = D1S 53 / 55 6 C2 = D1S 55 C2 = D1S 55 
5 B1 = D1L 11 B1 = D1L 11 B1 = D1L 11 / 12 2 B1 = D1L 21 B1 = D1L 11 
6 B2 31 B2 = D2L 31 B2 = D2L 31 5 B2 = D2L 31 B2 = D2L 31 

                                                      
1617We have not yet been able to identify a modern village name that matches this pronunciation.  This could be due to the fact that Gedney’s informant only provided the Nong pronunciation of 
the name and not the Chinese characters, and/or due to the fact that many villages were collectivized and renamed during the 1950s, and then sometimes the form of the name was again 
modified during the effort to standardize place name spellings and pronunciations during the 1980s, the results of which were published in the county level Geographical Names Atlas series (Di 
Ming Zhi, 地名志).  Hudak lists the location of this village as being “across the border in China, an overnight journey or about thirty kilometers from Muong Khuong.” (1995:405)  Presently 
Muong Khuong lies about five km south of the Chinese border, north of which lies a narrow peninsula of Hekou county, and then Maguan County.  A location thirty km from Muong Khuong 
could be within Maguan county, Hekou county, or possibly even Pingbian county. 
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The following tables list the various datapoints reflecting this ten tone type of tone split pattern, including tonal data on the Nong Zhuang of Xichou County 
from Yunnan Provincial Gazetteer1718(Yunnan Sheng Zhi 1998:169), on the Nong Zhuang of Yanshan and Guangnan counties from Zhang et al. (1999:27; 
157–160; previously published in part in 1959, Wei & Tan 1980:93, and Tan 2003:7518).19All these languages show the same ten toneme split system 
described above, so the “1” series tones all reflect those resulting from voiceless proto syllable initials and the “2” series from voiced proto initials. 

Ten Toneme Voicing-Based & Vowel Length-Based Tone Split Systemsa 

Southern Nong Zhuang Xichou County Nong Yanshan & Guangnan Counties Nong  Gedney’s Western Nung 
(Johnson 2010) (Yunnan Sheng Zhi 1998) (Zhang et al. 1999) (Hudak 1995) 
A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L  A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 

24/35 11/12 22 55 11/12  35 11 33/42 55 11  24/35 11/12 22 55 11  14 21 22 55 21 
                       

A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L  A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L 
33 31 55/53 53/33 33/31  44 31/51 55 44 31  33 31 55/53 33 31  44 31 55 44 31 

L-Thongkum’s Maguan Nungb Nicolson’s Nùng Inhc Jingxi County Yang Zhuang  Yuanjiang Honghe Dai 
(L-Thongkum 1997) (Nicholson n.d.) (Zhang et al. 1999)  (Zhou and Luo 1999) 
A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L  A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 
15 22 21' 45 33  45 24 212 45 24  54 45 2323 44 55  22 35 213 213 35 
                       

A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L  A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 
33 31 45 33 31  42 31 42ʔ 42 3̤1̤  31 214 13 21 13  54 44 32 32 44 

aDue to similar tonal contours between check syllable tones and unchecked syllable tones, all of these varieties have fewer than ten distinct tone contours or pitches. 
In L-Thongkum’s transcription, a check mark ( ' ) after a tone contour indicates a glottal stop closure; a tilde (~) after a tone contour indicates nasalization of the syllable; double dots ( ¨ ) after the 
bcontour indicates breathy voice on the syllable. 
In Nicolson’s transcription, underlining indicates glottalization on the syllable, double dots (3̤1̤) under the tone contour indicates breathy voice, and a glottal stop symbol (ʔ) after the contour 
cindicates a glottal stop closure to the syllable. 

The other two of our Nong Zhuang dialects each show a single tone category merger in the checked syllables; in Central Nong Zhuang this merger has occurred 
between D2S and D2L, whereas in Northwestern Nong Zhuang it is D1S and D2S that have merged.  According to Zhang et al. (1999), Chongzuo (崇左) and 
Ningming (宁明) (in Guangxi) have merged D2S and D2L, similar to Central Nong Zhuang.  L-Thongkum’s Maguan Nong (above) shows a merger between 

                                                      
1718In this work, the Nong tones resulting from PT *A and *C are numbered opposite to the usual Chinese Taic tone numbering system, with odd numbers representing A2 and C2, instead of A1 
and C1, although for tones *B and *D the odd numbers represent B1 and D1. 
1819Wei & Tan (1980) lists the pitch value of the 10th tone in Yanshan Nong as 21, whereas, Zhang et al. (1999) lists the 10th tone (D2L) as having a value of 31 in both Yanshan and Guangnan. 
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D2S and D1L.  Nicolson’s Nùng Cháo, of the Văn Quan District of Lạng Sơn Province, Vietnam, shows a similar system, but in which D1S and D1L have 
merged, resulting in nine tone categories.  The remaining distinction between D2S and D2L is minimal, D2S has a reflex of 31 versus D2L’s reflects of 31 with 
glottalization, so these categories may be moving toward a complete merger of the long and short categories of PT Tone D. 1920 

The complete merger of the tone categories resulting from long and short vowels in the checked syllables is another common tone split pattern among Central 
Taic languages.  In this pattern, PT Tones A, B, C, and D split along the lines of voiceless versus voiced proto initials, but unlike in the case of Southern Nong 
Zhuang, there is no vowel length split in PT Tone D words so the resulting system only has eight tone categories rather than ten (and like in the case of Nong 
Zhuang, some of the Tone D pitches are identical to various unchecked tone pitches).  According to Li (1977:51), Longzhou (Lungchow) has such a pattern, as 
does Ross’ Dao Ngan Tay (1996) and L-Thongkum’s “Nung Lạng Sơn” (1997:51) of Vietnam.2021Central and Northeastern Nong Zhuang may be in the process 
of moving toward such a system, merging the checked syllable tones now that vowel length is no longer phonemically contrastive in these syllables. 

Eight Toneme Central Taic Tone Split System  
↓ syllable initial 

    proto-tone/coda → 
A (live/open) B (live/open) C (live/open) DS (dead/closed + short 

vowel) 
DL (dead/closed + long 
vowel) 

1. voiceless friction  

1 5 3 7 2. voiceless unaspirated stops 
3 preglottalized 
4. originally voiced  2 6 4 8 

Eight Toneme Voicing-Based & Vowel Length-Based Tone Split Systemsa 

Lungchow (Guangxi) Dao Ngan Tay L-Thongkum’s Nùng Lạng Sơn  
(Li 1977) (Ross 1996) (L-Thongkum 1997) 

A1 B1 C1 D1 A1 B1 C1 D1S A1 B1 C1 D1S 
33 55 24 55  44 32 35 35  33 15' 23~ 44 
              

A2 B2 C2 D2 A2 B2 C2 D2S A2 B2 C2 D2S 
31 11 212 31  213 35 11 213  52 21¨ 31' 22 

aBecause these languages retain syllable-final oral stops, we are treating the checked syllable tones as phonemically distinct from the unchecked syllable tones with similar contours.  However, in 
terms of distinctive tone contours, only L-Thongkum’s Nùng Lạng Sơn actually has eight contours.  Li’s Lungchow shows six distinct contours and Ross’s Dao Ngan Tay has only five. 

                                                      
1920Nicolson found Nùng Cháo to be very similar to Li’s Longzhou data in other respects.  Nùng Cháo speakers report recent migration from Longzhou and ongoing contacts with Longzhou Zhuang, 
and according to Nicolson, the name “Nung Cháo” is derived from “Longzhou.”  Lungchow shows a complete merger of D2S and D2L. (Nicolson n.d.) 
2021L-Thongkum does not specify which Lạng Sơn Province Nùng subgroup her data represents, according to Nicolson (n.d.) a number of Nung languages are spoken in that province. 
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Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998) use splitting of PT Tone A as one of the factors in their proposal for a subclassification of Central Tai languages; the languages 
discussed above which only split PT Tone A along the lines of voicing are assigned to their “Nong-Tay” group, whereas those such as Dai Zhuang that show a more 
complicated split of Tone A are assigned to their “Budai” group.  In the “Nong-Tay” group, Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum list Nong of Wenshan County, Min (“Kon 
Min”) of Funing County, Nong Lạng Sơn, Tày Lạng Sơn and the Tay La and Tay Lo languages of Honghe and Yuanyang county, respectively.2122Kullavanijaya and L-
Thongkum refer to these as Central Taic, though in a different branch than Nong and Min Zhuang, because of their treatment of *tr/*thr, which becomes /h/ in these 
languages, as opposed to /tʰ/.  From the little information we have on these from this article, we suspect this may be the same dialect group Zhou and Luo’s Yuanjiang 
Honghe Dai, spoken in Yuanyang, Yuanjiang, and Honghe counties of Yunnan, which also shows a reflex of /h/ for PT *tr and *thr.2223   

Dai Zhuang, on the other hand, shows a significantly different tone split system, pointing to a longer period of separate development than that between Nong 
Zhuang, Min Zhuang and some of the other Central Taic languages.  (Besides tone splitting, other phonemic and lexical features of Dai Zhuang support the theory 
that Dai Zhuang broke off from the Nong Zhuang, etc. relatively early in the history of the Central Taic branch.)  Though Dai Zhuang’s PT Tones B, C and DL 
resemble Li’s Type I tone split pattern, the splitting that we observe in PT Tones A and DS doesn’t fit into any of the patterns Li noted in his Handbook of 
Comparative Tai.  The closest pattern to what we observe in Dai Zhuang is his Type IV, for which he had only one confirmed example, T’ienpao (Tianbao, 
today’s Debao County in Guangxi), also a Central Taic variety.2324This type also involved a split of Li’s syllable initial group 3, with members of that group 
which had developed into aspirated consonants or /h/ grouping together with his group 1 initials (voiceless aspirated stops), and other members of the group 
grouping together with his group 2 initials (voiceless continuants).  However, Dai Zhuang’s tone mergers and Tones B and C behavior are quite different than 
those of Tianbao.  None of Li’s Tone D split patterns exactly resembles those seen in Dai Zhuang, although we do see some similarity between the Dai Zhuang 
tone mergers and those described for Tushan, which has lost final /–k/ after both short and long vowels, namely that D2S merges with A2, a merger seen in all 
four Dai Zhuang areas, and D2L, B2, and C2 merge into a single tone, which we see in Northern Dai Zhuang, and which may be in process in Southern and 
Central Dai Zhuang.  (Yongnan Southern Zhuang in Guangxi also appears to show unusual splitting of PT Tone A, according to Zhang et al. 1999:121.) 

Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998) identify the splitting of Tone A as a significant factor for a subdivision of Central Taic, along with the development of the 
dental consonant clusters *tr and *tʰr.  (The two *tr example words used by Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum are the forms for ‘eye’ and ‘to die’; the same forms 
that Luo (1997) said are more likely to actually descend from *pr, based on data from Saek.)  They propose a two fold split of Central Tai into groups called 
“Nong-Tay” and “Budai,” the latter of which is characterized by a three way split of PT Tone A and *tr and *tʰr merging into tʰ.  Based on their data, they 
described the split in PT Tone A as resulting in two categories, one of which consisted in proto-voiceless aspirated stops, proto voiceless dental clusters, and proto 
voiced initials (which we refer to as “A1”), and the other consisting of proto voiceless sonorants, proto unaspirated stops and proto glottalized stops (“A2”).  This 
is generally the same as our findings, except that we also note that voiceless fricatives are divided between the two groups, with non-sibilant fricatives falling into 
tone A1 and sibilants belonging to tone A2  and also it appears that not all dental clusters pattern with the aspirated stops and voiced initials, as we find the dental 
lateral-cluster *tli̥em A1, meaning ‘full’, showing reflexes belonging to the A2 group, probably because unlike the words resulting from *tr- (or *pr-), *tl- did not 
result in an aspirated stop in Dai Zhuang, but rather a voiceless, unaspirated stop /t/. 

                                                      
2122Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum also surveyed at least five datapoints in Yuanjiang county, not all of which they found to be Central Taic.  Tai Heu, who have an exonym of Tai Dam, is a 
Southwestern Taic language also in Yuanjiang county discussed later in their article (1998:297–299).  
2223This is not to be confused with Zhou and Luo’s Yuanyang Nansha datapoint, which is clearly a Southwestern Taic variety, and which Zhou and Luo classify in their Yuanxin subdialect group.  
Zhou and Luo do group both their Yuanxin and Yuanjiang subdialects into a single “dialect” (or “language,” fangyan) group which they name Hongjin Dai.   
2324Li suspected Nung Fan (Phan) Slinh of Vietnam could possibly be another example of Type IV (1977:50). 
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In a 1987 article in the Chinese journal Minzu Yuwen, Zhang Junru (1987) describes the Dai Zhuang language of Heimo Community’s Daizhai Village in 
Wenshan County.  Heimo Community is part of Matang township, about twenty-five km northwest of the prefecture government city of Kaihua, and about five 
km west of the main highway connecting Wenshan to the provincial capital of Kunming.  The Dai Zhuang in this area wear the costumes known as “Da Tou,” 
that is “piled headdress,” similar to those worn by the women in the Xiao Minghu datapoint we visited in the north of the county.  Zhang observed that aspirated 
initials that originally belonged to the 1st tone category, using the Chinese numbering system (that is, A1), have switched into the 2nd tone category (that is, A2).  
Because final consonants have disappeared, words which were formerly 7th Short Vowel (D1S)  tone category now belong to the 4th tone (C2) category, and that 
those previously belonging to the 7th Long Vowel (D1L) tone category now belong to the 5th (B1) tone category.  Similarly, the 8th Short Vowel (D2S) tone 
category merged into the 2nd (A2) tone category and the 8th Long Vowel (D2L) tone category merged into the 6th (B2) tone category.  However, aspirated words 
previously belonging to the 7th tone category did not merge into the 4th category, but rather merged with the 2nd category, along with those previously belonging to 
the 8th Short Vowel tone category.  In other words, though Zhang’s data from Hei Mo reflects slightly different tone pitches than our Northern Dai Zhuang data—
Minghu is about another twenty-five km northwest beyond Heimo—the tone splitting pattern is identical to that which we have observed in the four Dai Zhuang 
locations sampled.   

Other Chinese works on the Zhuang languages (such as Wei and Tan 1980, Tan 2003, and Zhang et al. 1999) noted the unusual split in PT Tone A from a 
synchronic perspective by statements such as “expected 1st tones [A1], when on aspirated initials, merge with 2nd tone [A2]” (Wei and Tan 1980:95, Tan 2003:79, 
Zhang et al. 1999:194). 

L-Thongkum (1997) presents her analysis of Dai Zhuang data collected in locations in Wenshan and Maguan Counties, as well as data from the Tianbao dialect of 
Funing county and that of Debao County, Guangxi.  She refers to the Dai Zhuang as “Dai Tho” and to the Tianbao and Funing dialects as “Tai Tho.”2425In terms 
of the tone splitting patterns, her four Dai Tho locations look quite similar to our data, with a two way split in Tone A resulting in PT voiceless aspirated plosives 
grouping with PT voiced initials and a similar split in DS.  Though the pitch values and mergers she has identified vary slightly from our data, when we look 
more closely, we see that the differences are probably mostly due to imperfect tonal perception (probably on our part, L-Thongkum is a native speaker of a Taic 
language) and we are, in fact, describing the same language.  To whatever degree the differences between our analysis and hers reflect actual dialect difference, 
this is probably another indication of the dialectal variety within the Dai Zhuang language and a reminder that four datapoints is not enough to describe this 
fascinating language in anything but a cursory manner.  We have lined up her data here with to compare our data, though we are not able to exactly determine the 
geographical proximity of the various datapoints.2526  

 

                                                      
2425As mentioned earlier, the Qing dynasty name for Debao County, Guangxi is Tianbao, and the Funing dialect bearing that name (also spelled T’ienpao) is spoken by communities who migrated 
into Funing from nearby Debao in the recent past, according to Lu and Nong (1998). 
2526We have not been able to identify the exact locations of L-Thongkum’s Dai Zhuang datapoints, as she does not present the village names in Chinese characters or in standardized Pinyin 
Romanization, nor does she list the name of the districts or townships to which these villages belong. 
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Northern Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Northern Wenshan County: Johnson’s Xiao Minghu datapoint, Zhang’s Heimo datapoint, L-Thongkum’s XL datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &      
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

Johnson: 31 
Zhang: 31 

L-Thongkum: 41

Johnson: 55 
Zhang: 453 

L-Thongkum: 453

Johnson: 35 
Zhang: 55 

L-Thongkum: 35 

Johnson: 31 
Zhang: 31 

L-Thongkum: 31 

Johnson: 55 
Zhang: 53 

L-Thongkum: 44 

2. Voiceless continuants (sonorants 
& sibilants 

Johnson: 13 
Zhang: 11 

L-Thongkum: 22’
Johnson: 33 
Zhang: 33 

L-Thongkum: 33 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop + *r 
cluster 

Johnson: 31 
Zhang: 31 

L-Thongkum: 41 
3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops Johnson: 13 

Zhang: 11 
L-Thongkum: 22’

4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  Johnson: 31 
Zhang: 31 

L-Thongkum: 41

Johnson: 33 
Zhang: 42 

L-Thongkum: 44’ 

Johnson: 33 
Zhang: 33 

L-Thongkum: 24 

Johnson: 31 
Zhang: 31 

L-Thongkum: 31 

Johnson: 33 
Zhang: 42 

L-Thongkum: 33 
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Central Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Central Wenshan County: Johnson’s Shuichezhai datapoint; L-Thongkum’s QG datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &      
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41 

Johnson: 55 
L-Thongkum: 454 

Johnson: 35 
L-Thongkum: 15 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 31 

Johnson: 55 
L-Thongkum: 45 

2. Voiceless continuants (sonorants 
& sibilants 

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 33

Johnson: 13 
L-Thongkum: 22 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop + *r 
cluster 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41 

3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 334. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 31

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 22 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 31

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 33 

Southern Dai Zhuang Tone System 
(Maguan County; Johnson’s Laochangpo datapoint, L-Thongkum’s LCH datapoint) 

↓ Syllable Initial 
    Proto-Tai Tone → 

A (unchecked) B (unchecked) C (unchecked) DS (checked + short 
vowel) 

DL (checked + long 
vowel) 

1. Voiceless aspirated stops &      
voiceless fricatives (except 
sibilants) 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41 

Johnson: 55 
L-Thongkum: 454' 

Johnson: 35 
L-Thongkum: 35 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 31 

Johnson: 55 
L-Thongkum: 44 

2. Voiceless continuants (sonorants 
& sibilants 

Johnson: 11 
L-Thongkum: 12'

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 33 

3a. Voiceless unaspirated stop + *r 
cluster 

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41

3b. Voiceless unaspirated stops Johnson: 11 
L-Thongkum: 12'4. Voiceless glottal 

5. Voiced  Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 41 

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 454'

Johnson: 33 
L-Thongkum: 33'

Johnson: 31 
L-Thongkum: 31

Johnson: 44 
L-Thongkum: 44 
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Zhang (1987) and L-Thongkum (1997) Dai Zhuang Tone Mergers 
Chinese Zhuang  
Tone Numbering 

Zhang’s Wen-Ma Zhuang 
(Heimo, Wenshan) 

L-Thongkum’s Dai Tho 
(XL, Wenshan) 

L-Thongkum’s Dai Tho 
(QG, Wenshan) 

L-Thongkum’s Dai Tho  
(LCH, Maguan) 

 PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values 
1 A1 11 A1 22' A1 33 A1 21' 
2 A2 (PT aspirated stops & 

voiced initials) = D1S 
31 A2 (PT aspirated stops & 

voiced initials) 
41 A2 (PT aspirated stops & 

voiced initials)  
41 A2 (PT aspirated stops & 

voiced initials) 
41 

3 C1 55 C1 35 C1 15 C1 35 
4 C2 = D2S 33 C2 24 C2 = D2S 22 C2 33' 
5 B1 = D1L 53 B1 453 B1  454 B1 = B2 454' 
6 B2 = D2L 42 B2 44' B2 = D1S 31   
7   D1S 31 D1L 45 D1S (PT aspirated stops 

& voiced initials) 
31 

8   D2S = D2L 33   D2S 33 
9   D1L 44   D1L = D2L 44 

Dai Zhuang Tone Systems 
Chinese Zhuang 
Tone Numbering 

Northern Dai 
(Xiao Minghu, Wenshan) 

Central Dai 
(Shuichezhai, Wenshan) 

Southern Dai 
(Laochang, Maguan) 

Northeastern Dai 
(Songshupo, Guangnan) 

 PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values PT Tone categories tone values 
1 A1 13 A1 = C2 = D2L 33 A1 11 A1 11 
2 A2 = D2S 31 A2 = B2 = D2S 31 A2 = D2S 31 A2 = D2S = D2L 31 
3 C1 35 C1 35 C1 35 C1 35 
4 C2 = B2 = D1S = D2L 33   C2 = B2 = D1S 33 C2 33 
5 B1 = D1L 55 B1 = D1L 55 B1 = D1L 55 B1 = B2 = D1L 55 
7   D1S 13   D1S 22 
10     D2L 44   

Nùng Phan Slinh data from Nùng Lạng Sơn Province, Vietnam, also shows a similar aspiration based split in PT Tone A, and in some dialects in other tone 
categories, as well.  Western Nùng Phan Slinh, like Dai Zhuang, shows a split of tone category A1, with synchronically aspirated initials showing a different 
reflex than other words resulting from voiceless proto initials with PT Tone A.  Although the new tone contour shown on aspirated initial words does not match 
that of A2, those words result from voiced proto initials.  Also, Western Nùng Phan Slinh’s D1S tone does not show a similar split, probably because unlike Dai 
Zhuang, Nùng Phan Slinh has retained final oral consonants (compare ‘flower,’ Northern Dai Zhuang: [ʔduɔʔ⁵⁵], Western Nùng Phan Slinh: [bʲɔːk³³], Eastern 
Nùng Phan Slinh: [bɔːk⁵³]), and therefore, this tone has not merged with A1 and undergone the aspiration based split of A1.  (This would lead us to conclude that 
the aspiration-based split of Dai Zhuang’s A1 must follow the loss of final consonants and merge of the DS and A tone categories; however, Eastern Nùng Phan 
Slinh and Saul’s Nùng Phan Slinh both reflect a split of D1S identical to that of A1, even though these varieties have retained syllable-final oral stops.  Therefore 
we must allow for the possibility that the aspiration split occurred on both tones independently, though conditioned by the same factors.)  Eastern Nùng Phan 
Slinh and Saul’s Nùng Phan Slinh both show additional aspiration-based splitting of B1 and D1L, which is not shared by Dai Zhuang, though it is by Debao and 
Tianbao, based on slightly different criteria (following). 
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In the following tables, we have arranged the tone categories based on the assumption that a voicing split preceded other splits, and thus, the PT categories labeled 
“1” indicate all those with voiceless proto-initials, with exceptions noted specificially. Whereas, those marked with a “2” indicate those categories resulting from 
voiced proto-initials, into which some words originally belong to the “1” series tones have merged in these varieties.  “Asp.” indicates synchronically aspirated 
words and “gl.” indicates synchronically preglottalized words.  Underlined tones indicate glottalization of the syllable associated with the tone, and the glottal 
stop symbol (ʔ) indicates a syllable final glottal stop, resulting from the tone.  (We are not sure how this is realized on oral stop final syllables.) 

Dai Zhuang & Nùng Phan Slinh Tone Systems 

Northern Dai Zhuang Nùng Phan Slinh (Western) Nùng Phan Slinh (Eastern) Nùng Phan Slinh  
Northern Wenshan Counties, Yunnan Văn Quan District, Lạng Sơn Cao Lộc District, Lạng Sơn (Saul et al.1989) 
(Johnson 2010) (Nicolson n.d.) (Nicolson n.d.)  
A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L  A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 
13 55 35 33 55  45 23 212 45 33  35 23 31 35 23  35 23 21 35 23 

asp. 
31   asp: 

31   asp. 
24      asp. 

23 
asp. 
53  asp. 

23 
asp. 
53  asp. 

23 
asp. 
21ʔ  asp. 

23 
gl. 
21ʔ 

                       
A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L  A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L 
31 33 33 31 33  31 21 43ʔ 21 21  42 53 42ʔ 42 53  133 21ʔ 45ʔ 31 21ʔ 

L-Thongkum (1997) prefers to use the term “Tho or Thu” for this group “since it designates a group of people whose language possesses special tonal 
characteristics that make it different from other Central Tai languages.”2627She includes the “Tho of southwestern Guangxi and the Tày of North Vietnam” in this 
Tho group, as distinct from other Central Taic languages.  It is not clear from her article which areas or dialects are included in the boundaries of the “Tho” of 
southwestern Guangxi, nor why other Central Taic groups in this area, such as Nong Zhuang, are excluded from this category.  She further divides this Tho group 
into Dai Tho, which retains proto-voiced obstruents, and Tai Tho, which has devoiced PT voiced plosives and fricatives.  She proposes the following historical 
progression based on consonant development: “Proto-Tai (PT) > Proto-Central Tai (PCT) > Pre-Tho > Modern Dai-Tho (MDT) and Modern Tai-Tho (MTT). 

Dai Zhuang, along with Tianbao of Funing County and Debao Zhuang of Debao County, Guangxi belong to her Tho Group.  The tone patterns of these latter two 
seem quite similar to each other, as we would expect given that “Tianbao” is an old name for Debao county and local Zhuang historians trace the Funing Tianbao 
to a recent migration from nearby Tianbao/Debao.  They both share a PT Tone A split that is similar to that of Dai Zhuang, but that is where the similarity ends.  
The splitting patterns in the other tones are significantly different from the Dai Zhuang tone splits, with PT Tones B and DL splitting along the same criteria as 
Tone A, and only PT Tone C splitting along the lines of proto voicing of the intials.  Also, PT Tone DS does not show the same type of splitting seen in PT A, 
whereas, in the Dai Zhuang dialects, PT Tone DS splits in a fashion identical to PT Tone A because with the loss of final oral stops, many of the previously DS 
words now belong to A2.  Debao and Tianbao, on the other hand, have retained final oral stops and so, their checked syllable tones have not gone through the 

                                                      
2627L-Thongkum 1997:192.  Her use of these names is apparently due to informants supplying this name as a autonym, probably speaking through the medium of Chinese as Standard Thai and Dai 
Zhuang are not mutually intelligible beyond basic tangible nouns. 
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same process.  Therefore, we feel that the grouping of Debao and Tianbao, together with Dai Zhuang, is not a strong argument, if we look at the overall 
phonological systems of these two languages. There is no other historical evidence to support a longer period of shared development between these two 
ethnolinguistic groups than between other Central Taic groups.  The common use of the name “Tu/Tho” is unimportant, as this name is originally a Chinese (and 
Vietnamese) exonym, not a Taic autonym, as L-Thongkum rightly points out, and is widely used throughout the region to indicate indigenous ethnic groups as 
opposed to later settlers.  The main Northern Taic variety of Funing County that we have referred to here as bu Yei or Guibian Northern Zhuang is also known as 
bu Tu, but L-Thongkum does not suggest their inclusion in her Tho subgroup of Central Taic. 

Chinese analyses such as that of Wei and Tan (1980) and Zhang et al. (1999) have grouped Debao together with Jingxi County’s Yang Zhuang, rather than with 
Dai Zhuang, though this could be overly influenced by the current geographical proximity of these groups, and information from the Zhuang Musem of Jingxi 
County, the Jingxi County Gazetteer, and the recent language survey conducted by the Language Commission of Guangxi Region and SIL International's East 
Asia Group shows the presence of a number of different Zhuang subgroups and dialects in Debao and Jingxi counties.  However, preliminary analysis of recent 
data from an SIL International East Asia Group and Guangxi Region Language Commission survey of the Zhuang languages of this area do indicate linguistic 
grounds for grouping the speech of at least the Debao Zhuang group calling themselves “Fu” together with the Yang Zhuang of Jingxi County.  The Myang 
Zhuang of Debao county refer to their speech as “Tuhua” （土话, “local speech”）when speaking in Chinese.  However, preliminary analysis of this variety 
shows it to be much more similar to Nong Zhuang than to Dai Zhuang.   

As previously mentioned, Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998) cite a three way split of PT Tone A as a defining feature of their “Budai” group and include 
both Dai Zhuang varieties and Tianbao of Funing County in this group, but make no mention of Debao, although Zhang et al. 1999's Debao datapoint also shows 
this PT Tone A splitting pattern:2728 

                                                      
2728Although the survey whose data they summarize in Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998) was very extensive and included several locations in Guangxi county, it appears from their appendix of 
datapoints that neither Debao County nor neighboring Jingxi County were visited in the course of that particular survey. 
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Dai Zhuang & Debao/Tianbao Tone Systems 

Northern Dai Zhuang Debao County (Guangxi) Debao County (Guangxi)  Tianbao of Funing Countya 
(Johnson 2010) (L-Thongkum 1997) (Zhang et al. 1999:149) (L-Thongkum 1997) 
A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L  A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L A1 B1 C1 D1S D1L 
13 55 35 33 55  52 44 24 44 44  54 45 214 55 55  41 44 24 44 44 

asp. 
31   asp: 

31   asp., gl. 
31 

asp., gl. 
33  asp., gl. 

33   
asp., 
gl.,  

/h/, /ɕ/ 
31

asp., 
gl.,  

/h/, /ɕ/ 
33

  
asp., 
gl.,  

/h/, /ɕ/ 
33

 asp., gl. 
34 

asp., gl. 
33   asp., gl. 

33 
gl. 
31 

                       
A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L  A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L A2 B2 C2 D2S D2L 
31 33 33 31 33  31 33 12~ 33 22  31 33 2323 31 33  41 33 13 33 31 

aKullavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998) state that “the development of Proto Tai tone *B can be a 3 way split, 2 way split or no split in this group of dialects” (1998:277). 

As can be seen from these charts, the tone splitting patterns of Dai Zhuang and those of Debao/Tianbao differ as much as they are similar.  The Debao/Tianbao 
splitting affects not only aspirated initials with PT Tone A (and those resulting from D1S, which have merged into the A1 category), but also preglottalized 
initials and apparently some fricatives, as well (according to Zhang et al. 1999), and affects words with PT Tone B, as well as the checked tone categories which 
pattern after PT Tone B.  Therefore, we do not see strong evidence to construct a subgroup of Central Taic to group Dai Zhuang together with Tianbao and 
Debao. 

Dao Ngan Tay (Ross 1996), a language spoken by several thousand people in the Dao Ngan (ʔdao˧˨ ŋan˩) Cooperative in Ha Quang District of Cao Bang 
Province, Northern Vietnam, like Dai Zhuang also shows voiced stop reflexes for Proto-Tai voiced stop initials, the characteristic which L-Thongkum uses for 
establishing her grouping of “B-languages” (Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum 1998:21–22).  However, unlike Dai Zhuang, it has retained oral stop syllable codas 
and shows the simple eight toneme voicing-based split pattern previously described. 

To conclude, Nong Zhuang and Min Zhuang follow the same tone splitting pattern, and share this pattern with Nùng Inh of Vietnam, Yang Zhuang of Jingxi 
County Guangxi, and Yuanjiang Dai of Yunnan, along with various other Taic languages.  Gedney’s “Western Nung” and L-Thongkum’s “Maguan Nung” appear 
to be describing the same language that we are calling “Nong Zhuang.”  Dai Zhuang, on the other hand, shows a tone splitting pattern not exactly like any other 
Taic language.  Our data indicates that that L-Thongkum’s “Tai Tho” (of Wenshan and Funing counties) and Zhang’s “Heimo Wen-Ma Zhuang” are indeed the 
same language, though there appears to be significant variation of tone contour and pitch values.  Although there are some similarities between the tone splitting 
pattern of Dai Zhuang, and those of Nùng Phan Slinh dialects of Vietnam, Tianbao Zhuang of Funing County (Yunnan Province), and the Zhuang dialects of 
Debao County (Guangxi), specifically that of a synchronic aspiration-based split of Tone Category A1, the differences both tonally and in syllable structure 
between Dai Zhuang and these other Central Taic languages lead us to question Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum's (1998) binary subdivision of Central Tai based 
solely on the splitting of PT Tone A. 
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3.4 Consonant System Comparison 

We have seen that the tonal differences between Dai Zhuang and the other two Wenshan Central Taic languages are significant, indicating these two languages 
have developed relatively independently.  We can, therefore, safely rule out the possibility of Dai Zhuang and Nong Zhuang speakers being able to use a common 
set of language materials, regardless of whether they be based on Nong or Dai and regardless of how carefully the spelling conventions are designed.   

Based on our analysis of the tone systems, Nong and Min Zhuang exhibit tone systems similar enough in their splitting patterns and pitch values to leave open the 
possibility of a quite recent separation.  In terms of our language development objectives, this means that based on the tone systems alone, we cannot rule out the 
possibility that the inadequate intelligibility of Nong Zhuang recordings on the part of Min Zhuang speakers could be largely due to superficial phonetic 
differences, or certain key differences in grammatical structures or frequently used lexemes.  Thus, given the similar tonal systems between these two varieties, it 
remains a possibility that with extended exposure to Nong Zhuang, Min Zhuang speakers could possibly use the same written and audio materials as the Nong 
Zhuang.  Further analysis of the consonant and vowel systems of these two languages is necessary to answer this question more satisfactorily.  (We will not 
analyze Dai Zhuang consonant or vowel phonology in the present paper.) 

3.4.1 Introduction to Taic Consonant Phonology 

As mentioned previously, Fang-Kuei Li’s 1977 reconstruction of Proto-Tai as published in his Handbook of Comparative Tai remains the basis for our 
understanding of the history of this group of languages, though we also take into account the suggested amendments of Luo (1997) and others.  Li proposed a 
large number of consonants and consonant clusters in syllable initial position (70 distinct consonants and clusters), and only three nasal and three oral consonants 
in syllable final position to explain the data from the various Taic languages available to him.  (Li’s analysis did not require use of semi-vowels.)  Some of these 
Proto-Tai consonants are quite different from the modern reflexes found in most languages; others are virtually unchanged in the majority of Taic languages.  The 
consonant clusters have undergone some degree of simplification in most Taic languages.  For example, as mentioned previously, the simplification of the dental 
clusters *tr to /tʰ/ and *thr to /tʰ/ (leading to the complete merger of these PT clusters), with the retention of labial clusters *pr-, *ʔbl/r- and *vl/r in some form or 
another is a defining charactistic of the Central Taic group, according to Li.  (Luo 1997:54, §2.6.1.1 proposes assigning some items for which Li reconstructed 
*tr- and *thr- to the labial consonant cluster *pr- instead, whose reflexes, such as those for *prak ‘to expose to the sun,’ also show a /tʰ/ in many Central Taic 
languages.)  In addition to his reconstructions for Proto-Tai (PT), Li also proposed reconstructions for Proto-Central Tai (PCT), based largely on the Longzhou 
(Lungchow), Debao (T’ienpao), Nùng and Tày languages. 

Li divided the consonants into ten groups, each treated in its own chapter in his Handbook of Comparative Tai (1977): labials, labial clusters, dentals, dental 
clusters, liquids, sibilants, velars, velar clusters, labio-velars, and larygeals.  We will use Li’s terminology for these consonant groups and treat them in his order.  
Although our data is transcribed using the current form of the International Phonetic Alphabet, we will present the Li’s Proto-Tai reconstructions using the 
Americanist transcription system he used. Italicized reflexes in the data tables are not believed to be cognate with the other reflexes.   
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3.4.2 Additional Sources of Central Taic Phonological Data 

In our comparison of the tonal systems of these languages, we made use of the analyses of a number of other linguists to place these Yunnan Central Taic 
languages within the Central Taic group of languages.  To a certain degree, we will do the same with consonants and vowels, although a full comparison of the 
consonant and vowel systems of all the researched Central Taic languages lies beyond the scope of the present work.  Because Gedney’s Western Nung is clearly 
the same language as Wenshan Prefecture Nong Zhuang and adds another location on the southwestern border of the language area,2829we will include data from 
his field notes in our analysis of Nong Zhuang phonology.  Gedney’s data will be presented in the transcription in which it was published, except that we have 
replaced Gedney’s tone category numbering with the actual tone pitches (using the Chao scale) for easier comparison.  This data will be referenced by the 
acronym “wjg/wn,” using small letters to distinguish it from our own field data referred with capital letter acronyms.  We will also include the Guangxi Min 
Zhuang data from Napo County's Daguole Village (in Pohe District) provided by SIL linguist Eric Jackson, referenced by “np/dgl.” 

3.4.3 Labial Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 4) 

Li reconstructed ten PT simple labials: *p-, *ph-, *b-, *ʔb-, *m-, *mw-, *hm-, *f-, *v-, *w-, *hw-.  (The ‘h’ preceding a consonant indicates voicelessness in this 
transcription.)  For Proto Central Tai, two sets have mergedː PT *mw-  PCT *m-, and PT *f  PCT *ph-.  In our Nong and Min Zhuang data, we see the 
following further mergers: PCT *p- and *b-  Nong/Min /p/, PCT *m- and *hm-  Nong/Min /m/, PCT *w- and *h  Nong /h/, PCT *hw- and *ŋw-  Nong 
/Min /w/. (The Nong phoneme /w/ has an allophone of [v] before front vowels.)  Other PT and PCT phonemes remain unchanged: PT*ph-, *f- & PCT *ph-  
Nong/Min /pʰ/, PT & PCT *ʔb-  Nong/Min /ʔb/. In most cases PCT *v-  Nong /f/, although we do have one item ‘firewood’ which appears to be cognate 
with PT *vɯən A2, yet shows a Nong reflex of /h/ in all locations.  This may be a mistake in Li’s reconstruction for this word, although Min Zhuang shows the 
expected /f/ for this word.  Alternatively, the Nong reflexes may descend from a different ancestor or there may have been a conditioned phonemic split in this 
historic phoneme.  In our single example word for PT and PCT *w, there is a reflex of /h/ in all locations.  PT and PCT *hw  Nong /w/, which usually shows an 
allophone of [v] before the high front vowel and Min /v/.  (With such a small dataset it is a bit arbitrary which form we choose as the underlying phoneme.) 

PT *p-; PCT *p- (Li 1977, §4.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
mouth 嘴巴 *pak   D1L tok³³ pak¹¹ cʲu³¹pak¹¹ coŋ³¹pak¹¹ cʲu³¹pak¹¹ paak²¹ pak¹¹ coŋ³¹pak¹¹ toŋ³³ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pu³³pak¹¹ pak¹¹ paːk̚²² 
hundred 百 *pak   D1L pak¹¹kou³³ pak¹¹ pak¹¹o³³ pak¹¹(ʔɯ³³) paak²¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ o³³ pak¹¹ pak¹¹  pak¹¹ paːk̚²² 
lungs 肺脏 *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt   D1L pɔt¹¹ tap³³pʷɔt¹¹ tap⁵⁵pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹¹ pɔt²¹ pɔət¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³, pɔɯt¹³ pɨt⁵⁵ pɘt̚⁵⁵ 
to go 去  *pəi  A1 pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pay¹⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai³⁵ pei³⁵ paːi³⁵ pai²⁴ 
eight 八 *pɛt   D1L piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ pɛt²¹ piɛt¹¹, pɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ peat¹¹ peət¹¹ peːt̚²² 
year (calendar) 年 *pi   A1 pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pii¹⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi³⁵ piː³⁵ pi³⁵ pi²⁴ 
wing 翅膀 *piək   D1L pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵⁵ti³¹ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pɪk⁵⁵ pɪk̚⁵⁵ 
duck 鸭子 *pie̥t  D1S pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti²² pat⁵⁵ ti³³ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pʲɛt⁵⁵ pɛt⁵⁵ pʲat̚⁵⁵ 

                                                      
2829Our only datapoint on this edge of the language is that of Maguan County’s Renhe Township, A’e Xinzhai, which is slightly under thirty km as the bird flies from Muong Khuong,Vietnam.  Most 
likely Gedney’s informant, Sin Fong Yiw comes from a Nong village even further to the southwest than this datapoint, as do his informants from Muong Khuong and Ban Lao, Vietnam. 
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PT *ph-, PCT *ph- (Li 1977, §4.2) 

English Chinese Proto-Tai 
Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to split (wood) 劈开 *pha  B1 pɔ³¹ʔa²²ma³³ pʰaː¹¹ pʰa¹¹ (hən³³) pʰaː¹¹ pʰaa²¹ pʰa¹¹ pʰa¹¹ pɔ²² hʷun³³ pʰa¹¹ cak⁵⁵haɯ²²a²² kʰek¹¹fun³³ kʰɪːk̚⁵⁵ 
hot, spicy 辣 *phet  D1S ha³³ xaː¹¹ pʰɑt⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ ha³³ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰʲət⁵⁵ man³¹ maːn³¹ 
to spit out 
(saliva) 吐(口水) *phu̥i?   B1 pʰɯei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯy²¹ pʰwei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰʷai¹¹ 

nam⁵⁵ naːi³³ pʰi¹¹ pʰi¹¹ pʰi¹¹naːi³³ pʰi²² 

PT *b-, PCT *b- (Li 1977, §4.3) 

English Chines
e Proto-Tai Form PT 

Tone 
WS/ML
W YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

father 父亲 *bɔ   B2 po³¹ la³³po³¹ po³¹ la³³po³¹ poo³¹ te²⁴ po³¹ tɛ²⁴ po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ 
(θeiŋ³⁵) 

po³¹ 
(θeːŋ²⁴) 

fat (meat) 肥肉 *bi  (+ *nɯo 
C2) 

A2 (nɯ⁵⁵) 
pi³³ 

nɯ⁵⁵kʰau²
⁴ 

(nɯ⁵³) 
pi³³ 

(nɯ⁴⁵) 
pi³³ pii⁴⁴ (nɯ⁵⁵) pi³³ (nɯ⁵⁵) pi²² (nɯ⁵⁵) pi³³ (nɯ⁵³) 

pi³³ (nɯ⁵³) pi³³ (nə⁵⁵) pi³³ (nɯ⁵³) 
pi⁵⁵ 

elder 
sibling 哥，姐 *bi   B2 pi³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹ pii³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹noŋ⁵⁵   pi³¹ pi³¹ pi³¹ 

mountain 山 *buo   A2 po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ poo¹⁴ poː²⁴ po²⁴ po²⁴  po³⁵  po³⁵ ʃa³⁵tom³⁵⁴ tʊm²⁴ɕa²⁴ 
friend 朋友 

*bɯan  
(Luo 1997) B2 / C2 toŋ³³pən³¹ təŋ³³pən³¹ toŋ³³pən³¹ təŋ³³pən³¹ pɯn³¹, 

paan¹⁴ taŋ³³pɯn³¹ toŋ³³pan³¹ toŋ³³pin³¹ toŋ³³ 
pɯən³¹ tɔŋ³³pɔːn³¹ paŋ³³jau⁵⁵ paŋ⁵⁵jɘu⁵³ 

PT *ʔb-, PCT *ʔb- (Li 1977, §4.4) 

English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT 
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

butterfly  蝴蝶 
*ʔba  (Clf. = 
/ti²²|³³/) C1 (ti³³) ʔbi²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ti³³)ʔbi²² bii²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ti³³)ʔbi²² (ti²²)ʔbi²² (ka³³)fi⁵³/⁵⁵ fi⁵³ 

shoulder 肩膀 *ʔba   B1 (luŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (loŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (loŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (ðoŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ baa²¹ (ðuŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (loŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (lɔŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (ðoŋ³³)ʔba¹¹ (ŋam³³)ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba²² 
thin, flimsy 
(paper) 薄 *ʔbaŋ   A1 ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ baaŋ¹⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ 

blind 瞎 *ʔbɔt   D1L ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔbuət¹¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwət¹¹ bɔt²¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwɔt¹¹ tʰa²⁴ ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔboːt¹¹ ʔbɔt¹² (tʰa³⁵)ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔboːt̚²² 
leaf (small, tree) 叶子

（小） 
*ʔbəɯ   A1 ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴mɛi⁵⁵ ʔbaɯ²⁴mai⁵³ ʔbəɯ²⁴(ʔdɔŋ²⁴) baɰ¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴(mei⁵⁵) ʔbaɯ²⁴(mɛi⁵⁵) ʔbəɯ²⁴(mai³³) ʔbaw³⁵(mai⁵³) ʔbəɯ³⁵(mei⁵³) ʔbəɯ³⁵ ʔbɘːɯ²⁴ 

to fly 飞 *ʔbin   A1 ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban¹⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbɪn²⁴ 
small village 村子 *ʔban   C1 ʔbaːn²² (kʰa¹¹)ʔbaːn²² (an²⁴)ʔbaːn²² (an²²)ʔbaːn²² baan²² (an²²)ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² (tən³³)ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn³³ 

spring (of water) 泉 *ʔbɔ   B1 ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ nam⁵⁵ʔbo¹¹ boo²¹ an²²ʔbo¹¹ = 
‘pond’ ʔbo¹¹ loŋ²⁴ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ʔok¹¹ nam⁵³ʔok¹² ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo²² 

not, no 不 *ʔbɔ B1 bo¹¹, la³³ ʔbɔ¹¹ ʔbo³¹ ʔbɔ¹¹ boo²¹, 
bɔɔ²¹ ʔbɔʔ¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹² mi³³ mi⁵⁵ 
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PT *m- & *mw-, PCT *m- (Li 1977, §4.5)a 

English Chinese PT Form PT 
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

horse 马 *ma (Clf. = /ti²²|³³/) C2 ma⁵⁵ (ti²²)ma⁵⁵ ti²⁴ma⁵³ ti³³ma⁵⁵ maa⁵⁵ (ti²²)ma⁵⁵ (ti²²)ma⁵⁵ (ti²²)ma⁵⁵ (ti³³)ma⁵³ (ti²²)ma⁵³ ma⁵⁵³ ma⁵³ 
to come 来 *ma   A2 mɔ³³(tei³³) ma⁵⁵ tau²² ma⁵⁵ maa⁴⁴ ma³³ ma³³  mɔ³³ ma³³ ma³³ ma³³ ma⁵⁵ 
drunk 醉了 *mau   A2 cin²⁴lau²²ʔim¹¹ (lau²²)mi³³ (lau²²)mi³³ (lau²²)mi³³ mii⁴⁴ mi³³ (lau²²)mi³³ (lau²²)ʔim¹¹ (lau²²)mi³³ (lau²²)ni³³ mau²²(lə²¹) to⁵⁵ 
mother 母亲 *mɛ   B2 me³¹ (lam³³)me³¹ mei³¹ (lam³³)me³¹ mee³¹ me³¹ mi³¹moi²² mɛ²² miɛ³¹ me³¹ me³¹(θeiŋ³⁵) mɪ³¹(θeːŋ²⁴) 
tree 树 *məi   C2 mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ may⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai³³ mai⁵³ mei⁵³ mai⁵⁵ mai⁵³ 
cat 猫 *mɛu  (Clf. = /ti²²|³³/) A2 miau¹¹ ti²²miao¹¹ (ti²²)mʲau¹¹ (ti³³)miao¹¹ mɛw²² miau¹¹ (ti²²)miau³¹ (ti²²)miaːu¹¹ (ti³³)miau¹¹ (ti²²)mʲaːu²¹² meo³³ meːu⁵⁵ 
to have 有  *mi   A2 (nəŋ³³)mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mii⁴⁴ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ miː³³ mi⁵⁵ 
hand 手 *mɯ   A2 muŋ³³ ɲoŋ⁵⁵muŋ³³ moŋ³³ muŋ³³ muŋ⁴⁴ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ pʰa ²⁴ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ moːŋ³³, muːŋ³³ mɯ̃³³ mɯ⁵⁵ 
round 圆 *mon   A2 man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ mən³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ mən³³ mʊn⁵⁵ 
beard 胡子 *mum  B2 mum²² məm³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum⁵⁵ mum³¹ mum³¹ mum³¹ mʊm³¹ 

ant 蚂蚁 
*mot  
(Clf. = *ml/rɛŋ A2) D2S (meŋ³³)mat³³ (meːŋ²²)mat³³ (mʲaŋ³³)mat³³ (miəŋ³³)mat

³³ (meŋ⁴⁴)mat⁴⁴ (meːŋ³³)mat³³ (mʲeːŋ³³)mat³³ (miɛŋ³³)mat³¹ (miɛŋ³³)mat⁵⁵ (mʲaŋ³³)mat³³ mat⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ 
aAlthough we have no examples of Nong and Min words cognate with Li’s PT *mw- initial words, as Li preconstructed a form of *m- for PCT, we can assume that the Nong and Min reflexes for 
this PT initial would be the same as those for PT *m-. 

PT *hm-, PCT *hm- (Li 1977, §4.6)  

English Chinese PT Form PT 
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

dog 狗 *hma   A1 ma²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti³³ma²⁴ maa¹⁴ (ti²²)ma²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti²² ma²⁴ ti³³ ma³⁵ ti²²ma³⁵ ma³⁵ ma²⁴ 

widow 寡妇 
*hmai (+*ja B2 
‘grandmother’)   C1/B1 ja³¹mai²² mai²² mai³¹maːi²² pʰu²⁴maːi²² yaa³¹maay²² ja³¹maːi²² ja³¹ maːi²²   ja³¹maːi²² mei²²maːi²² me²¹maːi³³ mɪ³¹maːi³³ 

fruit 果子，水果 *hmak   D1L mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maak²¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maːk̚²² 
flea 跳蚤 *hmat  (Clf. = /ti²²|³³/) D1S mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ ti³³mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ ti²²mat⁵⁵ ti²² mat⁵⁵ ti³³ mat⁵⁵ ti³³mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ 

mist, fog 雾 *hmɔk  D1L nam³³mʷɔk¹¹ nam³³mɔk¹¹ nam⁵³mɔk¹¹ nam³³mɔk¹¹ nam³¹mɔk²¹ 
= ‘clouds' nam⁵⁵mɔk¹¹ nam⁵⁵mwɔk¹¹ nam⁵⁵mʷɔk¹¹ lam³³mok¹¹ mak¹¹ mɔk¹¹ moːk̚²² 

pillow 枕头 
*hmɔn (+*thrue A1 
‘head’) A1 mɔːn²⁴tʰu²⁴ mɔːn²⁴ moan²⁴ tʰu²⁴moːn²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴mon¹⁴ an²²mɔːn²⁴ tʰu²⁴moːn²⁴ tʰu²²mʷɔn²⁴ tʰo³⁵moən³⁵ tʰo³⁵mɔːn³⁵ tʰu³⁵mɔːn³⁵ moːn²⁴tʰu²⁴ 

to smell 闻 *hmen  (‘to stink’) A1 ʔou²²man²⁴ man²⁴ man²⁴ man²⁴ man¹⁴ man²⁴ = 
‘stinky’ man²⁴ man²² man³⁵ ɕik⁵⁵ sup²² ɕop̚⁵⁵ 

to bury 埋 *hmok D1S mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔak⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ ham³⁵ ham²⁴ 
new 
(thing) 新 *hmoɯ   B1 maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɰ²¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ mɘɯ²² 

pig 猪 *hmu  (Clf. = /ti²²|³³/) A1 mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti³³mu²⁴ muu¹⁴ (ti²²)mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti²² mu²⁴ ti³³ mu³⁵ ti²²mu³⁵ mu³⁵ mu²⁴ 
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PT *f-, PCT *ph- (Li 1977, §4.7) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
cotton 棉 *fai   C1 pʰai⁵⁵ pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi³³ pʰaay²² pʰaːi²² pʰai²² pʰaːi⁵⁵ phaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi³³ 

to dream 做梦 *fan   A1 pʰən²⁴ 
hən³³lo³¹ 

pʰən²⁴ 
hən⁵⁵ləu¹¹ 

pʰɔ²² 
hɯn³³lau¹¹ 

pʰən²⁴ 
xən³³ 

pʰan¹⁴ 
hɯn⁴⁴ 

pʰən²² 
hɯn³³ 

pʰən²⁴ 
hən³³ 

pʰan²²  
hɩn³³ ləɯ³¹ 

pʰan³⁵  
hɯn³³ 

pʰu³⁵ 
hɯn³³ 

pʰɯn³⁵ 
hɯn³³ 

pʰʊːn²⁴hɘn⁵⁵ 

cloud 云朵 *fɯ̥a  (+ *va) C1 (+ 
C2) pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵³ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ nam³¹ 

mɔk²¹ 
pʰat⁵⁵ 
fa⁵⁵ 

pʰat⁵⁵ 
fa⁵⁵ pʰaːi²⁴ fa⁵⁵ pʰa²² 

fa⁵³ mak¹² pʰa²² pʰɯ³³ 

rain 雨 *fon  A1 pʰan²⁴ pʰən²⁴lɔŋ³³ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan³⁵ pʰəːn³⁵ pʰən³⁵ pʰɘːn²⁴ 
to twist 
rope 搓绳 *fan C1 ʔou²²fu²⁴ pʰɯ²⁴ pʰan²² 

(cɯk²²)  pʰan²² pʰan²² pʰən²² pʰan²² kʰʷat⁵⁵ lan²² pən²² pʰan²² 
sɯk²² 

pʰan³³ 

PT *v-, PCT *v- (Li 1977, §4.8)  
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
sky 天，天空 *va  C2 fa⁵⁵ ʔbuŋ³¹fa⁵⁵ ʔboŋ²⁴fa⁵³ ʔbuŋ³¹fa⁵⁵ faa⁵⁵ nɯ³³fa⁵³/⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ pʰɔ²²fa⁵³ an²⁵fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ 
seed 种子 *van   A2 fan³³ kʰo²⁴fən³³ fan³³ fən³³ fan⁴⁴ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fən³³ fan³³ fan⁵⁵ 
tooth 牙齿 *van   A2 fan³³ ŋa³³fan³³ fan³³ ŋa³³fan³³ fan⁴⁴ fan³³ fan²² fan³³ fan³³ fən³³ kʰeo³³ kʰeːu³³ 
fire 火 *vɛi   A2 fei⁵⁵ fei³³ fai³³ fei³³ fay⁴⁴ fei³³ fei⁵⁵ fai³³ fai³³ fei³³ fai³³ fai⁵⁵ 
to swell 肿 *vok D2S fɔk³³ fɔk³³ foak³³ fɔk³³ fɔk⁴⁴ fɔk³³ fɔk³³, fʷɔk³³ fʷɔk⁵⁵ fɔk⁵⁵ fɔk³³ kaɯ⁵³ kaɯ³¹ 
mat 席子 *vuək  (Clf. = pʰɯn²⁴|³⁵) D2L pʰɛn³¹fɔk³³ pʰɯn²⁴fuk³¹ fɔk³¹ pʰɯn²⁴fuk³¹ fuk⁵⁵ pʰən²⁴fuk³¹ pʰɯn²⁴ fək³¹ pʰin¹¹ fuk⁵⁵ fuk³¹ fuk³¹ fuk³¹ fok̚⁵⁵ 
firewood 柴火 *vɯən   A2 hun³³ ʔo²² xun³³ hʌn³³ xun³³ hun⁴⁴ hun³³ xun³³ hun³³ hun³³ hun³³ fɯn³³ fɘn⁵⁵ 

PT *w- & *hw-, PCT *w- and *hw (Li 1977, §4.9, 4.10)  
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to speak, to talk 说，讲 *wa   B2 ha⁵⁵kʰau¹¹ ha⁵⁵ ha⁵³ xa⁵⁵ haa⁵⁵ ha⁵⁵ xa⁵⁵ ha⁵⁵ kʰaːu¹¹ ha⁵³ ha⁵³ ha⁵³ ha⁵³ 
sweet 甜 *hwan   A1 waːn²⁴ waːn²⁴ 'delicious' vaːn²⁴ nim³¹ vaan¹⁴ waːn²⁴ 'delicious' ŋɪm³¹ ɲim³¹ ŋaɯ³¹; waːn³⁵ ‘delicious’  waːn³⁵ vaːn³⁵ waːn²⁴ 
comb 梳子 *hwei   A1 mak³³wi²⁴ mak²²vi²⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ vii¹⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ mak³³ vi²⁴ mak³¹ vi²² vi³⁵ vi³⁵ ðoːi³⁵ ʋi²⁴ 
bad; ruin 坏 

*wai  
“diminish, finish” C2 waiə⁴¹ wai³¹ vaːi³¹ wai³¹ vaay³¹ waːi³¹ waːi³¹ vaːi³¹ waːi³¹ waːi³¹ vaːi³¹ ʋaːi³¹ 

3.4.4 Labial Cluster Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 5) 

Li reconstructed ten labial plus liquid clusters, *pl-, *pr-, *phl/r-, *bl-, *br-, *ʔbl/r-, *ml/r-, *fr-, *vr-, *vl-, although he confessed to being uncertain about the last 
three of these.  His reconstruction of PCT has reduced the number of distinctive clusters as PT *fr-  PCT *ph-, PT *vr-  PCT *br, PT *vl  PCT *bl.  Also 
PT *pr-  PCT *phr- and PT *phl/r-  PCT *phl-, although to Li’s knowledge among the Central Taic languages, only Long’an preserved the liquid in this 
latter cluster. 
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PT *pl-, PCT *pl- (Li 1977, §5.2) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
fish 鱼 *pla   A1 pa²⁴ ti²²pa²⁴ ti²⁴pʲa²⁴ ti³³pa²⁴ paa¹⁴ pja²⁴ ti²²pa²⁴ ti²² pa²⁴ ti³³ pʲa³⁵ ti²²pʲaː³⁵ tsa³⁵ pʲa²⁴ 
empty (bottle) 空 *pliə̥u   B1 pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ piɛŋ¹¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹² tsau¹¹ piau²² 
leech 蚂蟥 *pliŋ   A1 piŋ²⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti³³piŋ²⁴ ti³³piŋ²⁴ piŋ¹⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti³³ piŋ²⁴ ti³³ piŋ³⁵ ti²²piŋ³⁵ tu³⁵piŋ³⁵ pɪŋ²⁴ 

About the PT/PCT *pl- cluster, Li writes, “In most CT and NT dialects [it simplifies] to pj- before vowels other than i, e, and ï.  Before the latter vowels it 
becomes simply p-.” (p. 85)  In our Nong data, we see palatalization of the initial before non-front vowels in Guangnan County and Malipo County, that is, the 
eastern half of the Nong area.  In the western area (Wenshan, Yanshan, Xichou, and Maguan Counties), all palatalization has been lost and this phoneme has 
merged completely with /p/.  Balong Min Zhuang, on the other hand, shows what appears to be a complete phonemic split here, with a reflex of ts- before non-
front vowels and a reflex of p- before front vowels (merger with *p-), although the Min Zhuang of Guangxi shows the same reflexes as that of the Nong. 

PT *pr-, PCT *phr- (Li 1977, §5.3) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to hunt 猎 *priau   A1 (ma²⁴) piau²⁴ (nan⁵⁵) po²⁴ nan⁵³ (θo³³) tu²⁴pɔ²⁴ (nan⁵⁵) poo¹⁴ (nan⁵⁵)po²⁴ (nan⁵⁵)po²⁴ toi²²  (ʔdo³¹) po³⁵ (ʔdɯk³³) toː³⁵⁴ (ʔdɯk³³) tʰau¹¹ tʰau²² 
to dry in the air 晾(衣物) *prak  D1L tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰaak²¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak³³ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹³ ðaŋ³¹ ɹa̝ŋ³¹ 

Li wrote of this cluster, “In the CT dialects, the original liquid *-r- caused the aspiration of the preceding stop before the *-r- disappeared or changed into -j-.  The 
cluster, thus, becomes ph- or phj- as in Nung and Lungchow, or th- as in Tay, Tho, T'ien-pao, etc.  This is an important distinctive of the CT dialects over against 
the SW and NT dialects.” (p. 86)  Regrettably we have only two examples for this PT cluster (several other PT *pr items, such as *prak D1L ‘sun’ and *prɛk D1L 
‘to break’, show non-cognate forms in Nong and Min) for Nong Zhuang and none for Min Zhuang.  In Nong Zhuang, it looks as though this PT cluster has also 
resulted in two different Nong phonemes, based on the following vowel.  The historic high-front-vowel-headed tripthong *iau has seemingly resulted in a reflex 
of a simple labial stop p-, with both the liquid and the front vowel eliding in all Nong locations for which we have cognates, except for Wenshan county’s 
Milewan, which preserves the original diphthong *–iau. However, before the back vowel /a/, we see a reflex of an aspirated dental stop tʰ-.  Thus, assuming our 
two examples are representative of the general way in which this rare PT cluster is handled in Nong, we can say that Nong represents a middle position between 
the Nung/ Lungchow group that shows reflexes of ph- and phj- and the Tay, Tho, and T’ien-pao group that shows reflexes of th-. 

PT *phl/r-, PCT *phl- (Li 1977, §5.4) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
forehead 额头 *phl/rak   D1L na⁵⁵ tʰu²⁴ na³³pʰak¹¹ na²²pʰʲak¹¹ na³³pʰak¹¹ naa²²pʰaak²¹ na²²pʰʲak¹¹ na²²pʰak¹¹ nɔ²² pʰak¹¹ na²² pʰjak¹¹ na²²pʰʲak¹³ na²²sak¹¹ na³³ɕak̚²² 
vegetable 菜（蔬菜） *phl/rək   D1S pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵, pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰjak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ ʃak¹¹ ɕak̚²² 
ghost 鬼 *phl/ru̥i   A1 ti²²pʰi²⁴ ti²²pʰi²⁴ ti²⁴pʰi²⁴ ti³³pʰi²⁴ pʰii¹⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ ti³³ pʰi²² pʰi³⁵ pʰi³⁵ pʰi³⁵ pʰi²⁴ 
hair (on  
the head) 头发 *phl/rom  A1 pʰɔm²⁴  

tʰu²⁴ 
pʰam²⁴  
tʰu²⁴ 

pʰʲɛm²⁴ 
tʰu²⁴ 

pʰam²⁴ 
tʰu²⁴ pʰam¹⁴ pʰʲəm²⁴tʰu²⁴ pʰɔm²⁴tʰu²⁴,  

kʰwan²⁴tʰu²⁴ kʰʷan²⁴ tʰu²⁴ kʰuan¹¹ tʰou³⁵ kʰɔn¹¹tʰo³⁵ sɔm³⁵tʰo³⁵, ʃɔm³⁵tʰo³⁵,  
pʰɔm³⁵ = 'hair' (impolite) ɕiom²⁴ 

Li writes about the aspirated labial cluster: “Among the CT dialects, Lung-an preserves it as phl-.  None of the clusters exhibited by these languages shows the 
contrasts of phl- and phr-, thus the nature of the liquid in this cluster is indeterminate…. [Other than Lung-an], the Central dialects show ph- or phj- according to 
the following vowel as in the case of the cluster *pl-”  (p.88).  As Li indicates, in eastern Nong Zhuang (Guangnan and Malipo Counties), we see this PT cluster 
showing palatalized reflexes before the vowel /a/, similar to the reflex for *pl- though aspirated, but unpalatalized before the vowel /i/.  In western locations, there 
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is no palatalization in any environment.  In Min Zhuang, we see a reflex of /s-/ ([ʃ-]) for PT *phl/r- before the vowel /a/, but, like Nong Zhuang, a reflex of pʰ- 
before the vowel /i/. 

PT *bl-; *br-; *ʔbl/r-, PCT *bl-; *br-; *ʔbl/r- (Li 1977, §5.5; §5.6) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
half, not full 半（一半） *brɔŋ B2 peŋ³³ŋo⁵⁵ piəŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ (u⁵³) piŋ²⁴ peŋ²², poŋ³¹  poːŋ³¹ piɛŋ³³ pʲɛŋ³³ piɛŋ²² piŋ²² tsoŋ³¹ pioːŋ³¹ 
flower 花 *ʔbl/rɔk   D1L ʔdʷɔk¹¹ cat⁵⁵ ʔdɔk¹¹cʲɛk⁵⁵ ʔdoak¹¹va²⁴ ʔdɔk¹¹wa²⁴ dɔk²¹vaa¹⁴ ʔdɔk¹¹ ʔdwɔk¹¹ ʔtʷak¹¹ cat⁵⁵ ʔdok¹¹ wa³⁵ ʔdɔk¹³wa³¹ va³⁵ wa²⁴ 
moon 月亮 *ʔbl/rɯen A1 ʔan³³ haːi²⁴ an²²haːi²⁴ (an²⁴) haːi²⁴ an²²haːi²⁴ ðuŋ³¹dɯn¹⁴, haay¹⁴, an²²haːi²⁴ haːi²⁴, ʔdɑːu²⁴ʔdən²² ʔan³³ haːi²⁴ haːi³⁵ an²²haːi³⁵ ðoːŋ⁵³haːi³⁵ haːi²⁴ 
navel 肚脐 *ʔbl/rï A1 ʔdoŋ²² ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² duu²²dii²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² toŋ³³ʔdi⁵⁵  ʔdu²² ʔdi²² ʔdu¹¹ʔdi²² ʔdɔk⁵⁵ʔdi³³ toːŋ⁵³ 

Unfortunately, in our survey data, we have only one example of a voiced bilabial cluster without glottalization and only few examples for the PT cluster *ʔbl/r 
(and those that we do have do not show cognate words in all locations).   The reflexes for the single example word for *br meaning “half,” in addition to the Nong 
words for “to deceive, cheat,” [pʲaːu³³] (*br- A2, Li 1977:90), and “orphan” [pʲaː⁵³] (*br- C2, Li 1977:90), indicate reflexes similar to those for *pl-.  The Nong 
pronunciation of the word meaning “to fall” [pʰʲaːt³¹] (*bl- D2L, Li 1977:90) leads us to anticipate an aspirated reflex for *bl-.  For the item *ʔbl/rɔk D1L 
‘flower,’ a Chinese loan (from 花 xʷa⁵⁵ in Mandarin) has replaced the PT word in Min Zhuang, and in all Nong locations another form for ‘moon,’ /haayA¹/ is 
more commonly used than the form cognate with PT *ʔbl/rɯen A1 in all locations, and only a few Nong locations still conserve a form from *ʔbl/rɯen at all, 
although all Dai Zhuang locations show reflexes of this etymon.  Nonetheless, with the reflexes for “navel,” we do seem to have enough evidence to suggest that 
this PT cluster has the reflex of /ʔd/ in Nong Zhuang.   

PT *ml/r-, PCT *ml/r- (Li 1977, §5.7) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

louse 虱子 *ml/ren  A2; A1 man³³ ti²²man³³ ti³³man³³ ti³³man³³ man⁴⁴ ti²²man³³  
=‘cow lice’ ti²²man³³ ti³³ man²² ti³³ man³³ ti²²mʲɛn³³ mən³³min³³  

= ‘body lice’ 
mɪn⁵⁵ 

ant 蚂蚁 *ml/rɛŋ + *mot  A2 + D2S meŋ³³ mat³³ meːŋ²²mat³³ mʲaŋ³³mat³³ mʲəŋ³³mat³³ meŋ⁴⁴mat⁴⁴ meːŋ³³mat³³ mʲeːŋ³³mat³³ miɛŋ³³ mat³¹ miɛŋ³³ mat⁵⁵ mʲaŋ³³mat³³ mat³³ mɔt̚⁵⁵ 
lightning (V) 打闪 *ml/rɛp  D2L fa⁵⁵ miap³³ fa⁵⁵mʲɛp³¹  fa⁵⁵mʲap³¹ tit²²fei²² faa⁵⁵maap³¹ fa³³miap³¹ fa⁵⁵mʲɛp³¹ fa⁵⁵ miap³¹ fa⁵³ mʲap⁵⁵ fɑ⁵⁵mʲɛp⁵⁵ fa⁵³nʲɛp⁵⁵ fa⁵³jep̚⁵⁵ 
smooth; slippery 滑 *ml/rɯak   D2L mak³³ mak³¹ meak³¹ mak³¹ maak³¹ mʲaːk³¹ mak³¹ mak³¹ mʲaːk³¹ meak³¹ lau²² lau⁵⁵ 

Like the preceding cluster, Li felt that the exact nature of the liquid in this cluster was indeterminate, although the form ml- is preserved in some languages (p. 
93).  Though we do see a degree of palatalization at the onset of certain words in several locations, there is not a consistent pattern of palatalization, so we 
conclude that the palatalization seems to result more from the development of the vowel (e.g. onglide or diphthongization) than from the development of the 
consonant cluster. 
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PT *fr-; *vr-; *vl-, PCT *ph-; *br-; *bl- (Li 1977, §5.7) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to tie, bundle 捆绑 *fruək  D1L; D2L au pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰɔk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ = “tether 

domestic animal”
hat³¹ haːt̚³¹

tomorrow 明天 *vruok  D2S/D2L van³³ pɯk³¹ wan³³pɯk³¹ wan³³pjɯk³¹ wan³³pɯk³¹ van⁴⁴pɤk³¹ xɔn³³pik³¹ wan³³pɯk³¹ wan³³ pik⁵⁵ wan³³ pik³¹ hɔːn³³pik³¹ van³³cʉk³¹ wan⁵⁵tsok̚⁵⁵ 
ashes 灰 *vlau   B2 tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ taw³¹ tau³¹ tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹liŋ³¹ tʃau³¹ tɕau³¹ 
knife (for cooking) 小刀（尖刀） *vra  D2L, C2 pa⁵⁵ pa⁵⁵ (ʔet⁵⁵) pja⁵³ (ʔe⁵³) mak³³ðim³³ (maak³¹) paa⁵⁵ 

(ʔɛɛ⁵⁵) pja⁵⁵ (ʔe⁵⁵) pja³¹(ʔe³³) (mak³¹) 
pa²⁴ ðiɛm³³ mit³³nei⁵³ jɛ³⁵ mɪt̚⁵⁵; 

θiao²²tau⁵⁵

Li himself was uncertain about the PCT reconstructions for these three clusters.  Unfortunately we only have a single example for *fr- and *vl-, and the Min 
forms for ‘to tie, bundle’ and ‘knife’ are not cognate forms.  With the data we do have, it appears that the Nong reflex for PT *pr- is an aspirated voiceless plosive 
pʰ-, as Li reconstructed for PCT.  The Nong reflexes for PT *vr- and *vl-, on the other hand, look quite different from Li’s PCT reconstructionsː p- and t-, 
respectively.  For Min Zhuang we see palatalized reflexes for these forms: c- < PT *vr and tʃ- < PT *vl.   
3.4.5 Dental Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 6) 

Li reconstructed a smaller number of simple dental initials than labial initials: *t-, *th-, *d-, *ʔd-, *n- and *hn-.  All six of these remain in the same form in Li’s 
PCT, but simplify to a set of four contrasting phonemes in Nong and Min Zhuang: 

PT *t-, PCT *t- (Li 1977, §6.1) 
English Chinese PT Form PT 

Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to pound 舂米 *tam  A1 tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴kʰau²² tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam³⁵ tam³⁵kʰau²² tam³⁵kʰau²² tam²⁴ 
short 
(height) 矮 *tam   B1 tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹² tam¹¹ tam²¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹² tam¹¹ tam²² 

to weave 织(布) *tam   B1 tam¹¹pʰaŋ²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam²¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹  tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹pʰaːi²² tam²² 
to return 回来 *tau C1 tau³¹ma³³jɛ³³ tau³¹ma³³ pai³³taːu³¹tau³³ taːu²²ma³³ taaw³¹ taːu³¹ma³³ tau³¹ ma³³ taːu³¹ mɔ³³ taːu²²ma³³ taːu²²ma³³ teːo²²ma³³ teːu³¹ 
bee 蜜蜂 *tɔ ‘wasp’ B1 to¹¹ nam⁵⁵ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ ti³³to¹¹ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ too²¹nam⁵⁵ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ ti²²to¹¹ ti²² to¹¹ ti³³ to¹¹ to¹¹tʰəːŋ³⁵⁴ meːŋ³³tʰɯŋ³⁵ meːŋ⁵⁵ɹʊ̝ːi²⁴ 
liver 肝 *təp   D1S tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap̚⁵⁵ 
foot 脚 *tiən   A1 tin²⁴ pʰat²²tin²⁴ tin²⁴ pʰa³³tin²⁴ tin¹⁴ pʰa²⁴tin²⁴ tin²⁴ pʰa²⁴ tin²⁴ tin³⁵ tin³⁵ kʰa³⁵ kʰa²⁴
short 
(length) 短 *tin   C1 tɔŋ²² tan²² tan²² tan²² tan²² tən²² tan²² tʷɔŋ²² tiɛn²² teən²² tin²² tɪn³³ 

to fall 掉 *tok   D1S tauk⁵⁵ai³³ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk̚⁵⁵ 
door 门 *tu   A1 paʔ³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ pak³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ tuu¹⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ pak³³ tu²² pak¹¹ tu³⁵ tu³⁵ tu³⁵ tu²⁴ 

to walk 走 
*tay/tai  
(Luo 1997) 

B2 
(B1) tai¹¹ tei¹¹ tai¹¹ tei¹¹ tay²¹ tei¹¹ tei¹¹ tai¹¹ tai¹¹ tai¹² ʃaːi¹¹ pʰʲai³³ 
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PT *th-, PCT *th- (Li 1977, §6.2) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
charcoal 炭 *than   B1 tʰaːn¹¹ fei⁵⁵ tʰaːn¹¹fei³³ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰan¹¹miau²² tʰaan²¹ tʰaːn¹¹fei³³ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰan¹¹ fai⁵⁵ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn²² 
to take off 脱 *thɔt   D1L tʰɔt¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰʷɔt¹¹ tʰɔt²¹ tɔet¹¹, tɔːt¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹, tʰʷɔt¹¹ tʰut¹¹ tʰoːt̚²² 
sugar 糖 *thɯən   A1 tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰɯŋ¹⁴ tʰɯŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰiɛŋ²⁴ tʰɯŋ³⁵ tʰɯŋ³⁵ tʰɯŋ³⁵ tʰɯːŋ²⁴ 

PT *d-, PCT *d- (Li 1977, §6.3) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
river 河 *da B2 ta³¹ ti²⁴ta³¹ ta³¹ ðoŋ³¹ta³¹ taa³¹ nam⁵⁵ta³¹ ta³¹ an³³ ta³¹ ta³¹ taː³¹ (kʰa³⁵) ta³¹ ta³¹ 
abdomen, belly 肚子 *duɔŋ   C2 toːŋ⁵⁵ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ an²⁴toaŋ⁵³ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ an²²tɔŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ an³³ toŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ an²⁴taːŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ 

to beat; to fight 打 *dup D2S ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdei²⁴ʔdoːi¹¹ top⁵⁵, ʔdoːi¹¹ tap⁴⁴, tup⁴⁴, dɔy²¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹ tup⁵⁵ top³³ =‘slap’ tup⁵⁵ top̚⁵⁵; 
ʔdoːi²² 

PT *ʔd-, PCT *ʔd - (Li 1977, §6.4) 

English Chin-ese PT Form PT 
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to beat;  
to fight 打 *ʔdɔi A1 ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdei²⁴

ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹, top⁵⁵ dɔy²¹, tap⁴⁴, 
tup⁴⁴ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹ tup⁵⁵ ʔdoːi¹² tup⁵⁵ top̚⁵⁵; 

ʔdoːi²² 
nose 鼻子 *ʔdaŋ   A1 ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²² ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²⁴ ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²² ʔdaŋ²⁴ daŋ¹⁴ an²²ʔdaŋ²⁴ ʔan²⁴

ʔdaŋ²⁴ an³³ ʔdaŋ²⁴ ʔdaŋ³⁵ ʔdaŋ³⁵ ʔdaŋ³⁵ ʔdaŋ²⁴ 
extinguish 灭 *ʔdap   D1S ʔou²² pʰou²⁴ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ dap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap̚⁵⁵ 
hot; warm 热(水) *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ ʔdət¹¹ ʔdʊːt̚⁵⁵ 
forest; 
woods 森林 *ʔdoŋ   A1 ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ 

mɛi⁵⁵ 
ʔduoŋ²⁴ 
mai⁵³ an²² ʔdɔŋ²⁴ dɔŋ¹⁴ ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ 

mei⁵⁵ 
ʔan²² 
ʔdwɔŋ²⁴ ʔdʷaːŋ²⁴ mai⁵³ 

lam³¹ ʔdɔŋ³⁵ ʔdɔŋ²⁵ 
mai⁵⁵ ʔdoːŋ²⁴ 

good 好 *ʔdu̥i?   A1 ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ day¹⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²² ʔdai³⁵ ʔdei³⁵ ʔdai³⁵ ʔdai²⁴ 
to suck 吸 *ʔduot   D1L ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ dɤt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵, 

ʔdut⁵⁵ ʔdɔt⁵⁵ ʔdɔt̚⁵⁵ 

one 一 
*ʔdiau 
(*ʔie̥t;) 

A1 
(D1S) ʔdiɛu²⁴ ʔdiau²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ dew¹⁴ ʔat³³ ʔdiou²⁴ ʔdio²², ʔat⁵⁵ ʔdeo³⁵ ʔɛt⁵⁵ ʔdeːo³⁵ ʔdeːu²⁴ 

About this PT initial, Li wrote: “This consonant is preserved as a pre-glottalized consonant ʔd- in Wu-ming, but is represented by d- in most dialects— at least so 
transcribed.  It is generally pronounced with some laryngeal stricture and depression, and may even be implosive in the pronunciation of certain speakers” (p. 
107).  While the glottal constriction can be light in some environments by some Nong and Min speakers, there does seem to be a significant degree of glottal 
constriction, in addition to the voicing distinguishing this phoneme from the voiceless unaspirated dental stop. 
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PT *n-, PCT *n- (Li 1977, §6.5) 
English Chinese PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

field (paddy) 稻田 *na   A2 kʰou²² na³³ ti²²na³³ ti²²na³³ ʔdoŋ²²na³³ naa⁴⁴ na³³nam⁵⁵ na³³ na³³ na³³ nam⁵³ naː³³nam⁵³ na³³ ɹa̝i³¹ 
difficult 难 *naan (Luo 1997) B2 nan⁵⁵ naːn³³ nɑːŋ⁵³ nan⁵⁵ naan⁵⁵, ðaay⁵⁵ nan⁵⁵ naːn³³ hʷɔk⁵⁵ ðaːi⁵⁵ ðaːi⁵³ nɑn³¹ xɔ²² naːn⁵⁵ 
earth  
(soil, dirt) 土壤 *nam   B2 nam³¹ ti²⁴naːm³¹ naːm³¹ cʰa³¹ naːm³¹ naam³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ tom³⁵ tʊm²⁴ 
to sleep 睡觉 *nɔ/ɯ̥ɔn   A2 bai²⁴ne³³ ɲe³³ ne³³ tʰan¹¹ɲe³³ non⁴⁴, nee⁴⁴ noːn³³ lap⁴⁴ nuːn³³  ne³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ noːn⁵⁵ 
to sit 坐 *nəŋ   B2 naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ 
to rot 腐烂 *nəu   B2 nau²⁴ nou³¹ ɕjak²⁴ nau³¹ nou³¹ naw³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ 
finger 手指 *niu   C2 ɲiou⁵⁵ muŋ³³ niu⁵⁵ muːŋ³³ ɲu⁵⁵ moŋ³³ niu⁵⁵ muːŋ³³ niw⁵⁵ muŋ⁴⁴ niu⁵⁵ moŋ³³ niu⁵⁵ muŋ³³ ɲiau⁵⁵ moŋ³³ niau⁵³ moŋ³³ neu⁵⁵ moːŋ³³ neo⁵³ mɯ̃³³ neːu⁵³mɯ⁵⁵ 
flesh, meat 肉 *nɯo   C2 nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁴⁵ nɯɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁵³ nə⁵⁵, nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁵³ 
younger 
sibling 弟|妹 *nu̥ɔŋ   C2 nɔŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ nɔaŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵³ nɔːŋ⁵³ noŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵³ 

this 这（个  *nu̥i?   C2 nɛi⁴¹ ni¹¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ nay³¹, nii⁵ nei³¹ nei³¹ nai³¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ nai²² nai⁵⁵ 
put on, wear 穿 *nuŋ   B2 nuŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ⁴⁴ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ 

PT *hn-, PCT *hn- (Li 1977, §6.6) 
English Chinese PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

thorn 刺  *hnam A1 naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naam¹⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²² naːm³⁵ naːm³⁵ naːm³⁵ naːm²⁴ 

skin 皮肤 *hnaŋ   A1 naŋ²⁴ nɯ⁵⁵ naŋ²⁴nɯ⁵⁵ naŋ²⁴nɯ⁵³ naŋ²⁴ nɯ⁵⁵ naŋ¹⁴ naːŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ nɯ⁵⁵ naŋ³⁵ naŋ³⁵ nɯ⁵³ naŋ³⁵ naŋ²⁴ 

pus 脓 *hnɔŋ   A1 nɔːŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ noaŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ noŋ¹⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ pin²⁴ nʷɔŋ¹¹ noːŋ³⁵ nɔːŋ³⁵ nɔːŋ³⁵ noːŋ²⁴ 

heavy 重 *hnək   D1S nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak̚⁵⁵ 

to steam 蒸 *hnɯŋ  C1 naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naːŋ²⁴ naŋ²² naŋ²² kʰau²² nəŋ²² tɕɘŋ²⁴ 

mouse, rat 老鼠 *hnu   A1 nu²⁴ ti²²nu²⁴ ti²⁴nu²⁴ ti³³nu²⁴ nuu¹⁴ ti²²nu²⁴ ti²²nu²⁴ ti²² nu²⁴ ti³³ nu³⁵ ti²²nuː³⁵ nu³⁵ nu²⁴ 

deaf 聋 *hnuek   D1L nʷɔk¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ cʰuu¹⁴nuk²¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nɔk¹¹ nok³¹ nɔk¹³ nuːk¹¹ nuːk̚²² 

face 脸 *hna   C1 nɔ²² po³³ɲa²² pu³³na²² ʔbien²²ɲa²² naa²² na²² na²² pi¹ nɔ²² na²² naː²² na²² na³³ 

thick (paper) 厚 *hna   A1 na²⁴ ɲa²⁴ ɲa²⁴ naː²⁴ naa¹⁴ na²⁴ na²⁴ nɔ²² na³⁵ na³⁵ na³⁵ na²⁴ 

3.4.6 Dental Cluster Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 7) 

Li proposed eight cluster initials headed by dental consonants: *tl-, *tr-, *thl-, *thr-, *dl-, *dr-, *ʔdl/r-, nl/r-.  In Nong and Min Zhuang, we see a great degree of 
phonemic merger due to simplification of the consonant clusters, resulting in only five phonemes (t-, tʰ-, l-, ʔd-, n-) from these eight PT clusters, all of which 
merge with the reflexes of PT simple dental cluster initial phonemes. 
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PT *tl-, PCT *t- (Li 1977, §7.2) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
full (bottle) 满 *tlie̥m   A1 tam²⁴ tiem²⁴ team²⁴ tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tiam²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam³⁵ tʲəm³⁵ tim³⁵ tɪm²⁴ 

In addition to this single example of a PT intial *tl cluster from the survey data, we have several other Nong examples reconstructed as belonging to the PT *tl- 
cluster by Li (1977:118): “to pass gas” [tat³³] (*tlot D1S); “banana leaf” [toːŋ²⁴] (*tlɔɔŋ A1); “to wake up, get up” [twn¹¹] (*tlï̈ïn B1); “turtle” [tau¹¹] (*tlau 
B1).  

PT *tr-, PCT *thr- (Li 1977, §7.3) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to die 死 *trai   A1 tʰaːiə²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaay¹⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi²⁴ 
eye 眼睛 *lɯ̥uk + *tra   D2L+ A1 luk³³ tʰa²⁴ lɔk¹¹tʰa²⁴ lok³³tʰa²⁴ lɔk³¹tʰa²⁴ luk³¹tʰaa¹⁴ lɔk³¹ tʰa²⁴ lɔk³³tʰa²⁴ luk³¹ tʰa²⁴ luk³¹ tʰa³⁵ lɔk³¹tʰaː³⁵ mak¹¹tʰa³⁵ tʰa²⁴ 

Of this PT initial cluster, Li wrote: “In the CT dialects, the dental stop is aspirated on account of the following –r–, cf. PT *pr– > Proto-CT *phr–.  We may reconstruct a 
Proto-CT *thr– for this cluster, merging with Proto-Tai *thr– and later giving th- or h- in the modern CT dialects” (p. 118–119).  As mentioned earlier, Luo feels that a 
reconstruction of *pr- for these two words better explains data from Saek, an unusual Taic language, to which Li did not have access when writing (Luo 1997: §2.6.1, 54). 

PT *thl-, PCT *thl- (Li 1977, §7.4) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to wait 等  *thla   C1 tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰaa²² tʰaʔ²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa³³ 

Li was not sure about the PCT reconstruction for this PT initial: “In the CT dialects, it is also commonly represented by th-, but it has certain variants, so that we 
are not too certain that it was simplified early enough into a Proto-CT *th-” (p. 119–120).  It is not clear whether the Nong words for other semantic items listed 
by Li as belonging to PT *thl- are cognate with those listed by Li (1977:120): “to plough” [tw²⁴] cf. PT: *thlai A1, “to ask” [can²⁴] cf. *thlaam A1; “bag, sack” 
[tai³¹] cf. *thluŋ A1. 

PT *thr-, PCT *thr- (Li 1977, §7.5) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to carry on a pole 担 ， 挑 *thrap  D1L lim²²kan³³ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰaap²¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹³ tʰap¹¹ tʰaːp̚²² 
sweat 汗 *thrɯa   B1 tʰuei¹¹ tʰui¹¹ tʰəɯ¹¹ tʰui¹¹ tʰɯy²¹, tʰuy² tʰei¹¹, tʰɯ¹¹ tʰuei¹¹ tʰʷai¹¹ tʰɯ¹¹ tʰɯ¹² tʰɯ¹¹ tʰɯ²² 
tail 尾巴 *thrɯ̥aŋ   A1 tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ (ti³¹) tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaaŋ¹⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ²⁴ 
head 头 *thrue   A1 tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ an³³ tʰu²⁴ tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ tʰu²⁴ 
to raise, carry 抬 *thram A1; A2 tʰam²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaam¹⁴ tʰaːm²⁴  tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm³⁵ tʰaːm³⁵ tʰɑːm¹² jau³¹ 

Though the modern Central Taic languages show different phonemes for this PT cluster, either th- or h-, this was still a single phoneme at the point of PCT, according to Li: “It 
was in the CT dialects that the cluster was retained as Proto-CT *thr-, which later became th- or h- according to dialects. Words in this cluster have series 1 of the tones” (p. 121). 
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PT *dl-, PCT *l- (Li 1977, §7.6) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to steal 
(secretly) 偷   *dlək   D2S hʷɔk⁵⁵lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁴⁴ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak̚⁵⁵ 
to lick 舔 *dlie   A2 lai⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵⁵ laay⁵⁵ laiʔ⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵³ lai³³ le⁵⁵ 
fingernail 指甲 *dlie̥p   D2S liap³¹ muŋ³³ liap³³muːŋ³³ lʲap⁵⁵moŋ³³ liap³³muːŋ³³ lɛp⁴⁴muŋ⁴⁴ liap³³moŋ³³ liap³³muŋ³³ liap³³ lat⁵⁵ moŋ³³ lʲɛt³³moːŋ³³ lɛp⁵⁵mɯ̃³³ lʲɛp̚⁵⁵mɯ⁵⁵ 
to wash (pans) 洗锅 *dlɯ̥aŋ   C2 la⁵⁵aŋ³³cau¹¹ laŋ³³cau²² laŋ⁵⁵cau²² laŋ⁵⁵ laaŋ⁵⁵ laŋ⁵⁵ laŋ³³(cau³¹) laŋ²⁴ caːu¹¹ laŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵⁵mɔ³³ laŋ³¹mo³³ 
wind 风 *dlu̥om   A2 lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam⁴⁴ lam³³ lam³³ laːm³³ lam³³ lɔm³³ lum³³ lʊm⁵⁵ 

PT *dr-, PCT *l- (Li 1977, §7.7) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
root 根 *drak   D2L lak³³ lak³³ lak³³mai⁵³ lak³¹ laak³¹ lak³¹ lak³¹ lak⁵⁵mai³³ lak³¹ lak³¹ lak³¹ laːk̚³¹ 
boat; ship 船 *drɯo   A2 lɯ⁵⁵ lɯ³³ an²⁴lɯ³³ an²²lɯ³³ lɯɯ⁴⁴ an²²lɯ³³ ʔan²²lɯ³³ an³³ lɯ⁵⁵ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lʊ⁵⁵ 

PT *ʔdl/r-, PCT  *ʔd- (Li 1977, §7.8) 

English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
black 黑 *ʔdl/ram   A1 ʔdam²⁴ ʔdaːm²⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdaːm²⁴ dam¹⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdam¹¹ ʔdam³⁵ ʔdaːm³⁵ ʔdam³⁵ ʔdam²⁴ 
body 
(human) 身体 *ʔdl/raŋ   B2 ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ti²²ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ti²²ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ti³³ʔdaːŋ²⁴ daaŋ¹⁴ ti²²ʔdaːŋ²⁴ maŋ³¹ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ti³³ taːŋ²⁴ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdaːŋ³⁵ an²²ʔdaːŋ³⁵ ʔdaːŋ³⁵ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ 

star 星星 *ʔdl/rəi  A1 ʔdaːu²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ ʔdou²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ daaw¹⁴dii²¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ ʔdi²² ʔdaːu³⁵ ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu³⁵ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu³⁵ ʔdaːu²⁴ 
in (side) 里（面）  *ʔdl/rəɯ   A2 ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ʔdi³³ ʔdi²⁴ daɰ¹⁴, dii¹⁴ ʔdəɯ²⁴ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²² ʔdi³³ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdi²⁴ʔdəɯ³⁵⁴ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdaɯ²⁴ 

red 红 *ʔdl/riɛŋ   A1 ʔdeːŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ deŋ¹⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²² ʔdiɛŋ³⁵ ʔdeaŋ³⁵ ʔdeːŋ³⁵ ʔdeːŋ²⁴ 
bone 骨头 *ʔdl/ruok   D1L ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ duk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduək⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔdok̚⁵⁵ 

PT *nl/r-, PCT *n- (Li 1977, §7.9) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

water 水 *nl/ram   C2 nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ 

out (side) 外（面） *nl/rɔk   D2L (miɛ¹¹) nɔk³³ nɔk³³ nɔak³³ (pai³¹) nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ (miɛ²²) nʷɔk³³ nok³¹ nok³¹ (ʔbəŋ³³) nɔk³¹ (ʔbɯːŋ⁵⁵) 
noːk̚³¹

bird 鸟 *nl/rok   D2S nɔk³³ ti²²nʷɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti³³nɔk³³ nɔk⁴⁴ nɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti²² nʷɔk³³ ti³³ nɔk⁵⁵ ti²²nak³³ nɔk⁵⁵ nɔk̚⁵⁵ 
bamboo-
shoot 竹笋 *nl/raŋ   A2 ðaŋ³³ mei⁵⁵ muei³³ ðaːŋ³³mei⁵⁵tʰaːŋ³³ ɾaŋ³³ ðaːŋ³³ ðaaŋ⁴⁴ ðaːŋ³³pɔ³³ ʑaːŋ⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ ðaŋ³³ tʰa³⁵ ðaːŋ³³ laːŋ³³ ðaːŋ³³ no²²ɹa̝ŋ⁵⁵ 

For this PT sound, we see some labialization in a few Nong forms, which may be residue of the PT liquid, although Li proposed that this cluster had been fully 
simplified to *n- by the time of PCT.  The last lexeme listed here, glossed ‘bamboo-shoot’, shows a different reflex, /ð/, than the /n/ we see elsewhere.  This could 
be that the Nong and Min words for this item result from a different etymon than that reconstructed by Li (*nl/raŋ A2), although we see a tonal reflex consistent 
with PT A2.  Although we have no other examples of PT nasals surfacing as a dental fricative, as we will see below, this phoneme /ð/ is the normal reflex for *r, 
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so possibly for reasons that we lack the data to determine in this particular lexeme, the nasal disappeared rather than the liquid when the cluster simplified.  Or, 
possibly Li’s reconstruction for this item is not correct and the PT form ought really to be *raŋ A2. 

3.4.7 Liquid Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 8) 

PT *l-, PCT *l- (Li 1977, §8.1) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
tongue 舌头 *lin C2 lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵  lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ lɪn⁵³ 
monkey 猴子 *liŋ   A2 liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ⁴⁴ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ lɪŋ⁵⁵ 
to select 挑选 *lɯak D2L lɯk³³ tʰʲau²¹ cɯt⁵⁵ lɯk³¹ lɯk³¹ lɤk³¹ ʔaw¹⁴ lɯk³¹ lɯk³³ lɩk⁵⁵ ciɛn³¹ (cf. Ch. ) lɯk³¹ lɯk³¹ lɯːk̚⁵⁵ 
blood 血 *lɯet   D2L lɯt³³ lət³³ lɯt³³ lɯt³¹ lɤt³¹ lɯt³¹ lət³¹ lit³³ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯːt̚³¹ 
child 孩子 *lɯ̥uk   D2L luk³³ lɔk³³ lok³³ lɔk³¹ luk³¹ lɔk³¹, lɔk³³ lok³¹ luk³³ luk³¹ lɔk³¹, lɔk³¹ luk³¹, luk³³ lok̚⁵⁵ (ʔeːŋ²⁴) 
forget 忘记 *lɯum   A2 lum³³ ɛʔ¹¹ lɯm³³ lum³³ ja¹¹ ləm³³ lum⁴⁴ lum³³ lɯm³³ luəm³³ ɛ¹¹ lum³³ lum³³ naːu²⁴ lum³³ leːo⁵³ lʊm⁵⁵ 

PT *hl-, PCT *hl- (Li 1977, §8.2) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
many 多 *hlai   A1 lai²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laay¹⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²² laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ laːi²⁴ 
to flow (of a river) 流 *hləi   A1 lai²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ lay¹⁴ lei²² lai²⁴ lai²² lai³⁵ ləi³⁵⁴ laːi³⁵ lai²⁴ 
iron 铁 *hlek   D1S liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liɛk⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ lɛk̚⁵⁵ 
back 背 *hləŋ   A1 laŋ²⁴ piŋ³³ laːŋ²⁴ pu²⁴ laŋ²⁴ pai³¹ laːŋ²⁴ paay³¹laŋ¹⁴ pɪŋ³³ laŋ²⁴ ʔbai³¹ laŋ²⁴ miɛ³¹ laːŋ²⁴ paːi³¹ laŋ³⁵ pei³³ laŋ³⁵ lam⁵³ laŋ³⁵ lɘm³¹laŋ²⁴ 
liquor 酒 *hləu   C1 lau²² lou³³ lau²² lau²² law²² lau²² ləu²² lau²² lau²² lau²² lau²² lau³³ 

PT *r-, PCT *r- (Li 1977, §8.3) 

English Ch. PT Form  
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to shout 喊 *rɔŋ  C2 ðo⁵⁵ ðoːŋ⁵⁵ ɾoaŋ⁵³ ðoːŋ⁵⁵ ðoŋ⁵⁵ ðɔːŋ⁵⁵ ʑoːŋ⁵⁵ ðoŋ⁵⁵ ðoːŋ⁵³ loːŋ⁵³ heːu³¹ ʋeːu⁵⁵ 
hole 
(shallow) 

坑 
(小） 

*ru  A2 tʰaːi⁵⁵, te³³ 
kʰat⁵⁵ 

ʔan²²ðu³³ 
“cave” ɾu³³nam³¹ cok³³ ðuu⁴⁴ ðu³³ pen³³cɔŋ  ðu³³  lu³³, o³⁵⁴, 

lɑːŋ³³ kʰɔm³⁵  

long 长 *rei   A2 ði³³ ði³³ ɾi³³ ði³³ ðii⁴⁴ ði³³ ʑi³³, zi³³ ði³³ ði³³ li³³ ði³³ ɹi̝⁵⁵ 

we (incl.) 我们 *rəu A2 kai¹¹ðou³³ pɔŋ⁵⁵ðəu³³ tən³³ku⁵⁵, 
moŋ³³tau³³ ðo³³ ðaw⁴⁴ ke²² ðo³³ pɔŋ⁵⁵ ʑou³³ ðau³³ liɛ³⁵ ðəɯ³³, 

pʰan¹¹ðəɯ³³ hɔ⁵⁵ lau³³ kaːi³³ 
ðau⁵⁵ ɹa̝u⁵⁵ 

house 房子 *rɯan   A2 ðɯn³³ ʔan²² ðɯn³³ an²⁴ ɾɯn³³ ʔan²² ðɯn³³ ðɯn⁴⁴, ðaan⁴⁴ an²² ðɯn³³ ðən³³ an²² ðin³³ ðɯən³³ an²⁴ lɤːn³³ ðɯn³³  

candle 蜡烛 *rɯək  “wax” D2L la³¹cu³¹  
(cf. Ch. 蜡烛) la²²cu²² la³¹cu²² ðak³¹ ðaak³¹ cɔk⁵⁵ ðak³¹ ðak³¹ la³¹ cu³¹   cuk⁵⁵ cuk⁵⁵ lap⁵³ ɹɯ̝ːn⁵⁵ 

vomit (V) 呕吐 *ru̥ak   D2L mei³³tʰau³³ xɔi²² hɔi⁵³ tʰaːu³³ tʰaaw²² tʰaːu²² tʰaːu³³ tʰaːu³³ ðak³¹ lɑk³¹, taːu²² ðak³¹ ɹa̝ːk̚³¹ 
to know 知道 *ruo   C2 ðu⁵⁵ ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ ʔde¹¹ ɾu⁵⁵ ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ ʔdʲe¹¹ ðuu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ ʔdi¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ ʔdɛ¹¹ ðu⁵³ ʔdie¹¹ lu⁵³ ʔde¹² ðu⁵⁵ na³³ ɹu̝⁵³na³³ 
bright; light 亮 *ruoŋ “dawn” B2 tei¹¹ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ɾuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ ðuːŋ³¹ ɹo̝ŋ³¹ 
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English Ch. PT Form  
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

bird's nest 鸟窝 *raŋ   A2 moŋ⁵⁵ muŋ⁵⁵ nʷɔk³³ muŋ⁵³ nɔk³³ moŋ⁵⁵ nɔk³³ muŋ⁵⁵ nɔk⁴⁴ moŋ⁵⁵ nɔk³³ muŋ⁵⁵nɔk³³, 
muŋ⁵⁵nʷɔk³³ 

moŋ⁵⁵ 
nʷɔk³³ moŋ⁵³ nɔk³³ moŋ⁵⁵ naːk³³ ðoːŋ³³ 

nɔk⁵⁵ ɹu̝ːŋ⁵⁵ 

Li described the PT initial *r as “probably a Proto-Tai tongue-tip vibrant or trill, which probably required strong breath to achieve.  Words with this initial have series 2 of 
the tones, thus indicating its voiced origin…. Among the CT dialects it is represented by r- or l- (where l- and r- are merged) in Nung, Tay and Tho; by ɬ, a voiceless lateral
in Lungchow; and by hr- in T'ienpao” (Li 1977:142).  PT/PCT *r has developed into an interdental voiced fricative in Min Zhuang and most Nong Zhuang locations, thoug
this phoneme can have several different realizations in different areas, such as an alternation between [ð] and [ʑ] in Xichou County (XC/GJ), and a flap [ɾ] in nearby 
southeastern Guangnan County (GN/BH in Nasa Township, which borders northern Xichou County’s Jijie (Jigai) Township, another Nong Zhuang area.  In a single 
datapoint, Xiao Guangnan (GN/XGN) our furthest northeastern Nong datapoint, we see what appears to be a complete phonemic merger between what elsewhere we posit 
/ð/ (written ‘r’) and /l/ into /l/ in Xiao Guangnan Nong.  Mr. Lu Baocheng, a Nong Zhuang-speaking linguist with the Yunnan Province Language Commission, whose hom
village is near Xiao Guangnan, has confirmed that, in addition to Xiao Guangnan, the other Nong villages in Liancheng Township (which has around 30,000 Zhuang, mostl
Nong-speaking) and some in surrounding districts, such as Nalun District, also exhibit this phonemic merger (a single liquid phoneme).  However, Nong areas further to the
west, such as Zhetu District, show a clear divide between the /ð/ and /l/.   

In historical terms, this represents a complete merger of three of the four PT liquid initials (*l, *hl, and *r) into a single liquid phoneme in Northeastern Nong 
Zhuang.  

Our Nasa Township datapoint (GN/BH) to the south of the same county shows some approachment between these two phonemes, with the /ð/ showing a [ɾ] 
allophone in all environments (so were we analyzing Nasa Nong in isolation, we would label this phoneme /ɾ/ instead of /ð/), so possibly the northeastern Nong 
went through this intermediate stage earlier before arriving at this phonemic merger.  CASS wordlists from Zhang et al. 1999, primarily reflecting data elicited in 
the 1950s, transcribe words resulting from PT *r with a “r” for certain lexemes and “l” for others, with both forms present for a few items, such as ‘house’ (loːn³³; 
rɯən³³) for Xiao Guangnan, but with ‘l’ for all forms descending from PT *l.  In the CASS data (Zhang et al. 1999) for the bordering Northern Taic language of 
Yei Zhuang (Guibian Northern Zhuang), all PT *r- initial lexemes show a reflex of ‘ð’ and all PT *l- initial lexemes show a reflex of ‘l.’  The CASS data is 
somewhat phonemicized so it is hard to know how much actual phonetic divergence there was between the sounds transcribed with ‘r’, ‘l’ and ‘ð’, but assuming 
that their phonemicization accurately reflects the state of these languages at that point, it appears that at the time of their fieldwork the merger between /l/ and / ð/ 
may have been in progress in Northeastern Nong (Xiao Guangnan), but doesn’t appear to be influenced by the neighboring Yei Zhuang, which showed no signs 
of phonemic merger between these two liquids. 

One lexeme in our data does not fit this pattern: ‘nest’.  The Min form shows the expected reflex, including tone, for Li’s reconstruction *raŋ A2, but the Nong 
forms all show a nasal labial initial with a tonal reflex consistent with C2 rather than A2, though the coda of the words do look as though they could be related to 
Li’s reconstruction.  From this, we conclude that the Nong forms must descend from a different etymon than Li’s reconstruction, although at a pre-Proto-Tai 
period, the etymon from which the Nong form derives may be related to Li’s form from which the Min Zhuang form derived, or was later borrowed, perhaps from 
the surrounding Zhuang languages of Yei Zhuang (Guibian Northern Zhuang) and Yang Zhuang (Dejing Southern Zhuang), which both show a reflex of liquid 
initials for this lexeme as well as tonal reflexes consistent with PT tone category A2. 
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PT *hr-, PCT *hr- (Li 1977, §8.4) 
English Chinese PT Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to cut (meat) 切（肉） *hran B1 cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰjen¹¹ cʰiən¹¹ hɛɛ³¹ cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰien¹¹ cʰiɛn¹¹  cʰiɛn¹¹ hei³¹, cʰiɛn¹¹ ðɔan¹¹ he³¹ 
lance; spear 矛 *hrɔk   D1L cʰɔk¹¹ mak³³ cʰɔk¹¹ mɑk³³ tʰɔɑk¹¹ mak³³ cʰɔk¹¹ cʰɔk²¹ mak²² cʰɔk¹¹ cʰʷɔk³¹ mak³¹ ba²² laːu⁵⁵ cʰok¹¹ lei³³cʰok¹¹ -  
mushroom 菌子 *hret   D1S hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ xat⁵⁵, xɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt̤⁵⁵ cɔp¹¹ tɕoːp̚⁵⁵ 

Of the PT initial *hr-, Li wrote, “Words with this initial have series 1 of the tones, indicating the original voiceless nature of the consonant.  It is only in some but 
not all CT dialects that it is distinguished from PT *thr- and*xr-.  We put the indeterminate examples under this heading tentatively pending further evidence from 
the crucial CT dialects.” (Li 1977:148–149) From the data available to us, it is difficult to determine how the PT/PCT *hr phoneme has developed in Nong and 
Min Zhuang.  From the lexemes glossed ‘to cut’ and ‘lance; spear’ it appears that this PT phoneme has an aspirated palatal reflex /cʰ-/ in Nong Zhuang, but 
possibly an interdental voiced fricative /ð/ in Min Zhuang, thus indicating a merger with PT/PCT *r, though we only have one example.  We also have the 
example of ‘mushroom,’ which Li posits also to derive from a PT/PCT *hr initial, (*hret D1S), but which in Nong Zhuang shows a velar or uvular fricative [h/x] 
in all locations as opposed to a palatal stop.  This could be conditioned by the environment, e.g. following front vowel versus back vowel, but we simply have too 
few data to make a conclusion on this.  The Min Zhuang reflex for this word does not appear to be cognate with this etymon. 

3.4.8 Sibilant Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 9) 

PT *s-, PCT *s- (Li 1977, §9.1) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

paper 纸 *sa   A1 θa²⁴ sa²⁴ sa²⁴ θa²⁴ saa¹⁴ θa²⁴ sa²⁴ θa²² sa³⁵ sa³⁵ θa³⁵ θa²⁴ 

three 三 *sam   A1 θam²⁴ saːm²⁴ saːm²⁴ θaːm²⁴ saam¹⁴ θaːm²⁴ saːm²⁴ θaːm²² saːm³⁵ saːm³⁵ saːm³⁵ θaːm²⁴ 
to shiver,  
shake, 
tremble 

发抖 *san B1 cʰou¹¹ sən³³, cau¹¹ cʰau¹¹ θən³³, cʰau¹¹ san²¹, cʰaw²¹ θən³³ sən³³, cʰou¹¹ cʰau¹¹ ðau³¹ san³³ θɛn¹³ θən³³ θɘn⁵⁵ 

intestines 肠子 *səi   C1 θei²² saːi³³ saːi³³ θei³³ say²² θei³³ sei²², θei²² θai³³ sai²² θei²² θai²² θai³³ 

four 四 *si   B1 θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ sii²¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹² θi¹¹ θi²² 

ten 十 *sip   D1S θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵ 

tiger 老虎 *sɯa   A1 sɯ²⁴ ti²²sɯ²⁴ ti²⁴sɯ²⁴ ti³³pʰiu³¹; 
ti²² sɯ²⁴ =“lion” pʰiw²² ti²²sɯ²⁴ ti²²sɿ²⁴, 

ti²² pʰiu³³ ti²² θɯ²⁴ ti³³ sɯ³⁵ ti²²sə̪³⁵ xin¹³ θʊ²⁴ 
sour 酸 *som   A1 θam²² sam³³ sam²² θam³³ sam²² θam²² sam²², θam³³ θam²⁴ sam²² θam²² θɔm²² θʊːm³³ 
two 
(ordinal) 二 

*soŋ  
(Luo 1997) A1 θoŋ²⁴ suaŋ²⁴ soaŋ²⁴ θɔːŋ²⁴ soŋ¹⁴ ŋi³¹ soːŋ²⁴ θoŋ²² soːʔŋ³⁵ soːŋ³⁵ soːŋ³⁵ θoːŋ²⁴ 

you (pl) 你们 *su A1 kai¹¹ cʰɯ²⁴ pɔŋ⁵⁵ cʰɯ²⁴ pɔŋ⁵⁵
cʰɯ²⁴ pɔŋ⁵⁵ cʰɯ²⁴ pɔŋ⁵⁵ maɰ⁴⁴ ke²² cʰɯ²⁴ pɔŋ⁵⁵ mɯ³³, 

pɔŋ⁵⁵cʰə² ðaŋ³³ cʰɯ²² kei³⁵ su³⁵, liɛ³⁵ 
maɯ³³

hɔ⁵⁵
məɯ³³ kaːi³³ θu³⁵ kai²⁴maɯ⁵⁵ 

to wash  洗 *suai A1 θi¹¹no³³ si¹¹ θi¹¹ θəi¹¹ sɯy²¹ θəi¹¹ sui¹¹ θi¹¹ muŋ³³ soːi¹¹ soːi¹¹ θaːu³³ θaːu⁵⁵ 
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English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

high; tall 高 *suəŋ   A1 θuŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ²⁴ suŋ¹⁴ θoŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ¹¹ suŋ³⁵ soːŋ³⁵ θuŋ³⁵ θoŋ²⁴ 

ripe 熟 *suk D1S sɯk⁵⁵ sɔk⁵⁵ suɔk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵lan³¹ θuək⁵⁵ pan³³ pɛn³³ 
tʰau²⁴ θuk⁵⁵ θok̚⁵⁵ 

Regarding PT *s Li writes: “In the CT dialects, it is represented by s-, th-, or ɬ- (a voiceless lateral fricative) according to the dialect, and in the NT dialects by s-, 
ɬ-, or θ- according to the dialect.  Words with this initial have series 1 of the tones, indicating original voiceless quality.” (Li 1977:152) However, as the above 
data shows, Nong and Min Zhuang, though Central Taic, also show interdental voiceless fricative reflexes for this PT initial, though it is not dental in some Nong 
Zhuang areas, and in Min Zhuang and some Nong areas seems to alternate with [θ] in free alternation or by speaker.  We will refer to the modern descendent 
phoneme as /s/ in Nong and Min Zhuang, recognizing that it frequently surfaces as [θ] as well as [s]. 

PT *z-, PCT *z- (Li 1977, §9.2) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

sand 沙 *zai   A2 θaːi³³ saːi³³ saːi³³ θaːi³³ saay⁴⁴ θaːi³³ saːi³³ θaːi³³ saːi³³ saːi³³ saːi³³, θɑːi³³ θaːi⁵⁵ 

to launder 洗 (衣服) *zak   D2S hɔk⁵⁵θak³³ sak³³ hɔk³³sak³³ θak³³ sak⁴⁴ θak³³ sak³³, θak³³ hʷɔk⁵⁵ θap³³ sak⁵⁵ sak³³ θak⁵⁵ θak̚⁵⁵ 
to wash  
(vegetables) 洗 (菜) *zau   A2 θi³³  

(pʰak⁵⁵) 
saːu³³ 
(pʰak⁵⁵)

saːu³³ 
(pʰʲak⁵⁵) θəi¹¹ sɯy²¹

(pʰak⁵⁵) θaːu³³ sau³³ θi¹¹
(pʰak⁵⁵) saːu³³ θaːu³³ θaːu³³ 

(sak¹¹) θaːu⁵⁵ 

to buy 买 *zɯ  C2 sɨ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯɯ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ 

straight 直 *zɯ   B2 θɯ³¹, piau²⁴ sɯ³¹, sɿ³¹ sɯ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɯɯ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɨ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɯ³¹ sɯ³¹ jaɯ³³ jau⁵⁴ 

left (side) 左 (边) *zɯi   C2 (miɛn²²) θai⁵⁵ (paːi³¹) saːi⁵⁵ (piŋ³³) saːi⁵³ (paːi³¹) θai⁵⁵ saay⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ (paːi³¹) θaːi⁵⁵ (paːi³¹) saːi⁵³ saːi⁵³ θaːi⁵⁵ θai⁵³ 

Li posited PT *z- to explain modern /s/ initial lexemes showing series 2 tones.  He noted, “In practically all dialects this consonant is unvoiced, thus merging with 
PT *s- (see 9.1) except in Tho where it is represented by r- (rhotacism), occasionally s-.” (Li 1977:161)  In our Nong and Min Zhuang data, these items show the 
same phoneme as those from PT *s-, with allophones [s] and [θ]. 

PT *č-, PCT *č- (Li 1977, §9.3) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

heart 心脏 *če/ɛɯ   A1 coɯ²⁴ tʰu²⁴ caɯ²⁴ tʰɤ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ tʰu²⁴ caɯ²⁴ caɰ¹⁴ tʰɯ²⁴ cəɯ²⁴ tʰɯ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ cəɯ²⁴ caʔɯ³⁵ tʰɔ³³ cəɯ³⁵ θim³⁵ tau³³ θɪm³⁵ 
tau⁵⁵ 

to sink 沉 *čem   A1 lo⁴¹ lɔŋ³³ cam⁵⁵, lou³¹ cam²⁴ cam³³, lau³¹ cam¹⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ lo³¹ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ tɕaŋ³³ 

seven 七 *čet   D1S cʰiɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ tɕɛt̚⁵⁵ 
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PT *čh-, PCT *čh- (Li 1977, §9.4) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

soybean 黄豆 *čhaŋ (ECJ)  C1 cʰaŋ²² lɯk³³ cʰaŋ²² lok¹¹cʰaŋ²² lɔk³³cʰəŋ²² luk³¹cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²²hɛn²² lɔk³¹ cʰaŋ²² pʰak⁵⁵ ma²² cʰaŋ²²xiɛn²² cʰaŋ²² tʰo¹¹na³³ tʰu²²ɹa̝ŋ⁵⁵ 

Li did not list many examples for this Proto-Tai phoneme, and Luo (1997) lists none.  The only possible item in our data set originating from a PT *čh- is the 
Nong Zhuang form for ‘bean’, but this could have developed from *hr- as well.  Nong pronunciations for a few other PT *čh- initial words do not clearly 
establish the Nong reflex for this PT initial: “granary” (PT *čhaaŋ A1, Li 1977:167) in Nong is [ðiŋ⁵³] and [cha¹¹] “to tear up” (PT *čhiik D1L, Li 1977:167) is 
pronounced [ðik³¹].  The tonal reflexes for these words are not consistent with the expected reflexes for the PT tonemes, so possibly none of these are cognates 
with the words Li used to reconstruct the PT lexemes. 

PT *ǰ-, PCT *ǰ- (Li 1977, §9.5) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

man 男人 
*ǰai (*lɯ̥uk ”child”+; 
*phu “person” +; 
*ɣon “person” +) 

A2 (D2L +; 
C1 +; A2+) luk³¹ cai³³ pʰu²² caːi³³ kɔan³³ caːi³³, 

pʰu²² cɑːi³³ pʰu²⁴ caːi³³ pʰuu²²
caay⁴⁴ 

pʰu²²cai³³, 
kɔːn³³cai³³ pʰu²² caːi³³ luk³¹ caːi³³ pʰu²² caːi³³ kɔn³³ caːi³³ tɔi³³ po³¹ kɘn⁵⁵ 

ɕaːi⁵⁵ 

cool 凉快 *ǰam C2 tei¹¹ cum⁵⁵ cɔm⁵⁵ cum⁵³ cɔm⁵⁵ fɯt⁵⁵ cum⁵⁵ com⁵⁵ cum⁵⁵, wən¹¹ cum⁵⁵ ðiau⁵⁵ cum⁵³  cum⁵⁵ lɯŋ³³ lɯːŋ⁵⁵ 

elephant 大象 *ǰaŋ   C2 ta⁵⁵ɕʲaŋ⁵³  ta¹¹ ɕjaŋ¹¹ ti²⁴caːŋ⁵³ ti³³ caːŋ⁵⁵ caaŋ⁵⁵ caŋ⁵⁵ ti²² caːŋ⁵⁵ ta²² ciaŋ²² ta²² ɕiaŋ ti²² ɕʲaŋ³⁵⁴ tɔ³⁵ ʃaːŋ⁵³ θɪaŋ²² 

early 早 *ǰau   C2 cau⁵⁵ caː²⁴ ŋoɯi²⁴ caːu⁵⁵ ŋɯ³³ cau³³ caw⁵⁵ cau⁵⁵/⁵³ cəu⁵⁵ cau⁵⁵ cau⁵³ cʌu⁵³ an²² ŋəɯ³⁵ ɕau⁵³ 

be, is 是 *ǰe/ɛɯ   B2 caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɰ³¹ cəɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ ʃɯ³¹ ɕɯ³¹ 

to wipe 擦 *ǰet   D2S ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt³³ cet³³ ciɛt³³ cɛt⁴⁴ cet³³ ciɛt³³ ciɛt³³ ciɛt⁵⁵ cʲɛt³³ ʃat¹¹, ʔut¹¹ maːt̚³¹ 
first (given) 
name 名字 *ǰɯ  B2 min⁵⁵ cɯ⁴¹ mɯŋ³³ cɯ³¹ min⁵⁵ cɯ³¹ miŋ³³ cɯ³¹ cɯɯ³¹ min⁵⁵cə³¹ cɯ³¹, min²⁴

cɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ miŋ⁴³ cə³¹ min³¹ cin³¹ an³⁵ miŋ⁵⁵ mɪŋ⁵⁵ 
rope, cord, 
string 绳子 *ǰɯak  (rope) D2L cɪk¹¹ sən²²cɯk³³ cɯk³³ ciɛk³¹ cik³¹ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ θan²² cɪk³³ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ ʃɯk³¹ ɕɯːk̚³¹ 

About the PT initial *ǰ-, Li wrote: “The reflexes of this consonant in the CT dialects are č- in Lungchow, Tay, and T’ien-pao; č- or š-…in Nung; č- or ž-…in Tho.  
The conditions for the divergent development are not known.  In the NT dialects, it is generally represented by š-, but also by ts- or č- in some Pu-i dialects, and s- 
in Saek.  Words with this initial have series 2 of the tones” (Li 1977:168).  For this PT initial phoneme, we see a consistent reflex of the palatal stop c- in Nong 
locations (written ‘c’ in Gedney’s transcription), but a sibilant ʃ- in Min Zhuang (although several forms are not cognate, we have four examples: “elephant,” “to 
be, is,” “to wipe,” and “rope, cord, string”).  Though Nong and Min Zhuang have similar phonologies in many points, this is one of several examples of their 
divergence.  Whether various divergences, such as the development of PT *ǰ-, are due to an extended period of separate development or a shorter period of 
separate development with differing degrees and types of contact, influence more recently  is beyond the scope of the present study. (Min Zhuang, for example, is 
nearer the Vietnamese border area where Nung and Tho are spoken.) 
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PT *ň-, PCT *ň- (Li 1977, §9.6) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

urine 尿 *ñiau  B2 ɕio⁵⁵ ɲiu³¹ ɲjo³¹ ɲiu³¹ ɲiw³¹ ɲo³¹ ɲiu³¹ ɕɔ⁵⁵ ɲio³¹ ɲo³¹ neːo³³¹ nɪːu³¹ 
sew (by 
hand) 缝 *ñie̥p   D2S ɲiap³³ tʰap³³ tʰap³³, hɔən³³ ɲɑp 

= “embroider” ɲiap³³, tʰap³³ tʰap⁵⁵, ɲip⁴⁴, 
ɲɛp⁴⁴ tʰiap⁵⁵, ɲiap³³ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ ɲɛp³³ ɲɘp̚⁵⁵ 

hear 听见 *ñin A2 ðu⁵⁵ɲin³³ ðu⁵⁵ ɲin³³ ɾu⁵⁵ɲin³³ ðu⁵⁵ ɲin³³ day²²ɲin⁴⁴, 
ðuu⁵⁵ŋin⁴⁴ ɲin³³co³¹ ɲin⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ɲin³³ ðu⁵³ ɲin³³ ʔde²²ʔɲin³³ ʔdai²²ɲiŋ³³ ʔdai³³ɲɨn⁵⁵ 

listen, 
hear 听 *ñin A2 pak³³ɲin³³ pak³³ pʲak⁵⁵ piak³³ pɛk⁴⁴ ŋin⁴⁴ ɲin³³, pjak³³ pak³³ ɲin³³, 

pʲak³³ ɲin³³ pak³³ piɛk³³ pʲak⁵⁵ ɲin³³ tiŋ³¹ tɪŋ³¹ 

to dye 染
(布) 

*ñuɔm   C2 ɲom⁵⁵ 
(pʰaŋ²⁴) ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ 

(pʰaŋ²²) ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵⁵ 
(pʰaːi³³) ɲom⁵³ 

mosquito 蚊子 
*ñuŋ  (*ml/rɛŋ 
“insect” +) 

A2 
(A2+) ɲioŋ³³ ti²² ɲuŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³kʰa¹¹ti²² miəŋ³³ɲuŋ³³ meŋ⁴⁴ɲuŋ⁴⁴ meːŋ³³ɲoŋ³³, 

mjen³³ ɲoŋ³³ mʲeːŋ³³ɲuŋ³³ ti²² ɲioŋ³³ ti³³ ɲoŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³kʰa⁴⁴
li⁴⁴ ɲɔŋ³³ ɲoŋ⁵⁵ 

twenty 二十 
*ñu̥i (“two”) + 
*sip (“ten”)  

B2 + 
D1S ŋi³¹θip⁵⁵ ni³¹ sip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹θip⁵⁵, ŋi³¹sip⁵⁵ ni³¹sip⁵⁵ ŋii³¹sip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹θip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹ sip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹ θip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹sip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹sip⁵⁵ ŋi³¹θip⁵⁵ ɲi³¹θɪp̚⁵⁵ 

to play 玩 *ñau   C2 ɲiou⁵⁵ ɲau²⁴ ɲau⁵³ ɲau⁵⁵ ɲaw⁵⁵ ɲau⁵⁵ ɲau⁵⁵ ɳiau⁵⁵ ɲau⁵³ ɲau⁵³ leu⁵³ ɕom⁵⁵ 

Li writes of PT *ň-, “the nasal is preserved in some dialects...Nung, Tay, Tho, T'ien-pao, etc. among the CT dialects; and Wu-ming, Dioi, Hsi-lin, etc. among the 
NT dialects.” (Li 1977:173)  In our Nong and Min Zhuang data, we see a palatal nasal reflex of ɲ for most lexemes.  The Min Zhuang form for “urine” appears 
similar to the Longzhou (Lungchow) form provided by Li: neeu A2.  Both Min and Nong Zhuang show a velar, rather than palatal, nasal reflex for the form of 
“two” represented in the compound for “twenty”—Li showed a similar form in his Bo-Ai (Po-ai) Yei Zhuang datapoint: ŋii B2.  We use the form for “twenty” to 
look at this PT *ň- example because in most Nong and Min Zhuang locations reflex of *soŋ A1 (Luo 1997) are used for both the ordinal and cardinal number 
“two” rather than this form, though the Malipo County datapoint did use a reflex of this form for “two”: [ŋi³¹]. 

PT *hň-, PCT *hň- (Li 1977, §9.7) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
grass 草 *hñɯ̥a   C1 ɲo²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲaa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲɔ²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa³³ 

woman 女人 
*hñiŋ  (*lɯ̥uk ”child”
+; *phu “person” +) 

A1 (DSL+, 
C1+) luk³¹ɲiŋ³³ pʰu²²ɲiŋ³³ kɔan³³ɲiŋ³³, 

pʰu²²ɲiŋ³³ pʰu²⁴ɲiŋ³³ pʰuu²²ɲiŋ⁴⁴ pʰu²²ɲiŋ³³, 
kɔːn³³ɲiŋ³³ 

pʰu²² 
ɲiŋ³³ luk³¹ ɲiŋ³³ pʰu²² ɲiŋ³³ kɔn³³ɲiŋ³³,

pʰu²²ɲiŋ³³ tɔi³³me⁵³ kɘn⁵⁵ɲɪŋ⁵⁵ 

big 大 *hñəɯ   B1 tɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵³ tɯ⁵⁵ tɯɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵⁵ tɯ⁵³ tɯ⁵³ lɔuŋ³⁵ loːŋ²⁴ 
itchy 痒 *hñap   D1L kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kɔp³³, kɔɑp⁵⁵ kʰɔːp̚²² 

For the voiceless palatal nasal, we have only two examples in our data that show a nasal reflex in Nong, and only a single example for Min Zhuang.  Our Nong 
forms for “woman” all show a tonal reflex consistent with A2 rather than A1, indicating that the Proto-Tai initial may have been voiced, rather than voiceless, and 
Li’s own data for Longzhou (Lungchow) also shows an A2 reflex.  Two other items, “big” and “itchy,” are reconstructed by Li to begin with this voiceless nasal 
(Li believed the PT forms to be voiceless based on the tone series, we assume), but in our data show forms that do not begin with nasals yet have a similar coda.  
Given that the tonal reflexes are consistent with those reconstructed by Li and that we have an unaspirated alveolar/dental initial form “big” but aspirated velar 
initial for “itchy,” it is likely that neither of these actually descends from the PT *hň initial etyma, yet possibly the similar codas are a result of the merger of these 
etyma with other synonyms through time.  (Note that the forms for “itchy” in Nong and Min Zhuang appear to be cognate.)   
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PT *j-, PCT *j- (Li 1977, §9.8) 

Eng. Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

wife 妻子 
*ja (“grandmother, paternal”) + 
*hñiŋ ”woman” (+ *mie ”wife”) 

B2 + A1 
(+A2) ja³¹ɲiŋ³³ ja³¹ɲiŋ³³, 

me²²lu³³ ja³¹ɲiŋ³³ ja³¹ɲiŋ³³ yaa³¹, mii⁴⁴ ja³¹ɲiŋ³³ ja³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹, miɛ³¹,
miɛ³³ mɔ²²mei³¹ me⁵³lo⁵⁵ mɪ³¹lo⁵⁵ 

We only have a single example for this PT phoneme, the compound ‘wife,’ which contains the etymon *ja B2 in most Nong Zhuang locations. Though Li posited 
a PCT form of *j-, he stated that “the details of its pronunciation in Tay and Tho are not known, although it is probably more fricative, somewhat like ž-.” 
(1977:178). 

PT *ʔj-, PCT * ʔj- (Li 1977, §9.8) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/J

D XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

medicine 药 *ʔjɯ̥a   A1 ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ yaa¹⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja³⁵ jaː³⁵ ja³⁵ ja²⁴ 

hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ yaak²¹kʰaw²², 
toŋ⁵⁵yaak²¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ toŋ⁵⁵ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹³ jak¹¹ jaːk̚²² 

to be at 在 *ʔju  B1 nəŋ³³jou¹¹ jou¹¹ ju³³ jəu¹¹ yiw²¹ ɟou¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹² ɟu¹¹ ju²² 
to lie 
down 躺 

*ʔjut  (“to stop, have a 
rest”) D1L bɔk⁵⁵ ɲe³³loŋ³¹ ʔit¹¹ ʔit¹¹ non⁴⁴, nee⁴⁴ noːn³³ ɲi³³lɔŋ³³pei²² ne³³   jɯt²² ʔiŋ³⁵ ʔdoːi²⁴ 

to stand 站 *ʔjɯən   A1 ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin¹⁴ ʔiːn²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²² ʔin³⁵ ʔin³⁵ ʔin³⁵ jɪn²⁴ 

We have a few more examples for the preglottalized palatal semi-vowel.  Assuming that Nong and Min Zhuang forms for “to stand” and the GN/BH and MG/XZ 
forms for “to lie down” do actually originate from the PT *ʔj initial reconstructions Li proposes for these glosses, then we have an interesting divergence of the 
manner in which this sound has developed in Nong and Ming Zhuang, with some items showing a palatal semi-vowel or palatal fricative [ɟ], but no glottalization, 
and other items retaining the glottalization, but not the palatalization, in similar environments (e.g. *ʔju B1 “to be at” vs. *ʔjut DS3 “to stop, have a rest” and 
*ʔjɯ̥a A1 “medicine” vs. *ʔjɯən A1).  Of this PT initial, Li writes: “This is a pre-glottalized consonant which has merged in many dialects with PT *j-, but is 
kept as ʔj- in a number of dialects, such as Wu-ming, Ling-yün, T'ien-pao, etc.  It is distinguished from PT *j- by having a series 1 of tones, and in a number of 
dialects, influences the development of tones in the same way as do PT *ʔ-, *d-, and *b- (see 2.26.3)” (1977:181). 
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3.4.9 Velar Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 10) 

PT *k-, PCT *k- (Li 1977, §10.1) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to hold 拿 *kam A1 ʔo³³ma³³ kam²⁴ kam²⁴ ʔaːu²⁴ ʔaw¹⁴ kam²⁴ kam²⁴ ʔau²² mɔ³³ kam³⁵ kom³⁵ kam³⁵ kam²⁴ 

to scratch the face 抓(痒) *kəu   A1 ʔou²²kou²⁴ kou²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kaw¹⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²² wa³³ wa³⁵ (tən²²),
kɑu³⁵ (tən²²) kwa³³ kua⁵⁵ 

old (thing) 旧 *kəu   B1 ʔdʷɔk¹¹, kau¹¹ kou¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kaw²¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹³ kau¹¹ kau³³ 

nine 九 *kiə̥u   C1 kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kaw²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau³³ 

bow 弓 *koŋ   A1 kɔŋ²⁴ ʔan²² kʷɔːŋ²⁴ an²⁴ kɔaŋ²⁴ kɔːŋ²⁴ lei³¹ kɔŋ¹⁴naa²² kɔŋ³³ kʷaŋ²⁴   kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ koŋ⁵³ 

frog 蜻蛙 *kop;   *kwɛ  D1S; C1 cou³¹ ti²²cəu³¹ ti³³cau³¹ ti³³cəu³¹ (tii⁴⁴) kap⁵⁵, caw³¹ ti²²kap⁵⁵ ti²²cəu³¹ ti²² cau³¹ ti kap⁵⁵ ti²²kap⁵⁵ ðit¹¹, kɔp⁵⁵ ɹi̝ət̚²²; 
kop̚⁵⁵

I 我 *ku   A1 kai¹¹ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵³ ku⁵⁵ kuu¹⁴, kuu³¹ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵³ ku⁵³ kau³⁵  

old (person) 老 *kɛ, *kəu B1; B1 ce¹¹ cei¹¹ ce¹¹ cei¹¹ cee²¹ ce¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ cɛ¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ ce¹¹ kaːi¹¹ ke²² 

chicken 鸡 *kəi   B1 cei¹¹ ti²²cai¹¹ ti²²caːi¹¹ ti³³cai¹¹ cay²¹ cɛi¹¹ ti²²cɛi¹¹ ti²² cai¹¹ ti³³ kai¹¹ ti²²cɛi¹² kai¹¹ kau²⁴ 

eat 吃 *kin   A1 cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²¹ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin³⁵ cin³⁵ kin³⁵ kɪn²⁴ 

The PT oral velar plosives show a distinctive feature of Nong Zhuang, as opposed to Min and other Central Taic languages, namely that before front vowels, this 
PT phoneme has become palatalized to a palatal stop.  So, in the first seven example words above, PT *k- shows reflexes of k- in both Nong and Min Zhuang, but 
in the last three example words (“old,” “chicken” and “eat”), the Nong forms show a reflex of c- in every location, while the Min Zhuang forms remain k- initial. 
The palatalization must have occurred after further development of the following vowels, as not all the palatalized forms had front vowels immediately following 
the initial in Li’s PT form (e.g. “chicken”) and the PT form for ‘nine’ did have a voiceless high front vowel immediately following the initial in Li’s PT form, yet 
did not undergo this change. (“Nine” in Zhuang could also be a later borrowing from Yue Chinese, which has not palatalized the initial as Mandarin has.  Li was 
apparently not aware of such palatalization in any Central Taic language, though he was aware of the phenomenon in Northern Taic: “[PT *k- is] represented in 
all modern dialects by k-, except before the front vowels i and e (or ɛ) where it has been palatalized to č in some NT dialects, such as Po-ai.  This palatalization 
was a late development, as not all NT dialects show palatalization.” (Li 1977:186)  This palatalization of oral velar stops before front vowels appears to be similar 
to what must have occurred in the development of Mandarin Chinese, though we have no evidence to suggest a direct connection between Nong’s development 
and Mandarin’s.  (Historically Nong Zhuang’s exposure to Mandarin Chinese has not been greater than that to other Taic languages of China, with very few 
native speakers of Mandarin Chinese living in the area prior to the twentieth century.) 
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PT *kh-, PCT *kh- (Li 1977, §10.2) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

leg 腿 *kha   A1 kʰa²⁴ ʔan²²kʰaː²⁴ an²⁴kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰaa¹⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ pi³³ kʰa³⁵ ʔaːi²⁴kʰa³⁵ kɔŋ¹¹ kʰa²⁴ 

kill, to 杀 *kha   C1 kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰaa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰɔ²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa³³ 

sell, to 卖  *khai   A1 kʰaiə²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaay¹⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰai²⁴ kʰaːi²² kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi²⁴ 

horn 角 *khəu   A1 kʰou²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰaw¹⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰau³⁵ kʰʌu³⁵ kʷɔk¹¹  koːk̚²² 

son-in-law 女婿 
*khɯi (*lɯ̥uk 
”child”+) 

A1 
(D2L+) luk³¹kʰuei²⁴ lɔk³³kʰɔi²⁴ lok³³kʰɔi²⁴ lɔk³³kʰɔi²⁴ kʰuy¹⁴ lɔk³¹kʰoːi²⁴ lok³³ kʰoːi²⁴ luk³¹ kʰoi²² kʰoːi³⁵ lɔk³¹kʰoːi³⁵ luk³³ 

kʰɯi³⁵ lok̚⁵⁵kʰʊːi²⁴ 

to ride 骑  *khu̥i   B1 kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰii²¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰwi¹¹ kʰi¹² kʰwai¹¹ kʰui²² 

feather 羽毛 
*khu̥ɯn;  
(*phɯn ) A1 (A1) pʰʷa²⁴ kʰuan²⁴nʷɔk³³ kʰuan²⁴nɔk³³ kʰwan²⁴ kʰɔn¹⁴ kʰwan²⁴ kʰwan²⁴

nɔk³³
kʰʷan²⁴
nʷɔk³³ kʰuan³⁵nɔk³³ kʰɔn³⁵, 

kʰʷon²⁴nɑːk³⁴ kʰɔn³⁵ kʰuːn²⁴ 

needle 针 *khie̥m   A1 cʰam²⁴ mak²²cʰam²⁴ cʰam²⁴ mak³³cʰam¹¹ cʰam¹⁴ mak³¹cʰjɛm²⁴ cʰam²⁴ mak³¹ cʰam²² cʰam³⁵ cʰaːm³⁵ kʰim³⁵ kʰɪm²⁴ 

Similarly to the unaspirated velar oral plosive, this aspirated velar oral plosive Proto-Tai initial also has become palatalized before front vowels in Nong Zhuang, 
but not in Min Zhuang, though we have only one example here (“needle”).  (PT *kr- and *khr- initials also palatalized in Nong Zhuang.)  Another word, 
“eggplant,” was reconstructed by Li as *khɯa A1, but in all Min and Nong Zhuang locations our data shows an unaspirated reflex with tones consistent with A1 
in Nong Zhuang, though the Min Zhuang reflex shows an A1 tone: 
 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

eggplant 茄子 
*khɯa  (*lɯ̥uk ”child”+;  
mak + Cl. for fruit) 

A1 (D2L+; 
D1L) kɯ³³ lɔk³³kɯ⁵⁵ lɔk³³kɯ³³ lɔk³³kɯ²² maak²¹kɯɯ⁴⁴ 

= “brinjal” mak¹¹kɯ³³ lɔk³³kɯ³³ luk³¹ kw³³ lok³¹kɯ³³ lɔk²²kɯ³³ mak¹¹ lɔk³³ 
kɯ³⁵ n.d. 

Therefore, we are not sure whether these forms reflect a different etymon than Li’s or whether the Proto-Tai form was perhaps not aspirated (and thus an A2 tone). 

PT *g-, PCT *g- (Li 1977, §10.3) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

salty 咸 *gem   A2 cam³³ ʔdaŋ¹¹ cam³³, ʔdɑŋ¹¹ ʔdaŋ¹¹ ʔdaŋ²¹ cam³³ ʔdaŋ¹¹, cam³³ cam³³ ʔdaŋ¹¹  cam³⁵, ʔdɑŋ¹² kʰan¹¹ kʰan²² 

crooked 曲，弯曲 *go   A2 ko³³ kʰɔ²⁴ kʰo²⁴ kʰit³³kʰɔ²⁴ kʰoo¹⁴ kʰo²⁴cio⁵⁵ kʰo²⁴ kau³³ kʰo³³ ʔut⁵⁵ko³³ kɯt³³ko²² kɔt̚⁵⁵ 

narrow 窄 *gap; *gɛp   D2S; D2L kap³³ kap³³ kap³³  kap³³ kap⁴⁴ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ kap⁵⁵ kap̚⁵⁵ 
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From the small set of data available to us, it appears that Li’s PT *g takes several forms in Nong Zhuang: c- (possibly before front vowels), and k- elsewhere, 
similar to PT *k-.  Although the aspirated reflexes for “crooked” appear as though they could descend from Li’s reconstruction *go A2, in addition to the 
unexpected aspiration, most of these forms also show a tonal reflex consistent with A1 (voiceless series) rather than A2.  Thus, we suspect that the aspirated 
forms are not from the PT etymon but actually from a medieval Chinese form of the lexeme 曲, “crooked.”  Min Zhuang shows a reflex of k- for this PT initial. 

PT *ŋ-, PCT *ŋ- (Li 1977, §10.4) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

branch; twig 树枝  *ŋa   B2 ŋo³¹ mei⁵⁵ ŋɔ³¹mɛi⁵⁵ ŋa³¹mai⁵³ ŋa³¹mei⁴⁵ ŋaa³¹may⁵⁵ ŋa³¹mei⁵⁵ ŋa³¹mɛi⁵⁵ ŋɔ⁵³ mai³³ ŋa³¹ mai⁵³ ŋa³¹mei⁵³ ŋa³¹mai⁵⁵ ŋa²² 

easy  容易 *ŋai   B2 tei¹¹ʔdai²² ŋaːi³¹ ŋɑːi³, hoŋ³³a³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaay³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ hʷɔk⁵⁵ ʔdai²² ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ 
shadow 
(human) 影子 (人的) *ŋau   A2 ŋau³³ ti²⁴ŋou³³ ti²⁴ŋau³³ ti²⁴ŋau³³ ŋaw⁴⁴ ŋau³³ ŋəɤ³³ ti²² ŋau³³ ŋau³³ lok²² ŋʌu³³ ŋau³³ ŋau⁵⁵ 

silver 银子 *ŋən    A2 ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan⁴⁴ ŋam³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋən³³ ŋɘn⁵⁵ 

snake 蛇 *ŋɯ̥u   A2 ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti³³ŋo³³ ti³³ŋu³³ ŋuu⁴⁴ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²² ŋu³³ ti³³ ŋu³³ ti²²ŋuː³³ ŋu³³ ŋu⁵⁵ 
to boil for a 
long time 熬(酒) *ŋau (ECJ) C2 ŋau⁵⁵ ŋau⁵⁵ (lau³³) ŋaːu³³ (lau³³) ŋaːu⁴⁴ (lau³³) ŋaw⁴⁴ ŋaːo⁵⁵ (lau²²) ŋau⁵⁵ ŋaːu³³ (lau³³) ʔam¹¹ 

(lau²²) naŋ¹¹ (lau²²) θeo³⁵ θɪːu²⁴ 

In addition to the velar nasal phoneme *ŋ- posited by Li, Luo has also posited a preglottalized form *ʔŋ- for Proto-Tai (1997:302).  However, he only lists a single 
example, glossed “child, baby,” and his data from half a dozen Taic languages do not all show corresponding tonal reflexes.   

PT *hŋ-, PCT * hŋ- (Li 1977, §10.5) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to yawn 打哈欠 *hŋau   A1 ʔa³³pak³¹ ʔa³³pak¹¹  ŋa²⁴ŋap³¹ ŋaaw¹⁴ŋaap³¹ ɕaŋ²⁴ŋap³¹ ŋa²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔa³³ pak³¹ ʔa²² hɛm³¹ a²²ham³¹ haːu³⁵ lum³³ haːu²⁴lʊm⁵⁵ 

gums 齿龈 *hŋɯak   D1L ŋɯk¹¹ fan⁴⁴ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹fan³³ ŋɤk²¹fan⁴⁴ kɔk⁵⁵fən³³ ŋɯk¹¹, kwɔk³³fan²² kʷak⁵⁵ fan³³ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹³ hɯk¹¹ hɯːk̚²² 

We only have two items for this PT initial, and these forms do not show cognate forms in all locations.  Li wrote of PT * hŋ-, “the voiceless nasal is represented in 
the modern dialects by ŋ- or h-, but the dialects are not consistent in having either ŋ- or h- throughout” (Li 1977:205).  With the data we do have, it appears that 
Nong Zhuang shows a reflex of ŋ- for this PT initial whereas Min Zhuang shows a reflex of h-. 
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PT *x-, PCT *kh- (Li 1977, §10.6) 

English Ch. PT 
Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

white 白 *xau   A1 kʰau²⁴ kʰauː²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaaw¹⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²² kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu²⁴ 

bitter 苦 *xem   A1 kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴, kʰɯn¹¹ kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ kʰum³⁵ kʰʊm²⁴ 

to bite  咬 *xep   D1S kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔap⁵⁵ kʰɔp¹¹ kʰɔːp̚²² 

to enter 进入 *xəu   C1 pai²⁴ti⁵⁵ kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² ʔɔk¹¹ kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰou²² mɔ³³ ti¹¹ ti³³ tun¹¹ mɯ³³ kʰau²² ma³³ kʰau²² ma³³ kʰau³³ 

rice 饭 (大
米) 

*xəu C1  kʰau²²  kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²², moi³³ 
(“cooked rice”)

kʰöu³³θan²⁴, mʊːi⁵⁵ 
(“cooked rice”)

knee 膝盖 *xou   B1 tʰu²⁴ kʰou¹¹ tʰu²⁴ 
kʰəu¹¹ tʰu²⁴ kʰau¹¹ tʰu²⁴ kʰəu¹¹ thuu¹⁴ kʰaw²¹ tʰu²⁴ kʰau tʰu²⁴ kʰəu¹¹ tʰu²⁴kʰau¹¹ tʰuo³⁵ kʰau¹¹ tʰo²⁴ kʰau¹² tʰo³⁵kʰaːu¹¹ tʰu²⁴kʰau²² 

to dig 挖 *xut   D1S ʔou²² kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰau³³, pɯt⁵⁵ baak²¹, kʰaw⁵⁵, 
kʰut⁵⁵ kʰwət⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰuət⁵⁵ ʔbɯt³³ ʔbɯt³³ kʰut³³ wa²⁴  (cf. Ch. 挖) 

green 绿 *xiau A1 lɔk³³  
(cf. Ch. ) cʰiu²⁴ lɔak³³,  

lɔɑk³³cʰiu²⁴ lɔk³³, cʰiu²² lɔk⁴⁴ cʰio²⁴, lɔk³³ lɔk³³, 
cʰiou²⁴ cʰio³³ lɔk³³, cʰieu³⁵ lɔk³³, 

cʰeɑu³⁵ lɔk³³ ɕɪŋ²⁴; kʰeːu²⁴ 
dry 
(clothes) 

干 (干的 
衣服） 

*xe/ɛɯ   B1 cʰou²² kʰaɯ¹¹, 
cʰu²² 

kʰaɯ¹¹,  
cʰɑu²² kʰaɯ¹¹, cʰo²² kʰaɰ²¹,  

cʰoo²² kʰəɯ¹¹ cʰo³³ cʰo²² kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰəɯ¹¹, 
cʰau²² xau²² haːu³³ 

excrement, 
fecesa 粪, 屎 *xei  C1 cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰii²² cʰiʔ²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² kʰi²² kʰi³³ 

guest 客人 *xɛk   D1L pʰu²²t ɕʰiak¹¹ pʰu²² 
cʰiak¹¹ pʰu²² cʰiɛk¹¹ pʰu²⁴ cʰʲɛk¹¹ (pʰuu²²) cʰɛk²¹ pʰɯ²² cʰɛk¹¹ pʰu²² cʰiak¹¹ pʰu²² cʰiak¹¹ pʰu²² cʰiɛk¹¹ pʰu³³ cʰʲak¹² kən³³ kʰek¹¹ kʰeːk̚²² 

ginger 姜 *xiŋ   A1 cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ kʰiŋ³⁵ kʰɪŋ²⁴ 
aWhen used as manure, the word pʰɯn¹¹ is used in most Nong locations. 

As can be seen from the large selection of data presented above, the PT phoneme *x is quite prolific.  Li writes that “this voiceless fricative has merged with 
Proto-Tai *kh- in most SW and CT dialects (see 10.2), but is represented by h- in most NT dialects, occasionally ɣ- or v- in some Pu-i dialects.  The NT dialects 
then are crucial in determining whether the Proto-Tai consonant is *kh- or *x-” (Li 1997:207).  Li believed that the merger with *kh- had already occurred by the 
point of Proto Central Tai.  Therefore, like PT *kh- (above), PT *x- was subject to the same palatalization process.  In our data above, we see that most of the 
forms which are now palatalized stops in Nong Zhuang have a high front vowel following.  All Nong locations show a palatalized stop intial reflex for the word 
glossed as “dry,” reconstructed by Li as *xe/ɛɯ B1, although the following vowel is not a high front vowel.  Possibly, this word did have a high front vowel at 
one time in its development which conditioned the palatalization of the plosive; however, a different form, which retains the velar stop, is also known for this 
word in about half the Nong locations, and this velar initial form shows the expected tonal reflex for B1, whereas, the palatalized form shows a reflex consistent 
with C1.  The Min Zhuang form for this word is xau²², which at first glance seems to come from Li’s PT form *xe/ɛɯ B1, as it looks so similar, but the tone is not 
consistent, and the intial of [x] would indicate that the PT initial sound *x- somehow skipped the development into PCT *kh- seen in all other words.  Therefore, 
we conclude that the palatalized forms in Nong and this Min Zhuang must have developed from a different, albeit similar looking, form from that which Li 
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reconstructed, probably with a C1 tone.  Min Zhuang forms for PCT *kh- did not undergo the palatalization process; therefore, Min Zhuang reflexes for PT *x-, 
as with PT *kh-, are kʰ- without exception. 

PT *ɣ-, PCT *ɣ- (Li 1977, §10.7) 

English Ch. PT 
Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

evening 晚上 *ɣam B2 caŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caaŋ¹⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ xən³³, caːŋ²⁴ xam³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caŋ²⁴ haːm³¹ caːŋ³⁵ ham³¹ cin³⁵ ham³¹ an²² ham⁵³ ʔan²⁴ 
ham³¹ 

neck 脖子 *ɣɔ   A2 kʰa²⁴ ho³³ kɔ²²xoː³³ kɔk³³ho²² kɔk³³xoː³³ hoo⁴⁴, kɔk⁶hoo⁴ kɔk⁵⁵ho³³ kɔ(k)⁵⁵xo³³ ɲiaŋ³³ hɔ³³ kɔk⁵⁵ ho³³ kə⁵⁵hɔː³³ ho³³ ho⁵⁵ 

night 夜 *ɣɯən  A2 caŋ²⁴ han³³ caːŋ²⁴ hən³³ caːŋ²⁴ hɯn³³ caːŋ²⁴ hən³³ hɯn⁴⁴, caaŋ¹⁴
hɯn⁴⁴

pɔŋ³¹ xən³³ (caːŋ²⁴ xən³³ 
= “evening”) caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ poŋ³³ heŋ²² caːŋ³⁵ hɯn³³ ci³⁵hɵn³³, 

cin³⁵hɵn³³ an²² hən³³ ham³¹ 

chin 下巴 *ɣaŋ   A2 kaːŋ³³ taɯ²²kaːŋ³³ taɯ²²kaːŋ³³ taɯ²²kaːŋ³³ taɰ²²kaaŋ⁴⁴ təɯ²²kaːŋ³³ taɯ²²kaːŋ³³ ʔtəɯ²⁴ kaːŋ³³ taɯ kaːŋ³³ kaːŋ³³, kɑːŋ³³
ʔdəɯ²² kaːŋ³³ kaːŋ⁵⁵ 

person 人 *ɣon  A2 ti³³kʷan³³ ti²⁴kɔn³³ ti²⁴kɔan³³ ti³³kɔən³³ kɔn⁴⁴ kwan³³, kɔːn³³ kʷɔːn³³ ti²² kʷɔn³³ kɔːn³³ kɔn³³ kən³³ kɘn⁵⁵ 

gold 金子 *ɣam   A2 cim²⁴ cim²⁴ cim²⁴ cim³⁵ cim¹⁴ cim²⁴ cim²⁴   cim³⁵ cim³⁵⁴ kim³⁵ kɪm²⁴ 

Of PT *ɣ-, Li writes: “This voiced velar fricative has fallen together in a number of dialects with PT *g-...however, in some SW, CT and NT dialects there are 
traces of distinction from PT *g-...Among the CT dialects, it generally yields k-, merging with k- from *g-; but Tay has kh- and T'ienpao has j- (or v- before 
rounded vowels) for *ɣ, and k- for *g....It must be assumed that this distinction between *ɣ and *g must have been kept in the Proto-SW, the Proto-CT, and the 
Proto-NT” (Li 1977:214).  Nong appears to be another CT dialect which has traces of distinction from PT *g- remaining, in that while PT *g- resulting in velar 
stop or palatal stop reflexes, probably according to the nature of the following vowel, here we see a divide between a velar stop or a uvular (or velar) fricative, as 
well as a possible palatal stop, if our one example, “gold,” in fact, developed from the PT form, rather than being a Chinese loan more recent that the Proto-Tai 
period.  (The PT form is one of a number of PT reconstructions that are almost certainly related to the Chinese forms, as Li himself acknowledged; and we have 
no other examples with a high front vowel in our dataset.)  At this point, we are not sure of the conditions for the split between the k- and h- reflexes, but as it is 
consistently the same lexemes showing k- versus those showing h- in both Nong and Min Zhuang, it appears to be relatively early in the development of the 
Central Taic languages.2930 

                                                      
2930In contrast, for example, to the palatalization of the velar stops, which regularly takes place in Nong, but never in Min Zhuang, therefore seemingly a later development in Nong after the separation 
from Min Zhuang. 
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3.4.10 Velar Clusters in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 11) 

PT *kl-, PCT *kl- (Li 1977, §11.1) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
rice seedling 秧苗 *kla  C1 ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² caa²² caʔ²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² tʃa²² tɕa³³ 

drum (noun) 鼓 *klɔŋ   A1 kəŋ³¹ an²² cuɔːŋ²⁴ an²⁴ coaŋ²⁴ an²² coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ an²² coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ naŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ an³³coŋ³⁵, 
cʷɑŋ³⁵⁴ toːŋ³⁵ tɕoːŋ²⁴ 

far 远 *kləi   A1 kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kay¹⁴ kei²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kwai³⁵ kei³⁵ tʃai³⁵ tɕai²⁴ 

to swallow 吞 *klɛn (*ʔdɯəm) A1 (B1) kən⁵⁵ ʔdəŋ³³ koŋ⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kən⁵⁵ kɯn⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kɩn⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kɯn⁵³, 
ʔdɯn²²; ʔom³⁵ ʔdɯn³⁵ ʔdɘn²⁴ 

salt 盐 *klɯo   A1 kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯɯ¹⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²² kɯ³⁵ kɯ³⁵ tʃɯ³⁵ tɕɯ²⁴ 

banana 香蕉 *kluai   C1 mak¹¹ 
to²²loŋ⁵⁵ mak¹¹kuːi²² mak¹¹koi²² mak¹¹kuːi²² maak²¹

kuy²²
kui²²naŋ³¹, 
mak¹¹kui²²

mak¹¹
kuːi²²

mak¹¹
to²²loŋ⁵⁵   maːk¹¹

koːi²² tʃoːi³³ tɕʊːi³³ 

The PT *kl cluster has developed in interesting ways in Nong and Min Zhuang.  Li wrote of this cluster, “Among the CT dialects, there may be some dialects such as 
Lung-an in Kwangsi province which preserve this cluster, but the details are not known.  Most CT dialects have -j- for -l-, except before high vowels i, u (w), and ï, 
where the -j- is dropped, and often the resultant kj- is further palatalized to č-” (Li 1977: 220).  In our Nong data, we see roughly half of the examples have undergone 
the palatalization process noted for other velar PT initials (above), though without any diachronic or synchronic evidence of a following front vowel.  The word 
glossed as “drum,” PT *klɔŋ A1, is palatalized in all Nong locations except, possibly, at Milewan (to the west of the Nong area), where a velar stop remains.  Though 
the coda looks similar to Li’s PT form, this word possibly descends from a different etymon, as the tonal reflex is not consistent with an A1 tone.  Other PT *kl- 
words show a Nong reflex of a simple unaspirated voiceless stop, as we might expect.  Min Zhuang, on the other hand, shows an alveolar stop for all cognate 
reflexes, except for that of “drum,” which is an alveolar stop.  In simple velar initials, we saw no fronting of the velars in Min Zhuang.  We should note that Li 
himself considered at least some of the words he assigned to this initial sound to be “doubtful examples.” 

PT *kr-, PCT *khr- (Li 1977, §11.2) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
near 近 *krəɯ   C1 caɯ²² cʰaɯ³³ cʰaɯ³³ cʰəɯ³³ cʰaɰ²² cʰəɯ²² coɯ²², cʰoɯ²² cʰəɯ³³ caɯ³³ cəɯ²² tʃaɯ²² tɕaɯ³³ 
to snore 打鼾 *kru̥ɯn   A1 cʰiɛn²² cʰu¹¹ ɲi³³ ciɛn²⁴ ɲe³³ ciɛn²⁴ nuːn³³ cən²⁴ can¹⁴, non⁴⁴can¹⁴ ciɛn²⁴ ciːɛn²⁴ cʰiɛn³³ ʔtaːŋ²²  nɔːn³³ ciɛn³⁵ cʲɛn³⁵ tɯn³⁵ tɕɘn²⁴ 

Though we only have two example words for the PT *kr- cluster, they are adequate to demonstrate the irregular aspiration that developed from this cluster, which 
Li, once again, accurately noted from his observation of other Taic languages30: 31“Some SW and CT dialects tend to aspirate the k- on account of the following r- 
so that we have actually khj-, čh-, š-, etc., in the modern dialects, but it is not regularly carried out in all words” (1977:225).  As can be seen from the above data, 

                                                      
3031Recall that Li did not have any Central Taic data from Yunnan province available to him, according to his introduction (1977:14–23). 
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in Nong, both the aspirated palatalized stop and non-aspirated palatalized stop appear as reflexes in various locations without a consistent pattern across Nong 
locations (e.g. WS/MLW has aspirated “to snore” but not aspirated “near” whereas YS/KX, GN/BH, MG/XZ, wjg/wn, MLP/JD has done the opposite, GN/SFZ 
and GN/XGN aspirate neither, WS/LHL aspirates both, and XC/GJ has both aspirated and non-aspirated forms for “near”).  Min Zhuang also shows two different 
reflexes, similar to those for PT *kl- an alveolar affricate for “near” but a simple alveolar dental for “to snore” (neither is aspirated). 

PT *khl-; *khr- PCT *khl-; *khr-, *xr- (Li 1977, §11.3; 11.4) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

spider 蜘蛛 *khlaaŋ A1 piŋ³¹ ti²² 
cʰai¹¹ cʰoŋ²⁴ cʰaːu²⁴ cʰoŋ¹¹ cʰaːu²⁴ cʰoŋ²¹ cʰaaw¹⁴ cʰoŋ¹¹cʰaːu²⁴ ti²²cʰai¹¹, cʰoŋ²² 

cʰau²⁴   miɛ³¹ cʰiŋ¹¹ 
cʰaːu³⁵ cʰiŋ³³ cʰaːu³⁵ ci³⁵ ðaːu³⁵ tɕi⁵⁵ɹa̝ːu²⁴ 

sick 病 *khləi  C1 bən³³ 
cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰei²² cʰay²² cʰei²² cʰɛi²² ban³³ cʰai⁵⁵ cʰai²² cʰei²² piŋ⁴² (cf. Ch. 病) pɪŋ⁵³ 

hard 
(stiff) 硬 *khlɛŋ   A1 ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲaap²¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ kʲen¹¹ kɛːn²² 

                
egg 蛋 *khrəi   B1 cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰay²¹cay²¹ cʰɛi¹¹ cʰɛi²¹ an³³ cʰai¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰei¹² ðai¹¹, ðɛi¹¹ ɹa̝i²² 

Of the PT cluster *khl-, Li wrote: “For the CT dialects, the development is irregular, either khj-, h-, š-, or s-, either dialect doublets or under the influence of the 
following vowel” (1977:226).  Here we see palatalization for our two examples for which we have cognates in Nong Zhuang, but Min Zhuang shows an 
interdental fricative reflex for the only item that seems to correspond to a *khl- reconstruction.  (The Min form for “hard” kʲen¹¹ does not appear to be cognate 
with Li’s *khlɛŋ, as both the coda and tones do not match the expected reflexes.)  Li considered the development of PT cluster *khr- to be similar to that of *khl- 
(1977:228), and in the single example in our dataset, we find such to be true for both Nong and Min Zhuang, with an aspirated palatal stop reflex for Nong but an 
interdental fricative for Min. 

PT *gl-; *gr-, PCT *gl-; *gr- (Li 1977, §11.5; 11.6) 

 English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/B
L 

np/dg
l 

to crawl (on 
ground) 爬 (在地上爬) *glu̥an   A2 can³³

i¹¹na³¹ can⁵⁵ can⁵⁵ vaːi⁵⁵ caːn³³ caan⁴⁴, caan⁴⁴  
vaay⁴⁴pay¹⁴ can³³ can³³ ca³³ caːn³³ waːi³³ caːn³³ waːi³³ pan³³ ɹa̝ːn⁵⁵ 

                               

pestle 杵 *gru̥ok D1L (D2S) sak¹¹
cʷɔk³³

ʔdam²², 
sak¹¹ʔdɔːi¹¹ sak¹¹  θak¹¹  saak²¹ lɔŋ⁴⁴ θak¹¹mei⁵⁵ sak¹¹, tam³⁵   toŋ³³ (an²⁴) cok⁵⁵ ʔdɔk³³ tam²⁴ 

to want, to 
desire 想要 *grəɯ B2 nɯ³¹ʔau²⁴ nəŋ³³ʔau²⁴ nɯ³¹ʔau²⁴ nɯ³¹ʔau²⁴ ʔaw¹⁴, ŋɤɤ⁴⁴ θɔn³³ʔau²⁴ nɯ³¹ ʔou²⁴ mi³³ au²² ʔau³⁵ nɯ²²ʔau³⁵, 

swɑn²²ʔɑu²⁴ naɯ³¹ ʔau²⁴ 

Although our data is scarce for these two voiced velar PT clusters, the data that we do have shows a palatal stop reflex for *gl- and a /s/ ([θ]) reflex for *gr- in 
Nong.  It is harder to determine if the Min Zhuang forms are cognates, though they could be, as the codas and tonal reflexes are consistent with the PT 
reconstructions.  The last item, glossed “to want”  or “to desire,” at first glance doesn’t appear cognate, with a nasal initial, but the coda and tonal reflex are 
consistent with Li’s reconstructed form (*grəɯ B2) in most areas, so this may be another reflex of the PT *gr- cluster. 
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PT * ŋl/r-, PCT *ŋ- (Li 1977, §11.7) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
kapok tree  
(Ceiba 
pentandra) 

木棉树 
*ŋliw (Luo 1997); 
*məi ”tree”+ 
*fai ”cotton” 

C2; 
C2+C1 pʰai²² mæi⁵⁵ 

pʰai²² 
(mak¹¹) 
pʰaːi²² 

mei⁴⁵ðiao⁴⁵, 
mei⁴⁵pʰai²² 

pʰaay¹⁴ðɛw⁵⁵, 
may⁵⁵ðew⁵⁵ 

pʰaːi²²mei⁵⁵, 
mei⁵⁵pʰaːi²² mɛi⁵⁵ ʑiau⁵⁵ mai⁵⁵ pʰaːi²⁴ n.d. mei⁵³pʰaːi²², 

pʰɑːi²²mei⁵³ 
(pʰaːi²²) mai⁵⁵ 
ðeːo⁵³ n.d. 

Li himself had only one example for this word “sesame,” which was regrettably not included in our wordlist, though Zhang et al. (1999) lists the Nong form as 
[ŋa³³].  Fortunately, we do have a word whose PT intial Luo (1997) has proposed as also belong to this PT cluster, “kapok (ceiba).”3132The Nong responses to the 
Chinese gloss alternated between a form composed of “tree/wood” + “cotton” (or “fruit” + “cotton” at GB/BH) or another form with an initial sound of /ð/ ([ʑ] in 
Xichou) for both Nong and Min Zhuang.  (There may have been some confusion over the exact referent for “木棉树.”  A literal translation of the Chinese word 
would be “wood/tree” + “cotton” + “tree,” but in Maguan Xizhai we were told that mei⁴⁵ðiao⁴⁵ and mei⁴⁵pʰai²² are two different species of tree, not the same tree.  
In retrospect, it would have been best to present participants with a photo of the Ceiba pentandra tree, or at least its product, but we did not have either at the time 
of elicitation.)  It is unlikely that the Nong and Min ð- initial forms are cognate with Luo’s form for “kapok” as the initial is not nasalized (whereas “sesame” in 
Nong retains the velar nasal), but the tone reflexes are consistent with a C2 toneme that Luo predicts for this form, so we leave that conclusion up to the reader. 

PT *xr-, PCT *xr- (Li 1977, §11.8) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

ear 耳
朵 

*xrɯ̥u  (*ʔbəɯ 
+ “leaf”) A1 (A1+) cʰu²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴cʰu²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴cʰu²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴cʰu²⁴ baɰ¹⁴chuu¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴cʰu²⁴ ʔbɯ²⁴cʰu²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴

cʰu²⁴
ʔbaɯ¹¹
cʰu³⁵ ʔbeɯ³⁵cʰu³⁵ an³⁵ðu³⁵, 

ʔbɑɯ²⁴ðu²⁴ ɹu̝²⁴ 

six 六 *xrok   D1S cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰuɔk⁵⁵ cʰoak⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ ðɔk¹¹ ɹɔ̝k̚²² 
laugh, to 笑 *xrua   A1 kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰuu¹⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²² kʰo³⁵ kʰo³⁵ ðo³⁵ ɹu̝²⁴ 

In Nong and Min Zhuang, words that result from PT *xr- appear to have developed similarly to those from PT *khr- and *khl-, just as Li describes: “In the CT 
dialects, it merges with *khr- and *khl- and is represented by h-, kh-, khj-, s-, or š- according to dialects probably under the influence of the following vowel” 
(1977:233).  Like with *khr- and khl- we see a Nong reflex of cʰ- and a Min reflex of ð-.  For the word glossed as “to laugh,” the Nong forms are not velar rather 
than palatal.  Though all of our data for *khr- and *khl- showed palatalized reflexes, with such few data it is quite possible that not all forms for those clusters, 
like this form from the *xr- cluster, underwent palatalization, so kʰ- may well remain an additional Nong reflex for all three clusters.  

                                                      
3132A kapok is a tropical tree, Ceiba pentandra, which has a cotton-like fibrous substance surrounding its seeds which can be used for stuffing cushions, etc. 
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3.4.11 Labio-Velar Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 12) 

PT *kw-, PCT *kw- (Li 1977, §12.1) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

wide 宽 *kwaŋ   C1 kaŋ⁴⁴ kaːŋ²², laːŋ³¹ kaːŋ²² kaːŋ²², laːŋ³¹ kaaŋ²² kʷaːŋ²², laːŋ³¹ kaːŋ²², laːŋ³¹ kaŋ⁵⁵ kʷaːŋ²² kʷaːŋ²², lɑːŋ³¹ kwaːŋ²² kuaːŋ³³ 
deer 鹿 *kwaŋ  A1 caŋ⁵⁵ ti²² caːŋ⁵⁵ ti²⁴kaːŋ²⁴, 

ti²⁴cɑːŋ⁵⁵ ti³³kaːŋ²⁴ tii⁴⁴kaaŋ¹⁴, 
tii⁴⁴naan⁵⁵

ti²²caŋ⁵⁵; ti²²ɟəŋ²⁴;
ti²²kʷaːŋ²⁴ ti²²kaŋ²⁴ ti²² kaːŋ¹¹ ti³³ kʷaːŋ³⁵ ti²²jɯl³⁵, ti²²kʷɑŋ³⁵⁴; 

ti²²mɑ³³lu²² (cf. Ch. 马鹿) nan⁵⁵ kuaŋ²⁴ 

For the labio-velar cluster PT *kw- we see reflexes of k- and kw- in Nong locations and kw- in our single cognate example from Min Zhuang.  Generally speaking, the 
labialization appears to be retained in the more eastern Nong areas (Malipo and eastern Guangnan Counties), as well as in Min Zhuang. (Of course, only shared 
innovations, not shared retentions, are of interest in studying the history of these languages, so the fact that both Min and some Nong areas have retained labialization 
here does not indicate a longer period of shared innovation between Eastern Nong and Min Zhuang.)  While it is possible that the palatal stop initial forms for “deer” in 
WS/MLW, YS/KX, and MLP/JD also are cognate, the tone reflexes reflect the C2 tone rather than A1 and, at least for speakers at MLP/JD, these are not true synonyms, 
as they represent different species of deer. 3233 

PT *khw-, PCT *khw- (Li 1977, §12.2) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
right (side) 右（边） *khwa   A1 miɛn²²θa²⁴ paːi³¹sa²⁴ piŋ³³sa²⁴ paːi³¹θa²⁴ saa¹⁴ moŋ³³θa²⁴, hɛn³³θa²⁴ sa²⁴ paːi³¹ θa²² paːi³¹ sa³⁵ sa³⁵ θa³⁵ θa²⁴ 

Li only provided four example words for PT *khw-, “right side,” “pellmell, in disorder, crossed,” “to cross, twisted,” and “vast, broad.” The only one of these for 
which we have data from all locations, “right side” (*khwa A1), does appear to be cognate with the Nong and Min forms, which have initials of /s/ (with another 
allophone of [θ]), with a consistent coda and tone.  Interestingly, though Li writes, “In the CT dialects, it is also kept as khw-” (1977:237), in his example for 
Lungchow, the form is ɬaa A1.  The alveolar lateral fricative is the corresponding phoneme to Nong’s /s/ (or /θ/), so it appears that the simplification of this 
cluster to an alveolar fricative occurred relatively early in Central Taic development.  The item “vast, broad” appears to be a loanword from the Chinese 广 and is 
neither in our wordlist nor in that of Zhang et al. (1999).  The Northwestern Nong pronunciation for this word isː [kwaːŋ³³] (PT *khwaaŋ A1), which is not 
aspirated and is similar to the local Southwestern Mandarin pronunciation.  The remaining two items appear to be derivations from the same root; Li's only 
examples were in Siamese and these differed only by toneme.  The Northwestern Nong pronunciation for “twisted, crossed” (“扭曲的、扭转的”) is [kʰʷai²²].  

PT *gw-, PCT *gw- (Li 1977, §12.3) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to throw 扔 *gwVVŋ (Luo 1997) B2 fiɛt⁵⁵ pəŋ⁵⁵ vit⁵⁵, viaŋ³¹ veŋ³¹ veŋ³¹, saw³¹ veŋ³¹,viɛŋ³¹ vieŋ³¹ fit⁵⁵ viɛŋ³¹ viaŋ³¹, ʔdɯ³³; ʔiɑŋ³¹; ʔdeo³³ ʔeːo²², ʔeu⁵³ liu⁵⁵; wɪt̚⁵⁵; 
ʋeŋ³¹ 

                                                      
3233MLP/JD wordlist’s ti²²caŋ⁶⁶  means “a deer with large, straight horns”, ti²²ɟəŋ²⁴  is “a deer with branching horns”, and ti²²kwaːŋ²⁴ is “a spotted deer.”  Again, it would have been preferable to have equipped 
ourselves with photographs of southeast Asian deer species in order to match Latin species names with each Nong word, but we did not have such a tool at the time. 
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Our sole example for the voiced labio-velar PT cluster *gw- is the word glossed “to throw” which Luo has identified as resulting from *gw- with a B2 tone.  In 
Nong Zhuang this normally has a reflex of v- in locations where a cognate form was elicited, though YS/KX’s pəŋ⁵⁵ may also be cognate, though the tone is 
consistent with C2 rather than B2.  We have no cognate Min Zhuang form.  (The forms beginning in a voiced or voiceless labial fricative and ending in an oral 
alveolar stop appear not to be cognate, as the tonal reflexes are not consistent with B2.)  Other Nong Zhuang words probably resulting from this PT initial 
include: “to search for” [kʰa²⁴], [caː²ʔ⁴] (from *gwaa C2, Li 1977:239); “late in walking, walking awkwardly” [kʷɛ³³] (used of a three- or four-year-old child who 
still cannot walk well, probably from “lame” *gwɛɛ A2, Li 1977:239).  Assuming these latter two are true cognates with the *gw- forms, then we have potential 
Nong reflexes of v-, kʰ, c- and kʷ- for this reflex.  With such little data, no conclusion can be reached about the development of this PT intial. 

PT *ŋw-, PCT *ŋw- (Li 1977, §12.4) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

yesterday 昨天 
*ŋwan (+*ŋwən 
“day”) A2 (A2) ŋo³¹ wan³³ wan³³ŋa³³, 

van³³ŋa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ ham³¹ŋaa⁴⁴ xɔn³³ŋʷa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ wan³³ ŋɔ²² wan³³ 
wa³³ 

hɔːn³³waː³³, 
hɔːn³³vɑː³³ van³³ŋʷã³³ wan⁵⁵wa⁵⁵ 

day (24 hours) 天，日子 *ŋwən A2 wan³³ wan³³hən³³ wan³³ wan³³hən³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³, xɔn³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ hɔːn³³niː³³, 
hɔːn³³luː³¹ hən³³van³³ wan⁵⁵ 

cow 牛（黄牛） *ŋwua   A2 mo³³ ti²²mo³³ ti³³mɔ³³ waːi³³hɛn³³, 
ti²²mo³³ tii⁴moo⁴ ti²²mɔ³³ ti²²mɔ³³ ti²² mɔ³³ ti³³ mɔ³³ ti²²mɔː³³ mɔ³³ mo⁵⁵ 

For the nasal labio-velar PT initial we have two different reflexes in both Nong and Min Zhuang: ŋ- and w- in Nong and ŋʷ- and v- in Min.  Though the Nong 
form for “yesterday” does not closely resemble Li’s reconstruction *ŋwan A2, the tonal reflex is consistent and the Min Zhuang form shows both a nasal labio-
velar onset with a nasalized coda.  The Nong and Min forms for “cow” do not appear to be cognate with this root, although the tonal reflexes do match a C2 tone. 

PT *xw-, PCT *khw- (Li 1977, §12.5) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
pants 裤子 *xwa   B1 kʰa¹¹ koŋ⁵⁵kʰa¹¹ koŋ³³kʰa¹¹ koŋ⁵⁵kʰa¹¹ kʰaa²¹, kuŋ⁴kʰaa² koŋ³³kʰʷa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ koŋ³³ kʰa¹¹ kʰʷa¹¹ koŋ³³kʰʷa¹¹, koŋ³³kʰoɑ¹¹ kʰʷa¹¹ kʰua²² 

Though we’ve only a single example word for PT *xw- the reflex in both Nong and Min Zhuang is consistently an aspirated velar stop, labialized in eastern Nong 
locations as well as Min Zhuang.  While this pattern of retention of labialization in eastern Nong and Min Zhuang is not surprising given the data for PT *kw-, it 
is interesting that here we see a retention of the aspirated velar fricative, whereas for PT *khw- we see an alveolar reflex.  Were this single example for PT *khw- 
is representative of that cluster’s development, this would seem to indicate that PT *khw- and PT *xw- could not have merged into the same phoneme at the point 
of Proto Central Tai, but instead remained separate phonemes in PCT, as they remain in Nong and Min. However, although we do not have other data for this PT 
initial from all locations, we do have the following Northwestern Nong examples, which show an unaspirated initial:  “axe” [kʷaːn²⁴] (*xwaan A1, Li 1977:240), 
“to suspend, to hang” [kʷeːn²⁴] (*xwɛɛn A1). 
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3.4.12 Laryngeal Initials in Nong and Min Zhuang (Li 1977, ch. 13) 

PT *ʔ-, PCT *ʔ- (Li 1977, §13.1) 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to open 开 (门) *ʔa   C1 kʰai²⁴ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa³³ ʔaː²² ʔaa²², kʰay¹⁴ ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² kʰai³⁵  
(cf. Ch. 开) ʔa³³ 

to count 数  
(动词) 

*ʔan   B1 ʔou²⁴ʔaŋ¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔaan²¹, nap⁴⁴ ʔaːn²² ʔan¹¹ ʔaːŋ¹¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹² θun¹¹ θuːn³³ 
to bathe (in a 
river) 

洗澡 (在
河里面) 

*ʔap   D1L ʔap¹¹ ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔaap²¹taa³¹, 
ʔaap²¹nam⁵⁵ ʔap¹¹taː³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ ta³¹ ʔaːp¹¹ ta³¹ ʔɑːp¹³tɑ³¹; 

ʔam¹³ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta⁵³ θaːu⁵⁵ʔdaŋ²⁴ 

sugar cane 甘蔗 *ʔɔi   C1 ʔoi²² ʔdɔk³³tʰəŋ²⁴ ʔoːi²² (ʔduk³³) ʔoi²² ʔɔy²² ʔoːi²² ʔoːi²² laːŋ²⁴ ʔoi²² oːi²² ʔɔːi²² ʔɔːi²² ʔɔːi³³ 

to cough 咳嗽 *ʔəi   A1 ʔai²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap⁵³ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔay¹⁴ ʔai²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔɛi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔai²⁴ ʔai³⁵ ŋap³¹ ʔaːi³⁵, ʔaː³⁵⁴ŋam³¹ 
“on-going cough” ʔaːi³⁵ ʔai²⁴ 

full; satiated 饱 *ʔim   B1 ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim²¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔiːm¹² ʔiːm¹¹ ʔɪm²² 

warm 暖和 *ʔio̥n   B1 tei¹¹ʔʷun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ðum³¹ ʔun²¹ ʔun¹¹ðum³¹ ʔuən¹¹ ʔuən¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹lum³¹, 
ʔun¹¹tɑu³³hɔ²² tʰau³³ðum³¹ tʰau⁵³ 

palm 手掌 *ʔio̥ŋ   C1 ʔɔŋ²² muŋ³³ pʰa²²muːŋ³³ pʰa²²moŋ³³ pʰa²²muːŋ³³ baat²¹ ʔɔːŋ²²moŋ³³, 
pʰa²²moŋ³³ ʔɔːŋ²²moŋ³³ ʔdəɯ⁵⁵ moŋ³³ ʔɔŋ²² moŋ³³, 

pʰa¹¹ moŋ³³ ʔɔːŋ²²moːŋ³³ pʰa²²mɯ̃³³ pʰa²²mɯ⁵⁵ 

soft, tender 软 *ʔuɔn B1 ʔɔn¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔn²¹, nan², 
ʔɔn²¹nɔn³¹ ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔɔən¹¹, ʔwan¹¹ ʔʷɔn¹¹ ʔoːn¹¹ ʔɔːn¹² ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔoːn²² 

brain 脑子 *ʔuk   D1S ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔoak¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk²¹ ʔɔk¹¹, tʰu²⁴
ʔɔk¹¹ tʰu²⁴ʔɔk¹¹ tɕəɯ²⁴ ʔok¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk⁵⁵aːi³³ ʔok̚⁵⁵ʔaːi²² 

chest 胸脯 *ʔu̥ɯk   D1S ʔak⁵⁵ pa²²ʔak⁵⁵ na³³ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ naa²²ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ nɔ³³ ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ ʔak⁵⁵ na²²ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔək⁵⁵ ʔʊk̚⁵⁵ 

Both Min and Nong Zhuang show evidence of a glottal stop on syllables which otherwise would have a vowel onset, though the glottal stop is often not 
pronounced, and is perhaps elided in fast speech and other situations, as it is not contrastive.  (There are no minimal pairs with vowel headed syllables.)  This PT 
phoneme was important to Li’s PT reconstruction as it enabled him to be able to posit a syllable structure requiring either a simple consonant or consonant cluster 
as the syllable onset:  “This is usually kept in most dialects, although it is not written in the orthography by many authors.  It is often implied by the vowel which 
begins the syllable, thus aa is written for ʔaa.  Because of its influence on the tone, comparable to the pre-glottalized consonants, we must assume a Proto-Tai *ʔ-.  
In other words, syllables in Proto-Tai do not begin with a vowel” (1977:243). 

Though we will deal more extensively with orthography in the next section, as Li brought up the issue of representation of this sound, we will discuss the issue briefly 
here.  As the modern reflexes of this PT sound are not full phonemes, there is no need to represent this sound in the orthography, except perhaps in a few rare 
situations in which a glottal-vowel onset follows a word with the A1 tone (which is not marked in the orthography) and has a simple vowel coda, which could appear 
as a diphthong with the onset vowel of the following syllable.  In these situations, the glottal stop (and syllable break) can be indicated with an apostrophe as is the 
practice in the Hanyu Pinyin Chinese Romanization. 
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PT *h-, PCT *h- (Li 1977, §13.2) 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
five 五 *ha  C1 ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² haa²² ha²² xa²² ha²² ha²² ha²² xa²² ha³³ 
give, to 给 *həɯ   C1 ʔo³³jai⁵⁵ haɯ²² haɯ²² haɯ²² haɰ²² həɯ²² haɯ²² ʔau²²jaːi⁵⁵ haɯ²² həɯ²² hɯ²² hɯ³³ 
yellow 黄 *hen   C1 xeːn²² xien²² heːn²² xien²² hen²² heːn²² xiɛn²² hiɛn³³ xiɛn²² hɛːn²² xeːn²² heːn³³ 
to do 做 *het   D1S hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔak⁵⁵ xɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ xɛt¹¹ hɛt̚⁵⁵ 

In Nong and Min Zhuang, the PT *h- initial remains an /h/ phoneme (sometimes with a velar fricative allophone [x]), as is the case for most modern Taic 
languages according to Li (1977:249). 

3.4.13 Oral final consonants 

It is debatable whether syllable final consonants should be dealt with in a section on consonants (as opposed to vowels), or whether a division between onsets and 
codas (including vowel final and consonant final codas) is a more appropriate reflection of the intrinsic nature of the language.  We have seen how oral consonant 
final syllables behave differently, in terms of tone, than do those ending in a vowel or nasal, and how some Central Taic languages, such as Dai Zhuang, have 
virtually done away with final consonants, the rest of the coda (including tone and nasalization of vowels) being sufficient to maintain lexical distinctions.  But as 
one of our ultimate goals is to work out a viable writing system, as the decision to use the Roman script has already been made by various organs of the Chinese 
government, and as the Roman script is a system that seems to lend itself more to identifying phonemes in terms of vowel and consonant segments than in terms 
of onsets and codas (unlike a syllabic script, for example), 3334we will include final consonants in our analysis of all consonant phonemes, before turning to vowel 
phonemes.   

In terms of oral final consonants, Nong and Min Zhuang, like most Taic languages (Dai Zhuang being a notable exception) have three phonemes, labial –p, dental 
–t, and velar –k.  As mentioned earlier, syllables ending in one of these oral stops are believed to have belonged to the Proto-Tai tone category D, and their 
modern tone reflexes are, therefore, categorized as one of the tone categories that resulted from the two tone splits that are believed to have affected PT Tone D, 
one based on the voicing of the onset sound and the other based on the length of the medial vowel, though as we have noted above, some of these resulting 
categories have since merged with each other. 

The examples presented here to demonstrate the final consonants in Min and Nong Zhuang have already been presented above, organized by their onset 
phonemes.  Additional examples of oral final consonants are also listed under the previous section on Nong Zhuang development of Proto-Tai Tone D.  (All final 
oral consonants in our data have no audible release, though we have not bothered to write them as “p̚ / t̚ / k̚” in our data, as there is no contrast with any 

                                                      
3334Of course, it is possible to teach an orthography based on the Roman alphabet in terms of intials and finals, or onsets and codas.  This is usually the way the Pinyin Romanization system for 
Mandarin Chinese is taught in China, with students learning all the possible single and double letter syllable initial forms, and then learning all the possible syllable final spellings. 
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released final oral consonants.  The phonetic quality of the final oral stops in our data and that of Gedney is the same as those of the Guangxi Min, data where 
the unreleased diacritic was added to each transcription by our colleagues.) 

PT *-p; *-t; *-k, PCT *-p; *-t; *-k 
English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to bathe (in 
a river) 

洗澡 (在
河里面) 

*ʔap   D1L ʔap¹¹ ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔaap²¹taa³¹, 
ʔaap²¹nam⁵⁵ ʔap¹¹taː³¹ ʔap¹¹ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ ta³¹ ʔaːp¹¹ ta³¹ ʔɑːp¹³tɑ³¹; 

ʔam¹³ta³¹ ʔap¹¹ta⁵³ θaːu⁵⁵ʔdaŋ²⁴ 

to bite  咬 *xep   D1S kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔap⁵⁵ kʰɔp¹¹ kʰɔːp̚²² 
ten 十 *sip   D1S θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵ 
to do 做 *het   D1S hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔak⁵⁵ xɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ xɛt¹¹ hɛt̚⁵⁵ 
hot; warm 热(水) *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ nam⁵⁵ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ ʔdət¹¹ ʔdʊːt̚⁵⁵ 
blood 血 *lɯet   D2L lɯt³³ lət³³ lɯt³³ lɯt³¹ lɤt³¹ lɯt³¹ lət³¹ lit³³ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯːt̚³¹ 

to dig 挖 *xut   D1S ʔou²² kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰau³³, 
pɯt⁵⁵ 

baak²¹, kʰaw⁵⁵, 
kʰut⁵⁵ kʰwət⁵⁵ kʰɯt⁵⁵ kʰuət⁵⁵ ʔbɯt³³ ʔbɯt³³ kʰut³³ wa²⁴  

(cf. Ch. 挖) 
chest 胸脯 *ʔu̥ɯk   D1S ʔak⁵⁵ pa²²ʔak⁵⁵ na³³ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ naa²²ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔak⁵⁵ nɔ³³ ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ ʔak⁵⁵ na²²ʔak⁵⁵ pak¹¹ʔək⁵⁵ ʔʊk̚⁵⁵ 
brain 脑子 *ʔuk   D1S ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔoak¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk²¹ ʔɔk¹¹, tʰu²⁴ʔɔk¹¹ tʰu²⁴ʔɔk¹¹ tɕəɯ²⁴ ʔok¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk⁵⁵aːi³³ ʔok̚⁵⁵ʔaːi²² 

hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ yaak²¹kʰaw²², 
toŋ⁵⁵yaak²¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ toŋ⁵⁵ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹³ jak¹¹ jaːk̚²² 

As the above examples demonstrate, for the most part, Nong and Min Zhuang final consonants have not changed from Li’s Proto-Tai forms.  Though the Nong 
reflexes for “to do” show a velar stop instead of a dental stop in the coda in all locations, all other PT forms ending in *-t in our data show a /t/ phoneme in Nong 
Zhuang, as does the Min Zhuang reflex for “to do.”  The /-k/ reflex in Nong for this word appears to be an isolated case; possibly the Nong forms descend from a 
different etymon than Li’s PT *het. 

3.4.14 Nasal final consonants  

Nong and Min Zhuang, like most other Taic languages, have three nasal final consonants, which correspond in place of articulation to the oral final consonants, 
but which are considered codas on “unchecked” syllables, as far as tone categories are considered, that is, the syllables ending in these consonants only belong to 
tone categories resulting from PT Tones A, B or C, but never D.  Throughout the sections on tonal phonology and initial consonants, there have been examples of 
nasal final consonants in Nong and Min Zhuang, such as the following examples, which demonstrate that PT final nasal consonants generally have unchanged 
reflexes in both Nong and Min Zhuang, except that the dental nasal PT *-n occasionally is weakened to a nasalized vowel or elides altogether, e.g. “yesterday”: 
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PT *-m; *-n; *-ŋ, PCT *-m; *-n; *-ŋ 

English Ch. PT Form Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
evening 晚上 *ɣam B2 caŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴

ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caaŋ¹⁴ ham³¹ caːŋ²⁴ xən³³, 
caːŋ²⁴ xam³¹ caːŋ²⁴ ham³¹ caŋ²⁴ haːm³¹ caːŋ³⁵ ham³¹ cin³⁵ ham³¹ an²² ham⁵³ ʔan²⁴ham³¹ 

bitter 苦 *xem   A1 kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴, 
kʰɯn¹¹ kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ kʰum³⁵ kʰʊm²⁴ 

to sink 沉 *čem   A1 lo⁴¹ lɔŋ³³ cam⁵⁵, lou³¹ cam²⁴ cam³³, lau³¹ cam¹⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ lo³¹ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ tɕaŋ³³ 
to count 数  

(动词) 
*ʔan   B1 ʔou²⁴ʔaŋ¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔan¹¹ ʔaan²¹, nap⁴⁴ ʔaːn²² ʔan¹¹ ʔaːŋ¹¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹² θun¹¹ θuːn³³ 

yellow 黄 *hen   C1 xeːn²² xien²² heːn²² xien²² hen²² heːn²² xiɛn²² hiɛn³³ xiɛn²² hɛːn²² xeːn²² heːn³³ 
yesterday 昨天 

*ŋwan (+ 
*ŋwən “day”) 

A2 
(A2) ŋo³¹ wan³³ wan³³ŋa³³, 

van³³ŋa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ ham³¹ŋaa⁴⁴ xɔn³³ŋʷa³³ wan³³ŋa³³ wan³³ ŋɔ²² wan³³ wa³³ hɔːn³³waː³³, 
hɔːn³³vɑː³³ van³³ŋʷã³³ wan⁵⁵wa⁵⁵ 

day (24 
hours) 天，日子 *ŋwən A2 wan³³ wan³³hən³³ wan³³ wan³³hən³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³, xɔn³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ hɔːn³³niː³³, 

hɔːn³³luː³¹ hən³³van³³ wan⁵⁵ 
ginger 姜 *xiŋ   A1 cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ kʰiŋ³⁵ kʰɪŋ²⁴ 
drum 
(noun) 鼓 *klɔŋ   A1 kəŋ³¹ an²² cuɔːŋ²⁴ an²⁴ coaŋ²⁴ an²² coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ an²² coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ naŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ an³³coŋ³⁵, 

cʷɑŋ³⁵⁴ toːŋ³⁵ tɕoːŋ²⁴ 

bow 弓 *koŋ   A1 kɔŋ²⁴ ʔan²² kʷɔːŋ²⁴ an²⁴ kɔaŋ²⁴ kɔːŋ²⁴ lei³¹ kɔŋ¹⁴naa²² kɔŋ³³ kʷaŋ²⁴   kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ koŋ⁵³ 

3.4.15 Summary of Nong and Min Zhuang Consonant Systems 

Throughout the above comparison, we have seen that, as expected from our tonal comparison, all Nong Zhuang locations and our Min Zhuang sample show 
largely similar consonant systems.  Compared with Li’s proposed Proto-Tai consonant system, the number of Nong and Min Zhuang phonemic consonants has 
been greatly reduced through the simplification of consonant clusters and resulting phonemic mergers.  In terms of phonemic mechanisms for lexical 
dissimilation, presumably the reduction of potential phonemic contrasts in the consonant system has been compensated for by an increase in complexity of the 
tonal system.  According to the theories of various historical linguists, secondary allophonic features of consonant contrasts became perceived as tonal differences 
and eventually, the tonal contrasts became more significant than the consonant contrasts.  As conditioned allotones started to function as tonemes (phonemic tonal 
categories), it was no longer necessary to maintain the subtle phonetic distinctions between sets of consonants that had previously been different phonemes and 
more innovative speakers began to produce these consonants as though they belonged within the range of the same phoneme, emphasizing the tonal differences 
instead. 

In our study of the Nong tonal systems, we identified four tonal systems: Central (Eastern Wenshan, Eastern Yanshan, and Southeastern Guangnan Counties), 
Northwestern (Western Guangnan County), Southern (Maguan, Malipo, Xichou, and Western Wenshan Counties, including Gedney’s “Western Nung”) and 
Northeastern (Central Guangnan County, around Liancheng Township), although these last two did not differ significantly.  In terms of consonants, we see three 
patterns: Western Nong (Wenshan, Maguan, Xichou, and Yanshan Counties), Eastern Nong (Malipo, and western and southern Guangnan County) and 
Northeastern Nong (around Liangcheng Township in central Guangnan County).  This would seem to indicate overlapping waves of change with some areas 
falling into one group tonally, but a different group in terms of consonant development.  While this is problematic for the drawing of discreet boundaries between 
dialect groups, it does not appear to be uncommon among closely related dialects, especially when there is no clear prestige variety or single source of change (the 
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Nong situation is not like that of French dialects for whom geographical or social proximity to Paris was famously shown to account for the spread of certain 
innocations—the Nong have no “Paris” from which phonological or other innovations could be expected to disseminate).  So, how significant are the consonant 
differences among these Nong “dialect” areas?   

The difference between the eastern and western Nong language areas, in terms of consonants, is the retention or loss of palatalization and labialization in certain 
initial reflexes.  Eastern Nong locations, as well as the Northeastern Nong datapoint to some degree, show palatalization in many, though not all, of the items 
containing reflexes for the PT clusters *pl- and *phl-, whereas, Western Nong locations do not.  The western locations are apparently more innovative and have 
fully simplified the cluster, merging this reflex with those resulting from the PT *p- and *ph- initials, respectively.  A similar distinction between the eastern and 
western Nong areas is seen in the reflexes of PT *kw- and *xw-.  Eastern Nong locations, including Liancheng District’s Xiao Guangnan, retain a distinction 
between this initial and the reflexes of PT *k- and *x- (Eastern Nong reflexes are /kʷ-/ and /kʷ-/, respectively), whereas, in Western Nong locations no traces of 
labialization are present; instead, these reflexes have completely merged into those for PT *k- and *x-. 

The distinctive of the Northeastern Nong dialect, in terms of consonants, is a merger of the reflex of PT *r- with PT *l- and *hl-.  Lexemes with initials 
descending from PT *r- are fairly common, the loss of this as a distinctive phoneme seems to perceptively mark the Liancheng/Xiao Guangnan dialect, such that 
other Nong in Guangnan County can identify Xiao Guangnan Nong speakers based on their pronunciation of a few key words, such as “house” (Liancheng Xiao 
Guangnan: [lɤːn³³] versus Zhetu Shangfazao: [ðɯən³³]). 

The following table summarizes the consonant inventories of the three Nong regions and Min Zhuang, organized according to Li’s PT consonant inventory 
(1977): 

Consonant Inventories of Nong and Min Zhuang 
Proto-Tai (Li 1977) Proto-Central Tai (Li 

1977) 
Nong Zhuang
(western locations)  

Nong Zhuang 
(eastern locations) 

Nong Zhuang (north-
eastern: Liancheng Xiao 
Guangnan) 

Min Zhuang

Initials  
Labials  
*p- *p p- p- p- p-
*ph- *ph pʰ- pʰ- pʰ- pʰ-
*b- *b p- p- p- p-
*ʔb- *ʔb- ʔb- ʔb- ʔb- ʔb-
*m- *m- m- m- m- m-
*mw- *m- m- m- m- m-
*hm- *hm- m- m- m- m-
*f- *ph- pʰ- pʰ- pʰ- pʰ-
*v- *v- f- (h-) f- (h-) f- (h-) f-
*w- *w- h- h- h- h-
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*hw- *hw- ʋ- ʋ- ʋ- ʋ-
Labial Clusters  
*pl- *pl- p- pʲ-,  p- p-, pʲ-  ts-,  pʲ-
*pr- *phr- p-   tʰ- p-, tʰ- t-, tʰ- tʰ-
*phl/r- *phl- pʰ- pʰʲ-, p- pʰʲ- s/ʃ/ɕ-   p-
*bl- *bl- pʰ- pʰʲ- pʰʲ- (n. d.)
*br- *br- p- pʲ- pʲ- (n. d.)
*ʔbl/r- *ʔbl/r- ʔd ʔd ʔd (n. d.)
*ml/r- *ml/r- m- m- m- (n. d.)
*fr- *ph- (?) pʰ- pʰ- pʰ- (n. d.)
*vr- *br- p- p- p- c- / ts-
*vl- *bl t- t- t- tʃ- / c-
Dentals  
*t- *t t- t- t- t-
*th- *th tʰ- tʰ- tʰ- tʰ-
*d- *d t- t- t- t-
*ʔ̈d- *ʔ̈d- ʔd- ʔd- ʔd- ʔd-
*n- *n- n- n- n- n-
*hn- *hn- n- n- n- n-
Dental Clusters   
*tl- *t t- t- t- t-
*tr- *thr tʰ- tʰ- tʰ- tʰ-
*thl- *thl (?) tʰ- tʰ- tʰ- tʰ-
*thr- *thr- tʰ- tʰ- tʰ- tʰ-
*dl- *l- l- l- l- l-
*dr- *l- l- l- l- l-
*ʔdl/r- *ʔ̈d- ʔd- ʔd- ʔd- ʔd-
*nl/r- *n n- n- n- n-
Liquids   
*l- *l- l- l- l- l-
*hl- *hl- l- l- l- l-
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*r- *r- ð- ð- (ɾ-) l- ð- / ɹ-̝ (ʋ-)
*hr- *hr- cʰ-, h- cʰ-, h- cʰ-, h- ð- (?)
Sibilant Initials  
*s- *s- s- (or /θ-/) s- s- (or /θ-/) s- (or /θ-/)
*z- *z- s- (or /θ-/) s- s- (or /θ-/) s- (or /θ-/)
*č- *č- c- c- c- c- (tɕ-)
*čh- *čh- cʰ- or ð- (?) cʰ- or ð- (?) cʰ- or ð- (?) ɹ-̝ (?)
*ǰ - *ǰ - c- c- c- ɕ- (ʃ-)
*ň- *ň- ɲ- ɲ- ɲ- ɲ-
*hň- *hň- ɲ- ɲ- ɲ- ɲ-
*j- *j- j- j- j- j-
*ʔj- *ʔj- j-, ʔ- j-, ʔ- j-, ʔ- j-, ʔ-
Velar Initials  
*k- *k- k-, c- k-, c- k-, c- k-
*kh- *kh kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-
*g- *g- k-, c- k-, c- k-, c- k-
*ŋ- *ŋ- ŋ- ŋ- ŋ- ŋ-
*hŋ- *hŋ- ŋ- ŋ- ŋ- h-
*x- *kh kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-, cʰ- kʰ-
*ɣ- *ɣ- k-, h-, c- k-, h-, c- k-, h-, c- k-, h-
Velar Cluster Initials  
*kl- *kl k-, c- k-, c- k-, c- tʃ-, t-
*kr- *khr c-, cʰ- c-, cʰ- c-, cʰ- tʃ-, t-
*khl- *khl cʰ- cʰ- cʰ- ð- / ɹ-̝
*khr- *khr-, *xr- cʰ- cʰ- cʰ- ð- / ɹ-̝
*gl- *gl c- c- c- (p- ?)
*gr- *gr s- (n- ?) s- (n- ?) s- (n- ?) (ʔd- ?, n- ?)
*ŋl/r *ŋ ð- ð- n.d. n.d.
*xr- *xr cʰ-, kʰ- cʰ-, kʰ- cʰ-, kʰ- ð- / ɹ-̝
Labio-Velar Initials  
*kw- *kw k- kʷ- kʷ- kʷ- (ku-)
*khw- *khw s- (or /θ-/) s- (or kʰʷ- ?) s- s- (or /θ-/)
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*gw- *gw ? (v-, kʰ, c-, kʷ-) ? (v-, kʰ, c-, kʷ-) ? (v-, kʰ, c-, kʷ-) ʋ- ?
*ŋw- *ŋw- ŋ-, w- ŋ-, w- ŋ-, w- ŋʷ-, v- (w-)
*xw- *khw kʰ-, kʰʷ- , kʷ- kʰʷ- kʰʷ- (kʰu-)
Laryngeal Initials  
*ʔ- *ʔ- ʔ- ʔ- ʔ- ʔ-
*h- *h- h- h- h- h- (x-)
Oral Finals  
*-p *-p -p -p -p -p
*-t *-t -t -t -t -t
*-k *-k -k -k -k -k
Nasal Finals  
*-m *-m -m -m -m -m
*-n *-n -n -n -n -n
*-ŋ *-ŋ -ŋ -ŋ -ŋ -ŋ

Though the consonant systems of Nong and Min Zhuang are similar, there are a few significant differences as well, which perhaps explains, in part, the difficulty 
Min Zhuang speakers had in understanding Nong Zhuang comprehension tests.  While the simple labial PT initials have identical or similar reflexes in Nong and 
Min Zhuang, we see quite different reflexes for labial clusters (e.g. *vr-  p- in Nong, but c- in Min).  Dentals, whether simple or clusters, have developed 
similarly in both languages.  In terms of liquids, while the three Nong dialects maintain a phonemic distinction between the reflexes for the voiced and unvoiced 
PT retroflex liquid (*r and *hr), Min Zhuang has merged these two into a single phoneme.  In terms of PT siblants and simple velar initials, there is little 
difference between Nong and Min Zhuang.  However, velar clusters have developed differently.  Min Zhuang shows a phonemic merger of most of the velar 
clusters, for which we have adequate data, into an dental voiced fricative, except for those headed by oral, voiceless, unaspirated, velar plosives, whereas the 
Nong dialects show only the nasal cluster resulting in this sounds, and many of the other PT velar clusters resulting in palatal plosives, aspirated or non-aspirated.  
Labio-velar and laryngeal initials and the oral and nasal sets of final consonants have developed similarly in Nong and Min Zhuang.   

In terms of the consonant developments which distinguish the Nong dialect areas from one another, Min Zhuang, like the Eastern Nong locations, shows retention of 
labialization for PT *kw- and *xw-.  Words containing reflexes for *pl- and *phl- show what may be an extreme form of palatalization in some words, surfacing as 
/ts-/ and /s/ or /ʃ /, respectively.  Where Northeastern Nong merged the reflex for PT *r with those for PT *l- and *hl-, Min Zhuang merged it instead with PT *hr-.  
This evidence from Min Zhuang leads us to believe that the loss of palatalization and labialization for these PT clusters appears to be an innovation that has started in 
west, not (yet) affecting eastern Nong nor Min Zhuang which in this regard can be said to be more conservation.  With regard to the PT liquids however, the Western 
Nong and Eastern Nong areas appear to be more conservative than either Northeastern (Liancheng Xiao Guangnan) Nong or Min Zhuang, retaining more phonemic 
distinctions among the reflexes of the PT liquids, and the differing mergers in Northeastern Nong and Min Zhuang appear to be independent innovations. 

Is this relatively small number of different consonant reflexes and varying phonemic mergers enough to make Min Zhuang speaker comprehension on Nong Zhuang 
impossible, given the almost identical tonal systems?  It seems unlikely to us, so given the very poor comprehension of Nong demonstrated by our Min Zhuang speaker 
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sample, this leaves the possibilities that either there are insurmountable differences in the vowel system, grammar or other linguistic systems3435or that possibly the 
differences between the two languages are minimal enough that Min Zhuang speakers could acquire Nong Zhuang comprehension through further exposure. 
 
3.5 Nong and Min Zhuang Vowel Systems 

Having compared the tonal and consonant systems of Nong and Min Zhuang, we will now turn our attention to the vowel inventories, again structuring our study 
along the lines of Fang-Kuei Li’s Proto-Tai reconstruction of 1977.  Li acknowledged that “The Proto-Tai vocalic system has been a puzzling problem for many a 
comparative Tai student” (1977:258).  Li identified three sets of vowels in Proto-Tai, “simple vowels” (Li’s ch. 14), diphthongs (Li’s chapters 15 and 16) and a 
small set of tripthongs (ch. 17).  Li’s simple vowels included a set of long vowels that he suspected may have emerged from different pre-Proto-Tai era 
diphthongs.  He divided the diphthongs into two sets, those that had a high front vowel as the first element and those that had it as the second element. 

3.5.1 Simple Vowels 

Li posited nine vowels for Proto-Tai, which he arranged as follows (1977:261), using his terminology: 

 Front Mid Back  

High  i ï u  

Mid e ə o  

Low ɛ a ɔ  
 
Using IPA terminology, same vowel system can also be arranged as follows: 

 Front Mid Back  

 Unrounded Unrounded Unrounded Rounded 

Close i  ɯa u 

Close-Mid e   o 

Mid  ə   

Open-Mid ɛ   ɔ 
Open a    

aThe IPA symbol for close back urounded vowel transcribed by Li as “ï” following the Americanist system is “ɯ.”  As our data is transcribed in IPA, Li's reconstructions are presented here using the 
IPA rather than the Americanist transcription system. 

                                                      
3435Around 90% of the items in our Min Zhuang wordlist sample appear to be cognate with Nong Zhuang forms. 
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Although Li’s three sample languages all have phonemic vowel length contrast, he acknowledged that long and short vowels were not contrastive in all Taic 
languages.  Li further specified that “all high and low vowels may be found in open as well as in closed syllables, but the mid vowels occur only in closed 
syllables.  All vowels are lengthened in open syllables, and low vowels are lengthened in all positions.  The mid vowels are always short, being found only in 
closed syllables” (1977:261).  There were a number of items for which it is unsure whether the PT vowel should be a lengthened simple vowel, or a diphthong.  
The present study is not concerned with settling these questions, but when available data for these items will be presented in this section on simple vowels, rather 
than in the following diphthong section, in order to facilitate comparison with Li’s and others’ data in other Taic languages for these items.  We will use Li’s 
terminology to introduce these vowels, in which “closed syllables” indicate those that end in a consonant (either nasal or oral, but not a semi-vowel) and “open 
syllables” are those ending in a vowel (or semi-vowel). 

Proto-Tai *i in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.3.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
monkey 猴子 *liŋ   A2 liŋ³³ ti²²liŋ³³ ti³³liŋ³³ ti³³liŋ³³ liŋ⁴⁴ ti²²liŋ³³ ti²²liŋ³³ ti²² liŋ³³ ti³³ liŋ³³ ti²²liŋ³³ liŋ³³ lɪŋ⁵⁵ 
tongue 舌头 

*lin (*ʔbəɯ  
“leaf” +*lin)    C2 (A1 + C2) lin⁵⁵ ʔbaɯ²⁴lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ ʔbaɯ²⁴lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ ʔbeɯ²⁴lin⁵⁵ ʔbɯ²⁴lin⁵⁵ ʔbəɯ²⁴ lin⁵⁵ ʔbaɯ¹¹ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ lɪn⁵³ 

ginger 姜 *xiŋ   A1 cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ kʰiŋ³⁵ kʰɪŋ²⁴ 
ten 十 *sip   D1S θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θɪp̚⁵⁵ 
full, satiated 饱 *ʔim   B1 ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim²¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔiːm¹² ʔiːm¹¹ ʔɪm²² 
leech 蚂蟥 *pliŋ   A1 piŋ²⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti³³piŋ²⁴ ti³³piŋ²⁴ piŋ¹⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti²²piŋ²⁴ ti³³ piŋ²⁴ ti³³ piŋ³⁵ ti²²piŋ³⁵ tu³⁵piŋ³⁵ pɪŋ²⁴ 
to fly 飞 *ʔbin   A1 ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban¹⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbɪn²⁴ 
stone 石头 *thrin  A1 pʰa²⁴ pə²²pʰa²⁴ pʰa²⁴ mak³¹pʰa²⁴ pʰaa¹⁴ pʰʲa²⁴ pʰa²⁴ mak³³ pʰa²⁴ tʰiŋ³⁵ tʰin³⁵ tʰin³⁵ tʰɪn²⁴ 

Proto-Tai *i in Open Syllables (Li 1977:§14.3.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

year (calendar) 年 *pi   A1 pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pii¹⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi³⁵ piː³⁵ pi³⁵ pi²⁴ 
elder sibling 哥，姐 *bi   B2 pi³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹ pii³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹noŋ⁵⁵   pi³¹ pi³¹ pi³¹ 
fat (person) 胖  *bi   A2 pi³³ føi³¹ piaːu³³ pi³³ pii⁴⁴ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ piau³³ pʲaːu³³ maŋ³¹ pi⁴⁴ 
have, to 有  *mi   A2 nəŋ³³mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mii⁴⁴ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ miː³³ mi⁵⁵ 
four 四 *si   B1 θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ sii²¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹² θi¹¹ θi²² 
to ride 骑  *khi or *khu̥i   B1 kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰii²¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰwi¹¹ kʰi¹² kʰwai¹¹ kʰui²² 

Proto-Tai *iː (*iə?) in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.3.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

razor 刀（用来剃头） *miət   D2L ta²² pʰiɛn²⁴ mak³³mit³³ mak³³met³³ mak³³min³¹ mit³¹ mak³¹mit³¹ mit³¹ mak³³ mʲɛt³³   mit³³cʰok³³tʰo³⁵⁴ mak³³tʰaːi¹¹ mɪt̚⁵⁵ 
foot 脚 *tiən   A1 tin²⁴ pʰat²²tin²⁴ kʰa²⁴ pʰa³³tin²⁴ tin¹⁴ pʰa²⁴tin²⁴ tin²⁴ pʰa²⁴ tin²⁴ tin³⁵ tin³⁵ kʰa³⁵ kʰa²⁴ 
wing 翅膀 *piək   D1L pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵⁵ti³¹ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pɪk⁵⁵ pɪk̚⁵⁵ 

Li believed this PT vowel may have started out as *iə which was “monophthongized at every early times into *ii, but shortened later in closed syllables, 
particularly in CT and NT dialects” (1977:263). 
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Proto-Tai *ɯ in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.4.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

deep 深(水) *lɯk   D2S tei¹¹ʔdak⁵⁵ dak³³ ʔdak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ dak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ ʔtak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ ʔdak⁵⁵ ʔdak̚⁵⁵ 
to steam 蒸 *hnɯŋ  C1 naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naːŋ²⁴ naŋ²² naŋ²²kʰau²² nəŋ²² tɕɘŋ²⁴ 

Unfortunately, we only have a two examples of Proto-Tai *ɯ in a closed syllable, and it is not certain that the Nong and Min words for “deep” are cognate, given 
a different initial phoneme.  Assuming they are cognate though, it appears that the reflex for this PT sound in closed syllables is a phonemically short /a/ which 
often is raised to [ɘ] before nasal codas.  

Proto-Tai *ɯ in Open Syllables (Li 1977:§14.4.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

buy, to 买 *zɯ  C2 pei³³sɨ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯɯ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ 
first (given) name 名字 *ǰɯ (“name”) B2 min⁵⁵cɯ⁴¹ mɯŋ³³cɯ³¹ min⁵⁵cɯ³¹ miŋ³³cɯ³¹ cɯɯ³¹ min⁵⁵cə³¹ cɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ miŋ⁴³ cə³¹ min³¹cin³¹ an³⁵miŋ⁵⁵ mɪŋ⁵⁵ 
hand 手 *mɯ   A2 muŋ³³ ɲoŋ⁵⁵muŋ³³ moŋ³³ muŋ³³ muŋ⁴⁴ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ pʰa ²⁴ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ moːŋ³³ mɯ̃³³ mɯ⁵⁵ 

Proto-Tai *ɯə (?)  *ɯː in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.4.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to swallow 吞 *klɛn; *ʔdɯəm  A1; B1 kən⁵⁵ ʔdəŋ³³koŋ⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kən⁵⁵ kɯn⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kɩn⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kɯn⁵³ ʔdɯn³⁵ ʔdɘn²⁴ 

Unfortunately we only have a single example to represent this category, which Li believed may have originally derived from *ɯə, and the Nong reflexes appear 
to derive from a different PT etyma.  

Proto-Tai *ɯu (?)  *ɯː in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.4.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to forget 忘记 *lɯum   A2 lum³³ɛʔ¹¹ lɯm³³ lum³³ja¹¹ ləm³³ lum⁴⁴ lum³³ lɯm³³ luəm³³ ɛ¹¹ lum³³ lum³³naːu²⁴ lum³³leːo⁵³ lʊm⁵⁵ 

Li only provided two example words for this category, which he believed may have originally resulted from *ɯu, and we only have data for one of these. 

Proto-Tai *u in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.5.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

ripe 熟 *suk (“ripe, cooked”) D1S sɯk⁵⁵ sɔk⁵⁵ suɔk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵lan³¹ θuək⁵⁵ pan³³ pɛn³³tʰau²⁴ θuk⁵⁵ θok̚⁵⁵ 

mosquito 蚊子 *ñuŋ  (*ml/rɛŋ +) A2 (A2 +) ɲoŋ³³ ti²²ɲoŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ 
kʰa¹¹ti²² 

miəŋ³³
ɲoŋ³³ 

meŋ⁴⁴ 
ɲuŋ⁴⁴ 

meːŋ³³ 
ɲoŋ³³ 

mʲeːŋ³³ 
ɲoŋ³³ 

ti²² 
ɲoŋ³³ 

ti³³  
ɲoŋ³³ 

mʲaŋ³³ 
kʰa⁴⁴li⁴⁴ ɲoŋ³³ ɲoŋ⁵⁵ 

to cook/boil 煮 *thruŋ A1 tʰoŋ²⁴ tuoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ toŋ²² tʰuŋ¹⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²² tʰoŋ³⁵ tɔŋ³⁵ cɯ³³ tɕɯ³³ 
to strike, beat 打 *dup; *ʔdɔi D2S; A1 ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdei²⁴ 

ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ dɔy²¹, tap⁴⁴, 
taw¹⁴, tup⁴⁴ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹ tup⁵⁵ ʔdoːi¹² tup⁵⁵ top̚⁵⁵;  

ʔdoːi²²; mak̚⁵⁵ 
put on, wear 穿 *nuŋ   B2 noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ⁴⁴ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ 

Nong and Min reflexes for oral consonant coda syllable words originating from PT *u show a variety of vowel reflexes: ɯ, ɔ, uɔ, u, uə, o, uo.  Much of this 
variation is probably accounted for by inaccurate transcription on our part and/or allophony unique to specific subdialects.  (We have observed quite a bit of 
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vowel variation across the Nong Zhuang area during our three years’ residence.)  Nonetheless, data from the nasal final syllables consistently show a reflex of /o/ 
for this PT vowel. 

Proto-Tai *u in Open Syllables (Li 1977:§14.5.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

pig 猪 *hmu   A1 mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti³³mu²⁴ muu¹⁴ (ti²²)mu²⁴ ti²²mu²⁴ ti²² mu²⁴ ti³³ mu³⁵ ti²²mu³⁵ mu³⁵ mu²⁴ 
person 人 *phu (“male, person”) C1 luk³¹cai³³ pʰu²² kɔan³³caːi³³ pʰu²⁴ pʰuu²² pʰu²² pʰu²² luk³¹ caːi³³ pʰu²²  kɔn³³caːi³³ tɔi³³po³¹ kɘn⁵⁵ 
at (loc) 在 *ʔju    (“to stay; be at”) B1 nəŋ³³jou¹¹ jou¹¹ ju³³ jəu¹¹ yiw²¹ ɟou¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹² ɟu¹¹ ju²² 
door 门 *tu   A1 paʔ³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ pak³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ tuu¹⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ pak³³ tu²² pak¹¹ tu³⁵ tu³⁵ tu³⁵ tu²⁴ 

Proto-Tai *uə (?)  *uː in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.5.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

tie (vine, cord) 系 *fruək (“to tie, bind”); *lam (“to tether”) D1L; A2 pʰuk⁵⁵ cʰiɛt⁵⁵ ciɛp⁵⁵ cʰiɛt⁵⁵ pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ cʰiɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt³³ ; pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ cʰət⁵⁵ xat³¹ lam³¹; 
haːt̚³¹ 

high; tall 高 *suəŋ   A1 θuŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ²⁴ suŋ¹⁴ θoŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ¹¹ suŋ³⁵ soːŋ³⁵ θuŋ³⁵ θoŋ²⁴ 
 

Proto-Tai *uo (?)  *uː in Closed Syllables (Li 1977:§14.5.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

mountain 山 *buo   A2 po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ poo¹⁴ poː²⁴ po²⁴ po²⁴ po³⁵ po³⁵ ʃa³⁵ tom³⁵⁴ tʊm²⁴
ɕa²⁴ 

know, to 知道 *ruo   C2 ðu⁵⁵ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ʔde¹¹ ɾu⁵⁵ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ʔdʲe¹¹ ðuu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ʔde¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ʔdi¹¹ ðu⁵⁵ʔdɛ¹¹ ðu⁵³ ʔdie¹¹ lu⁵³ʔde¹² ðu⁵⁵na³³ ɹu̝⁵³na³³ 
bone 骨头 *ʔdl/ruok   D1L ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ duk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduək⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔdok̚⁵⁵ 

suck, to 吸 *ʔduot   D1L ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ dɤt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɔt⁵⁵ ʔdɔt̚⁵⁵ 

bright; light 亮 *ruoŋ (“dawn”)   B2 tei¹¹ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ɾuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ ðuːŋ³¹ ɹo̝ŋ³¹ 
tomorrow 明天 *vruok  D2S/ 

D2L van³³ pɯk³¹ wan³³
pɯk³¹

wan³³
pjɯk³¹

wan³³
pɯk³¹

van⁴⁴
pɤk³¹

xɔn³³ 
pik³¹ 

wan³³
pɯk³¹

wan³³ 
pik⁵⁵

wan³³ 
pik³¹

hɔːn³³
pik³¹

van³³
cʉk³¹

wan⁵⁵ 
tsok̚⁵⁵ 

For words in this set, we see a lot of variation in Nong and Min reflexes.  For “mountain” all Nong locations show [o], but for “to know”all locations show [u], 
possibly due to the latter being an open syllable.  The other examples with checked syllables show additional reflexes [i] and [ɯ] as well for Nong and [ɔ] and [ʉ] for 
Min Zhuang. 

Proto-Tai *ɯu (?)  *uː (Li 1977:§14.5.5) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

snake 蛇 *ŋɯ̥u   A2 ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti³³ŋo³³ ti³³ŋu³³ ŋuu⁴⁴ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²² ŋu³³ ti³³ ŋu³³ ti²²ŋuː³³ ŋu³³ ŋu⁵⁵ 

ear 耳朵 
*xrɯ̥u   
(+ *ʔbəɯ) A1 (+A1) cʰu²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴

cʰu²⁴
ʔbaɯ²⁴
cʰu²⁴

ʔbaɯ²⁴
cʰu²⁴

baɰ¹⁴
chuu¹⁴

ʔbəɯ²⁴
cʰu²⁴

ʔbɯ²⁴ 
cʰu²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ cʰu²⁴ ʔbaɯ¹¹ cʰu³⁵ ʔbeɯ³⁵cʰu³⁵ an³⁵ðu³⁵ ɹu̝²⁴ 

child 孩子 *lɯ̥uk   D2L luk³³ lɔk³³ lok³³ʔeɑŋ²⁴ lɔk³¹ʔeŋ²⁴ luk³¹ʔeŋ¹⁴ lɔk³¹ʔeːŋ²⁴ lok³¹ ʔiaŋ²⁴ luk³³ ʔeŋ²² luk³¹ eŋ³⁵ lɔk³¹ luk³¹ lok̚⁵⁵ʔeːŋ²⁴ 

We have no data for the three items (“to wake someone up,” “bag,” and “a hat made of bamboo”), whose Siamese reflexes led Li to propose a *io̯ phoneme that 
later simplified to PT *u. 
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Proto-Tai *e (Li 1977:§14.6) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

seven 七 *čet   D1S ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ tɕɛt̚⁵⁵ 
mushroom 菌子 *hret   D1S hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ xat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt̤⁵⁵ cɔp¹¹ tɕoːp̚⁵⁵ 
iron 铁 *hlek   D1S liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liɛk⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ lɛk̚⁵⁵ 
louse 虱子 *ml/ren (*thrəu) A2; A1 man³³ ti²²man³³ ti³³man³³ ti³³man³³ man⁴⁴, tʰaw¹⁴ ti²²tʰo²⁴ ti²²man³³ ti³³ man²², ti²² tʰau²⁴ ti³³man³³ ti²²mʲɛn³³ tʰao³⁵ mɪn⁵⁵ 
bitter 苦 *xem   A1 kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ kʰum³⁵ kʰʊm²⁴ 
bite (V) 咬 *xep   D1S kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔap⁵⁵ kʰɔp¹¹ kʰɔːp̚²² 

Although the Min Zhuang reflexes are varied, the Nong Zhuang reflexes of PT*e is usually /a/ (short vowel).  The [ɛ] seen in reflexes for “seven” (and in 
“mushroom” in several locations) is likely an allophone of /a/ conditioned by its environment (for “seven” the location of the short vowel between a palatal and a 
alveolar stop raised the vowel from an open [a] to a closed [ɛ]. 
 

Proto-Tai *ie̯  *e (Li 1977:§14.6.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai 

Form 
PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

duck 鸭子 *pie̥t   D1S pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti²² pat⁵⁵ ti³³ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pʲɛt⁵⁵ pɛt⁵⁵ pʲat̚⁵⁵ 
full  满 *tlie̥m   A1 tam²⁴ tiem²⁴ team²⁴ tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tiam²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam³⁵ tʲəm³⁵ tim³⁵ tɪm²⁴ 
needle 针 *khie̥m   A1 cʰam²⁴ (mak²²) 

cʰam²⁴ cʰam²⁴ (mak³³) cʰam¹¹ cʰam¹⁴ (mak³¹) 
cʰjɛm²⁴ cʰam²⁴ (mak³¹) cʰam²² cʰam³⁵ cʰaːm³⁵ kʰim³⁵ kʰɪm²⁴ 

hail 冰雹 
*xrie̥p; 
*thrie̥p  D1S (mak¹¹ka³³) 

tat⁵⁵ 
(mak¹¹ka²²t)at⁵
⁵ (mak¹¹) tat⁵⁵ (mak¹¹kɯ²²) 

tʲɛt²²
(maak²¹ka) 
tat⁵⁵ (mak¹¹) tat⁵⁵ (mak¹¹kə²²) 

tat⁵⁵
(mak¹¹ka¹¹)
tit⁵⁵ (mak¹¹) tat⁵⁵ (mak¹¹) 

tet⁵⁵
(mak¹¹) 
tʰɛp¹¹ tʰeːp̚²² 

sew  缝 *ñie̥p   D2S ɲiap³³ tʰap³³ tʰap³³ ɲiap³³ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰiap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ ɲɛp³³ ɲɘp̚⁵⁵ 
finger-
nail 指甲 *dlie̥p   D2S liap³¹ (muŋ³³) liap³³ (muːŋ³³) lʲap⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) liap³³ (muːŋ³³) lɛp⁴⁴ (muŋ⁴⁴) liap³³ (moŋ³³) liap³³ (muŋ³³) liap³³ lat⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) lʲɛt³³ 

(moːŋ³³)
lɛp⁵⁵ 
(mɯ̃³³)

lʲɛp̚⁵⁵ 
(mɯ⁵⁵) 

Proto-Tai *ə (Li 1977:§14.7) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai 

Form 
PT 
Tone 

WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

vegetable 菜 
(蔬菜) 

*phl/rək   D1S pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ ʃak¹¹ ɕak̚²² 

back 背 *hləŋ   A1 laŋ²⁴ (piŋ³³) 
laːŋ²⁴

(pu²⁴) 
laŋ²⁴

(pai³¹) 
laːŋ²⁴ (paay³¹) laŋ¹⁴ (pɪŋ³³) laŋ²⁴ (pai³¹) 

laŋ²⁴
(miɛ³¹) 
laːŋ²⁴

(paːi³¹) 
laŋ³⁵

(pei³³) 
laŋ³⁵

(lam⁵³) 
laŋ³⁵

(lɘm³¹) 
laŋ²⁴ 

steal, to 偷   *dlək   D2S lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁴⁴ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak̚⁵⁵ 
liver 肝 *təp   D1S tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap̚⁵⁵ 
to sit 坐 *nəŋ   B2 naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ 
heavy 重 *hnək   D1S nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak̚⁵⁵ 
all (‘they all 
came’) 都 *dəŋ   C2 toŋ³³ðaŋ³³ tɔu³³ma³³ tau³³ tɔu³³  tɯŋ⁴⁴, taŋ⁴⁴ ka³³ toŋ³³ taŋ³³, 

ðaŋ³³   tu³³ tau³³ tu⁵⁵ 
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Proto-Tai *w/uə̯  *ə (Li 1977:§14.7.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
smoke 烟 *ɣwən   A2 jaːi²⁴ lou³¹ jaːi²⁴lo³¹ jaːi²⁴fei³³ jaːi²¹fei³³ yaay¹⁴ (fay⁴⁴) jaːi²⁴ (fei³³) jaːi²⁴fei⁵⁵ jaːi²²  ja³⁵ jaːi³⁵lo³¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔʊn⁵⁵ 
day (24 hours) 天，日子 *ŋwən A2 wan³³ wan³³hən³³ wan³³ wan³³hən³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ hɔːn³³niː³³ hən³³van³³ wan⁵⁵ 

 

Proto-Tai *o (Li 1977:§14.8) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form 

PT 
Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

sour 酸 *som   A1 θam²² sam³³ sam²² θam³³ sam²² θam²² sam²² θam²⁴ sam²² θam²² θɔm²² θʊːm³³ 
to cover up;  
to bury 埋 *hmok; *faŋ   D1S; 

A1 mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔak⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ ham³⁵ ham²⁴ 

sharp (knife 
edge) 

快，锋
利 

*ɣom   A2 kʰau³³ kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰau²² xom³³ hʊm⁵⁵; θɪːm⁵⁵ 
hair (on the 
head) 头发 

*phl/rom; (*khu̥ɯn 
“body hair”) A1; A1 pʰɔm²⁴ 

(tʰu²⁴)
pʰam²⁴ 
(tʰu²⁴)

pʰʲɛm²⁴ 
(tʰu²⁴)

pʰam²⁴ 
(tʰu²⁴) pʰam¹⁴ pʰʲəm²⁴ 

(tʰu²⁴)
pʰɔm²⁴ 
(tʰu²⁴)

kʰʷan²⁴ 
(tʰu²⁴)

kʰuan¹¹ 
(tʰou³⁵)

kʰɔn¹¹ 
(tʰo³⁵)

sɔm³⁵ 
(tʰo³⁵) ɕiom²⁴ 

fall, to 掉 *tok   D1S tauk⁵⁵ai³³ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk̚⁵⁵ 
forest;woods 森林 *ʔdoŋ   A1 ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ 

(mɛi⁵⁵)
ʔduoŋ²⁴ 
(mai⁵³) (an²²) ʔdɔŋ²⁴ dɔŋ¹⁴ ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ 

(mei⁵⁵)
(ʔan²²) 
ʔdwɔŋ²⁴

(an²²) 
ʔdʷaːŋ²⁴

mai⁵³la
m³¹ ʔdɔŋ³⁵ ʔdɔŋ²⁵ 

(mai⁵⁵) ʔdoːŋ²⁴ 
six 六 *xrok   D1S cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰuɔk⁵⁵ cʰoak⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ ðɔk¹¹ ɹɔ̝k̚²² 
bird 鸟 *nl/rok   D2S nɔk³³ ti²²nʷɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti³³nɔk³³ nɔk⁴⁴ nɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti²² 

nʷɔk³³
ti³³ 
nɔk⁵⁵ ti²²nak³³ nɔk⁵⁵ nɔk̚⁵⁵ 

 
Here we see a consistent reflex of /ɔ/ for PT*o in all Nong dialects and in most Min examples, also.  Nicholson also found this reflex in some Central Taic 
languages of Vietnam and from this, challenged Li's claim that the development of PT *o was a useful indicator of Northern versus Central Taic classification: 
“Even though Li says that *o > ɔ in NT and * o > u in CT, Gedney has data that shows that /ɔ/ can be found in CT languages as well as in NT. Nùng Inh (CT) also 
shows *o > ɔ in ‘six’ and ‘bird.’ Hence, Nùng An showing *o > ɔ does not represent evidence for NT or CT languages. See Chart 26 below” (Nicholson n.d.) 

Proto-Tai *uɯ̯  *o (Li 1977:§14.8.1) 

English Chinese Proto-Tai 
Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

rain 雨 *fon  A1 pʰan²⁴ pʰən²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan³⁵ pʰəːn³⁵ pʰən³⁵ pʰɘːn²⁴ 
person 人 *ɣon  A2 ti³³kʷan³³ ti²⁴kɔn³³ ti²⁴kɔan³³ ti³³kɔən³³ kɔn⁴⁴ kwan³³ kʷɔːn³³ ti²² kʷɔn³³ kɔːn³³ kɔn³³ kən³³ kɘn⁵⁵ 
ant 蚂蚁 

(*ml/rɛŋ) 
*mot    (A2) D2S (meŋ³³) 

mat³³ 
(meːŋ²²) 
mat³³

(mʲaŋ³³) 
mat³³

(miəŋ³³) 
mat³³

(meŋ⁴⁴) 
mat⁴⁴

(meːŋ³³) 
mat³³ 

(mʲeːŋ³³) 
mat³³

(miɛŋ³³) 
mat³¹

(miɛŋ³³) 
mat⁵⁵

(mʲaŋ³³) 
mat³³ mat⁵⁵ mɔt̚⁵⁵ 

round 圆 *mon   A2 man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ mən³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ mən³³ mʊn⁵⁵ 
heel 脚跟 *son   C1 ɲiɛn⁵⁵ 

ciou²² ɲian⁵⁵ciu³³ cjo²²tin²⁴ ɲian⁵⁵ciu³³ san⁴⁴ 
(ciw²²) jɛn²²ciu²² ɲiɛn³³ciu²² ɲiɛn³³ 

(cau⁵⁵) ʔɔŋ¹¹cʲau¹¹ θɛn²² 
(ceu²²)

θən³³ 
(kju³³)

θɘn³³ 
(kʰa²⁴) 
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The short low vowel /a/ appears to be the normal Nong and Min reflex for this PT sound with a allophone of [ə] before /n/ finals and [ɔ] after a labialized velar 
initial and before a nasal final. 

Proto-Tai *uo̯  *o (Li 1977:§14.8.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

wind 风 *dlu̥om   A2 lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam⁴⁴ lam³³ lam³³ laːm³³ lam³³ lɔm³³ lum³³ lʊm⁵⁵ 

We only have a single item whose Nong reflexes appear cognate with one of this set.  (Nong and Min pronunciations for glosses “boil,” “bent,” and “itch” are 
clearly not cognate with the forms with these glosses that that Li listed in this section.) 

Proto-Tai *ɛ (Li 1977:§14.9) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

mother 母亲 *mɛ   B2 me³¹ (lam³³) 
me³¹ mei³¹ (lam³³) 

me³¹ mee³¹ me³¹ mi³¹ 
(moi²²) mɛ²² miɛ³¹ me³¹ me³¹ (θeiŋ³⁵) mɪ³¹ (θeːŋ²⁴) 

old (person) 老 *kɛ (*kəu) B1 (B1) ce¹¹ cei¹¹ ce¹¹ cei¹¹ cee²¹ ce¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ cɛ¹¹ cʲɛ¹¹ ce¹¹ kaːi¹¹ ke²² 
hard (stiff) 硬 *khlɛŋ   A1 ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲaap²¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ kʲen¹¹ kɛːn²² 
guest 客人 *xɛk   D1L (pʰu²²) 

cʰʲak¹¹
(pʰu²²) 
cʰʲak¹¹

(pʰu²²) 
cʰʲɛk¹¹

(pʰu²⁴) 
cʰʲɛk¹¹

(pʰuu²²) 
cʰɛk²¹

(pʰɯ²²)  
cʰɛk¹¹ 

(pʰu²²) 
cʰʲak¹¹

(pʰu²²) 
cʰʲak¹¹

(pʰu²²) 
cʰʲɛk¹¹ (pʰu³³) cʰʲak¹² (kən³³) kʰek¹¹ kʰeːk̚²² 

insect  
(classifier) 虫  *ml/rɛŋ A2 meːŋ³³ miŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ miŋ³³ meŋ⁴⁴ meːŋ³³ mʲeːŋ³³ miɛŋ³¹ miɛŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ mæeŋ³³ meːŋ⁵⁵ 

eight 八 *pɛt   D1L pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pɛt²¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ peat¹¹ peət¹¹ peːt̚²² 
to swallow 吞 *klɛn (*ʔdɯəm) A1 (B1) kən⁵⁵ (ʔdəŋ³³) koŋ⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kən⁵⁵ kɯn⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kɩn⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kɯn⁵³ ʔdɯn³⁵ ʔdɘn²⁴ 

Although there are a number of reflexes (or allophones) in the various Nong and Min locations, the most common reflex for this PT vowel is /e/. 

Proto-Tai *iɛ  *ɛ (Li 1977:§14.9.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

red 红 *ʔdl/riɛŋ   A1 ʔdeːŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ deŋ¹⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²² ʔdiɛŋ³⁵ ʔdeaŋ³⁵ ʔdeːŋ³⁵ ʔdeːŋ²⁴ 
noon meal 午饭 *dliɛŋ  A2   liaŋ³³      lieːŋ³³   leːŋ⁵⁵ 

We don't have much data for the several items that Li proposed as originating from *iɛ and *iɛ̯ before merging with PT*ɛ.  For the latter, Li only found two 
items, “cucumber” and “a small knife used to cut glutinous rice.”  The Northern Nong pronunciation for “cucumber” is tʰeŋ¹³. 
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Proto-Tai *a (Li 1977:§14.10) 
English 

Chines
e 

Proto-Tai 
Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

dog 狗 *hma   A1 ma²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti³³ma²⁴ maa¹⁴ (ti²²)ma
²⁴ ti²²ma²⁴ ti²² ma²⁴ ti³³ ma³⁵ ti²²ma³⁵ ma³⁵ ma²⁴ 

come, to 来 *ma   A2 mɔ³³tei³³ ma⁵⁵ tau²² ma⁵⁵ maa⁴⁴ ma³³ ma³³  mɔ³³ ma³³ ma³³ ma³³ ma⁵⁵ 
sweet 甜 *hwan   A1 waːn²⁴ nim³¹ ŋau³¹ nim³¹ vaan¹⁴ nim³¹ ŋɪm³¹ ɲim³¹ waːn³⁵, 

niɛm³¹ waːn³⁵ vaːn³⁵ waːn²⁴ 
fish 鱼 *pla   A1 pa²⁴ ti²²pa²⁴ ti²⁴pʲa²⁴ ti³³pa²⁴ paa¹⁴ pja²⁴ ti²²pa²⁴ ti²² pa²⁴ ti³³ pja³⁵ ti²²pʲaː³⁵ tsa³⁵ pʲa²⁴ 
rice seedling 秧苗 *kla  C1 ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² caa²² caʔ²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² tʃa²² tɕa³³ 
kill, to 杀 *kha   C1 kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰaa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰɔ²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa³³ 
field (paddy) 稻田 *na   A2 na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ naa⁴⁴ na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ naː³³ na³³ na⁵⁵ 
thick 厚 *hna   A1 na²⁴ ɲa²⁴ ɲa²⁴ naː²⁴ naa¹⁴ na²⁴ na²⁴ nɔ²² na³⁵ na³⁵ na³⁵ na²⁴ 
eye 眼睛 

(*lɯ̥uk+) 
 *tra   

(D2L+) 
A1 

(luk³³) 
tʰa²⁴

(lɔk¹¹) 
tʰa²⁴

(lok³³) 
tʰa²⁴

(lɔk³¹) 
tʰa²⁴

(luk³¹) 
tʰaa¹⁴

(mak¹¹) 
tʰa²⁴ 

(lɔk³³) 
tʰa²⁴

(luk³¹)
tʰa²⁴

(luk³¹)
tʰa³⁵

(lɔk³¹) 
tʰaː³⁵

(mak¹¹) 
tʰa³⁵ tʰa²⁴ 

five 五 *ha  C1 ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² haa²² ha²² xa²² ha²² ha²² ha²² xa²² ha³³ 
to open 开 *ʔa   C1 kʰai²⁴ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa³³ ʔaː²² ʔaa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² kʰai³⁵ ʔa³³ 
fruit 水果 *hmak   D1L mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maak²¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maːk̚²² 
to dry in the 
sun 晾 *prak D1L tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰaak²¹ laŋ³¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak³³ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹³ ðaŋ³¹ ɕaːk̚²² 

Proto-Tai *ia̯  *a (Li 1977:§14.10.1) 

English Chinese 
Proto-Tai 
Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

turtle 乌龟 *fɯ̥a  A1 mɔ²⁴ vu⁵⁵kʰui⁵⁵  ti³³tau¹¹ pʰaa¹⁴  ti²²pʰaː²⁴ ti²²kuei³³     ti²²pʰaː³⁵ tɔ³⁵pʰa³⁵ wu⁵⁵kuei⁵⁵ 
cloud 云朵 

*fɯ̥a  + 
*va 

C1 + 
C2 pʰat⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵³ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ nam³¹mɔk²¹ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰaːi²⁴ 

fa⁵⁵ pʰa²² fa⁵³ mak¹² pʰa²² pʰɯ³³ 

tail 尾巴 *thrɯ̥aŋ   A1 tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ 
(ti³¹) tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaaŋ¹⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ²⁴ 

wash 
(pot) 洗(锅) *dlɯ̥aŋ   C2 laaŋ⁵³ 

(cau¹¹) 
laŋ³³ 
(cau²²) 

laŋ⁵⁵ 
(cau²²) laŋ⁵⁵ laaŋ⁵⁵ laŋ⁵⁵ laŋ³³ 

(cau³¹) 
laŋ²⁴ 
(caːu¹¹) laŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵⁵ 

(mɔ³³) 
laŋ³¹ 
(mo³³) 

grass 草 *hñɯ̥a   C1 ɲo²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲaa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲɔ²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa³³ 
medicine 药 *ʔjɯ̥a   A1 ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ yaa¹⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja³⁵ jaː³⁵ ja³⁵ ja²⁴ 
hungry 饿 *ʔjɯ̥ak   D1L jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ yaak²¹kʰaw²², 

toŋ⁵⁵yaak²¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ toŋ⁵⁵ 
jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹³ jak¹¹ jaːk̚²² 
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Proto-Tai *ua̯  *a (Li 1977:§14.10.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

vomit (V) 呕吐 *ru̥ak   D2L mei³³tʰau³³ xɔi²² hɔi⁵³ tʰaːu³³ tʰaaw²² tʰaːu²² tʰaːu³³ tʰaːu³³ ðak³¹ taːu²² ðak³¹ ɹa̝ːk̚³¹ 
to crawl 爬(在地上爬) *glu̥an   A2 can³³na³¹ can⁵⁵ can⁵⁵vaːi⁵⁵ caːn³³ caan⁴⁴, caan⁴⁴vaay⁴⁴pay¹⁴ can³³ can³³ ca³³ caːn³³ waːi³³ caːn³³waːi³³ pan³³ ɹa̝ːn⁵⁵ 

Proto-Tai *ɔ (Li 1977:§14.11) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

well (of water) 井 *ʔbɔ   B1 ʔbo¹¹ ʔan²²ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔan²²ʔbo¹¹ boo²¹ ciŋ²² ʔan²²ʔbo¹¹ lo³ ðu³³   ʔbɔː¹² ʔbo¹¹  
neck 脖子 *ɣɔ   A2 kʰa²⁴ ho³³ kɔ²²xoː³³ kɔk³³ho²² kɔk³³xoː³³ hoo⁴⁴ kɔk⁵⁵ho³³ kɔ(k)⁵⁵xo³³ ɲiaŋ³³ hɔ³³ kɔk⁵⁵ ho³³ kə⁵⁵hɔː³³ ho³³ ho⁵⁵ 
bee, wasp 蜜蜂 *tɔ B1 to¹¹ nam⁵⁵ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ ti³³to¹¹ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ too²¹nam⁵⁵, too²¹ to¹¹nam⁵⁵ ti²²to¹¹ ti²² to¹¹ ti³³ to¹¹ to¹¹tʰəːŋ³⁵⁴ meːŋ³³

tʰɯŋ³⁵ meːŋ⁵⁵ɹʊ̝ːi²⁴ 
mist, fog 雾 *hmɔk  D1L nam³³mʷɔk¹¹ nam³³mɔk¹¹ nam⁵³mɔk¹¹ nam³³mɔk¹¹ nam³¹mɔk²¹ ('clouds') nam⁵⁵mɔk¹¹ nam⁵⁵mwɔk¹¹ nam⁵⁵ mʷɔk¹¹ lam³³ mok¹¹ mak¹¹ mɔk¹¹ moːk̚²² 
drum (noun) 鼓 *klɔŋ   A1 kəŋ³¹ an²²cuɔːŋ²⁴ an²⁴coaŋ²⁴ an²²coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ an²²coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ naŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ an³³coŋ³⁵ toːŋ³⁵ tɕoːŋ²⁴ 
thin (person) 瘦 *phɔɔm A1 ɕan²⁴ ɲau²⁴ ɲau²⁴ pʰɔm²⁴ pʰom¹⁴, ɲaw¹⁴ pʰʲɔːm²⁴ pʰoːm²⁴ ɲau²² pʰʲoːm³⁵ pʰɔːm³⁵⁴ xeːo¹¹ heːu²² 

Proto-Tai *uɔ̯  *ɔ (Li 1977:§14.11.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

younger sibling 弟妹 *nu̥ɔŋ   C2 nɔŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ nɔaŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵³ nɔːŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵³ 

Proto-Tai *uɔ̯  *ɔ (Li 1977:§14.11.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

abdomen, belly 肚子 *duɔŋ   C2 toːŋ⁵⁵ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ an²⁴toaŋ⁵³ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ an²²tɔŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ an³³ toŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ an²⁴tɔːŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ 
soft 软 *ʔuɔn B1 ʔɔn¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔn²¹ ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔɔən¹¹ ʔʷɔn¹¹ ʔoːn¹¹ ʔɔːn¹² ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔoːn²² 
to dye 染(布) *ñuɔm   C2 ɲom⁵⁵pʰaŋ²⁴ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ pʰaŋ²² ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵⁵pʰaːi³³ ɲom⁵³ 

Proto-Tai *iɔ̯  *ɔ (Li 1977:§14.11.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to sleep 睡觉 *nɔ/ɯ̥ɔn   A2 bai²⁴ne³³ ɲe³³ ne³³ tʰan¹¹ɲe³³ non⁴⁴, nee⁴⁴ noːn³³lap⁴⁴ nuːn³³  ne³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ noːn⁵⁵ 
lungs 肺脏 *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt   D1L pɔt¹¹ tap³³pʷɔt¹¹ tap⁵⁵pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹¹ pɔt²¹ pɔət¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³ (pɔɯt¹³) pɨt⁵⁵ pɘt̚⁵⁵ 

3.5.2 Diphthongs 

In his Handbook of Comparative Tai (1977), Li divides diphthongs into two chapters: diphthongs in which the high vowel is the first element are treated in 
chapter 15 and those in which the high vowel is the second in the following chapter.  He treats them separately because of their differing distribution.  The first 
type of diphthongs can occur in both syllables with a vowel or nasal coda (“open”) and those with an oral consonant coda (“closed”).  The latter type, in which the 
high vowel is the second element (i, ï/ɯ, or u), is found only in open syllables.  For both types of diphthongs, Li proposed placing the accent on the first vowel.  
We will deal with the Nong and Min reflexes for the PT diphthongs in the order in which Li introduces them. 
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Proto-Tai *ie (Li 1977:§15.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to lick 舔 *dlie   A2 laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵⁵ laay⁵⁵ laiʔ⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵³ le³³ le⁵⁵ 
 
Unfortunately we only have a single item corresponding any of Li's words for this PT diphthong.  In addition to the item “to lick”, we also have the Zhetu 
pronunciation for “to change” (*plian B1): pʲen¹¹.  (Some of the other Nong words for glosses in this set are not cognate with Li's reconstruction.) 

Proto-Tai *ɯe (Li 1977:§15.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

earthworm 蚯蚓 *hnɔn   A1 ʔdɯn²⁴ ti²²ʔdɔn²⁴ ti³³ʔdɤn²⁴ ti³³ʔdən²⁴ dɯn¹⁴ ti²²ʔdən²⁴ ti²²ʔdən²⁴ ʔdin²⁴ ti³³ʔdɯn³⁵ ti²²ʔdɔːn³⁵ ʔdɯn³⁵ ʔdʊːn²⁴ 
blood 血 *lɯet   D2L lɯt³³ lət³³ lɯt³³ lɯt³¹ lɤt³¹ lɯt³¹ lət³¹ lit³³ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ lɯːt̚³¹ 
 
In addition to these two items in our data, the Zhetu Nong prounciation for “month” (*ʔbl/rɯen A1) is /ʔdɯən²⁴/ and for “poison” (*ʔbɯe A1) is /ʔbɯ¹¹/. 

Proto-Tai *ɯa (Li 1977:§15.3.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

rope 绳子 *ǰɯak D2L; A1 cɪk¹¹ sən²²cɯk³³ cɯk³³ ciɛk³¹ cik³¹ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ θan²² cɪk³³ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ ʃɯk³¹ ɕɯːk̚³¹ 
house 房子 *rɯan   A2 ðɯn³³ ʔan²²ðɯn³³ an²⁴ɾɯn³³ ʔan²²ðɯn³³ ðɯn⁴⁴, ðaan⁴⁴ an²²ðɯn³³ ðən³³ an²² ðin³³ ðɯən³³ an²⁴lɤːn³³ ðɯn³³ ɹɯ̝ːn⁵⁵ 
hot, warm 热(水) *ʔdɯat   D1L ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ nam⁵⁵ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ ʔdət¹¹ ʔdʊːt̚⁵⁵ 

Proto-Tai *ɯo (Li 1977:§15.3.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

boat 船 *drɯo   A2 lɯ⁵⁵ lɯ³³ an²⁴lɯ³³ an²²lɯ³³ lɯɯ⁴⁴ an²²lɯ³³ ʔan²²lɯ³³ an³³ lɯ⁵⁵ lɤ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lʊ⁵⁵ 
salt 盐 *klɯo   A1 kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯɯ¹⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²² kɤ³⁵ kɯ³⁵ tʃɯ³⁵ tɕɯ²⁴ 
flesh, meat 肉 *nɯo   C2 nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁴⁵ nɯɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵³ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ 
 
The item glossed as “boat” is also the word used for the heavy wooden grain troughs used by Nong Zhuang in their fields during the harvesting of rice for 
threshing.  

Proto-Tai *ue (Li 1977:§15.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

soybean 黄豆 *thue B1 cʰaŋ²² lɯk³³cʰaŋ²² lok¹¹cʰaŋ²² lɔk³³cʰəŋ²² luk³¹cʰaŋ²²  cʰaŋ²²hɛn²² lɔk³¹ cʰaŋ²² pʰak⁵⁵ ma²² cʰaŋ²² xiɛn²² cʰaŋ²² tʰo¹¹na³³ tʰu²²ɹa̝ŋ⁵⁵ 
head 头 *thrue   A1 tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ an³³ tʰu²⁴ tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ tʰu²⁴ 
deaf 聋 *hnuek   D1L nʷɔk¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ cʰuu¹⁴nuk²¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nɔk¹¹ nok³¹ nɔk¹³ nuːk¹¹ nuːk̚²² 
 
We have no cognates in our data for either of the two items Li provided for the PT diphthong *ua (15.4.1) nor for either of the two items provided for *uï (*uɯ) 
(15.4.2).  We do have the Zhetu Nong pronunciation for one item attributed to PT *uɯ: “garden” (*su A1) sɯn¹³. 
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Proto-Tai *əi (Li 1977:§16.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

tree 树 *məi   C2 mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ may⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai³³ mai⁵³ mei⁵³ mai⁵⁵ mai⁵³ 
go, to 去  *pəi  A1 pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pay¹⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai³⁵ pei³⁵ paːi³⁵ pai²⁴ 
chicken 鸡 *kəi   B1 cei¹¹ ti²²cai¹¹ ti²²caːi¹¹ ti³³cai¹¹ cay²¹ cɛi¹¹ ti²²cɛi¹¹ ti²² cai¹¹ ti³³ kai¹¹ ti²²cɛi¹² kai¹¹ kai²² 
far 远 *kləi   A1 kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kay¹⁴ kei²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kwai³⁵ kei³⁵ tʃai³⁵ tɕai²⁴ 
egg 蛋 *khrəi   B1 cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ chay²¹cay²¹ cʰɛi¹¹ cʰɛi²¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰei¹² ðai¹¹ ɹa̝i²² 
fever, sick 病 *khləi C1 cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰei²² cʰay²² cʰei²² cʰɛi²² cʰai⁵⁵ cʰai²² cʰei²² piŋ⁴² pɪŋ⁵³ 
intestines 肠子 *səi   C1 θei²² saːi³³ saːi³³ θei³³ say²² θei³³ sei²² θai³³ sai²² θei²² θai²² θai³³ 
to cough 咳嗽 *ʔəi   A1 ʔai²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap⁵³ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔay¹⁴ ʔai²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔɛi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔai²⁴ ʔai³⁵ ŋap³¹ ʔaːi³⁵ ʔaːi³⁵ ʔai²⁴ 
flow, to (of a river) 流 *hləi   A1 lai²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ lay¹⁴ lei²² lai²⁴ lai²² lai³⁵ ləi³⁵⁴ laːi³⁵ lai²⁴ 
 
Generally speaking, the reflex for *əi is /ai/ or a short /a/ followed by the semivowel /j/ in both Nong and Min.  This often sounds similar to [ei], depending on the 
degree to which the /a/ is shortened, and from speakers who pronounce the /a/ as a fully open (low) vowel, it can often sound similar to the long /aː/.  There are 
several judgment calls to be made as to the identification of the phonemic coda here.  We can put the focus on a vowel length contrast of /a/ versus /aː/, 
corresponding to Li's Proto-Central Tai, or we could contrast degree of vocalic openness /əi/ versus /ai/ following Li's Proto-Tai.  Similarly, we can identify the 
second element as the vowel /i/ as Li does and consider this a diphthong or, alternatively, we could consider this a vowel-consonant coda and consider this coda 
as being phonemically /aj/.  The advantage of the latter analysis is that, as we will see in the following data, assuming a phonemic length difference for /a/ versus 
/aː/ this length difference appears to only be phonemic in codas ending in semivowels (/w/ and /j/) and nasals (/m/, /n/ and /ŋ/). 

Proto-Tai *ei (Li 1977:§16.2) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

feces, excrement 屎 *xei   C1 cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰii²² cʰiʔ²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² kʰi²² kʰi³³ 
long 长 *rei   A2 ði³³ ði³³ ɾi³³ ði³³ ðii⁴⁴ ði³³ ʑi³³ ði³³ ði³³ li³³ ði³³ ɹi̝⁵⁵ 
comb 梳子 *hwei   A1 mak³³wi²⁴ mak²²vi²⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ vii¹⁴ mak³³vi²⁴ mak³³ vi²⁴ mak³¹ vi²² vi³⁵ vi³⁵ ðoːi³⁵ ʋi²⁴ 

Proto-Tai *ɛi (Li 1977:§16.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

dry field 田 *rɛi  B2 na³³ ti²²na³³ na³³ na³³ ðay³¹ na³³ na³³ rai³¹ na³³ naː³³mɯ³³ na³³ ɹa̝i³¹ 
fire 火 *vɛi   A2 fei³³ fei³³ fai³³ fei³³ fay⁴⁴ fei³³ fei⁵⁵ fai³³ fai³³ fei³³ fai³³ fai⁵⁵ 

Proto-Tai * ui̥ʔ (Cooper 2008; Li 1977:§16.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

this 这（个） *nu̥iʔ   C2 nɛi⁴¹ ke¹¹ni¹¹ kɔn³³nai³¹ (an²²) nei³¹ nay³¹ (an²²)nei³¹ ʔan²² nei³¹ nai³¹ nai³¹ an²²nei³¹ an³⁵nai²² nai⁵⁵ 
good 好 *ʔdu̥iʔ   A1 ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ day¹⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²² ʔdai³⁵ ʔdei³⁵ ʔdai³⁵ ʔdai²⁴ 
 
In this section, Li listed two words for which he was unable to determine a reconstruction, though these two items shows similar codas in Li’s various data, as 
they do in Nong and Min Zhuang data.  However, Doug Cooper’s “Proto-Tai’O’Matic” website (Cooper 2008) lists this final as *u̥iʔ. 
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Proto-Tai *ai (Li 1977:§16.5) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

widow 寡妇 *hmai   C1 (ja³¹) mai²² mai²² (mai³¹) maːi²² (pʰu²⁴) maːi²² (yaa³¹) maay²² (ja³¹) maːi²² (ja³¹) maːi²²   (ja³¹) maːi²² (mei²²) 
maːi²² 

(me²¹) 
maːi³³ 

(mɪ³¹) 
maːi³³ 

sell, to 卖  *khai   A1 kʰaːiə²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaay¹⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰai²⁴ kʰaːi²² kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi²⁴ 
water buffalo 水牛 *ɣwai   A2 waːi³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ (ti³¹) vaːi³³ waːi³³ (nam⁴⁵) vaay⁴⁴ (ti²²) ʔwai³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ (ti²²) waːi³³ (ti³³) waːi³³ (ti²²) vaːi³³ vaːi³³ waːi⁵⁵ 

man 男人 *ǰai A2 (luk³¹) cai³³ (pʰu²²) caːi³³ (kɔan³³) caːi³³ (pʰu²⁴) caːi³³ (pʰuu²²) caay⁴⁴ (pʰu²²) cai³³ (pʰu²²) caːi³³ (luk³¹) caːi³³ (pʰu²²) caːi³³ (kɔn³³) caːi³³ tɔi³³po³¹ (kɘn⁵⁵) 
ɕaːi⁵⁵ 

many 多 *hlai   A1 laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laay¹⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²² laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ laːi²⁴ 
die, to 死 *trai   A1 tʰaːiə²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaay¹⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi²⁴ 
cotton 棉 *fai   C1 pʰaːi⁵⁵ pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaay²² pʰaːi²² pʰai²² pʰaːi⁵⁵ phaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi³³ 

Proto-Tai *ïa̯i (Li 1977:§16.5.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

left (side) 左（边） *zɯi   C2 miɛn²²θaːi⁵⁵ paːi³¹saːi⁵⁵ piŋ³³saːi⁵³ paːi³¹θaːi⁵⁵ saay⁵⁵ moŋ³³θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ paːi³¹ θaːi⁵⁵ paːi³¹saːi⁵³ saːi⁵³ θaːi⁵⁵ θai⁵³ 

Li only provided two words for the proposed PT triphthong *ïa̯i which he believed had simplified to *aːi in Central and Southwestern Taic, but to *ɯːi (*ïïi) in 
Northern Taic, of which only one is represented in our data. 

Proto-Tai *ɔi (Li 1977:§16.6) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

small 小 *nɔi   C2 ʔei⁵⁵ ʔe⁵⁵ nɛi⁵³ ʔe⁵⁵ ʔɛɛ⁵⁵ ʔe⁵⁵ niɛ⁵⁵ ʔi⁵⁵ ʔi⁵³ nei⁵³ ʔəŋ³⁵ ʔeːŋ²⁴ 
sugar cane 甘蔗 *ʔɔi   C1 ʔoi²² ʔdɔk³³tʰəŋ²⁴ ʔoːi²² (ʔduk³³) ʔoi²² ʔɔy²² ʔoːi²² ʔoːi²² laːŋ²⁴ ʔoi²² oːi²² ʔoːi²² ʔɔːi²² ʔɔːi³³ 
strike, hit 打架 *ʔdɔi A1 (ʔdoŋ³³) ʔdoi²² (ʔduŋ³³) ʔdoːi¹¹ (ʔdoŋ³³) ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔəŋ²²kan³³ (taŋ³¹) dɔy²¹ (ʔdoŋ³³) ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoŋ²² ʔdɯt³³ (ʔdoŋ³³) ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoŋ³³ tup⁵⁵ ʔdoːi¹² tɔ³³tup⁵⁵ ʔdoːi²² 

Though Li lists ten example words for the PT diphthong *ɔi, for several of these Nong and Min show non-cognate forms, e.g. Nong: po²⁴ and Min ʃa³⁵ for 
“mountain” instead of reflexes of *ʔdl/rɔi A1.  It is questionable whether any of the Nong and Min Zhuang forms for “small” are actually reflexes of Li’s Proto-
Tai form of *nɔi C2. 

Li only provided two examples of Proto-Tai *uə̯i (Li 1977:§16.6.1), “pubic hair” and “trace, vestige,” neither of which are in our dataset. 

Proto-Tai *əɯ (Li 1977:§16.7) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

leaf (tree) 叶子 *ʔbəɯ   A1 ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ (mɛi⁵⁵) ʔbaɯ²⁴ (mai⁵³) ʔbəɯ²⁴ (ʔdɔŋ²⁴) baɰ¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ (mei⁵⁵) ʔbaɯ²⁴ (mɛi⁵⁵) ʔbəɯ²⁴ (mai³³) ʔbaw³⁵ (mai⁵³) ʔbəɯ³⁵ (mei⁵³) ʔbəɯ³⁵ ʔbɘːɯ²⁴ 
in (side) 里(面) *ʔdl/rəɯ   A2 ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ʔdi³³ ʔdi²⁴ daɰ¹⁴, dii¹⁴ ʔdəɯ²⁴ (ʔdi²⁴) ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²² ʔdi³³ ʔdaɯ³⁵ (ʔdi²⁴) ʔdəɯ³⁵⁴ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdaɯ²⁴ 
near 近 *krəɯ   C1 caɯ²² cʰaɯ³³ cʰaɯ³³ cʰəɯ³³ cʰaɰ²² cʰəɯ²² coɯ²² cʰəɯ³³ caɯ³³ cəɯ²² tʃaɯ²² tɕaɯ³³ 
give, to 给 *həɯ   C1 ʔo³³jai⁵⁵ haɯ²² haɯ²² haɯ²² haɰ²² həɯ²² haɯ²² ʔau²² jaːi⁵⁵ haɯ²² həɯ²² hɯ²² hɯ³³ 
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Proto-Tai *eɯ/ɛɯ (Li 1977:§16.8) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

dry (clothes) 干 (干的衣服） *xe/ɛɯ   B1 cʰou²² kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɰ²¹ kʰəɯ¹¹ cʰo²² cʰo²² kʰaɯ¹¹ cʰau²² xau²² haːu³³ 
swollen 肿的 *ge/ɛɯ  B2           kaɯ⁵³ kaɯ³¹ 
be, is 是 *ǰe/ɛɯ   B2 caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɰ³¹ cəɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ ʃɯ³¹ ɕɯ³¹ 

Proto-Tai *oɯ (Li 1977:§16.9) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

new (thing) 新 *hmoɯ   B1 maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɰ²¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ mɘɯ²² 
 
Li only provided two examples of PT *oɯ and the other, “to put in” does not show cognate forms in our Nong or Min dataset. 

Proto-Tai *əu (Li 1977:§16.10) 

English Chinese Proto-Tai 
Form 

PT 
Tone 

WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

to scratch 抓(痒) *kəu   A1 kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kaw¹⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²² wa³³ wa³⁵ (tən²²) kwa³³ kua⁵⁵ 
old (thing) 旧 *kəu   B1 kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kaw²¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹³ kau¹¹ kau³³ 
horn 角 *khəu   A1 kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰaw¹⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰau³⁵ kʰʌu³⁵ kʷɔk¹¹ koːk̚²² 
enter, to 进入 *xəu   C1 pai²⁴ti⁵⁵ kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² 

(ʔɔk¹¹) kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² mɔ³³ ti¹¹ ti³³ kʰau²² kʰau²² 
(ma³³)

kʰau²² 
(ma³³) kʰau³³ 

rice 米，大米 *xəu   C1 kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰöu³³ 
we 
(inclusive) 我们 

*rəu (“you 
and I”) A2 (kai¹¹) 

ðau³³ 
(pɔŋ⁵⁵) 
ðəu³³ tən³³ku⁵⁵ ðau³³ ðaw⁴⁴ (ke²²) ðau³³ (pɔŋ⁵⁵) 

ʑau³³ ðau³³ (liɛ³⁵) 
ðəɯ³³ (hɔ⁵⁵) lau³³ (kaːi³³) 

ðau⁵⁵ ɹa̝u⁵⁵ 

to take 拿 *ʔəu A1 ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔaw¹⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔou²⁴ ʔau²² ʔau³⁵ ʔau³⁵ kam³⁵ ʔau²⁴ 
liquor 酒 *hləu   C1 lau²² lou³³ lau²² lau²² law²² lau²² ləu²² lau²² lau²² lau²² lau²² lau³³ 
to burn  烧 *phl/rəu   C1 pʰau²⁴ ʔdaŋ²⁴fei⁵⁵ ʔdaŋ²⁴fai³³ ʔdaŋ²⁴ fei⁵⁵ pʰaw¹⁴ (fay⁴⁴), 

may²² ʔdaŋ²⁴fei³³ pʰau²⁴ ci¹¹ pʰʲau¹³ pɔk²² ʔdaŋ³⁵fai³³ ʔdaŋ²⁴ 
light 
(weight) 轻 *ʔbəu   A1 naɯ²² naɯ³³ naɯ³³ naɯ³³ naɰ²² nəɯ²² nəɯ²² naɯ³³ naɯ²² nəɯ²² ʔbau³⁵ ʔbau²⁴ 
louse 虱子 *thrəu   A1 man³³ ti²²man³³ ti³³man³³ ti³³man³³ man⁴⁴, tʰaw¹⁴ ti²²tʰau²⁴ ti²²man³³ ti²² tʰau²⁴, ti³³ man²² ti³³ man³³ ti²²mʲɛn³³ tʰao³⁵ mɪn⁵⁵ 
to rot 腐烂 *nəu   B2 nau²⁴ nou³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ naw³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ 
 
Li only provided two examples of PT *eu (1977:§16.11), “paternal grandfather” (*peu B1) and “crab,” (*peu A1), neither of which are in our dataset.  However, 
the Zhetu Northern Nong Zhuang pronunciation for the former is [pu¹¹], while the latter is [pau¹³]. 

Proto-Tai *ou (Li 1977:§16.12) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

blow (w/mouth), to  吹 *pou  B1 pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pau¹¹ pou¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹² pau²² pau²² 
knee 膝盖 *xou   B1 (tʰu²⁴) 

kʰou¹¹
(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰau¹¹

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹

(thuu¹⁴) 
kʰaw²¹

(tʰu²⁴)  
kʰau 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰau¹¹

(tʰuo³⁵)
kʰau¹¹

(tʰo²⁴) 
kʰau¹²

(tʰo³⁵) 
kʰaːu¹¹

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰau²²
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Proto-Tai *iə̯u (Li 1977:§16.13) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

nine 九 *kiə̥u   C1 kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kaw²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau³³ 
empty (bottle) 空 *pliə̥u   B1 pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ piɛŋ¹¹ pjau¹¹ pau¹² tsau¹¹ piau²² 
 

Proto-Tai *au (Li 1977:§16.14) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
to wash 洗 *zau   B1 θi³³ saːu³³ saːu³³ θəi¹¹ sɯy²¹ θaːu³³ sau³³ θi¹¹ saːu³³ θaːu³³ θaːu³³ θaːu⁵⁵ 

star 星星 *ʔdl/rəi  A1 ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdou²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) daaw¹⁴ (dii²¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu²⁴ (ʔdi²²) ʔdaːu³⁵ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu³⁵ (ʔdi¹¹) ʔdaːu³⁵ ʔdaːu²⁴ 
white 白 *xau   A1 kʰau²⁴ kʰauː²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaaw¹⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²² kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu²⁴ 

 
In addition to these three items, Zhetu Nong Zhuang pronunciations for young man (ʔbau B1), [ʔbaːu¹¹] and young woman (*sau A1), [saːu¹³], also support a 
reflex of /aːu/ for this PT sound. 

Proto-Tai *ɛu (Li 1977:§16.15) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

cat 猫 *mɛu   A2 miau¹¹ ti²²miaːo¹¹ ti²²mʲaːu¹¹ ti³³miao¹¹ mɛw²² miau¹¹ ti²²miau³¹ ti²² miaːu¹¹ ti³³ miaːu¹¹ ti²²mʲaːu²¹² meo³³ meːu⁵⁵ 
 
Li only listed two items for PT *ɛu, of which the above is the only example in our data. 

Proto-Tai *iu (Li 1977:§16.16) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

finger 手指 *niu   C2 ɲiou⁵⁵ (muŋ³³) niu⁵⁵ (muːŋ³³) ɲu⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) niu⁵⁵ (muːŋ³³) niw⁵⁵ (muŋ⁴⁴) niu⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) niu⁵⁵ (muŋ³³) ɲiau⁵⁵ (moŋ³³) ɲeo⁵³ (moŋ³³) neu⁵⁵ 
(moːŋ³³)

neo⁵³ 
(mɯ̃³³)

neːu⁵³ 
(mɯ⁵⁵) 

 
Of Li’s four examples for PT *iu, only one is in our dataset. 

Proto-Tai *ɯi (?) (Li 1977:§16.17) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

son-in-law 女婿 *khɯi   A1 (luk³¹) kʰuei²⁴ (lɔk³³) kʰɔi²⁴ (lok³³) kʰɔi²⁴ (lɔk³³) kʰɔi²⁴ kʰuy¹⁴ (lɔk³¹) kʰoːi²⁴ (lok³³) kʰoːi²⁴ (luk³¹) kʰoi²² kʰoːi³⁵ (lɔk³¹) kʰoːi³⁵ (luk³³) kʰɯi³⁵ (lok̚⁵⁵) kʰʊːi²⁴
 
The above is Li’s only example for the PT *ɯi, which he listed as a questionable reconstruction due to the paucity of examples.   
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3.5.3 Tripthongs 

Proto-Tai *iau (Li 1977:§17.1) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

one, single 一 *ʔdiau  A1 (D1S) ʔdiɛu²⁴ ʔdiau²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ dew¹⁴ ʔat³³ ʔdiou²⁴ ʔdio²²; ʔat⁵⁵ ʔdeo³⁵ ʔɛt⁵⁵ ʔdeːo³⁵ ʔdeːu²⁴ 
green 绿 *xiau (green blue)  A1 lɔk³³ cʰiu²⁴ lɔak³³ lɔk³³ lɔk⁴⁴ cʰio²⁴ lɔk³³ cʰio³³ lɔk³³; cʰieu³⁵ lɔk³³ lɔk³³ kʰeːu²⁴ 
chew (V) 嚼 *giau  C2 mou³³ mau³³ mau³³ mau³³ maw²² mau²² mou²² mau³³ mau²² mau²² keo³¹ keːu⁵³ 

None of Li’s five examples for the PT dipthong *iəu (1977:§17.2) have cognates in our dataset. 

Proto-Tai *uai (Li 1977:§17.3) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 

banana 香蕉 *kluai   C1 mak¹¹ to²² loŋ⁵⁵ (mak¹¹) kuːi²² (mak¹¹) koi²² (mak¹¹) kuːi²² (maak²¹) kuy²² kui²² (naŋ³¹) (mak¹¹) kuːi²² (mak¹¹) to²² loŋ⁵⁵   (maːk¹¹) koːi²² tʃoːi³³ tɕʊːi³³ 
 
In addition to the above item, the Zhetu Nong form for “to help,” [θei³¹] appears to be a reflex from this tripthong (*ǰuai B2). 

Proto-Tai *əɯ (Li 1977:§17.4) 
English Chinese Proto-Tai Form PT Tone WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN FN/BL np/dgl 
with, and 和 *ʔduəi C1 ʔdɔk³³ ta²² ta²² ta²² taa²², too²¹ ta²² ta²² tɔ²⁴ ta²² ho³³ va⁵³ wa⁵³ 

Li only listed three examples for PT *uəi, of which one was a Modern Chinese loan (“tax”).  It is unlikely that the Nong word [ta²²] is a reflex of this tripthong, 
although the tone does match the expected reflex. 

3.5.4 Summary of Vowel Reflexes in Nong and Min Zhuang 

In the following section, we summarize the reflexes of the PT vowels, diphthongs, and tripthongs in Nong and Min and propose sets of possible vowel phonemes 
for Nong Zhuang and Min Zhuang.  The Nong Zhuang phonemes are probably more reliable, as they are based on a period of actual language learning by the 
authors, though we will not take the space to display all the minimal pairs here.  The Min Zhuang phonemes are less certain, as they have not been proven by a 
complete set of minimal pairs, etc.  As the following data shows, though there are occasional differences in vowel reflexes between Min and Nong Zhuang, the 
vocalic differences between the different Nong locations are quite minor and could probably be represented by a single set of orthography conventions.  However, 
word choice and grammatical differences may still make use of a single set of written materials, such as primers and textbooks, difficult. 
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Summary of Proto-Tai Simple Vowel Reflexes in Nong and Min Zhuang 
Proto-Tai (Li 1977) Li 1977 section Proto-Central 

Tai (Li 1977) 
Nong Zhuang
Reflexes 
(western 
locations)  

Nong 
Zhuang 
Reflexes 
(eastern 
locations)

Nong Zhuang 
Reflexes (NE: 
Liancheng 
Xiao 
Guangnan)

Proposed Nong 
phonemes 

Min Zhuang
Reflexes 

Possible Min 
Phonemes 

*i (closed syllables) 14.3.1 *i i i i /i/ i / ɪ /i/
*i (open syllables) 14.3.2 *iː i i i /i/ i /i/
*iə (?)  *iː 14.3.4 *iː → *i  i i i /i/ i / ɪ /i/
*ɯ (closed syllables) 14.4.1 *ɯ a a a /a/ a /a/
*ɯ (open syllables) 14.4.2 *ɯː ɯ ɯ ɯ /ɯ/ ɯ /ɯ/
*ɯə (?)  *ɯː 14.4.3 *ɯi → *ɯ (no data) (no data) (no data) ɯ / ɘ /ɯ/
*ɯu (?)  *ɯː 14.4.4 *uu → *u u u u /u/ u / ʊ /u/
*u (closed syllables) 14.5.1 *u o o o /o/ o /o/
*u (open syllables) 14.5.2 *uu u u u /u/ u /u/
*uə (?)  *uː 14.5.3 *uu → *u u, o u, o o /o/ o /o/
*uo (?)  *uː 14.5.4 *uu, *u o, u, i, ɯ o, u, i, ɯ o, u, i, ɯ /u/ u, o, ɔ, ʉ /u/
*ɯu (?)  *uː 14.5.5 *uu, *u u u u /u/ u /u/
*io̯  *u 14.5.7 *u (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data)
*e 14.6 *e, *o a a a /a/ ɛ, ɔ/o, u/ʊ /ɛ/, /o/, /u/
*ie̯  *e 14.6.1 *e a a a /a/ ɛ, i/ɪ /ɛ/, /i/
*ə 14.7 *a a a a /a/ a /a/
*w/uə̯  *ə 14.7.1 *a a a a /a/ a, u/ʊ /a/
*o 14.8 *o ɔ ɔ ɔ /ɔ/ ɔ (o, ʊ) /ɔ/
*uɯ̯  *o 14.8.1 *ɯ a a a /a/ a (ə) /a/
*uo̯  *o 14.8.2 *o a a a /a/ u/ʊ /u/
*ɛ 14.9 *ɛɛ e (jɛ, ə, a) e (jɛ, ɯ, a) e (ea, ɯ, a) / jɛ/, /e/ e, eː /e/
*iɛ  *ɛ 14.9.1 *ɛ → *ɛɛ eː, iːɛ iɛ, ia ea, ieː / jɛ/, /e/ eː /e/
*iɛ̯ 14.9.2 *ɛɛ (?) (no data) e (no data) /e/ (no data)
*a 14.10 *aa a a a /aː/ aː, a /aː/
*ia̯  *a 14.10.1 *aa aː, a aː, a aː, a /aː/ aː, a /aː/
*u̯a  *a 14.10.2 *aa a aː aː, a /aː/ aː, a /aː/
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*ɔ 14.11 *ɔɔ oː (o, ɔ) oː (o) ɔː (o) /o/, /ɔ/ oː (o, ɔ) /o/, /ɔ/
*uɔ̯  *ɔ 14.11.1 *ɔɔ oː (o, ɔ) ɔː (ɔa) ɔː /ɔ/ oː /o/
*uɔ  *ɔ 14.11.2 *ɔɔ oː (o, ɔ, ɔa) oː (o, ɔ) ɔː (o) /ɔ/ oː (o, ɔː) /o/
*iɔ̯  *ɔ 14.11.3 *ɔɔ ɔ ɔ ɔː /ɔ/ oː (ɔː), ɨ (ɘ) /o/
 

Summary of Proto-Tai Diphthong Reflexes in Nong and Min Zhuang 
Proto-Tai (Li 1977) Li 1977 section Proto-Central 

Tai (Li 1977) 
Nong Zhuang
Reflexes 
(western 
locations)  

Nong 
Zhuang 
Reflexes 
(eastern 
locations)

Nong Zhuang 
Reflexes (NE: 
Liancheng 
Xiao 
Guangnan)

Proposed Nong 
Phonemes 

Min Zhuang
Reflexes 

Proposed Min 
Phonemes 

*ie *iə～ia 15.2 aːi aːi, e aːi /aːi/ e /e/
*ɯe *ɯə～ɯa 15.3 ɯ ɯ ɯ /ɯ/ ɯ (ʊː) /ɯ/
*ɯa *ɯə～ɯa 15.3.1 ɯ, a ɯ, a ɯ, a /ɯ/ ɯ (ʊː) /ɯ/
*ɯo *ɯə～ɯa 15.3.2 ɯ ɤ ɯ /ɤ/a ɯ (ʊ) /ɯ/
*ue *uə～ua 15.4 u,o u,o o, ɔ /o/ o, u, uː /o/, /u/
*ua *uə～ua 15.4.1 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data)
*uɯ *uə～ua 15.4.2 (no data) ɯ (no data) /ɯ/ (no data)
*əi *ai 16.1 ai ai ai /ai/ ai /ai/
*ei *ii 16.2 i i i /i/ i /i/
*ɛi *ai 16.3 ai, ei ai ei /ai/ ai /ai/
*ui̥ʔ (?) *ai (?) 16.4 ei ai ei /ai/ ai /ai/
*ai *aai 16.5 aːi aːi aːi /aːi/ aːi /aːi/
*ïa̯i *aai 16.5.1 aːi aːi aːi /aːi/ aːi, ai /aːi/
*ɔi *ɔɔi 16.6 oːi oːi oːi /oi/ ɔːi, oːi /oi/
*uə̯i *ɔɔi 16.6.1 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data)
*əɯ *aɯ 16.7 aɯ, əɯ aɯ aɯ, əɯ /aɯ/ aɯ, əɯ /aɯ/
*eɯ/ɛɯ *aɯ 16.8 aɯ aɯ aɯ /aɯ/ aɯ, ɯ /aɯ/
*oɯ *aɯ 16.9 aɯ aɯ əɯ (/aɯ/) /aɯ/ aɯ, əɯ /aɯ/
*əu *au 16.10 au au au /au/ au /au/
*eu *uu 16.11 (no data) u, au (no data) /u/ (no data)
*ou *au 16.12 au au au /au/ au /au/
*iə̯u *au 16.13 au au au /au/ au /au/
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*au *aau 16.14 aːu aːu aːu /aːu/ aːu /aːu/
*ɛu *ɛɛu 16.15 jau jaːu jaːu /aːu/ eo, e:u /eu/
*iu *iiu 16.16 ju (iu) jau (iau) eu /iu/, /eo/ or /eu/ eo, e:u /eu/
*ɯi (?) *ɯɯi 16.17 ɔi oːi oːi /oi/ ɯi, ʊːi /ɯi/
aWe are not yet able to confirm that the distinction between [ɤ] and [ɯ] is a phonemic distinction in all Nong areas, but it definitely is in the North-eastern Nong area, with numerous minimal pairs.  For that 
reason, we posit /ɤ/ as a Nong phoneme. 
 

Summary of Proto-Tai Tripthong Reflexes in Nong and Min Zhuang 
Proto-Tai (Li 1977) Li 1977 section Proto-Central 

Tai (Li 1977) 
Nong Zhuang
Reflexes 
(western 
locations)  

Nong 
Zhuang 
Reflexes 
(eastern 
locations)

Nong Zhuang 
Reflexes (NE: 
Liancheng 
Xiao 
Guangnan)

Proposed Nong 
phonemes 

Min Zhuang
Reflexes 

*iau *ɛɛu 17.1 eo, io eo, ieu n.d. /eu/ or /eo/ eːu, eːo /eu/ or /eo/
*iəu (?) *iiu 17.2 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data)
*uai *uui 17.3 uːi uːi oːi /ui/ or /oi/ oːi, ʊːi /oi/
*uəi (?) *uui 17.3.1 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data)
 
3.6 Summary of Historical Phonology of Nong and Min Zhuang 

In this section, we will summarize the shared and differing innovations in historical development of the Nong and Min Zhuang phonologies before moving on to a 
discussion of the proposed orthography.  We recognize that this method only traces the historical development of indigenous phonemes; a full phonology would, 
of course, also include treatment of non-Taic loanwords, allophony (including tone sandhi), morphophonology, intonation, etc. 

Since the Nong and Min tone systems have been dealt with extensively above, we will not discuss that again here, but remind the reader that though there are 
three basic tone splitting patterns among these dialects, the differences are not major and the first pattern (resulting in six tonemes on unchecked syllables, with 
four homophonic tonemes on checked syllables) is the most widespread. 

 
 Southern and Northeastern Nong, Min Zhuang  

and Gedney's Western Nung 
Central Nong Northwestern 

 PT Tones PT Tones PT Tones 
1 A1 A1 A1 
2 A2 = D2S A2 = D2S = D2L A2 
3 C1 C1 C1 
4 C2 = D1S C2 = D1S C2 = D1S = D2S 
5 B1 = D1L B1 = D1L B1 = D1L 
6 B2 = D2L B2 B2 = D2L 
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In terms of consonants, the following are shared characteristics of Nong and Min Zhuang: 
 
PT phonemes (using Li's 
nomenclature) 

Nong Zhuang 
phonemes 

Min Zhuang 
phonemes 

Description 

PT *p-, *b, *vr-  
PT *t-, *d, *tl-,  

/p/ 
/t/ 

/p/
/t/ 

merger of PT unaspirated voiceless and voiced labial and alveolar plosives, as well as certain clusters 

PT *ph-, *f-, *fr-  /pʰ/ /pʰ/ merger of PT aspirated labial plosives and voiceless fricatives and fricative-liquid clusters  

PT *th-, *tr-, *thr-, *thl-  /tʰ/ /tʰ/ merger of PT aspirated alevolar plosive with PT *tr and *thl- 

PT*ʔb-, *ʔbl/r-  
PT*ʔd-, *ʔdl/r-  

/ʔb/ 
/ʔd/ 

/ʔb/
/ʔd/ 

merger of PT pre-glottalized simple plosives with plosive-liquid clusters 

PT *m-, *hm-, *mw-, *ml/r-   
PT *n-, *hn, *nl/r-   
PT *ň-, *hň-  
PT *ŋ-, *hŋ-  

/m/ 
/n/ 
/ɲ/ 
/ŋ/ 

/m/
/n/ 
/ɲ/ 
/ŋ/ 

merger of PT voiced and voiceless nasals with nasal-liquid or semi-vowel clusters 

PT *l, *hl, *dl-, *dr-  /l/ /l/ merger of PT voiced and voiceless lateral liquids with voiced dental plosive-liquid clusters 

PT *s, *z, *khw-, *gr- (?)  /s/ /s/ merger of PT voiced and voiceless sibilants with aspirated velar-labial plosive and possibly voiced velar-liquid 
cluster into voiceless sibilant 

PT *v-  /f/ /f/ devoicing of PT voiced fricatives (although in Nong some PT *v- merger with PT *w- into /h/) 

PT *w-  /h/ /h/ uvularization (and devoicing) of PT voiced labial semivowel 

PT *hw-  /ʋ/ /ʋ/ voicing of PT voiceless labial semivowel 

PT *j-  /j/ /j/ PT non-glottalized palatal semi-vowel remains palatal semi-vowel  

PT *ʔj-  /j/, /ʔ/ /j/, /ʔ/ PT preglottalized palatal semi-vowel splits into palatal semi-vowel and glottal stop phonemes 

PT *ŋw-  /ŋ/, /w/ /ŋʷ/, /w/ PT velar nasal-labial cluster split into velar nasals and labial semivowel phonemes; the velar nasal seems to 
retain some labialization in Min Zhuang 

PT *ʔ-  [ʔ] [ʔ] Though the PT glottal stop seems to be retained in most vowel onset syllables, it is no longer phonemic in that 
it does not differentiate between any minimal pairs  (we have analyzed preglottalized voiced labial and dental 
plosives as single phonemic units) 

PT *h-  /h/ /h/ PT uvular fricative is retained 

PT *-p 
PT *-t 
PT *-k 
PT *-m 
PT *-n 
PT *-ŋ  

/p/ 
/k/ 
/t/ 
/m/ 
/n/ 
/ŋ/ 

/p/
/k/ 
/t/ 
/m/ 
/n/ 
/ŋ/ 

All PT finals consonant are retained unchanged. 
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PT *i, *iə, *ei  /i/ /i/ merger of *i, *iə, *ei to /i/ 
PT *ɯ (closed syllables), *ə, 
*w/uə̯, *uɯ̯  

/a/ /a/ merger of *ɯ (in closed syllables), *ə, *w/uə̯, *uɯ̯ to /a/ (Thus a split of *ɯ to /a/ and /ɯ/ according to the 
following environment.) 

PT *a, *ia̯, *ua̯  /aː/ /aː/ merger of *a, *ia̯, *u̯ to /a/ 
PT *ɯ (open syllables), *ɯə, 
*ɯe, *ɯa, *ɯo  

/ɯ/ /ɯ/ merger of *ɯ (in open syllables), *ɯə, *ɯe, *ɯa, *ɯo to /ɯ/.  (Thus a split of *ɯ to /a/ and /ɯ/ according 
to the following environment.) 

PT *u, *ɯu, *uo  /u/ /u/ merger of *u, *ɯu, *uo to /u/ (Thus a split of PT *u to /u/ and /o/.  Conditioning environment is not clear.) 
PT *u, *uə  /o/ /o/ merger of *u, *uə to /o/ (Thus a split of PT *u to /u/ and /o/.  Conditioning environment is not clear.) 
PT *ɛ, *iɛ, *iɛ̯  /e/ /e/ merger of *ɛ, *iɛ, *i ̯to /e/ 
PT *əi, *ɛi, *u̥iʔ  /ai/ /ai/ merger of *əi, *ɛi, *ui̥ʔ to /ai/ 
PT *ai, *ïa̯i  /aːi/ /aːi/ merger of *ai, *ïa̯i to to /aːi/ 
PT *ɔi  /oi/ /oi/ raising of *ɔi to *oi 
PT *əɯ, *eɯ/ɛɯ, *oɯ  /aɯ/ /aɯ/ merger of *əɯ, *eɯ/ɛɯ, *oɯ to /aɯ/ 

PT *əu, *ou, *iə̯u  /au/ /au/ merger of *əu, *ou, *iə̯u to /au/ 
PT *au  /aːu/ /aːu/ lengthening of *au to /aːu/ 

PT *iau  /eo/ /eo/ lowering of *iau to /eo/ 

The following table lists differences between Nong and Min Zhuang’s phonemic developmentː 
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Nong Zhuang Description Min Zhuang Description 
PT *k-, *g, *kl-  /k/ ; 
/k/  /k/ / back vowels, /c/  
/ front vowels 

Merger of PT voiced and voiceless velar plosives and *kl- 
followed by split of velar voiceless plosive according to 
following vowel into velar and palatal voiceless plosives 

PT *k-, *g  /k/ 
 Merger PT voiced and voiceless velar plosives 

PT *ɣ-  /k/, /h/ ; 
/k/  /k/ / back vowels, /c/  
/ front vowels 

In both Nong and Min development, some PT *ɣ- items 
merge with /k/ while others merge with /h/.  In Nong /k/ 
then splits into /k/ and /c/ according to the following 
vowel. 

PT *ɣ-  /k/, /h/  
In both Nong and Min development, some PT *ɣ- items 
merge with /k/ while others merge with /h/.   

PT *kr-  /c/, /cʰ/ PT *kr- splits into aspirated and unaspirated palatal 
plosives 

PT *kl-, *kr-  kl/r  /tʃ/, 
/t/ 

PT *kl- and *kr- apparently merge and then split into an 
alveolar affricate and plosive 

PT *kh-, *x  /kh/ ; 
/kh/  /kh/ / back vowels, /ch/ 
/ front vowels 

Merger of PT aspirated velar plosive and voiceless velar 
fricative, followed by split of velar aspirated plosive 
according to following vowel into velar aspirated and 
palatal aspirated plosives

PT *kh-, *x  /kh/ 
Merger of PT aspirated velar plosive and voiceless velar 
fricative 

PT *khl-, khr-  /cʰ/ 
PT *xr-  /cʰ/, /kʰ/ 

Merger of PT aspirated velar plosive-labial clusters into 
aspirated palatal plosive; PT *xr splits into aspirated 
alveolar and velar plosives according to following vowel

PT *khl-, khr-, *xr-  / ð/ 
(or /ɹ ̝/) 

Merger of PT aspirated velar-labial clusters into a voiced 
velar fricative (or approximate) 

PT *ɣ-  /h/, /k/ ; 
/k/  /k/ / back vowels, /c/  
/ front vowels 

Split of PT *ɣ- into /h/ and /k/, followed by a further split 
of /k/ 

PT *ɣ-  /h/, /k/ 
Split of PT *ɣ- into /h/ and /k/, 

PT *č,  ǰ-, *gl-  /c/ 
merger of voiced and voiceless palatal plosives 

PT *č-  /c/ 
PT  ǰ-  /ɕ/ 

PT voiceless palatal plosive remains palatal plosive.
PT voiced palatal plosive becomes voiceless palatal 
fricative (sibilant)

PT *vl-  /t/ 
PT *vr-  /p/  
(/pj/ in a few locations) 

PT voiced labial fricative-liquid clusters merge with 
plosive phonemes 

PT *vl-, *vr-  /c/ 
 PT voiced labial fricative-liquid clusters merge 

PT *hr-  /cʰ/, /h/ PT voiceless liquid splits into aspirated velar plosive and 
a voiceless uvular fricative

/ð/ PT voiceless liquid develops into voiced velar fricative 

PT *e, *ie̯  /a/ 
PT *ie̯ and *e develop into /a/  PT *e, *ie̯  ? ([ɛ], [o], 

[u], [i]) 
The Min Zhuang reflexes for PT *e, *ie̯ are not clear, but 
/a/ is not among the possible choices 

PT *uo̯  /a/ PT *uo̯ develops into /a/ PT *uo̯  /u/ PT *uo̯ develops into /u/ 

PT *ɔ,  /o/, /ɔ/ 
PT *uɔ̯, *iɔ̯  /ɔ/ 

The PT low mid back vowel is retained and PT clusters 
containing it are simplified to that vowel 

PT *ɔ, *uɔ̯, *iɔ̯  /o/ The PT low mid back vowel is merged with the mid high 
back vowel and PT clusters containing it are simplified to 
that vowel

PT *ie  /aːi/ Close to mid-close PT diphthong *ie switches to open to 
close lengthened diphthong /aːi/

PT *ie  /e/ PT *ie simplifies to /e/ 
PT *ue  /o/, /wo/ PT *ue splits into /o/ and /wo/ PT *ue  /o/, /u/ PT *ue splits into /o/ and /u/ 
PT *ɛu  /aːu/, 
PT *iu  /iu/ 

PT *ɛu and *iu remain distinct phonemic diphthongs as 
/aːu/ and /iu/, respectively 

PT *ɛu, *iu  /eu/ PT *ɛu and *iu merge to /eu/ 
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PT *ɯi /oi/ PT *ɯi lowers and rounds to /oi/ PT *ɯi  /ɯi/ PT *ɯi maitains its original pronunciation 

PT *uai  /ui/ PT *uai simplifies to /ui/ PT *uai  /oi/ PT *uai levels out to /oi/ 

Labial-liquid clusters have developed differently in different areas.  In general, the liquid is retained in the form of palatalization more in the east.  In some eastern 
areas and Min areas, certain clusters have developed into alveolar plosives, affricates or fricatives.  Similarly, labialization of certain PT initials is retained in all 
areas except the western Nong areas. 
 
Nong Zhuang western Nong locations eastern Nong locations (incl. Western Guangnan) far northeastern Nong (esp. Liancheng Township) Min Zhuang 

PT *pl-, *br-  /pʲ/ /p/ /pʲ/, /p/ /pʲ/, /p/ PT *pl-  /ts/, /pʲ/ 
PT *pr-  /p/, /tʰ/ /p/, /tʰ/ /p/, /tʰ/ /t/, /tʰ/ PT *pr- /tʰ/
PT *phl/r-, *bl-  /pʰʲ/ /pʰ/ /pʰʲ/ /pʰʲ/ PT *phl/r-  /ɕ/, /p/ 
PT *kw-  /k/ /kʷ/ /kʷ/ /kʷ/
PT *xw-  /kʰ/ /kʰʷ/ /kʰʷ/ /kʰʷ/

The far northeastern Nong area of Liancheng shows a phonemic merger of /r/ and /l/ not shared by other Nong locations nor by Min Zhuang (though shared by 
some other Taic languages in Guangxi Region).  Based on western and eastern Nong reflexes for “kapok” PT *ŋliw (Luo 1997), it's possible that PT *ŋl/r- 
merged with PT *r-, which would seem to contradict Li's view that this cluster merged with PT *ŋ- by the point of Proto-Central Tai, but we lack adequate data to 
make a definitive decision. 
 
Nong Zhuang western Nong locations eastern Nong locations (incl. 

Western Guangnan) 
far northeastern Nong (esp. 
Liancheng Township) 

Min Zhuang 

PT *r- /ð/  /ð/ /l/ /ð/ 
PT *ŋl/r  /ð/ /ð/   

Both Nong and Min Zhuang demonstrate the following characteristics of Central Taic languages, as first identified by Li (1977): 

1. Merger of Proto-Tai (PT) *tr- and *tʰr- into an aspirated dental stop /tʰ/. 
2. Development of PT *f- into an aspirated labial stop /pʰ/ in many CT languages.  (But shared by some Southwestern Taic languages, such as Phake and 

Black Tai, according to Luo.) 

3. Development of PT *ɣ- into an unaspirated velar stop /k/. (Which then splits into /c/ and /k/ in Nong Zhuang.) 

Li also listed retention of PT clusters *pr-, *ʔbl/r- and *vl/r- in some form as a characteristic of Central Taic, but in these languages there appears to be very little 
retention of these clusters; only a few Nong locations show some any palatalization for “knife.”  
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3.7 Nong Phonemic Inventory 

We lack adequate data to confidently propose an exhaustive phonemic inventory for Min Zhuang, but for Nong Zhuang we propose the following vowel and 
consonant phonemes: 

3.7.1 Vowels 

We have identified eight phonemic vowels; two of which differ from each other only in phonemic length and this contrast is only found in the environment 
preceding sonorant codas, that is, nasals and semivowels.  In addition to these eight, there is also a phoneme /ɤ/ which occurs primarily as the Nong pronunciation 
of /ə/ in Chinese loanwords, but also in a few words that look to be of Taic origin.  In at least one of these, [ɤ²²] 'to carry a child on the back', this may be a 
development from PT *ɯa, *ʔɯa C1 'to carry a child on the back.' 

 

 
Front 

Unrounded 
Back 

Unrounded 
 

Rounded 

Close i ɯ u 

Close-Mid e ɤ o 

Mid    

Open-Mid ɛ  ɔ 

Open  short: a (before nasals only)   

 long: aː   

Although, thus far, we have considered diphthongs and tripthongs as sequences of vowels (following Li), when considering the Nong language synchronically, it 
is also possible to treat them as vowel-semivowel combinations, as does Gedney in his fieldnotes on “Western Nung.” This treatment would eliminate any 
diphthongs or tripthongs.  The syllable structure, thus, would require only a single vowel slot, but require the capacity for consonant clusters as initials, though not 
as finals, as all of the potential vowel + semi-vowel combinations only occur as syllable codas, never before nasal or oral plosive codas. However, arguing against 
such a treatment is the fact that we do have phonemic contrasts between semi-vowel+vowel syllables (not preceded by any glottal construction) and vowel+vowel 
syllables, in which the first vowel is phonetically longer and is preceded by glottal closer, for example, [ʔuːa¹¹] ‘stupid’ versus [wa¹¹] ‘broom.’ (As we will see in 
the final section, the government-approved Zhuang orthography, has chosen to write these as vocalic diphthongs and tripthongs.)  The following table includes 
both possible analyses: 
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Front 

Unrounded 
 
 

Back 
Rounded 

 
outer phoneme(s) treated as 

vowels 
outer phoneme(s) treated as 

semi-vowels 
outer phoneme(s) treated as 

vowels 
outer phoneme(s) treated as 

semi-vowels 

Close iau (jaw) ua (wa) 

Close-Mid eu (eo) (ew) oi (oj) 

Mid     

Open-Mid     

Open short: au, ai, aɯ (aw, aj, aɰ)   

 long: aːu, aːi, (aːw, aːj)   

The fact that there is no /a/ length contrast in the diphthong /aɯ/ is explained by the fact that this modern diphthong developed from the PT *əɯ and PT *e/ɛɯ, 
but Li did not reconstruct any *aɯ to develop into /aːɯ/ (in contrast to *au  /aːu/ and *ai  /aːi/).  The above table contains no palatalized or labialized onset 
diphthongs, as we are treating these by proposing palatalized or labialized consonant phonemes.  Most of these result from the simplification of consonant 
clusters, although a few, such as /mʲ/, which is mostly found in Chinese loan words, do not. 

3.7.2 Consonants 

The following table lists the Nong consonant phonemes: 
 
place of articulation ⇒  
means of articulation ⇓ labial dental alveolar palatal velar 

unaspirated voiceless plosive /p/  /t/ /c/ /k/ 

aspirated voiceless plosive /pʰ/  /tʰ/ /cʰ/ /kʰ/ 
(pre-glottalized) voiced plosive /ʔb/  /ʔd/   

(voiced) nasal plosive /m/  n ɲ ŋ 
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voiceless fricative /f/ /θ/ ([s])   /x/ ([h]) 

voiced fricative  /ð/    

liquid  l    

semi-vowels /w/ ([ʋ]) /ɰ/  /y/  

In addition to the above consonants, it is possible to posit additional sets of palatalized and labialized consonants.  A larger set of phoneme consonants would 
simplify the Nong syllable template, as it would eliminate the possibility of any consonant clusters (e.g. to (C) V (V)(V)C).  However, this would require us to 
propose a large set of phonemic mergers in certain Nong dialects, rather than simply the elision of certain semi-vowels in certain words, these dialects.  Also, we 
know that many of these “palatalized” and “labialized” initial consonants do, in fact, result from vowel + liquid consonant clusters or from simple consonants 
followed, diphthongs (at least as Li analyzed them).  Therefore, we prefer to allow initial consonant clusters into our template, with the condition that the second 
consonant element be a semi-vowel: C (SV) V (V) (C).   

The only required element of a Nong syllable is the medial vowel.  Syllables in Nong can begin with a consonant, which may be any of the above phonemic 
consonants, except for semivowels.  The second option slot is filled by a semi-vowel, with or without another preceding consonant.  Initial consonant /p, pʰ, ʔb, 
m, t, tʰ, ʔd, n, l, ð, θ, t, l, k, kʰ, ŋ/ may be followed by one of two semi-vowels, /j/ if the initial consonant is one of the following /p, pʰ, ʔb, m, t, tʰ, ʔd, n, l, ð, θ/, or 
/w/ if the initial consonant is /t, l, k, kʰ/, and possibly /ŋ/.  If both the C and the SV slots are not filled, then it is common to precede the medial vowel with a non-
phonemic glottal stop. The medial vowel can be optionally followed by a single consonant, which can be an oral unaspirated plosive, a semi-vowel or labial, 
alveolar or velar nasal (/p, t, k, y, w, ɰ, m, n, ŋ/). 

Specific examples for these phonemes (including minimal pairs to illustrate phonemic contrasts) will be presented in the following section on orthography. 
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4 Orthography 
 
4.1 A Brief History of Zhuang Orthographies 

Starting from Tang and Song Dynasty times, the ancestors of the Zhuang have used square Chinese-style characters to 
write the Zhuang language.  This system is known as “Square Zhuang characters” (Fangkuai Zhuang zi, 方块壮字), 
“Tusu characters” (Tusu zi, 土俗字), “Rare characters” (Shengpi zi, 生僻字), “Zhuang Songs characters” (Zhuang Ge zi, 
壮歌字), Dao Gong zi (道公字), or in Wuming Northern Zhuang: Saw Ndip, or “raw characters.” (CASS 1994:841; 
Zhuangzu Baike Cidian 1993:410).  It made use of existing Chinese characters for their meaning (i.e. the Chinese 
character has the semantic meaning of the Zhuang word it represented) or for their sound (i.e. the Chinese character as 
pronounced in the local Chinese dialect sounded similar to the Zhuang word it represented, even though the original 
meaning of the Chinese character was not the same as the meaning of the Zhuang word).  The Zhuang also used the 
radicals and brush strokes of the Chinese characters to create Chinese-style characters unique to Zhuang.  These 
characters were traditionally used to record Zhuang folksongs lyrics, Zhuang traditional opera, and history, as well as 
traditional religious writings, such as incantations and fortune-telling books.  Although these character systems are not 
standardized across Zhuang dialects and villages and most Zhuang cannot read these characters, some traditional 
religious practitioners continue to use these characters and in a few counties, such as Jingxi and Debao in the Guangxi 
Region, the usage of these characters is more widespread (CASS 1994:841). 

A phonetic orthography for the Zhuang of Guangxi and Yunnan was first introduced in 1955, under the name “Zhuang 
Orthography Proposal (Draft),” (壮文方案[草案]), and was ratified by the State Council of China in 1958 (CASS 1994).  
This orthography was based on the Northern Zhuang variety of Wuming, in Guangxi.  However, it made use of some 
Cyrillic-style characters, which were inconvenient to type and print.  A revised orthography was introduced in 1981, 
known as “Zhuang Orthography Proposal · Revised Plan” (壮文方案 · 修订案), which requires only the Roman 
characters found on a conventional keyboard with no diacritics (tones are marked by syllable final consonant characters), 
and seeks to conform to the Pinyin Romanization used for Putonghua (Mandarin) Chinese as much as possible (see 
Appendix B for a table summarizing this orthography). 

However, it became clear that Nong Zhuang and Dai Zhuang could not be adequately expressed using this orthography, 
since the differences between Southern Zhuang and the Wuming dialect of Northern Zhuang upon which the official 
orthography was based, were too great—for example, the aspirated consonants which are common in Southern Zhuang.  
Therefore, in 1984, the prefecture authorized an experimental orthography from Wenshan Zhuang, entitled “Wenshan 
Zhuang Phonetic Orthography Proposal” (文山壮语拼音方案), created by Professor Nong, a linguist and mother tongue 
Nong Zhuang speaker from Xichou county.  Pilot literacy classes were conducted in all counties of Wenshan prefecture, 
except Xichou (having the smallest Zhuang population), but (according to Prof. Nong) all progress in the orthography 
development and literacy was halted when Prof. Nong retired in the 1990s (personal communication with Prof. Nong 
2004). 

However, the 1984 Wenshan prefecture orthography varies quite a bit from both the national Zhuang orthography and 
from Pinyin, and there was concern on the part of some government cadres that all Zhuang should be using the same 
nationally ratified orthography.  This apparently limited the extent of the Zhuang literacy program in Wenshan prefecture 
(CASS 1994:576).  During this period, in the northern Taic speaking areas of Qiubei and Funing counties, literacy 
classes also took place using the national orthography.  From 1986–1989, 202 classes were formed in Qiubei county 
consisting of over 7000 students, over a thousand of which were certified to have achieved literacy (Yunnan Shengzhi 
1998, CASS 1994:576).  In 1987, in Qiubei county, a pilot class of forty-five preschool students was conducted in 
Zhuang, and after a year of the Zhuang-Chinese bilingual preschool, the students began normal kindergarten and were 
able to successfully translate from Chinese into Zhuang.  

However, at the time of our research in 2004–2007, no one we spoke with knew of any on-going Zhuang literacy classes. 
The only people we met who could read and write any Zhuang orthography worked for the provincial language 
commission or the prefecture broadcasting station. 
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In the past few years, Wenshan Zhuang-speaking linguists Lu Baocheng and Meng Simu, working for the Yunnan 
Province Minority Language and Literature Work Direction Commission Office (云南省少数民族语文指导工作委员
会办公室; hereafter “Yunnan Language Commission”), have adapted the national Zhuang orthography to better fit the 
Nong Zhuang language of Yunnan.  Using the pronunciation of the Nong Zhuang speakers of north-central Guangnan 
County as the base, linguists from the Yunnan Language Commission have edited a two volume primer (Meng 2006), 
some kindergarten through second grade bilingual reading curriculum aimed at teaching the children Chinese character 
recognition (Lu 2006), and a collection of papers from the Seventeenth National Congress of the Communist Party of 
China (Lu 2007).  The reading curriculum is currently being taught at a limited number of elementary schools in 
Wenshan prefecture.  
 
4.2 Overview of the Nationally Approved Zhuang Orthography as Modified to Represent Nong Zhuang 

In the following section, we will present the national orthography as adapted by the Yunnan Language Commission to 
represent Nong Zhuang.   

4.2.1 Tones 

The Yunnan Zhuang orthography follows the national Zhuang orthography in the marking of tones on syllables ending in 
vowels, semivowels, or nasal consonants.  For these syllables (“unchecked” syllables), five of the six tones are marked 
with consonants added to the end of the syllable.  The first tone, corresponding to Li's Proto-Tai A1 tone, is left 
unmarked.  

The national Zhuang orthography distinguishes two tones for syllables ending in an oral consonant (“oral” syllables), 
Modern tones resulting from Proto-Tai D1 and D2 tone categories, the two tone categories that resulted forn the historic 
split based on the voicing quality of syllable onsets, are distinguished from each other based on the character used to 
represent the final oral consonant phoneme.  Checked syllable tones which result from Proto-Tai Tone D1 (7/9 in 
Chinese numbering system) are marked by using {p}, {t} or {k} to represent the final consonant, according to the place 
of articulation. Checked syllable tones which resulted from Proto-Tai Tone D2 (8/10 in Chinese tone numbering system) 
are represented using {b}, {d} or {g} for the final consonant, according to the place of articulation. (The final oral 
consonant phoneme represented by {p} and {b}, for example, is the same, although these graphs represent two different 
phonemes when used in syllable initial position.)  As many Zhuang languages also preserve evidence of a further tone 
split among “checked” syllables based on historic vowel length, the transcription of the vowel phonemes in these 
syllables can further distinguish among checked syllable tones. 

As we have seen, in Nong Zhuang there is no longer a phonemic contrast between long and short vowels in these 
syllables, and possibly as a result, some of the checked syllable tone categories have now merged, although in different 
ways in different areas of the Nong language area.  The Yunnan Language Commission’s modification of the 
orthography handles this situation by under-representing three of the historic tone categories, marking tone number 7, the 
tone resulting from the Proto-Tai tone Li labeled “D1S,” with a “p,” “t,” or “k” (according to the place of final consonant 
articulation).  The other checked tone categories, tones 8, 9, and 10, are marked with a “b,” “d,” or “g,” regardless of 
whether the tone reflex is that corresponding to D2S, D1L or D2L.  Readers are expected to determine the lexeme (with 
the proper tone) by context.  (Using the Yunnan Language Commission modified orthography, all low /a/ vowels 
occurring prior to a oral consonant syllable coda are considered phonemically short and an “e” character is always added 
to the “a” in this environment.  Unlike in the national orthography, the presence of this “e” does not indicate the tone of 
the syllable.) 
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National Zhuang  
Orthography 

Yunnan Language Commission 
Orthography 

Chinese Tone Category 
Numbering (Toneme) 

Corresponding Historic 
Proto-Tai Tone 

Nong Zhuang 
Tone Pitch Value 

  1 A1 ²⁴ (¹³, ³⁵, ¹ʔ³) 

–z –z 2 A2 ³³ (⁴⁴) 

–j –j 3 C1 ²² 

–x –x 4 C2 ⁵³ (⁵⁵) 

–q –q 5 B1 ¹¹，¹² 

–h –h 6 B2 ³¹ 

–p, –t, or –k –p, –t, or –k 7 (or 7短, short) D1S ⁵⁵  

–b, –d, or –g –b, –d, or –g 8 (or 8 短, short) D2S ³³ (⁵⁵) 

 –p, –t, or –k –b, –d, or –g 9 (or 7长, long) D1L ¹¹ (¹³) 

–b, –d, or –g  –b, –d, or –g  10 (or 8 长, long) D2L ³¹ (³³, ¹¹) 

The following table provides examples of Nong words as presented in the Yunnan Language Commission form of the Zhuang orthography, organized by tone 
category.  The spelling conventions used for some words are our own and do not necessarily represent the manner in which the Yunnan Language Commission 
linguists would represent these words.   
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Examples of Orthographic Tone Representation 
Ortho-
graphy WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Form PT Tone 
∅ (un-
marked) Tone 1            A1 
bae pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pay¹⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai³⁵ pei³⁵ to go *pəi  A1 
bi pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pii¹⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi³⁵ piː³⁵ year  *pi A1 
pi pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰii¹⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ ti³³ pʰi²² pʰi³⁵ pʰi³⁵ ghost *phl/ru̥i A1 
bing piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ¹⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ³⁵ piŋ³⁵ leech *pliŋ A1 
paen pʰən²⁴ pʰən²⁴ pʰɔ²² pʰən²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰən²² pʰən²⁴  pʰan²²  pʰan³⁵  pʰu³⁵ to dream *fan  A1 
mbang ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ baaŋ¹⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ thin, flimsy  *ʔbaŋ A1 
mbaw ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ baɰ¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ³⁵ ʔbəɯ³⁵ leaf  *ʔbəɯ  A1 
mbin ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban¹⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ to fly *ʔbin A1 
              
-z Tone 2            A1 
biz pi³³  pi³³ pi³³ pii⁴⁴ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ fat (Adj.) *bi A2 
maenz man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ mən³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ round *mon A2 
faenz fan³³ kʰo²⁴fən³³ fan³³ fən³³ fan⁴⁴ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fən³³ seed *van  A2 

faez fei⁵⁵ fei³³ fai³³ fei³³ fay⁴⁴ fei³³ fei⁵⁵ fai³³ fai³³ fei³³ fire *vɛi  A2 

              
-j Tone 3            C1 
paij pʰai²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi³³ pʰaay²² pʰaːi²² pʰai²² pʰaːi⁵⁵ phaːi²² pʰaːi²² cotton *fai C1 
paenj fu²⁴ pʰɯ²⁴ pʰan²²  pʰan²² pʰan²² pʰən²² pʰan²²   pən²² to twist rope *fan C1 
mbij ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² bii²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² butterfly  *ʔba C1 
mbanj ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² baan²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² small village *ʔban C1 
              
-x Tone 4            C2 
maex mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ may⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai³³ mai⁵³ mei⁵³ tree *məi C2 
fax fa⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ fa⁵⁵ faa⁵⁵ fa⁵³/⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ fa⁵³ sky *va C2 

dongx toːŋ⁵⁵ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toaŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ tɔŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ taːŋ⁵³ abdomen, belly *duɔŋ C2 

              
-q Tone 5            B1 
paq pɔ³¹ pʰaː¹¹ pʰa¹¹ (hən³³) pʰaː¹¹ pʰaa²¹ pʰa¹¹ pʰa¹¹ pɔ²² pʰa¹¹  to split  *pha  B1 

 
mboq ʔbo¹¹ ʔbɔ¹¹ ʔbo³¹ ʔbɔ¹¹ boo²¹, ʔbɔʔ¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹² not, no *ʔbɔ B1 
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bɔɔ²¹
pwiq pʰɯei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯy²¹ pʰwei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰʷai¹¹ pʰi¹¹ pʰi¹¹ to spit out  *phu̥i? B1 
mbaq ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ baa²¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ shoulder *ʔba B1 
              
-h Tone 6            B2 
boh po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ poo³¹  po³¹  po³¹ po³¹ father *bɔ   B2 
meh me³¹ me³¹ mei³¹ me³¹ mee³¹ me³¹ mi³¹moi²² mɛ²² miɛ³¹ me³¹ mother *mɛ   B2 
mumh mum²² məm³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum⁵⁵ mum³¹ mum³¹ beard *mum  B2 
daeuh tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ taw³¹ tau³¹ tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ ashes *vlau   B2 

dah ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ taa³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ taː³¹ river *da B2 

              
-p/t/k Tone 7 + /p/, /t/, 

/k/           D1S 
baet pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pʲɛt⁵⁵ duck *pie̥t  D1S 
paet   pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵  pʰat⁵⁵ pʰʲət⁵⁵ hot, spicy *phet  D1S 
bik pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵¹ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ wing *piək   D1L 
puk pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰɔk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ to tie, bundle *fruək  D1L; D2L 
doak tauk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ to fall *tok   D1S 

              
-b/d/g Tone 8 + /p/, /t/, 

/k/           D2S 
foag fɔk³³ fɔk³³ foak³³ fɔk³³ fɔk⁴⁴ fɔk³³ fɔk³³,fʷɔk³³ fʷɔk⁵⁵ fɔk⁵⁵ fɔk³³ to swell *vok D2S 

dub     tup⁴⁴    tup⁵⁵ top³³ to fight *dup D2S 

maed mat³³ mat³³ mat³³ mat³³ mat⁴⁴ mat³³ mat³³ mat³¹ mat⁵⁵ mat³³ ant *mot  D2S 
              
-b/d/g Tone 9  + /p/, /t/, 

/k/           D1L 
boad pɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹¹ pɔt²¹ pɔət¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³,pɔɯt¹³ lungs *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt D1L 
mbud ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔbuət¹¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwət¹¹ bɔt²¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwɔt¹¹ ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔbɔt¹¹ ʔbɔt¹² blind *ʔbɔt D1L 
tud tʰɔt¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰʷɔt¹¹ tʰɔt²¹ tɔet¹¹, 

tɔːt¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹,tʰʷɔt¹¹ to take off *thɔt D1L 

baeg pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ paak²¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pu³³pak¹¹ mouth *pak  D1L 
taeg tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰaak²¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak³³ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹³ to dry in the air *prak  D1L 

ndaed ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ hot; warm *ʔdɯat D1L 
              
-b/d/g Tone 10 + /p/, /t/, 

/k/           D2L 
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big pɯk³¹ pɯk³¹ pjɯk³¹ pɯk³¹ pɤk³¹ pik³¹ pɯk³¹ pik⁵⁵ pik³¹ pik³¹ tomorrow *vruok D2S/D2L 

fug fɔk³¹ fuk³¹ fɔk³¹ fuk³¹ fuk⁵⁵ fuk³¹ fək³¹ fuk⁵⁵ fuk³¹ fuk³¹ mat *vuək D2L 

maeg         mak³¹  blade; MW for *mak D2L 

           bladed objects   

4.2.2 Orthographic Representation of Consonants 

4.2.2.1 Representation of Syllable Onsets 

The following table displays the graphemes representing the syllable onsets in Nong Zhuang.  Because /l/  and /ð/ have merged in the far northwestern Nong area 
(Liancheng Township, Xiao Guangnan datapoint), these speakers will have their /l/ phoneme written with an {l} for certain words and as an {r} for other words.  
The grapheme {s} represents the phoneme that alternates between [s] and [θ], while {v} represents the phoneme that alternates between [v] and [w].  (The 
grapheme {w} is a vowel in the Zhuang orthography.) 

One challenge for a Nong Zhuang orthography is how to represent consonant plus semi-vowel clusters.  Many Nong locations have elided their semi-vowels 
when they follow consonants. However, possibly as many as half of Nong speakers (mostly in Guangnan County) still maintain these clusters.  The Yunnan 
Language Commission’s modified orthography makes use of four consonant plus semi-vowel clusters: “py,” “by,” “mby,” and “my.”3536Speakers from southern 
Nong areas whose dialects have elided the semi-vowel part of these clusters would pronounce these onsets identically to “p,” “b,” “mb” and “m,” respectively.  
The national Zhuang orthography includes several other consonant and semi-vowel clusters not currently used in the Yunnan Language Commission materials: 
“gv,” “gy” and “ngv.”  Though labialization, like palatalization, has been lost in some Nong areas, it is still present in many areas, and a few minimal pairs can be 
found between labialized onset words and words with non-labialized onsets in the same positon, for example, “gvang” (‘deer’) versus “gang” (‘vat, large pottery 
jar’), “gvanx”3637(‘rule, manage’) versus “ganx” (‘tired’), “kang” (‘bronze’) versus “kvang” (‘ceder’), “kvaen” (‘feather’) versus “kaen” (‘to crow’).  The 
aspirated velar consonant and labial semi-vowel cluster is not explicitly used in the national orthography, as this was based upon a Northern Zhuang dialect of the 
Northern branch of Taic, thus, containing no aspirated consonants whatsoever.  However, by analogy with the labialized velar clusters employeed in the national 
Zhuang orthography, it is consistent to make use of an aspirated labialized velar cluster “kv” for Southern Zhuang (Central Taic) varieties, just as the Yunnan 
Language Commission orthography uses “p,” “t,” “k,” “py,” “q” and “ch.”  Therefore, in the following table, we use the digraphs “gv” and “kv” to represent these 
velar and semi-vowel clusters.  Speakers whose dialects have lost labialization would pronounce these identically to “g” and “k,” respectively. (We had no need 
for the “gy” digraph in Nong Zhuang and the labialized nasal velar represented by “ngv” appears to be extremely rare, with only a single known example at the 
present time: “ngved” (classifier for lines). 

                                                      
3536In addition, there are several other digraph representations that do not represent consonant clusters: “ny” representing a palatal nasal, “ng” representing a velar nasal, “mb” and “nd” 
representing pre-glottalized voiced labial and alveolar stops, respectively, and “ch” representing an aspirated palatal stop when prior to a back vowel. 
3637“Gvanx” (‘rule, manage’) is a Chinese loanword (from 管), but one that has now become fully integrated into the Nong language with a slightly different and more narrow meaning than the 
Chinese word. 
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On most front mid-open vowels /e/, there is some palatalization preceding the nucleus.  However, this is so consistent, with only a few mid front vowels not 
possessing this onglide (possibly remnants of a phonemically short /e/), that it is not recorded in the orthography.   

Because there is a contrast between syllables that begin with glottal stops followed by vowels (written simply with vowel graphemes) and those that begin with 
semi-vowels not preceded by glottal stops (written with semi-vowel graphemes), we have included the vowel syllable onsets in this section also, although they are 
treated separately in the vowel representation section which follows.  (Chinese loanwords beginning with the high front vowel /i/ are written with a “yi” digraph, 
as in Pinyin, since these typically do not contain a glottal stop initially.  In this way, this onset is distinguished from some Taic words whose onset is a glottal stop 
and which written is with only an “i.”) 

Examples of Orthographic Syllable Onset Representation 

Orthogr. WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Tone
{b-} /p-/   *p-, *b-, *pl-, 

*vr-
baeg pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ paak²¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ pak¹¹ mouth *pak D1L
boad pɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹¹ pɔt²¹ pɔət¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³, pɔɯt¹³ lungs *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt D1L
bae pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pay¹⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai³⁵ pei³⁵ to go *pəi A1
bi pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pii¹⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi³⁵ piː³⁵ year *pi A1
bik pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵¹ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ wing *piək D1L
baet pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pʲɛt⁵⁵ duck *pie̥t D1S
boh po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ poo³¹ po³¹ po³¹ po³¹ father *bɔ B2
biz pi³³  pi³³ pi³³ pii⁴⁴ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ fat *bi A2
bing piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ¹⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ³⁵ piŋ³⁵ leech *pliŋ A1
big pɯk³¹ pɯk³¹ pjɯk³¹ pɯk³¹ pɤk³¹ pik³¹ pɯk³¹ pik⁵⁵ pik³¹ pik³¹ tomorrow *vruok D2S/D

2L
bieda piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ pɛt²¹ piɛt¹¹, pɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ piɛt¹¹ peat¹¹ eight *pɛt D1L
    
{p-} /pʰ-/    *ph-, *f -,  

*phl/r-, *fr-
paq pɔ³¹ pʰaː¹¹ pʰa¹¹ (hən³³) pʰaː¹¹ pʰaa²¹ pʰa¹¹ pʰa¹¹ pɔ²² pʰa¹¹ to split *pha B1
aThis word is spelled “biad” in Yunnan Language Commission publications. 
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paet   pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵ pʰʲət⁵⁵ hot, spicy *phet D1S
pwiq pʰɯei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰɯy²¹ pʰwei¹¹ pʰɯi¹¹ pʰʷai¹¹ pʰi¹¹ pʰi¹¹ to spit out *phu̥i? B1
paij pʰai²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi³³ pʰaay²² pʰaːi²² pʰai²² pʰaːi⁵⁵ phaːi²² pʰaːi²² cotton *fai C1
paen pʰən²⁴ pʰən²⁴ pʰɔ²² pʰən²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰən²² pʰən²⁴ pʰan²²  pʰan³⁵ pʰu³⁵ to dream *fan A1
paen pʰan²⁴ pʰən²⁴lɔŋ³³ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan³⁵ pʰəːn³⁵ rain *fon A1
paenj fu²⁴ pʰɯ²⁴ pʰan²²  pʰan²² pʰan²² pʰən²² pʰan²² pən²² to twist 

rope
*fan C1

pi pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰii¹⁴ pʰi²⁴ pʰi²⁴ ti³³ pʰi²² pʰi³⁵ pʰi³⁵ ghost *phl/ru̥i A1
puk pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰɔk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ to tie, 

bundle
*fruək D1L; 

D2L
    
{py-} /pʰ-/ /pʰ-/ /pʰʲ-/ /pʰ-/ /pʰ-/ /pʰʲ-/ /pʰ-/ /pʰ-/ /pʰʲ-/ /pʰʲ-/ *pr-
pyaeg  pʰak¹¹ pʰʲak¹¹ pʰak¹¹ pʰaak²¹ pʰʲak¹¹ pʰak¹¹ pʰak¹¹ pʰjak¹¹ pʰʲak¹³ forehead *phl/rak D1L
pyaek pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵, 

pʰʲak⁵⁵
pʰak⁵⁵ pʰjak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ vegetable *phl/rək D1S

    
{mb-} /b-/     *ʔb-
mbij ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² bii²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² ʔbi²² butterfly *ʔba C1
mbaq ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ baa²¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ ʔba¹¹ shoulder *ʔba B1
mbang ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ baaŋ¹⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ²⁴ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ ʔbaːŋ³⁵ thin, flimsy *ʔbaŋ A1
mbud ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔbuət¹¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwət¹¹ bɔt²¹ ʔbɔat¹¹ ʔbwɔt¹¹ ʔbʷɔt¹¹ ʔbɔt¹¹ ʔbɔt¹² blind *ʔbɔt D1L
mbaw ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ baɰ¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ³⁵ ʔbəɯ³⁵ leaf (small, 

tree)
*ʔbəɯ A1

mbin ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban¹⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ to fly *ʔbin A1
mbanj ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² baan²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² ʔbaːn²² small 

village
*ʔban C1

mboq ʔbo¹¹ ʔbɔ¹¹ ʔbo³¹ ʔbɔ¹¹ boo²¹, bɔɔ²¹ ʔbɔʔ¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹² not, no *ʔbɔ B1
    
{by-} /p-/ /p-/ /pʲ-/ /p-/ /p-/ /pʲ-/ /p-/ /p-/ /pʲ-/ /pʲ-/ *pl-
bya pa²⁴ pa²⁴ pʲa²⁴ pa²⁴ paa¹⁴ pja²⁴ pa²⁴ pa²⁴ pʲa³⁵ pʲaː³⁵ fish *pla A1
byaeuq pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ 

piɛŋ¹¹ 
pʲau¹¹ pau¹² empty 

(bottle)
*pliə̥u B1

    
{m-} /m-/     *m-, *hm-, 
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*ml/r-
miz  mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mii⁴⁴ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ ni³³ drunk *mau A2
meh me³¹ me³¹ mei³¹ me³¹ mee³¹ me³¹ mi³¹moi²

²
mɛ²² miɛ³¹ me³¹ mother *mɛ B2

maex mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ may⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai³³ mai⁵³ mei⁵³ tree *məi C2
maenz man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ mən³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ round *mon A2
mumh mum²² məm³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum³¹ mum³¹ məm³¹ mum⁵⁵ mum³¹ mum³¹ beard *mum B2
maed mat³³ mat³³ mat³³ mat³³ mat⁴⁴ mat³³ mat³³ mat³¹ mat⁵⁵ mat³³ ant *mot D2S
ma ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ maa¹⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma³⁵ ma³⁵ dog *hma A1
maij mai²² mai²² maːi²² maːi²² maay²² maːi²² maːi²² maːi²² maːi²² widow *hmai C1/B1 
maeg mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maak²¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ fruit *hmak D1L
maet mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ mat⁵⁵ flea *hmat D1S
moag mʷɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk²¹ mɔk¹¹ mwɔk¹¹ mʷɔk¹¹ mok¹¹ mak¹¹ mist, fog *hmɔk D1L
maenz man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ man³³ man²² man³³ mʲɛn³³ louse *ml/ren A2; A1 
    
{my-} /mʲ-/ /m-/ /mʲ-/ /mʲ-/ /m-/ /mʲ-/ /mʲ-/ /mʲ-/ /mʲ-/ /mʲ-/ *ml/r, *mɛ
myengz meŋ³³ meːŋ²² mʲaŋ³³ mʲəŋ³³ meŋ⁴⁴ meːŋ³³ mʲeːŋ³³ mʲɛŋ³³ mʲɛŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ insect *ml/rɛŋ A2
myaeb mʲap³³ mʲɛp³¹  mʲap³¹ maap³¹ mʲap³¹ mʲɛp³¹ mʲap³¹ mʲap⁵⁵ mʲɛp⁵⁵ lightning  *ml/rɛp D2L
myaeg mak³³ mak³¹ mʲak³¹ mak³¹ maak³¹ mʲaːk³¹ mak³¹ mak³¹ mʲaːk³¹ mjak³¹ smooth; 

slippery
*ml/rɯak D2L

myauq mʲau¹¹ mʲao¹¹ mʲau¹¹ mʲao¹¹ mɛw²² mʲau¹¹ mʲau³¹ mʲaːu¹¹ mʲau¹¹ mʲaːu²¹² cat *mɛu A2
    
{f-} /f-/   *v-
fax fa⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ fa⁵⁵ faa⁵⁵ fa⁵³/⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ fa⁵³ fa⁵³ sky *va C2
faenz fan³³ kʰo²⁴fən³³ fan³³ fən³³ fan⁴⁴ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fan³³ fən³³ seed *van A2
faez fei⁵⁵ fei³³ fai³³ fei³³ fay⁴⁴ fei³³ fei⁵⁵ fai³³ fai³³ fei³³ fire *vɛi A2
foag fɔk³³ fɔk³³ foak³³ fɔk³³ fɔk⁴⁴ fɔk³³ fɔk³³, 

fʷɔk³³
fʷɔk⁵⁵ fɔk⁵⁵ fɔk³³ to swell *vok D2S

fug fɔk³¹ fuk³¹ fɔk³¹ fuk³¹ fuk⁵⁵ fuk³¹ fək³¹ fuk⁵⁵ fuk³¹ fuk³¹ mat *vuək D2L
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{v-} /ʋ-/   *w , *hw-,  
*ŋw-, *ɣw-, 
*gw-

vana waːn²⁴ waːn²⁴  vaːn²⁴ vaan¹⁴ waːn²⁴ waːn³⁵ waːn³⁵ deliciousa *hwan A1
vi wi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vii¹⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²² vi³⁵ vi³⁵ comb *hwei A1
vaih waiə⁴¹ wai³¹ vaːi³¹ wai³¹ vaay³¹ waːi³¹ waːi³¹ vaːi³¹ waːi³¹ waːi³¹ bad; ruin *wai 

“diminish, 
finish”

C2

vaenz wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ day *ŋwən A2
vaiz waːi³³ waːi³³ vaːi³³ waːi³³ vaay⁴⁴ wai³³ waːi³³ waːi³³ waːi³³ vaːi³³ buffalo *ɣwai A2
vengh   viaŋ³¹ veŋ³¹ veŋ³¹ veŋ³¹,

viɛŋ³¹
vieŋ³¹ viɛŋ³¹ viaŋ³¹ to throw Luo 1997: 

*gwVVŋ 
B2

    
{d-} /t-/   (*t-, *d-, *vl-)
daem tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam²⁴ tam³⁵ tam³⁵ to pound *tam A1
daemq tam¹¹pʰaŋ²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam²¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ to weave *tam B1
dauh taːu³¹ taːu³¹ taːu³¹ taːu²² taaw³¹ taːu³¹ taːu³¹ taːu³¹  taːu³¹, 

taːu²²
taːu²² to return *tau C1

doq to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ too²¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ bee, wasp *tɔ B1
daep tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ liver *təp D1S
din tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin¹⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin³⁵ tin³⁵ foot *tiən A1
doak tauk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ to fall *tok D1S
du paʔ³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ pak³³tu²⁴ ʔbak²²tu²⁴ tuu¹⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ pak³³ tu²² pak¹¹ tu³⁵ tu³⁵ door *tu A1
daeuh tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ taw³¹ tau³¹ tou³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ tau³¹ ashes *vlau B2
dah ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ taa³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ ta³¹ taː³¹ river *da B2
dongx toːŋ⁵⁵ ʔan²²tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toaŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ tɔŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ taːŋ⁵³ abdomen, 

belly
*duɔŋ C2

dup    tup⁴⁴ tup⁵⁵ top³³ to fight *dup D2S
daem tam²⁴ tjem²⁴ team²⁴ tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tjam²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam³⁵ tʲəm³⁵ full *tlie̥m A1
aThis word meant “sweet” to the oldest living generation; younger Nong speakers now distingish between “ngawh,” meaning sweet like sugar, and “van” meaning “delicious, good-tasting.” 
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{t-} /th-/   *th-, *pr-, *tr-, 

*thl-, *thr-
tanq tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰan¹¹ tʰaan²¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ tʰan¹¹  tʰaːn¹¹ tʰaːn¹¹ charcoal *than B1
tud tʰɔt¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰuat¹¹ tʰʷɔt¹¹ tʰɔt²¹ tɔet¹¹, tɔːt¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰʷat¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹ tʰɔt¹¹, tʰʷɔt¹¹ to take off *thɔt D1L
twng tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰɯŋ¹⁴ tʰɯŋ²⁴ tʰəŋ²⁴ tʰiɛŋ²⁴ tʰɯŋ³⁵ tʰɯŋ³⁵ sugar *thɯən A1
taeg tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰaak²¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak³³ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹³ to dry in 

the air
*prak D1L

tai tʰaːiə²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaay¹⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ to die *trai A1
ta tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰaa¹⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa³⁵ tʰaː³⁵ eye *tra A1
taj tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰaa²² tʰaʔ²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² tʰa²² to wait *thla C1
taeb lim²²kan³³ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰaap²¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹¹ tʰap¹³ to carry on 

a pole
*thrap D1L

towq 
(tuiq) 

tʰuei¹¹ tʰui¹¹ tʰəɯ¹¹ tʰui¹¹ tʰɯy²¹, tʰuy² tʰei¹¹, 
tʰɯ¹¹

tʰuei¹¹ tʰʷai¹¹ tʰɯ¹¹ tʰɯ¹² sweat *thrɯa B1

tang tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ (ti³¹) tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaaŋ¹⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tail *thrɯ̥aŋ A1
to (tu) tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ po³³tʰu²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ an³³ tʰu²⁴ tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ head *thrue A1
tam tʰam²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaam¹⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm²⁴ tʰaːm³⁵ tʰaːm³⁵ to raise, 

carry
*thram A1; A2 

    
{nd-} /ʔd-/   *ʔbl/r-, 

*ʔd-, *ʔdl/r-
ndog ʔdʷɔk¹¹cat⁵⁵ ʔdɔk¹¹cʲɛk⁵⁵ ʔdoak¹¹va²⁴ ʔdɔk¹¹wa²⁴ dɔk²¹vaa¹⁴ ʔdɔk¹¹ ʔdwɔk¹¹ ʔtʷak¹¹cat⁵⁵ ʔdok¹¹wa³⁵ ʔdɔk¹³wa³¹ flower *ʔbl/rɔk D1L
ndown    dɯn¹⁴ ʔdən²² ʔdɯən²⁴ month *ʔbl/rɯen A1
ndujndij ʔdoŋ²² ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² duu²²dii²² ʔdu²²ʔdi²² ʔdu²²ʔ

di²²
toŋ³³ʔdi⁵⁵  ʔdu²² 

ʔdi²²
ʔdu¹¹ʔdi²² navel *ʔbl/rï A1

ndaeng ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²² ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²⁴ ʔdaŋ²⁴ an²² ʔdaŋ²⁴ daŋ¹⁴ an²²ʔdaŋ²⁴ ʔan²⁴
ʔdaŋ²⁴

an³³ 
ʔdaŋ²⁴ 

ʔdaŋ³⁵ ʔdaŋ³⁵ nose *ʔdaŋ A1

ndaep  ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ dap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ ʔdap⁵⁵ extinguish *ʔdap D1S
ndaed ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ hot; warm *ʔdɯat D1L
ndoang ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ ʔduoŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ dɔŋ¹⁴ ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdwɔŋ²⁴ ʔdʷaːŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ³⁵ forest; 

woods
*ʔdoŋ A1

ndae ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ day¹⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²² ʔdai³⁵ ʔdei³⁵ good *ʔdu̥i? A1
ndut 
(ndit) 

ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ dɤt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵, ʔdut⁵⁵ to suck *ʔduot D1L

ndeu ʔdiɛu²⁴ ʔdiau²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ dew¹⁴ ʔat³³ ʔdiou²⁴ ʔdio²² ʔdeo³⁵ one *ʔdiau A1 
ndaem ʔdam²⁴ ʔdaːm²⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdaːm²⁴ dam¹⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdam²⁴ ʔdam¹¹ ʔdam³⁵ ʔdaːm³⁵ black *ʔdl/ram A1
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ndang ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ daaŋ¹⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaːŋ²⁴ ʔdaɯ³⁵ 
ʔdaːŋ³⁵

ʔdaːŋ³⁵ body 
(human)

*ʔdl/raŋ B2

ndau 
ndiq 

ʔdaːu²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ ʔdou²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ʔdi¹¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ daaw¹⁴dii²¹ ʔdaːu²⁴ 
ʔdi¹¹

ʔdaːu²⁴ʔ
di¹¹

ʔdaːu²⁴ 
ʔdi²² 

ʔdaːu³⁵ 
ʔdi¹¹

ʔdaːu³⁵ ʔdi¹¹ star *ʔdl/rəi A1

ndaw 
(ndi) 

ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi¹¹ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ daɰ¹⁴, dii¹⁴ ʔdəɯ²⁴ 
ʔdi²⁴

ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²² ʔdi³³ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdi²⁴ ʔdəɯ³⁵⁴ in (side) *ʔdl/rəɯ A2

ndiang ʔdeːŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiːɛŋ²⁴ deŋ¹⁴ ʔdiaŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²⁴ ʔdiɛŋ²² ʔdiɛŋ³⁵ ʔdeaŋ³⁵ red *ʔdl/riɛŋ A1
nduk ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ duk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduək⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ bone *ʔdl/ruok D1L
    
{n-} /n-/   *n-, *hn-, *nl/r-
naz na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ naa⁴⁴ na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ nam⁵³ naː³³ field *na A2
nanx nan⁵⁵ naːn³³ naːŋ⁵³ nan⁵⁵ naan⁵⁵, ðaay⁵⁵ nan⁵⁵ naːn³³ hʷɔk⁵⁵ ða iː⁵⁵ ðaːi⁵³ nan³¹ difficult *naan (Luo 1997) B2
namh nam³¹ ti²⁴naːm³¹ naːm³¹ cʰa³¹ naːm³¹ naam³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ naːm³¹ earth *nam B2
noanz bai²⁴ne³³ ɲe³³ ne³³ tʰan¹¹ɲe³³ non⁴⁴, nee⁴⁴ noːn³³ nuːn³³ ne³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ to sleep *nɔ/ɯ̥ɔn A2
naengh naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ to sit *nəŋ B2
naeuh ɲau²⁴ nou³¹ ɕjak²⁴ nau³¹ nou³¹ naw³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ to rot *nəu B2
neux ɲiou⁵⁵ 

muŋ³³ 
niu⁵⁵ muːŋ³³ ɲu⁵⁵ moŋ³³ niu⁵⁵ muːŋ³³ niw⁵⁵ muŋ⁴⁴ niu⁵⁵ 

moŋ³³
niu⁵⁵ 
muŋ³³

ɲiau⁵⁵ 
moŋ³³ 

niau⁵³ 
moŋ³³

neu⁵⁵ moːŋ³³ finger *niu C2

nwx nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁴⁵ nɯɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵⁵ nɯ⁵³ nɯ⁵³ flesh, meat *nɯo C2
nongx nɔŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ nɔaŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵³ nɔːŋ⁵³ younger 

sibling
*nu̥ɔŋ C2

naeh nɛi⁴¹ ni¹¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ nay³¹, nii⁵ nei³¹ nei³¹ nai³¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ this *nu̥i? C2
nungh nuŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ⁴⁴ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ put on, 

wear
*nuŋ B2

nam naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naam¹⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²⁴ naːm²² naːm³⁵ naːm³⁵ thorn *hnam A1
naeng naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ¹⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ²⁴ naŋ³⁵ naŋ³⁵ skin *hnaŋ A1
nong nɔːŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ noaŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ noŋ¹⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ nɔːŋ²⁴ pin²⁴ 

nʷɔŋ¹¹ 
noːŋ³⁵ nɔːŋ³⁵ pus *hnɔŋ A1

naek nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ heavy *hnək D1S
naengj naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naːŋ²⁴ naŋ²² naŋ²² to steam *hnɯŋ C1
nu nu²⁴ nu²⁴ nu²⁴ nu²⁴ nuu¹⁴ nu²⁴ nu²⁴ nu²⁴ nu³⁵ nuː³⁵ mouse, rat *hnu A1
nog nʷɔk¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nuk²¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nɔk¹¹ nok³¹ nɔk¹³ deaf *hnuek D1L
naj nɔ²² na²² na²² na²² naa²² na²² na²² nɔ²² na²² naː²² face *hna C1
na na²⁴ na²⁴ na²⁴ naː²⁴ naa¹⁴ na²⁴ na²⁴ nɔ²² na³⁵ na³⁵ thick 

(paper)
*hna A1
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naemx nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵⁵ nam⁵³ nam⁵³ water *nl/ram C2
nog nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔak³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nɔk³¹ nʷɔk³³ nok³¹ nok³¹ out (side) *nl/rɔk D2L
noag nɔk³³ ti²²nʷɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti³³nɔk³³ nɔk⁴⁴ nɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti²² nʷɔk³³ ti³³ nɔk⁵⁵ ti²²nak³³ bird *nl/rok D2S
    
{ny-} /ɲ-/   *ñ-
nyuh  ɲiu³¹ ɲjo³¹ ɲiu³¹ ɲiw³¹ ɲo³¹ ɲiu³¹ ɲio³¹ ɲo³¹ urine *ñiau B2
nyaeb ɲiap³³  ɲap = 

“embroider” 
ɲiap³³ ɲip⁴⁴, ɲɛp⁴⁴ ɲiap³³ sew *ñie̥p D2S

nyinz ɲin³³ ɲin³³ ɲin³³ ɲin³³ ɲin⁴⁴ ɲin³³ ɲin⁵⁵ ɲin³³ ɲin³³ ɲin³³ hear *ñin A2
nyomx ɲom⁵⁵ 

(pʰaŋ²⁴) 
ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ 

(pʰaŋ²²) 
ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵³ to dye *ñuɔm C2

nyongz ɲioŋ³³ ɲuŋ³³  ɲuŋ³³ ɲuŋ⁴⁴ ɲoŋ³³ ɲuŋ³³ ɲioŋ³³ ɲoŋ³³ mosquito *ñuŋ A2 
nyaeux ɲiou⁵⁵ ɲau²⁴ ɲau⁵³ ɲau⁵⁵ ɲaw⁵⁵ ɲau⁵⁵ ɲau⁵⁵ ɳiau⁵⁵ ɲau⁵³ ɲau⁵³ to play *ñau C2
nyaj ɲo²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲaa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲɔ²² ɲa²² ɲa²² grass *hñɯ̥a C1
nyingz ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ⁴⁴ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ ɲiŋ³³ female *hñiŋ A1 
    
{z-}, {j-} /c-/   *č-, *ǰ-, *k-,  

*g-, *ɣ-, *kl-, 
*kr-, *gl-

zaw coɯ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ caɰ¹⁴ cəɯ²⁴ caɯ²⁴ cəɯ²⁴ caʔɯ³⁵ cəɯ³⁵ heart *če/ɛɯ A1
zaem  cam²⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ cam¹⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ to sink *čem A1
jiat cʰiɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ seven *čet D1S
zaiz cai³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caay⁴⁴ cai³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ man *ǰai A2
zumx cum⁵⁵ cɔm⁵⁵ cum⁵³ cɔm⁵⁵ cum⁵⁵ com⁵⁵ cum⁵⁵ cum⁵⁵ cum⁵³ cum⁵⁵ cool *ǰam C2
zangx   caːŋ⁵³ caːŋ⁵⁵ caaŋ⁵⁵ caŋ⁵⁵ caːŋ⁵⁵ elephant *ǰaŋ C2
zaeux cau⁵⁵  caːu⁵⁵  cau³³ caw⁵⁵ cau⁵⁵/⁵³ cəu⁵⁵ cau⁵⁵ cau⁵³ cʌu⁵³ early *ǰau C2
zawh caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɰ³¹ cəɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ be, is *ǰe/ɛɯ B2
jed ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt³³ cet³³ ciɛt³³ cɛt⁴⁴ cet³³ ciɛt³³ ciɛt³³ ciɛt⁵⁵ cʲɛt³³ to wipe *ǰet D2S
zwg cɪk¹¹ cɯk³³ cɯk³³ ciɛk³¹ cik³¹ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ cɪk³³ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ rope *ǰɯak D2L
jeq ce¹¹ cei¹¹ ce¹¹ cei¹¹ cee²¹ ce¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ cɛ¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ ce¹¹ old 

(person)
*kɛ, *kəu B1; B1 

zaeq 
(gaeq) 

cei¹¹ cai¹¹ caːi¹¹ cai¹¹ cay²¹ cɛi¹¹ cɛi¹¹ cai¹¹ kai¹¹ cɛi¹² chicken *kəi B1
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jin cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²¹ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin²⁴ cin³⁵ cin³⁵ eat *kin A1
zaemz cam³³  cam³³ cam³³ cam³³ cam³³ cam³⁵ salty *gem A2
jim cim²⁴ cim²⁴ cim²⁴ cim³⁵ cim¹⁴ cim²⁴ cim²⁴ cim³⁵ cim³⁵⁴ gold *ɣam A2
zaj ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² caa²² caʔ²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² rice 

seedling
*kla C1

zong kəŋ³¹ cuɔːŋ²⁴ coaŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ coŋ³⁵, 
cʷaŋ³⁵⁴

drum 
(noun)

*klɔŋ A1

zawj caɯ²² cʰaɯ³³ cʰaɯ³³ cʰəɯ³³ cʰaɰ²² cʰəɯ²² coɯ²², 
cʰoɯ²²

cʰəɯ³³ caɯ³³ cəɯ²² near *krəɯ C1

zanz caːn³³ caːn⁵⁵ can⁵⁵ vaːi⁵⁵ caːn³³ caan⁴⁴ caːn³³ caːn³³ caːn³³ caːn³³ caːn³³ to crawl *glu̥an A2
    
{ch-},  
{q-} 

/cʰ-/   *hr-, *čh-,  *kh-
, *x-, *khl-, 
*khr-

qaenq cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰjen¹¹ cʰiən¹¹ hɛɛ³¹ cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰien¹¹ cʰiɛn¹¹  cʰiɛn¹¹ cʰiɛn¹¹ to slice (V) *hran B1
chog cʰɔk¹¹ cʰɔk¹¹ cʰɔak¹¹ cʰɔk¹¹ cʰɔk²¹ cʰɔk¹¹ cʰʷɔk³¹ cʰok¹¹ cʰok¹¹ lance; 

spear
*hrɔk D1L

chaengj cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰəŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² bean
chaem cʰam²⁴ cʰam²⁴ cʰam²⁴ cʰam¹¹ cʰam¹⁴ cʰjɛm²⁴ cʰam²⁴ cʰam²² cʰam³⁵ cʰaːm³⁵ needle *khie̥m A1
qiu  cʰiu²⁴ cʰiu²⁴ cʰiu²² cʰio²⁴ cʰiou²⁴ cʰio³³ cʰieu³⁵ cʰeau³⁵ green *xiau A1
choj cʰou²² cʰu²² cʰau²² cʰo²² cʰoo²² cʰo³³ cʰo²² cʰau²² dry (adj) *xe/ɛɯ B1
qij cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰii²² cʰiʔ²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² excrement *xei C1
qiag cʰiak¹¹ cʰiak¹¹ cʰiɛk¹¹ cʰʲɛk¹¹ cʰɛk²¹ cʰɛk¹¹ cʰiak¹¹ cʰiak¹¹ cʰiɛk¹¹ cʰʲak¹² guest *xɛk D1L
qing cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ ginger *xiŋ A1
chongq 
chau 

  cʰoŋ²⁴ cʰaːu²⁴ cʰoŋ¹¹ 
cʰaːu²⁴

cʰoŋ²¹ 
cʰaaw¹⁴

cʰoŋ¹¹cʰaːu
²⁴

cʰoŋ²² 
cʰau²⁴

cʰiŋ¹¹ 
cʰaːu³⁵

cʰiŋ³³ cʰaːu³⁵ spider *khlaaŋ A1

chaej bən³³ cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰei²² cʰay²² cʰei²² cʰɛi²² cʰai⁵⁵ cʰai²² cʰei²² sick *khləi C1
chaeq cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰay²¹ cʰɛi¹¹ cʰɛi²¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰei¹² egg *khrəi B1
chu cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ chuu¹⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu³⁵ cʰu³⁵ ear *xrɯ̥u A1 
choak cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰuɔk⁵⁵ cʰoak⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ six *xrok D1S
    
{y-} /j-/   *j-, *ʔj-
yah ja³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹ yaa³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹ ja³¹ married 

woman
*ja B2 

ya ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ yaa¹⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja³⁵ jaː³⁵ medicine *ʔjɯ̥a A1
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yaeg jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ yaak²¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹³ hungry *ʔjɯ̥ak D1L
yuq jou¹¹ jou¹¹ ju³³ jəu¹¹ yiw²¹ ɟou¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹¹ ju¹¹ ju¹² to be at *ʔju B1
    
{r-} /ð-/ /ð-/ /ɾ-/ /ð-/ /ð-/ /ð-/ /ʑ-/ /ð-/ /ð-/ /l-/ *nl/r-, *r-
rangz ðaŋ³³  ðaːŋ³³ ɾaŋ³³ ðaːŋ³³ ðaaŋ⁴⁴ ðaːŋ³³ ʑaːŋ⁵⁵ ðaŋ³³ ðaːŋ³³ laːŋ³³ bamboo-

shoot
*nl/raŋ A2

roangx ðo⁵⁵ ðoːŋ⁵⁵ ɾoaŋ⁵³ ðoːŋ⁵⁵ ðoŋ⁵⁵ ðɔːŋ⁵⁵ ʑoːŋ⁵⁵ ðoŋ⁵⁵ ðoːŋ⁵³ loːŋ⁵³ to shout *rɔŋ C2
ruz  ðu³³ ɾu³³ ðuu⁴⁴ ðu³³ ðu³³ lu³³ hole 

cave 
*ru A2

riz ði³³ ði³³ ɾi³³ ði³³ ðii⁴⁴ ði³³ ʑi³³, zi³³ ði³³ ði³³ li³³ long *rei A2
raeuz ðou³³ ðəu³³  ðo³³ ðaw⁴⁴ ðo³³ ʑou³³ ðau³³ ðəɯ³³ ⁵⁵ lau³³ we (incl.) *rəu A2
rwnza ðɯn³³ ðɯn³³ ɾɯn³³ ðɯn³³ ðɯn⁴⁴, ðaan⁴⁴ ðɯn³³ ðən³³ ðin³³ ðɯən³³ lɤːn³³ house *rɯan A2
raeg    ðak³¹ ðaak³¹ ðak³¹ ðak³¹ wax *rɯək D2L
raeg    ðak³¹ lak³¹ vomit (V) *ru̥ak D2L
rux ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ɾu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðuu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵³ lu⁵³ to know *ruo C2
rungh ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ɾuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ bright; 

light
*ruoŋ “dawn” B2

raix    ðaːi⁵³ unhappy; 
bad

*rai C2

    
{s-} /θ-/ /s-/ /s-/ /θ-/ /s-/ /θ-/ /s-/ /θ-/ /θ-/, /s-/ /s-/ *s-, *z-
sa θa²⁴ sa²⁴ sa²⁴ θa²⁴ saa¹⁴ θa²⁴ sa²⁴ θa²² θa³⁵, sa³⁵ sa³⁵ paper *sa A1
sam θaːm²⁴ saːm²⁴ saːm²⁴ θaːm²⁴ saam¹⁴ θaːm²⁴ saːm²⁴ θaːm²² θaːm³⁵, 

saːm³⁵
saːm³⁵ three *sam A1

saenq  sən¹¹  θən¹¹ san²¹ θən¹¹ sən¹¹ θan¹¹, 
san¹¹ 

θɛn¹¹ to shiver, 
shake, 
tremble

*san B1

saej θei²² saːi²² saːi²² θei²² say²² θei³³ sei²², 
θei²²

θai²² θai²², 
sai²²

θei²² intestines *səi C1

siq θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ sii²¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ θi¹¹, si¹¹ si¹² four *si B1
aThis word is spelled both “rownz” and “ronz” in Yunnan Language Commission publications. 
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sip θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵, 

sip⁵⁵
sip⁵⁵ ten *sip D1S

sow sɯ²⁴ sɤ²⁴ sɤ²⁴ sɯ²⁴ 
=“lion”

sɯ²⁴ sɿ²⁴ θɯ²⁴ θɤ¹³, sɤ sə̪³⁵ tiger *sɯa A1

saemj θam²² sam³³ sam²² θam³³ sam²² θam²² sam²², 
θam³³

θam²⁴ θam²², 
sam²²

θam²² sour *som A1

song θoŋ²⁴ suaŋ²⁴ soaŋ²⁴ θɔːŋ²⁴ soŋ¹⁴ ŋi³¹ soːŋ²⁴ θoŋ²² θoŋ¹³, 
soːʔŋ³⁵

soːŋ³⁵ two (ord.) *soŋ 
(Luo 1997) 

A1

su    θu¹³, su³⁵ you (pl) *su A1
sung θuŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ²⁴ suŋ¹⁴ θoŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ¹¹ θuŋ¹³, 

suŋ³⁵
soːŋ³⁵ high; tall *suəŋ A1

sug sɯk⁵⁵ sɔk⁵⁵ suɔk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵lan³
¹

θuək⁵⁵ θu k⁵⁵ ripe; fully 
cooked

*suk D1S

soiq θi¹¹no³³ si¹¹ θi¹¹ θəi¹¹ sɯy²¹ θəi¹¹ sui¹¹ θi¹¹ muŋ³³ soːi¹¹ soːi¹¹ to wash *suai A1
saiz θaːi³³ saːi³³ saːi³³ θaːi³³ saay⁴⁴ θaːi³³ saːi³³ θaːi³³ saːi³³ saːi³³ sand, dust *zai A2
saeg θak³³ sak³³ sak³³ θak³³ sak⁴⁴ θak³³ sak³³, 

θak³³
θap³³ sak⁵⁵ sak³³ to launder *zak D2S

sauz  saːu³³  saːu³³  θaːu³³ sau³³ saːu³³ θaːu³³ to wash *zau A2
swx sɨ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯɯ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ to buy *zɯ C2
swh θɯ³¹ sɯ³¹, sɿ³¹ sɯ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɯɯ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɨ³¹ θɯ³¹ sɯ³¹ sɯ³¹ straight *zɯ B2
saix θai⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵³ θai⁵⁵ saay⁵⁵ θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵³ saːi⁵³ left (side) *zɯi C2
    
{l-} /l-/   *l-, *hl-, *dl-, 
linx lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ tongue *lin C2
lingz liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ⁴⁴ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ monkey *liŋ A2
lwg lɯk³³  lɯk³¹ lɯk³¹ lɤk³¹ lɯk³¹ lɯk³³ lɩk⁵⁵ lɯk³¹ to select *lɯak D2L
lwd lɯt³³ lət³³ lɯt³³ lɯt³¹ lɤt³¹ lɯt³¹ lət³¹ lit³³ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ blood *lɯet D2L
lug (log) luk³³ lɔk³³ lok³³ lɔk³¹ luk³¹ lɔk³¹, lɔk³³ lok³¹ luk³³ luk³¹ lɔk³¹, lɔk³¹ child *lɯ̥uk D2L
lumz lum³³  lɯm³³ lum³³  ləm³³ lum⁴⁴ lum³³ lɯm³³ luəm³³  lum³³ lum³³ forget *lɯum A2
lai laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laay¹⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²² laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ many *hlai A1
lae lai²⁴ laːi²⁴ lai²⁴ lai²⁴ lay¹⁴ lei²² lai²⁴ lai²² lai³⁵ ləi³⁵⁴ to flow (of a

river)
*hləi A1

laeng laŋ²⁴ piŋ³³ laːŋ²⁴ pu²⁴ laŋ²⁴ pai³¹ laːŋ²⁴ paay³¹laŋ¹⁴ pɪŋ³³ laŋ²⁴ ʔbai³¹ 
laŋ²⁴

miɛ³¹ 
laːŋ²⁴ 

paːi³¹ 
laŋ³⁵

pei³³ laŋ³⁵ back *hləŋ A1

laeuj lau²² lou³³ lau²² lau²² law²² lau²² ləu²² lau²² lau²² lau²² liquor *hləu C1
laeg  lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁴⁴ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak³³ to steal *dlək D2S
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laix lai⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵⁵ laay⁵⁵ laiʔ⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵³ to lick *dlie A2
langx la⁵⁵aŋ³³ laːŋ³³ laːŋ⁵⁵ laːŋ⁵⁵ laaŋ⁵⁵ laːŋ⁵⁵ laːŋ³³ laːŋ²⁴ laːŋ⁵³ laːŋ⁵³ to wash *dlɯ̥aŋ C2
laemz lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam⁴⁴ lam³³ lam³³ laːm³³ lam³³ lɔm³³ wind *dlu̥om A2
laeg lak³³ lak³³ lak³³mai⁵³ lak³¹ laak³¹ lak³¹ lak³¹ lak⁵⁵mai³³ lak³¹ lak³¹ root *drak D2L
lwz lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯɯ⁴⁴ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ lɯ³³ boat; ship *drɯo A2
liab liap³¹ muŋ³³ liap³³muːŋ³³ lʲap⁵⁵moŋ³³ liap³³muːŋ³³ lɛp⁴⁴muŋ⁴⁴ liap³³moŋ³³ liap³³

muŋ³³
liap³³ lat⁵⁵ 

moŋ³³
lʲɛt³³moːŋ³³ finger-nail *dlie̥p D2S

liak liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liɛk⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ iron *hlek D1S
    
{g-} /k-/   *k-, *kh-, *g-, 

*ɣ-, *kl-
gaem  kam²⁴ kam²⁴ kam²⁴ kam²⁴ kam³⁵ kom³⁵ to hold *kam A1
gaeu kou²⁴ kou²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kaw¹⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²² kau³⁵ to scratch 

the face
*kəu A1

gaeuq ʔdʷɔk¹¹, 
kau¹¹ 

kou¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kaw²¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹³ old (thing) *kəu B1

gaeuj kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kaw²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² nine *kiə̥u C1
goeng kɔŋ²⁴  kʷɔːŋ²⁴  kɔaŋ²⁴ kɔːŋ²⁴ kɔŋ¹⁴ kɔŋ³³ kʷaŋ²⁴ kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ bow *koŋ A1
gaep    kap⁵⁵ kap⁵⁵ kap⁵⁵ kap⁵⁵ frog *kop D1S
gux ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵³ ku⁵⁵ kuu¹⁴, kuu³¹ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵⁵ ku⁵³, ku³³ ku⁵³ I *ku A1
gowz kɯ³³ kɯ⁵⁵ kɤ³³ kɯ²² kɯɯ⁴⁴ = 

“brinjal”
kɯ³³ kɯ³³ kw³³ kɤ³³ kɤ³³ eggplant *khɯa A1 

gaeb kap³³ kap³³ kap³³  kap³³ kap⁴⁴ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ kap³³ narrow *gap D2S
(dawj) 
gangz 

kaːŋ³³ (taɯ²²) 
kaːŋ³³ 

(taɯ²²) kaːŋ³³ (taɯ²²) 
kaːŋ³³ 

(taɰ²²) 
kaaŋ⁴⁴ 

(təɯ²²) 
kaːŋ³³ 

(taɯ²²) 
kaːŋ³³ 

(təɯ²⁴) 
kaːŋ³³ 

(taɯ) 
kaːŋ³³ 

kaːŋ³³ chin *ɣaŋ A2

goenz kʷan³³ kɔn³³ kɔan³³ kɔən³³ kɔn⁴⁴ kwan³³, 
kɔːn³³

kʷɔːn³³ kʷɔn³³ kɔːn³³ kɔn³³ person *ɣon A2

gwnx kən⁵⁵ koŋ⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kən⁵⁵ kɯn⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kən⁵⁵ kɩn⁵⁵ kɯn⁵³ kɯn⁵³ to swallow *klɛn A1
gow kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯː²⁴ kɯɯ¹⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²⁴ kɯ²² kɯ³⁵ kɯ³⁵ salt *klɯo A1
goij  kuːi²² koi²² kuːi²² kuy²² kui²² kuːi²² koːi²² banana *kluai C1
gae 
(gvae) 

kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kay¹⁴ kei²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kwai³⁵ kei³⁵ far *kləi A1

    
{gv-} /kʷ-/   *kw-, *kl-
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gvang   kaːŋ²⁴ kaːŋ²⁴ kaaŋ¹⁴ kʷaːŋ²⁴  kaŋ²⁴ kaːŋ¹¹ kʷaːŋ³⁵ kʷaŋ³⁵⁴ deer *kwaŋ A1
gvangj kaŋ²² kaːŋ²² kaːŋ²² kaːŋ²² kaaŋ²² kʷaːŋ²² kaːŋ²² kaŋ⁵⁵ kʷaːŋ²² kʷaːŋ²² wide *kwaŋ C1
gvae 
(gae) 

kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kay¹⁴ kei²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kwai³⁵ kei³⁵ far *kləi A1

    
{k-} /kʰ-/   *kh-, *x-, *xr-
ka kʰa²⁴ kʰaː²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰaa¹⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa²⁴ kʰa³⁵ kʰa³⁵ leg *kha A1
kaj kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰaa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰɔ²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kill, to *kha C1
kai kʰaiə²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaay¹⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰai²⁴ kʰaːi²² kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ sell, to *khai A1
kaeu kʰou²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰaw¹⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰau³⁵ kʰʌu³⁵ horn *khəu A1
(lug-)  
koi 

(luk³¹) 
kʰuei²⁴ 

(lɔk³³)  
kʰɔi²⁴ 

(lok³³)  
kʰɔi²⁴ 

(lɔk³³) kʰɔi²⁴ kʰuy¹⁴ (lɔk³¹) 
kʰoːi²⁴ 

(lok³³) 
kʰoːi²⁴ 

(luk³¹) 
kʰoi²² 

kʰoːi³⁵ (lɔk³¹) kʰoːi³⁵ son-in-law (*lɯ̥uk-) *khɯi (D2L-
A1 

kau kʰau²⁴ kʰauː²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaaw¹⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²² kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ white *xau A1
kaem kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴, 

kʰɯn¹¹ 
kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ bitter *xem A1

kaep kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔap⁵⁵ to bite *xep D1S
kaeuj  kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰou²² kʰau²² to enter *xəu C1
kaeuj kʰau²²  kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² rice *xəu C1 
(tu-) 
kaeuq 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰou¹¹ 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹ 

(tʰu²⁴)  
kʰau¹¹ 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹ 

(thuu¹⁴) 
kʰaw²¹ 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰau 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰəu¹¹ 

(tʰu²⁴) 
kʰau¹¹ 

(tʰuo³⁵) 
kʰau¹¹ 

(tʰo²⁴) kʰau¹² knee (*thrue-) 
*xou   

(A1-) 
B1 

kut 
(mbut) 

kʰut⁵⁵ kʰut⁵⁵ kʰut⁵⁵ kʰau³³ kʰaw⁵⁵, kʰut⁵⁵ kʰwət⁵⁵ kʰut⁵⁵ kʰuət⁵⁵ ʔbut⁵⁵ ʔbut⁵⁵ to dig *xut D1S

kawq  kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɰ²¹ kʰəɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰəɯ¹¹ dry (adj) *xe/ɛɯ B1
ku (ko) kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰuu¹⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²⁴ kʰu²² kʰo³⁵ kʰo³⁵ to laugh *xrua A1
    
{kv-} /kʰʷ-/   *khu-̥, *xw-
kviq kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰii²¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰwi¹¹ kʰi¹² to ride *khu̥i B1
kvaen  kʰuan²⁴ kʰuan²⁴ kʰwan²⁴ kʰɔn¹⁴ kʰwan²⁴ kʰwan²⁴ kʰʷan²⁴ kʰuan³⁵ kʰʷon²⁴ feather *khu̥ɯn A1
kvaq kʰa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ kʰaa²¹ kʰʷa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ kʰa¹¹ kʰʷa¹¹ kʰʷa¹¹, kʰoa¹¹ pants *xwa B1 

    
{ng-} /ŋ-/   *ŋ-, *ñ-
ngah 
(maex) 

ŋo³¹ (mei⁵⁵) ŋɔ³¹ (mɛi⁵⁵) ŋa³¹ (mai⁵³) ŋa³¹ (mei⁴⁵) ŋaa³¹ (may⁵⁵) ŋa³¹ 
(mei⁵⁵) 

ŋa³¹ 
(mɛi⁵⁵) 

ŋɔ⁵³ 
(mai³³) 

ŋa³¹ 
(mai⁵³) 

ŋa³¹ (mei⁵³) branch; 
twig 

*ŋa B2
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ngaih  ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaay³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ ŋaːi³¹ easy *ŋai B2
ngaeuz ŋau³³ ŋou³³ ŋau³³ ŋau³³ ŋaw⁴⁴ ŋau³³ ŋəɤ³³ ti²² ŋau³³ ŋau³³ ŋʌu³³ shadow, 

reflexion 
*ŋau A2

ngaenz ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan⁴⁴ ŋam³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ ŋan³³ silver *ŋən A2
nguz ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti³³ŋo³³ ti³³ŋu³³ ŋuu⁴⁴ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti²² ŋu³³ ti³³ ŋu³³ ti²²ŋuː³³ snake *ŋɯ̥u A2
ngih- 
(sip) 

ŋi³¹ 
(θip⁵⁵) 

ni³¹ 
(sip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹ 
(θip⁵⁵) 

ni³¹
(sip⁵⁵) 

ŋii³¹
(sip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹
(θip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹
(sip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹ 
(θip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹
(sip⁵⁵) 

ŋi³¹
(sip⁵⁵) 

twenty *ñu̥i + 
*sip (“ten”)  

B2 + 
D1S 

ngwg ŋɯk¹¹ fan⁴⁴ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹¹fan³³ ŋɤk²¹fan⁴⁴ kɔk⁵⁵fən³³ ŋɯk¹¹, 
kwɔk³³fa
n²²

kʷak⁵⁵ 
fan³³ 

ŋɯk¹¹ ŋɯk¹³ gums *hŋɯak D1L

(vaenz-) 
ngaz 

 (wan³³ŋa³³) 
van³³ŋa³³ 

(wan³³)  
ŋa³³ 

(wan³³) ŋa³³ (wan³³) 
ŋa³³

(wan³³) 
ŋɔ²² 

yester-day (*ŋwən”day”
*ŋwan

(A2 +) 
A2

    
{h-} /h-/   *w-, *hr-
hax ha⁵⁵ ha⁵⁵ ha⁵³ xa⁵⁵ haa⁵⁵ ha⁵⁵ xa⁵⁵ ha⁵⁵  ha⁵³ ha⁵³ to speak, to 

talk
*wa B2

haet hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ xat⁵⁵, xɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt̤⁵⁵ mushroom *hret D1S
haj ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² haa²² ha²² xa²² ha²² ha²² ha²² five *ha C1
hawj  haɯ²² haɯ²² haɯ²² haɰ²² həɯ²² haɯ²² haɯ²² həɯ²² give, to *həɯ C1
henj xeːn²² xien²² heːn²² xien²² hen²² heːn²² xiɛn²² hiɛn³³ xiɛn²² hɛːn²² yellow *hen C1
hoak hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔak⁵⁵ xɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hʷɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ hɔk⁵⁵ to do *het D1S
    
{a-} /ʔa-/   *ʔa-, *ʔu-̥, *ʔə-
aj ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa³³ ʔaː²² ʔaa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² to open *ʔa C1
aeb- 
(dah) 

ʔap¹¹  
(ta³¹) 

ʔap¹¹  
(ta³¹) 

ʔap¹¹  
(ta³¹) 

ʔap¹¹ 
(ta³¹) 

ʔaap²¹
taa³¹ 

ʔap¹¹ 
(ta³¹) 

ʔap¹¹ 
(ta³¹) 

ʔap¹¹  
(ta³¹) 

ʔaːp¹¹ 
(ta³¹) 

ʔaːp¹³ (ta³¹) to bathe (in 
a river) 

*ʔap
(+*da) 

D1L 
(+ B2) 

anq ʔaːŋ ¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaan²¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːŋ¹¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹² to count *ʔan B1
ae ʔai²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔay¹⁴ ʔai²⁴ ʔɛi²⁴ ʔai²⁴ ʔai³⁵ ʔaːi³⁵ to cough *ʔəi A1
aek ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ ʔak⁵⁵ chest *ʔu̥ɯk D1S
    
{i-} /ʔi-/   *ʔi-, *ʔj-
imq ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim²¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔiːm¹² full; 

satiated
*ʔim B1

in ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin¹⁴ ʔiːn²⁴ ʔin²⁴ ʔin²² ʔin³⁵ ʔin³⁵ to stand *ʔjɯən A1
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{u-} /ʔu-/   *ʔio̥-
unq ʔʷun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun²¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔuən¹¹ ʔuən¹¹ ʔun¹¹ ʔun¹¹ warm *ʔio̥n B1
    
{o-} /ʔo-/   *ʔɔ-
oij ʔoi²²  ʔoːi²² ʔoi²² ʔɔy²² ʔoːi²² ʔoːi²² ʔoi²² oːi²² ʔɔːi²² sugar cane *ʔɔi C1
    
{ɔ-} /ʔɔ-/    *ʔio̥-, *ʔu-
oengj 
(mungz) 

ʔɔŋ²² 
(muŋ³³) 

  ʔɔːŋ²²
(moŋ³³) 

ʔɔːŋ²² 
(moŋ³³) 

ʔɔŋ²² 
(muŋ³³) 

ʔɔːŋ²² (moːŋ³³) palm *ʔio̥ŋ (+ *mɯ) C1 
(+A2) 

oanq ʔɔn¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔn²¹ ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔɔən¹¹, 
ʔwan¹¹

ʔʷɔn¹¹ ʔoːn¹¹ ʔɔːn¹² soft, tender *ʔuɔn B1

og ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔoak¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk²¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ ʔok¹¹ ʔɔk¹¹ brain *ʔuk D1S

4.2.2.2 Oral consonant Coda Representation 

The spelling conventions for oral final consonants have already been displayed under the section on tone representation in the orthography above and so will not 
be displayed here again. 

4.2.2.3 Nasal Consonant Coda Representation 

The three final consonant phonemes are written with the same graphemes used in the Hanyu Pinyin and the English orthographic systems. 
 
Orthography WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Form PT Tone
{-m} /-m/   *-m
haemh ham³¹ ham³¹ ham³¹ ham³¹ ham³¹ xam³¹ ham³¹ haːm³¹ ham³¹ ham³¹ evening *ɣam B2
kaem kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴, kʰɯn¹¹ kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ bitter *xem A1
zaem  cam²⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ cam¹⁴ cam²⁴ cam³³ cam³⁵ cam³⁵ to sink *čem A1
    
{-n} /-n/   *-n
anq ʔaːŋ ¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaan²¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹¹ ʔaːŋ¹¹ ʔaːn²² ʔaːn¹² to count *ʔan B1
henj xeːn²² xien²² heːn²² xien²² hen²² heːn²² xiɛn²² hiɛn³³ xiɛn²² hɛːn²² yellow *hen C1
vaenz wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ day (24 hours) *ŋwən A2
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Orthography WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Form PT Tone
{-ng} /-ŋ/   *-ŋ
qing cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ ginger *xiŋ A1
zong kəŋ³¹ cuɔːŋ²⁴ coaŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ coŋ³⁵, 

cʷaŋ³⁵⁴
drum (noun) *klɔŋ A1

goeng kɔŋ²⁴  kʷɔːŋ²⁴  kɔaŋ²⁴ kɔːŋ²⁴ kɔŋ¹⁴ kɔŋ³³ kʷaŋ²⁴ kɔŋ³⁵ kɔŋ³⁵ bow *koŋ A1

4.2.3 Representation of Vowels in the Orthography 

As noted above, vowels are the aspect of Nong phonology with the greatest diversity across dialect areas.  Thus, representing the vowel phonemes in a consistent 
way to adequately represent the various dialects spoken across the Nong language area remains a challenge.  The following table displays spellings of lexemes 
generally following conventions established in the modified Zhuang orthography developed by the Yunnan Province Language Commission.  However, many of 
spellings presented here were determined not by the language commission, but by the present author, based on the prounciations observed in the various areas 
surveyed.  (Vowel onsets were also treated in the above section on syllable onsets.) 
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Orthogr. WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Tone
{i} /i/     *i, *iə, *ei
lingz liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ⁴⁴ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ liŋ³³ monkey *liŋ A2
linx lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵⁵ lin⁵³ lin⁵³ tongue *lin C2 
qing cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ chiŋ¹⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiŋ²⁴ cʰiɛŋ³⁵ cʰiŋ³⁵ ginger *xiŋ A1
sip θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ θip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ sip⁵⁵ ten *sip D1S
imq ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim²¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔɪːm¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔim¹¹ ʔiːm¹² full, satiated *ʔim B1
bing piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ¹⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ²⁴ piŋ³⁵ piŋ³⁵ leech *pliŋ A1
mbin ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ban¹⁴ ʔbən²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔban²⁴ ʔbin³⁵ ʔbʲɛn³⁵ to fly *ʔbin A1
tin     tʰin³⁵ tʰin³⁵ stone *thrin A1
bi pi²⁴ piə²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pii¹⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi²⁴ pi³⁵ piː³⁵ year 

(calendar)
*pi A1

bih pi³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹ pii³¹ -- pi³¹ pi³¹  pi³¹ elder sibling *bi B2
biz pi³³   pi³³ pii⁴⁴ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ pi³³ fat *bi A2
miz mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mii⁴⁴ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ mi³³ have, to *mi A2
siq θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ sii²¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ θi¹¹ si¹¹ si¹² four *si B1
kiq (kviq) kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰii²¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰi¹¹ kʰwi¹¹ kʰi¹² to ride *khi B1
mit  mit³³ met³³  mit³¹ mit³¹ mit³¹ mʲɛt³³  razor *miət D2L
din tin²⁴ tin²⁴  tin²⁴ tin¹⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin²⁴ tin³⁵ tin³⁵ foot *tiən A1
bik pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pʲək⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ pik⁵⁵ wing *piək D1L
qij cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰii²² cʰiʔ²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² cʰi²² feces, 

excrement
*xei C1

riz ði³³ ði³³ ɾi³³ ði³³ ðii⁴⁴ ði³³ ʑi³³ ði³³ ði³³ li³³ long *rei A2
vi wi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vii¹⁴ vi²⁴ vi²⁴ vi²² vi³⁵ vi³⁵ comb *hwei A1
      
{w} /ɯ/     *ɯ,  *ɯe, *ɯa
swx sɨ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯɯ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɿ⁵⁵ θɯ⁵⁵ sɯ⁵³ θɯ⁵³ buy, to *zɯ C2
lwd lɯt³³ lət³³ lɯt³³ lɯt³¹ lɤt³¹ lɯt³¹ lət³¹ lit³³ lɯt³¹ lɯt³¹ blood *lɯet D2L
zwg cɪk¹¹ sən²²cɯk³³ cɯk³³ ciɛk³¹ cik³¹ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ θan²² cɪk³³ cɯk³¹ cɯk³¹ rope *ǰɯak D2L; A1
rwnz ðɯn³³ ðɯn³³ ɾɯn³³ ðɯn³³ ðɯn⁴⁴, 

ðaan⁴⁴
ðɯn³³ ðən³³ ðin³³ ðɯən³³ lɤːn³³ house *rɯan A2

nwx nɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵³ nɤ⁴⁵ nɤɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵⁵ nɤ⁵³ nɤ⁵³ flesh, meat *nɯo C2
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Orthogr. WS/MLW YS/KX GN/BH MG/XZ wjg/wn MLP/JD XC/GJ WS/LHL GN/SFZ GN/XGN English Proto-Tai Tone
{u} /u/     *ɯ, *u, *uə, *ɯu, 

*uo, *ɯ̥u, ue
mungz muŋ³³ muŋ³³ moŋ³³ muŋ³³ muŋ⁴⁴ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ moŋ³³ moːŋ³³ hand *mɯ A2
lumz lum³³ lɯm³³ lum³³ ləm³³ lum⁴⁴ lum³³ lɯm³³ luəm³³ lum³³ lum³³ to forget *lɯum A2
suk sɯk⁵⁵ sɔk⁵⁵ suɔk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵ θɔk⁵⁵ suk⁵⁵ θuək⁵⁵  ripe; cooked *suk D1S
dub     tup⁴⁴ tup⁵⁵ *dup D2S
mu mu²⁴ mu²⁴ mu²⁴ mu²⁴ muu¹⁴ mu²⁴ mu²⁴ mu²⁴ mu³⁵ mu³⁵ pig *hmu A1
puj  pʰu²²  pʰu²⁴ pʰuu²² pʰu²² pʰu²² pʰu²² person *phu C1
yuq jou¹¹ jou¹¹ ju³³ jəu¹¹ yiw²¹ ɟou¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹¹ jou¹¹ jau¹² at (loc) *ʔju B1
du tu²⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ tuu¹⁴ tu²⁴ tu²⁴ tu²² tu³⁵ tu³⁵ door *tu A1
sung θuŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ²⁴ suŋ¹⁴ θoŋ²⁴ soŋ²⁴ θoŋ¹¹ suŋ³⁵ soːŋ³⁵ high; tall *suəŋ A1
rux ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ɾu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðuu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵⁵ ðu⁵³ lu⁵³ know; to be 

able
*ruo C2

nduk ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔdok⁵⁵ duk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduək⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ ʔduk⁵⁵ bone *ʔdl/ruok D1L
ndut ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ dɤt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdit⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ ʔdɯt⁵⁵ suck, to *ʔduot D1L
rungh ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ɾuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðoŋ³¹ ðuŋ³¹ loŋ³¹ bright; light *ruoŋ B2
nguz ŋu³³ ti²²ŋu³³ ti³³ŋo³³ ŋu³³ ŋuu⁴⁴ ŋu³³ ŋu³³ ŋu³³ ŋu³³ ŋuː³³ snake *ŋɯ̥u A2
chu cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ chuu¹⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu²⁴ cʰu³⁵ cʰu³⁵ ear *xrɯ̥u A1
lug (log) luk³³ lɔk³³ lok³³ lɔk³¹ luk³¹ lɔk³¹ lok³¹ luk³³ luk³¹ lɔk³¹ child *lɯ̥uk D2L
tu (to) tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ head *thrue A1
      
{e} /ɛ/, /e/     *e, *ɛ, *iɛ  
meh me³¹ (lam³³)  

me³¹ 
mei³¹ (lam³³) 

me³¹
mee³¹ me³¹ mi³¹ 

(moi²²)
mɛ²² miɛ³¹ me³¹ mother *mɛ B2

jeq ce¹¹ cei¹¹ ce¹¹ cei¹¹ cee²¹ ce¹¹ ciɛ¹¹ cɛ¹¹ cʲɛ¹¹ ce¹¹ old (person) *kɛ B1
myengz meːŋ³³ miŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ miŋ³³ meŋ⁴⁴ meːŋ³³ mʲeːŋ³³ miɛŋ³¹ miɛŋ³³ mʲaŋ³³ insect 

classifier
*ml/rɛŋ A2

      
{ie}, {ia} /iɛ/, /ia/     *e, *ɛ, *iɛ
jiat ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ ciɛt⁵⁵ cɛt⁵⁵ seven *čet D1S
liak liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ lɛk⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liak⁵⁵ liɛk⁵⁵ leak⁵⁵ iron *hlek D1S
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biad pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pɛt²¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ pʲɛt¹¹ peat¹¹ eight *pɛt D1L
qiag cʰʲak¹¹ cʰʲak¹¹ cʰʲɛk¹¹ cʰʲɛk¹¹ cʰɛk²¹ cʰɛk¹¹ cʰʲak¹¹ cʰʲak¹¹ cʰʲɛk¹¹ cʰʲak¹² guest *xɛk D1L
liangz   liaŋ³³  ljeːŋ³³ noon meal *dliɛŋ A2
ndiang ʔdeːŋ²⁴ ʔdjːɛŋ²⁴ ʔdjaŋ²⁴ ʔdjːɛŋ²⁴ deŋ¹⁴ ʔdjaŋ²⁴ ʔdjɛŋ²⁴ ʔdjɛŋ²² ʔdjɛŋ³⁵ ʔdeaŋ³⁵ red *ʔdl/riɛŋ A1
      
{eu} /eo/     *iu, *iau 
neux ɲiou⁵⁵  niu⁵⁵ ɲu⁵⁵ niu⁵⁵ niw⁵⁵ niu⁵⁵ niu⁵⁵ ɲiau⁵⁵ ɲeo⁵³ neu⁵⁵ finger *niu C2
ndeu ʔdiɛu²⁴ ʔdiau²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ ʔdeo²⁴ dew¹⁴ ʔdiou²⁴ ʔdio²² ʔdeo³⁵ one *ʔdiau A1 
beuz    piu³³ piw⁴⁴ pio³³ pio³³ pʲo³³ ladle
qeua  cʰiu²⁴   cʰio²⁴ cʰio³³ cʰieu³⁵ green *xiau A1
      
      
{ow} /ɤ/     *ɯo/a
lowz lɤ⁵⁵ lɤ³³ an²⁴lɤ³³ an²²lɤ³³ lɤɤ⁴⁴ an²²lɤ³³ ʔan²²lɤ³³ an³³ lɤ⁵⁵ lɤ³³ lɤ³³ boat *drɯo A2
gow kɤ²⁴ kɤː²⁴ kɤ²⁴ kɤː²⁴ kɤɤ¹⁴ kɤ²⁴ kɤ²⁴ kɤ²² kɤ³⁵ kɤ³⁵ salt *klɯo A1
kow  kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ kʰɤ¹³ lake; 

resevoir
owq      ʔɤ¹¹ carry on 

back
Luo 1997: ʔɯa C1

      
{o} /oː/     *u, *uə, *uo, *ɯ̥u, 

*ɔ, *ɔɔ, *u̥ɔ, *ue
nyongz ɲoŋ³³ ɲoŋ³³  ɲoŋ³³ ɲuŋ⁴⁴ ɲoŋ³³ ɲoŋ³³ ɲoŋ³³ ɲoŋ³³ mosquito *ñuŋ A2
tong tʰoŋ²⁴ tuoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ toŋ²² tʰuŋ¹⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²⁴ tʰoŋ²² tʰoŋ³⁵ tɔŋ³⁵ to boil *thruŋ A1; C1
nongh noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ⁴⁴ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ noŋ³¹ nuŋ³¹ put on, wear *nuŋ B2
pok pʰuk⁵⁵    pʰuk⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ pʰok⁵⁵ to tie, bind *fruək D1L
bo po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ po²⁴ pɔ²⁴ poo¹⁴ poː²⁴ po²⁴ po²⁴ po³⁵ po³⁵ mountain *buo A2
log (lug) luk³³ lɔk³³ lok³³ lɔk³¹ luk³¹ lɔk³¹ lok³¹ luk³³ luk³¹ lɔk³¹ child *lɯ̥uk D2L
aThis word is spelled “qiu” in Yunnan Language Commission publications. 
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mboq ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹ boo²¹ ʔbo¹¹ ʔbo¹¹  ʔbɔː¹² well (of 

water)
*ʔbɔ B1

hoz ho³³ xoː³³ ho²² xoː³³ hoo⁴⁴ ho³³ xo³³ hɔ³³ ho³³ hɔː³³ neck *ɣɔ A2
doq to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ too²¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ to¹¹ bee, wasp *tɔ B1
zong  cuɔːŋ²⁴ coaŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ¹⁴ coːŋ²⁴ coŋ²⁴ coŋ³³ cjoŋ³⁵ coŋ³⁵ drum (noun) *klɔŋ A1
pyom    pʰɔm²⁴ pʰom¹⁴ pʰʲɔːm²⁴ pʰoːm²⁴ pʰʲoːm³⁵ pʰɔːm³⁵⁴ thin (person) *phɔɔm A1
nongx nɔŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ nɔaŋ⁵³ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵⁵ noːŋ⁵⁵ noŋ⁵⁵ nɔːŋ⁵³ nɔːŋ⁵³ younger 

sibling
*nu̥ɔŋ C2

dongx toːŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toaŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ tɔŋ⁵⁵ tɔːŋ⁵⁵ toŋ⁵⁵ toːŋ⁵³ tɔːŋ⁵³ abdomen, 
belly

*duɔŋ C2

nyomx ɲom⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲoːm⁵⁵ ɲom⁵⁵ ɲom⁵³ ɲom⁵³ to dye *ñuɔm C2
to (tu) tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰuu¹⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰu²⁴ tʰuo³⁵ tʰo³⁵ head *thrue A1
nog nʷɔk¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nuk²¹ nok¹¹ nok¹¹ nɔk¹¹ nok³¹ nɔk¹³ deaf *hnuek D1L
      
{oi} /oi/     *ɔi, *ɯi, *uai  
doiq ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ dɔy²¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹² to strike, 

beat
*ʔdɔi A1

oij ʔoi²²  ʔoːi²² ʔoi²² ʔɔy²² ʔoːi²² ʔoːi²² ʔoi²² oːi²² ʔoːi²² sugar cane *ʔɔi C1
ndoiq ʔdoi²² ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoːi¹¹  dɔy²¹ ʔdoːi¹¹ ʔdoi¹¹  ʔdoːi¹² strike, hit *ʔdɔi A1
koi kʰuei²⁴ kʰɔi²⁴ kʰɔi²⁴ kʰɔi²⁴ kʰuy¹⁴ kʰoːi²⁴ kʰoːi²⁴ kʰoi²² kʰoːi³⁵ kʰoːi³⁵ son-in-law *khɯi A1
goij  kuːi²² koi²² kuːi²² kuy²² kui²² kuːi²²  koːi²² banana *kluai C1
      
{oa} /ɔ/     *o, *ɔ/ɯ̥ɔ, *uɔ, *u̥ɔ
noanz     non⁴⁴ noːn³³ nuːn³³ nɔːn³³ nɔːn³³ to sleep *nɔ/ɯ̥ɔn A2
boad pɔt¹¹ tap³³pʷɔt¹¹ tap⁵⁵pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹¹ pɔt²¹ pɔət¹¹ pwɔt¹¹ pʷɔt¹¹ pɔt¹¹ pɔːt¹³ 

(pɔɯt¹³)
lungs *pɔ/ɯ̥ɔt D1L

oanq ʔɔn¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔan¹¹ ʔɔn²¹ ʔɔːn¹¹ ʔɔən¹¹ ʔʷɔn¹¹ ʔoːn¹¹ ʔɔːn¹² soft *ʔuɔn B1
doak tauk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tuɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tʷɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ tɔk⁵⁵ fall, to *tok D1S
ndoang ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ ʔduoŋ²⁴ ʔdɔŋ²⁴ dɔŋ¹⁴ ʔdɔːŋ²⁴ ʔdwɔŋ²⁴ ʔdʷaːŋ²⁴  ʔdɔŋ³⁵ forest *ʔdoŋ A1
choak cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰuɔk⁵⁵ cʰoak⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰʷɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ cʰɔk⁵⁵ six *xrok D1S
noag nɔk³³ ti²²nʷɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti³³nɔk³³ nɔk⁴⁴ nɔk³³ ti²²nɔk³³ ti²² nʷɔk³³ ti³³ nɔk⁵⁵ ti²²nak³³ bird *nl/rok D2S
moak mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔak⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mʷɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ mɔk⁵⁵ to cover up; 

to bury
*hmok  D1S

moag mʷɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk¹¹ mɔk²¹ mɔk¹¹ mwɔk¹¹ mʷɔk¹¹ mok¹¹ mak¹¹ mist, fog *hmɔk D1L
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{oe} / ɔː / or / ɔa/     *o
goenz kʷan³³ kɔn³³ kɔan³³ kɔən³³ kɔn⁴⁴ kwan³³ kʷɔːn³³ kʷɔn³³ kɔːn³³ kɔn³³ person *ɣon A2
goengj kʷɔŋ²² kuaŋ²² kɔaŋ²² kɔŋ³³ kɔŋ²² kɔːŋ²² kʷaŋ²² kʷɔŋ³³ kɔŋ²² kɔaŋ²² cold
loeng lɔŋ²⁴ luɔŋ²⁴ lɔaŋ²⁴ lɔːŋ²⁴ lɔŋ¹⁴ lɔːŋ²⁴ lʷaŋ²⁴ lʷɔŋ²² lɔːŋ³⁵ lɔːŋ³⁵⁴ wrong
      
{a} /aː/     *a, *e, *ɛ, *ɯ̥a, *u̥a, 

*ie̥, *ə, *ɯa, *o
nyaep ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲaap²¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ ɲap¹¹ hard (stiff)
ma ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ maa¹⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma²⁴ ma³⁵ ma³⁵ dog *hma A1
maz mɔ³³ ma⁵⁵  ma⁵⁵ maa⁴⁴ ma³³ ma³³ mɔ³³ ma³³ ma³³ come, to *ma A2
van waːn²⁴    vaan¹⁴ waːn³⁵ waːn³⁵ sweet > 

delicious
*hwan A1

bya pa²⁴ pa²⁴ pʲa²⁴ pa²⁴ paa¹⁴ pja²⁴ pa²⁴ pa²⁴ pja³⁵ pʲaː³⁵ fish *pla A1
zaj ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² caa²² caʔ²² ca²² ca²² ca²² ca²² rice seedling *kla C1
kaj kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰaa²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kʰɔ²² kʰa²² kʰa²² kill, to *kha C1
naz na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ naa⁴⁴ na³³ na³³ na³³ na³³ naː³³ field *na A2
na na²⁴ ɲa²⁴ ɲa²⁴ naː²⁴ naa¹⁴ na²⁴ na²⁴ nɔ²² na³⁵ na³⁵ thick *hna A1
ta tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰaa¹⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa²⁴ tʰa³⁵ tʰaː³⁵ eye *tra A1
haj ha²² ha²² ha²² ha²² haa²² ha²² xa²² ha²² ha²² ha²² five *ha C1
aj ʔa²² ʔaː²² ʔa³³ ʔaː²² ʔaa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² ʔa²² to open *ʔa C1
maeg mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ maak²¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ mak¹¹ fruit *hmak D1L
taeg tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰaak²¹ laŋ³¹ tʰak¹¹ tʰak³³ tʰak¹¹ tʰak¹³ to dry in the 

sun
*prak D1L

pa     pʰaa¹⁴ pʰaː²⁴  pʰaː³⁵ turtle *fɯ̥a A1
      
paet'fax pʰat⁵⁵ fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵³ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ nam³¹mɔk²¹ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰat⁵⁵fa⁵⁵ pʰaːi²⁴ fa⁵⁵ pʰa²² fa⁵³ mak¹² cloud *fɯ̥a + *va C1 + C2
langx laaŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵⁵ laŋ⁵⁵ laŋ⁵⁵ laaŋ⁵⁵ laŋ⁵⁵ laŋ³³ laŋ²⁴ laŋ⁵³ laŋ⁵³ scrub *dlɯ̥aŋ C2
nyaj ɲo²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲaa²² ɲa²² ɲa²² ɲɔ²² ɲa²² ɲa²² grass *hñɯ̥a C1
ya ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ yaa¹⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja²⁴ ja³⁵ jaː³⁵ medicine *ʔjɯ̥a A1
yaeg jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ yaak²¹kʰaw²², 

toŋ⁵⁵yaak²¹
jak¹¹ jak¹¹ toŋ⁵⁵ jak¹¹ jak¹¹ jak¹³ hungry *ʔjɯ̥ak D1L

raeg     ðak³¹ vomit (V) *ru̥ak D2L
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zanz can³³ can⁵⁵ can⁵⁵ caːn³³ caan⁴⁴ can³³ can³³ ca³³ caːn³³ caːn³³ to crawl *glu̥an A2
haet hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ xat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hat⁵⁵ hɛt̤⁵⁵ mushroom *hret D1S
nyaeb ɲiap³³ tʰap³³ tʰap³³ ɲiap³³ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰiap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ tʰap⁵⁵ sew *ñie̥p D2S
laeg lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁴⁴ lak³³ lak³³ lak³³ lak⁵⁵ lak³³ steal, to *dlək D2S
daep tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ tap⁵⁵ liver *təp D1S
pyaek pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ pʰʲak⁵⁵ vegetable *phl/rək D1S
kaep kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰap⁵⁵ kʰɔap⁵⁵ bite (V) *xep D1S
baet pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ ti³³pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pat⁵⁵ ti²² pat⁵⁵ ti³³ pat⁵⁵ ti²²pʲɛt⁵⁵ duck *pie̥t D1S
naek nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ nak⁵⁵ heavy *hnək D1S
(myengz) 
maed 

(meŋ³³) mat³³ (meːŋ²²) mat³³ (mʲaŋ³³) 
mat³³ 

(miəŋ³³) mat³³ (meŋ⁴⁴) 
mat⁴⁴

(meːŋ³³) 
mat³³

(mʲeːŋ³³) 
mat³³

(miɛŋ³³) 
mat³¹

(miɛŋ³³) 
mat⁵⁵

(mʲaŋ³³) 
mat³³

ant (*ml/rɛŋ+)
*mot

(A2+) D2S 

ndaed ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ daat²¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹¹ ʔdat¹³ hot; warm *ʔdɯat   D1L 
      
{ai} /aːi/           *ie, *ai, *ɯi   
laix laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵⁵ laay⁵⁵ laiʔ⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵⁵ laːi⁵³ laːi⁵³ to lick *dlie A2
maij mai²² mai²² maːi²² maːi²² maay²² maːi²² maːi²² maːi²² maːi²² widow *hmai C1
kai kʰaːiə²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰaay¹⁴ kʰaːi²⁴ kʰai²⁴ kʰaːi²² kʰaːi³⁵ kʰaːi³⁵ sell, to *khai A1
vaiz waːi³³ waːi³³ vaːi³³ waːi³³ vaay⁴⁴ wai³³ waːi³³ waːi³³ waːi³³ vaːi³³ water buffalo *ɣwai A2
zaiz cai³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caay⁴⁴ cai³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ caːi³³ man *ǰai A2
lai laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laay¹⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²² laːi³⁵ laːi³⁵ many *hlai A1
tai tʰaːiə²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaay¹⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi²⁴ tʰaːi³⁵ tʰaːi³⁵ die, to *trai A1
paij pʰaːi⁵⁵ pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaːi²² pʰaay²² pʰaːi²² pʰai²² pʰaːi⁵⁵ phaːi²² pʰaːi²² cotton *fai C1
saix θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵³ θaːi⁵⁵ saay⁵⁵ θaːi⁵⁵ saːi⁵⁵ θaːi⁵⁵ θaːi⁵³ saːi⁵³ left (side) *zɯi C2
      
{au} /aːu/     *au, *ɛu
sauz  saːu³³ saːu³³  θaːu³³ sau³³ θaːu³³ θaːu³³ to wash *zau B1
kau kʰau²⁴ kʰauː²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaaw¹⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²⁴ kʰaːu²² kʰaːu³⁵ kʰaːu³⁵ white *xau A1
myauq miau¹¹ miaːo¹¹ mʲaːu¹¹ miao¹¹ mɛw²² miau¹¹ miau³¹ miaːu¹¹ miaːu¹¹ mʲaːu²¹² cat *mɛu A2
mbauq     ʔbaːu¹¹ young man *ʔbau B1
sau     θaːu¹³ young 

woman
*sau A1
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{ae} /a/     *ɯ, *e, *ə, *o, *u̥o, 

*ɯ̥a
naengj naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naŋ²² naːŋ²⁴ naŋ²² naŋ²² to steam *hnɯŋ C1
maenz man³³ ti²²man³³ ti³³man³³ ti³³man³³ man⁴⁴, 

tʰaw¹⁴
ti²²tʰo²⁴ ti²²man³³ ti³³ man²², ti²² 

tʰau²⁴
ti³³man³³ ti²²mʲɛn³³ louse *ml/ren A2; A1

kaem kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam¹⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²⁴ kʰam²² kʰam³⁵ kʰam³⁵ bitter *xem A1
daem tam²⁴ tiem²⁴ team²⁴ tam²⁴ tam¹⁴ tiam²⁴ tam¹¹ tam¹¹ tam³⁵ tʲəm³⁵ full *tlie̥m A1
chaem cʰam²⁴ (mak²²) 

cʰam²⁴ 
cʰam²⁴ (mak³³) 

cʰam¹¹
cʰam¹⁴ (mak³¹) 

cʰjɛm²⁴
cʰam²⁴ (mak³¹) cʰam²² cʰam³⁵ cʰaːm³⁵ needle *khie̥m A1

laeng laŋ²⁴ (piŋ³³) laːŋ²⁴ (pu²⁴) laŋ²⁴ (pai³¹) laːŋ²⁴ (paay³¹) 
laŋ¹⁴

(pɪŋ³³) laŋ²⁴ (pai³¹) 
laŋ²⁴

(miɛ³¹) laːŋ²⁴ (paːi³¹) 
laŋ³⁵

(pei³³) laŋ³⁵ back *hləŋ A1

naengh naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ naŋ³¹ naːŋ³¹ to sit *nəŋ B2
daengz toŋ³³    taŋ⁴⁴ toŋ³³ taŋ³³ taŋ³³ all *dəŋ C2
vaenz wan³³ wan³³hən³³ wan³³ wan³³hən³³ van⁴⁴ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ wan³³ hɔːn³³niː³³ day (24 

hours)
*ŋwən A2

saemj θam²² sam³³ sam²² θam³³ sam²² θam²² sam²² θam²⁴ sam²² θam²² sour *som A1
paem pʰɔm²⁴  pʰam²⁴ pʰʲɛm²⁴ pʰam²⁴ pʰam¹⁴ pʰʲəm²⁴ pʰɔm²⁴  hair (on the 

head)
*phl/rom A1; A1

paen pʰan²⁴ pʰən²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan¹⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan²⁴ pʰan³⁵ pʰəːn³⁵ rain *fon A1
maenz man³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ man⁴⁴ man³³ mən³³ man³³ man³³ man³³ round *mon A2
laemz lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam³³ lam⁴⁴ lam³³ lam³³ laːm³³ lam³³ lɔm³³ wind *dlu̥om A2
taeng tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ (ti³¹) tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaaŋ¹⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ²⁴ tʰaŋ²⁴ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tʰaːŋ³⁵ tail *thrɯ̥aŋ A1
chaengj cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰəŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² cʰaŋ²² bean
      
{ae} /ai/     *əi, *ɛi, *u̥iʔ
maex mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai⁵³ mɛi⁵⁵ may⁵⁵ mei⁵⁵ mɛi⁵⁵ mai³³ mai⁵³ mei⁵³ tree *məi C2
bae pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pay¹⁴ pai²⁴ pei²⁴ pai²⁴ pai³⁵ pei³⁵ go, to *pəi A1
zaeq, gaeq cei¹¹ cai¹¹ cai¹¹ cai¹¹ cay²¹ cɛi¹¹ cɛi¹¹ cai¹¹ kai¹¹ cɛi¹² chicken *kəi B1
gae, gvae kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kei²⁴ kay¹⁴ kei²⁴ kei²⁴ kai²⁴ kwai³⁵ kei³⁵ far *kləi A1
chaeq cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰəi¹¹ chay²¹, 

cay²¹
cʰɛi¹¹ cʰɛi²¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰai¹¹ cʰei¹² egg *khrəi B1

chaej cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰai²² cʰei²² cʰay²² cʰei²² cʰɛi²² cʰai⁵⁵ cʰai²² cʰei²² fever, sick *khləi C1
saej θei²² saːi³³ saːi³³ θei³³ say²² θei³³ sei²² θai³³ sai²² θei²² intestines *səi C1
ae ʔai²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap⁵³ ʔaːi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔay¹⁴ ʔai²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔɛi²⁴ŋap³¹ ʔai²⁴ ʔai³⁵ 

ŋap³¹
ʔaːi³⁵ to cough *ʔəi A1
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lae lai²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ laːi²⁴ lay¹⁴ lei²² lai²⁴ lai²² lai³⁵ ləi³⁵⁴ flow, to (of a 
river)

*hləi A1

raeh     ðay³¹ rai³¹  dry field *rɛi B2
faex fei³³ fei³³ fai³³ fei³³ fay⁴⁴ fei³³ fei⁵⁵ fai³³ fai³³ fei³³ fire *vɛi A2
naeh nɛi⁴¹ ni¹¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ nay³¹ nei³¹ nei³¹ nai³¹ nai³¹ nei³¹ this *nu̥iʔ C2
ndae ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ day¹⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdei²⁴ ʔdai²² ʔdai³⁵ ʔdei³⁵ good *ʔdu̥iʔ A1
      
{aeu} /au/     *əu, *ou, *iə̥u
gaeu kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kaw¹⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴ kau²⁴  to scratch *kəu A1
gaeuq kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kaw²¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹¹ kau¹³ old (thing) *kəu B1
kaeu kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰaw¹⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰəu²⁴ kʰau²⁴ kʰau³⁵ kʰʌu³⁵ horn *khəu A1
kaeuj  kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² enter, to *xəu C1
kaeuj kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰaw²² kʰau²² kʰau²² kʰau³³ kʰau²² kʰau²² rice *xəu C1
raeuz ðau³³ ðəu³³  ðau³³ ðaw⁴⁴ ðau³³ ʑau³³ ðau³³ ðəɯ³³ lau³³ we 

(inclusive)
*rəu A2

aeu ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔaw¹⁴ ʔau²⁴ ʔou²⁴ ʔau²² ʔau³⁵ ʔau³⁵ to take *ʔəu A1
laeuj lau²² lou³³ lau²² lau²² law²² lau²² ləu²² lau²² lau²² lau²² liquor *hləu C1
pyaeu pʰau²⁴ \ \ \ pʰaw¹⁴ pʰau²⁴ pʰʲau¹³ to burn *phl/rəu  C1
taeu     tʰau²⁴ tʰau²⁴  louse *thrəu A1
naeuh nau²⁴ nou³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ naw³¹ nau³¹ nou³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ nau³¹ to rot *nəu B2
baeuq pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pau¹¹ pou¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹² blow, to *pou B1
kaeuq kʰou¹¹ kʰəu¹¹ kʰau¹¹ kʰəu¹¹ kʰaw²¹ kʰau kʰəu¹¹ kʰau¹¹ kʰau¹¹ kʰau¹² knee *xou B1
gaeuj kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kaw²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² kau²² nine *kiə̥u C1
byaeuq pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ paw²¹ pʲau¹¹ pau¹¹ pau¹¹ pjau¹¹ pau¹² empty *pliə̥u B1
      
{aw} /aɯ/     *əɯ, *oɯ , *e/ɛɯ
mbaw ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ baɰ¹⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴ ʔbaɯ²⁴ ʔbəɯ²⁴  ʔbaw³⁵ ʔbəɯ³⁵ leaf (tree) *ʔbəɯ A1
ndaw  
(ndi) 

ʔdi²⁴ di²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ daɰ¹⁴, dii¹⁴ ʔdəɯ²⁴, ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ ʔdi²⁴ ʔdaɯ³⁵ ʔdi²⁴, 
ʔdəɯ³⁵⁴

in (side) *ʔdl/rəɯ A2

zawj caɯ²² cʰaɯ³³ cʰaɯ³³ cʰəɯ³³ cʰaɰ²² cʰəɯ²² coɯ²² cʰəɯ³³ caɯ³³ cəɯ²² near *krəɯ C1
hawj ʔo³³jai⁵⁵ haɯ²² haɯ²² haɯ²² haɰ²² həɯ²² haɯ²² ʔau²² jaːi⁵⁵ haɯ²² həɯ²² give, to *həɯ C1
kawq  kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ kʰaɰ²¹ kʰəɯ¹¹ kʰaɯ¹¹ dry *xe/ɛɯ B1
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zawh caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ caɰ³¹ cəɯ³¹ cɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ caɯ³¹ cəɯ³¹ be, is *ǰe/ɛɯ B2
mawj maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɰ²¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ maɯ¹¹ məɯ¹¹ new (thing) *hmoɯ B1
nawj naɯ²² naɯ³³ naɯ³³ naɯ³³ naɰ²² nəɯ²² nəɯ²² naɯ³³ naɯ²² nəɯ²² light 

(weight)
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5 Conclusion 

A comparison of the tonal systems of the three Central Taic languages of Wenshan Prefecture revealed that Dai 
Zhuang is significantly different phonologically from both Nong and Min Zhuang.  These differences indicate a 
relatively early date of separation from Nong, Min and other Central Taic languages on the part of Dai Zhuang.  They 
support the conclusion of the intelligibility testing and interview data that Dai Zhuang is indeed a distinct language, 
not just a different dialect, and that Dai Zhuang speakers will not be able to benefit from Nong Zhuang-based 
language development work. 

Our comparison of the consonant and vowel systems of Nong and Min Zhuang revealed several different 
phonological developments, including phonemic mergers and splits not shared by both languages.  Though Nong and 
Min Zhuang doubtless shared a long period of development, it appears quite difficult to produce written or oral 
materials in one of these two languages that would be accessible to the speakers of the other.  The phonological 
analysis supports the conclusions of the limited intelligibility testing that Min Zhuang is a distinct language from 
Nong Zhuang and ultimately will need language development specifically tailored to its unique phonology, though 
likely adaptation of materials from Nong Zhuang is possible. 

Based on our analysis of the Nong Zhuang wordlist data, the national standard Zhuang orthography as modified by 
the Yunnan Province language commission adequately represents the phonemes of the language and helps to bridge 
some of the phonetic differences between the different dialects.  The most difficult challenge in using this system to 
read appears to be the tonal notation system for checked syllables.  Nong readers will have to rely heavily on context 
to determine which of two to three possible tonemes (according to dialect area) belongs to words written with final 
“b,” “d” or “g” glyphs.  Overall, the system seems learnable for Nong speakers as long as some spelling flexibility is 
permitted to allow speakers, in different regions to represent their own phonemes, given the proper motivation and 
instruction. 
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                                     Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Wordlist

# 
English gloss Chinese gloss Chinese gloss in 

Pinyin 

1 sun 太阳 tàiyáng 

2 moon 月亮 yùeliang 

3 star 星星 xīngxing 

4 sky 天，天空 tiān, tiānkōng 

5 cloud 云朵 yúncai 

6 wind 风 fēng 

7 thunder 雷 léi 

8 to lightning 打闪 dǎshǎn 

9 rain 雨 yǔ 

10 rainbow 彩虹 cǎihóng 

11 mist, fog 雾 wù 

12 snow 雪 xuě 

13 hail 冰雹 bīngbáo 

14 early 早 zǎo 

15 morning 早晨 zǎochén 

16 noon 中午 zhōngwǔ 

17 night 夜 yè 

18 evening 晚上 wǎnshàng 

19 daytime 白天 báitiān 

20 day  (24 hours) 天，日子 tiān, rìzi 

21 yesterday 昨天 zuótiān 

22 tomorrow 明天 míngtiān 

23 year  (calendar) 年 nián 

24 earth  (soil, dirt) 土壤 tǔrǎng 

25 stone 石头 shí, shítóu 

26 sand 沙 shā 

27 dust 尘土 chéntǔ 

28 mud 泥巴 ní bā 

29 water 水 shǔi 

30 river 河 hé 

31 lake  (large) 很大的湖 hú 

32 sea 海 hǎi 
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33 mountain 土山 tǔshān 

34 stone mountain 石山 shíshān 

35 lime 石灰 shíhuī 

36 cave 山洞 shāndòng 

37 shadow  (human) 影子 (人的影子) yǐngzi 

38 float  (on water)  (V) 浮 fú 

39 flow  (V)  (of a river) 流 liú 

40 to freeze 结冰 jiébīng 

41 rice seedling 秧苗 yāngmiáo 

42 grass 草 cǎo 

43 sugar cane 甘蔗 gānzhe 

44 forest, woods 森林 sēnlín 

45 woods 树林 shùlín 

46 tree 树 shù 

47 bark  (n) 树皮 shùpí 

48 branch, twig 树枝  shùzhī 

49 leaf  (small, tree) 叶子 (小) yèzi  (xiǎo) 

50 root 根 gēn 

51 flower 花 huā 

52 seed 种子 zhǒngzi 

53 fruit 果子，水果 guǒzi, shuǐguǒ 

54 tangerine 橘子 júzi 

55 papaya 木瓜 mùguā 

56 banana 香蕉 xiāngjiāo 

57 mushroom 菌子 jùnzi  

58 thorn 刺 (植物上的) cì  
(zhíwùshangde)

59 eggplant 茄子 qiézi 

60 kapok 木棉树 mùmiánshù 

61 peanut 花生 huāshēng 

62 to bear (fruit) 结 (果子) jiē (guǒzi) 

63 pig 猪 zhū 

64 sheep 羊 yáng 

65 dog 狗 gǒu 

66 horse 马 mǎ 

67 water buffalo 水牛 shuǐniú 

68 cow 牛 (黄牛) niú  (huáng 
niú) 

69 horn 角 jiǎo 
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70 feces  (cow dung) 屎(牛屎) shǐ  (niú shǐ) 

71 tiger 老虎 lǎohǔ 

72 deer 鹿 lù 

73 monkey 猴子 hóuzi 

74 turtle 乌龟 wūguī 

75 rabbit 兔子 tùzi 

76 mouse, rat 老鼠 lǎoshǔ 

77 elephant 大象 dàxiàng 

78 bird 鸟 niǎo 

79 chicken 鸡 jī 

80 duck 鸭子 yāzi 

81 cat 猫 māo 

82 bird's nest 鸟窝 niǎowō 

83 feather 羽毛 yǔmáo 

84 tail 尾巴 wěiba 

85 wing 翅膀 chìbǎng 

86 claw 爪子 zhuǎzi 

87 egg 蛋 dàn 

88 fish 鱼 yú 

89 frog 蜻蛙 qīng wā 

90 snake 蛇 shé 

91 lizard  (house) 四脚蛇 xīyì 

92 insect, bug 虫 chóng 

93 mosquito 蚊子 wénzi 

94 fly  (insect) 苍蝇 cāngyīng 

95 bee 蜜蜂 mìfēng 

96 butterfly 蝴蝶 húdié 

97 ant 蚂蚁 mǎyǐ 

98 spider 蜘蛛 zhīzhū 

99 flea 跳蚤 tiàozǎo 

100 termite 白蚁 báiyǐ 

101 louse 虱子 shīzi 

102 earthworm 蚯蚓 qiū yǐn 

103 leech 蚂蟥 mǎhuáng 

104 snail 螺蛳 luósī 

105 to be naked 裸体 luǒtǐ 

106 tired 累 lèi 

107 short  (height) 矮 ǎi 
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108 fat  (person) 胖  pàng 

109 itchy 痒 yǎng 

110 blind 瞎 xiā  

111 body  (human) 身体 shēntǐ 

112 head 头 tóu 

113 hair  (on the head) 头发 tóufa 

114 forehead 额头 étóu 

115 face 脸 liǎn 

116 eye 眼睛 yǎnjing 

117 nose 鼻子 bízi 

118 ear 耳朵 ěrduo 

119 mouth 嘴巴 zǔiba 

120 tooth 牙齿 yáchǐ 

121 gums 齿龈 chǐyín 

122 tongue 舌头 shétou 

123 chin 下巴 xiàbā 

124 beard 胡子 húzi  

125 neck 脖子 bózi 

126 shoulder 肩膀 jiānbǎng 

127 armpit 腋下 yèxià 

128 elbow 肘 zhǒu 

129 hand 手 shǒu 

130 palm 手掌 shǒuzhǎng 

131 finger 手指 shǒuzhǐ 

132 fingernail 指甲 zhījia 

133 leg 腿 tuǐ 

134 knee 膝盖 xī, xīgài 

135 foot 脚 jiǎo 

136 heel 脚跟 jiǎogēn 

137 chest 胸脯 xiōng 

138 back 背 bèi 

139 heart 心脏 xīnzàng 

140 lungs 肺脏 fèizàng 

141 brain 脑子 nǎozi 

142 liver 肝 gān 

143 abdomen, belly 肚子 dùzi 

144 navel 肚脐 dùqí 

145 buttocks 屁股 pìgǔ 
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146 intestines 肠子 chángzi 

147 blood 血 xuě 

148 bone 骨头 gútou 

149 skin  (human) 皮肤 pífu 

150 breast 乳房 rǔfáng 

151 excrement, faeces 粪 fèn 

152 sweat 汗 hàn 

153 urine 尿 niào, suī 

154 pus 脓 nóng 

155 saliva 口水 kǒushuǐ 

156 sick 病 bìng 

157 to cough 咳嗽 késou 

158 medicine 药 yào 

159 deaf 聋 lóng 

160 to swell 肿 zhǒng 

161 to bathe  (in a river) 洗澡 (在河里面) xǐzǎo 

162 full, satiated 饱 bǎo 

163 hungry 饿 è 

164 hot, spicy 辣 là 

165 sweet 甜 tián 

166 sour 酸 suān 

167 salty 咸 xián 

168 salt 盐 yán 

169 sugar 糖 táng 

170 husked rice 米，大米 mǐ, dà mǐ 

171 meal,  (cooked)rice 饭 fàn 

172 steamed glutinous rice 蒸的糯米 zhēng de nuò 
mǐ 

173 vegetable 菜 (蔬菜) cài  (shū cài) 

174 bamboo-shoot 竹笋 zhúsǔn 

175 soybean 黄豆 huángdòu 

176 flesh, meat 肉 ròu 

177 fat  (meat) 肥  (肉) féir  (yòu) 

178  oil  (grease) 油 yóu 

179 garlic 蒜 suàn 

180 ginger 姜 jiāng 

181 liquor 酒 jiǔ 

182 charcoal 炭 tàn 

183 firewood 柴火 cháihuǒ 
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184 fire 火 huǒ 

185 matches 火柴 huǒchái 

186 ashes 灰 huī 

187 smoke 烟 yān 

188 to boil, simmer  (liquor) 熬 (酒) zhǔ 

189 to fry, to stir-fry 炒 chǎo 

190 to burn  烧 shāo 

191 to cook/boil 煮 zhǔ 

192 wok 锅 (炒菜锅) guō  (chǎocài 
guō) 

193 ladle 舀子 yǎozi 

194 to pound, to pestle 舂米 (舂糯米，用
力) 

chōng 

195 to steam 蒸 zhēng 

196 cut  (meat)  (V) 切肉 qiē 

197 road 路 lù 

198 field  (paddy) 稻田 dào tián 

199 dry field 田 tián 

200 board  (wooden) 板 (木板) bǎn  (mùbǎn) 

201 hole  (shallow) 坑 (小) kēng 

202 bow 弓 gōng 

203 arrow 箭 jiàn 

204 boat, ship 船 chuán 

205 lance, spear 矛 máo 

206 to grind 磨 (米) mò mǐ 

207 to shoot 射击 shèjī 

208 to plant 种 (菜) zhòng  (cài) 

209 do work  (V) 干活 gànhuó 

210 light  (weight) 轻 qīng 

211 iron 铁 tiě 

212 gold 金子 jīnzi 

213 silver 银子 yínzi 

214 spring  (of water) 泉 (水) spring  (of 
water) 

215 well  (of water) 井 jǐng 

216 small village 村子 cūnzi 

217 house 房子 fángzi 

218 roof 屋顶 fángdīng 
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219 wall 墙壁 qiángbì 

220 rattan, vine 藤子 téngzi 

221 Mortar  (for pounding in) 臼 jiù 

222 pestle 杵 chǔ 

223 clothing 衣服 yīfu 

224 cloth 布 bù 

225 hat 帽子 màozi 

226 pants 裤子 kùzi 

227 shoes 鞋子 xiézi 

228 socks 袜子 wàzi 

229 drum  (noun) 鼓 gǔ 

230 knife  (for cooking) 小刀 (尖刀) dāo 

231 razor 刀 (用来剃头) dāo  (yònglái tì 
tóu) 

232 rope, cord, string 绳子 shéngzi 

233 gun 枪 qiāng 

234 stick 棍子 gùnzi 

235 needle 针 zhēn 

236 blanket, quilt 被子 bèizi 

237 pillow 枕头 zhěntou 

238 candle 蜡烛 làzhú 

239 comb 梳子 shūzi 

240 door 门 mén 

241 waist belt 裤带 kùdài 

242 mat 席子 xízi 

243 paper 纸 zhǐ 

244 ring 戒指 jièzhi 

245 gong 锣 luó 

246 cotton 棉 mián 

247 to pay  (taxes) 缴,交 (交税) jiǎo, jiāo  
(jiāoshuì) 

248 hunt  (V) 猎 liè 

249 bite  (V) 咬 yǎo 

250 eat  吃 chī 

251 chew  (V) 嚼 jiáo 

252 drink  (V) 喝 hē 

253 vomit  (V) 呕吐 ǒutù 

254 sew  (by hand) 缝 féng 

255 put on, wear 穿 chuān 

256 launder 洗 (衣服) xǐ  (yīfu) 
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257 hang out to dry in the 
sun 

晒 shài 

258 die  (V) 死 sǐ 

259 breathe  (V) 呼吸 hūxī 

260 see  (V) 看 kàn 

261 laugh  (V) 笑 xiào 

262 scold  (V) 骂  mà 

263 weep  (V) 哭 kū 

264 suck  (V) 吸 xī 

265 blow  (w/ mouth)  (V)  吹 chuī 

266 spit out  (seeds)  (V) 吐 (口水) tǔ 

267 sleep  (V) 睡觉 shuìjiào 

268 lie down  (V) 躺 tǎng 

269 stand  (V) 站 zhàn 

270 sit  (V) 坐 zuò 

271 walk  (V) 走 zǒu 

272 come  (V) 来 lái 

273 fly  (V) 飞 fēi 

274 to ride 骑  qí 

275 to bend 弯 (用火烤弯) wān  (yòng huǒ 
kǎo wān) 

276 turn  (a corner)  (V) 转弯, 斜着，不值 guǎiwān 

277 swim  (V) 游泳 yóuyǒng 

278 play  (V) 玩 wán 

279 sing  (V) 唱 chàng 

280 dance  (V) 跳舞 tiàowǔ 

281 carry  (on a pole)  (V) 
undertake 

担、挑 dān, tiào 

282 close  (a door)  (V) 关 (门) guān  (mén) 

283 open  (a door)  (V) 开 (门) kāi  (mén) 

284 to push 推 tūi 

285 to pull, to draw 拉 lā 

286 throw  (a ball)  (V) 扔 rēng 

287 fall  (V) 掉 diào 

288 give  (V) 给 gěi 

289 to take, to hold 拿 ná 

290 buy  (V) 买 mǎi 

291 sell  (V) 卖  mài 

292 steal  (secretly)  (V) 偷   tōu 
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293 wash  (hands)  (V) 洗 (手，脸) xǐ  (shǒu) 

294   洗锅 xǐ guō 

295 to wash  (vegetables) 洗 (菜) xǐ cài 

296 to tie, to bundle 捆绑 kǔnbǎng 

297 to wipe 擦 cā 

298 to beat, to fight 打 dǎ 

299 cut, trim  (V) 割 (绳子) gē  (shéngzi) 

300 cut, mow  (grass)  (V) 割 (草) gē  (cǎo) 

301 split  (wood)  (V) 劈开 pīkāi 

302 stab/prick  (V) 扎 zhā 

303 dig  (V) 挖 wā 

304 squeeze  (w/ fingers) 挤  jǐ 

305 kill  (V) 杀 shā 

306 fight  (w/fists)  (V) 打架 dǎjià 

307 to break (a bamboo 
strip) 

破  pò 

308 rub with the hands 搓 (绳) cuō  (shéng) 

309 scratch the face 抓 (痒) zhuā  (yǎng) 

310 smell (V) 闻 wén 

311 tie  (vine, cord), (V) 系 jì 

312 extinguish  灭 miè 

313 kick (V) 踢 tiī 

314 lick (V) 舔 tiǎn 

315 weave (V) 织 (布) zhī  (bù) 

316 dry in the air 晾 (衣物) liàng  (yīwù) 

317 cover up, to bury 埋 mái 

318 select 挑选 tiāoxuǎn 

319 crawl 爬 (在地上爬) pá  
(zàidìshangpá) 

320 do 做 zuò 

321 dye (V) 染 (布) rǎn  (bù) 

322 kneel 跪 guì 

323 raise, carry 抬 (单人抬) tái  (dānréntái) 

324 shave (V) 剃 tì 

325 shout (V) 喊 hǎn 

326 sink (V) 沉 chén 

327 sneeze 打喷嚏 dǎ pèntì 

328 snore (V) 打鼾 dǎ hān 

329 tell  告诉 gàosu 

330 yawn (V) 打哈欠 dǎ hāqiàn 
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331 climb 爬上 (树) páshàng  (shù) 

332 put down 放 (下) fàng  (xia) 

333 run (V) 跑 pǎo 

334 take off 脱 tuō 

335 young  (boy) 年轻 niánqīng 

336 others 别人 biérén 

337 to be angry 生气 shēngqì 

338 person 人 rén 

339 man 男人 nánrén 

340 woman 女人 n¯rén 

341 father 父亲 fùqīn 

342 mother 母亲 mǔqīn 

343 child 孩子 háizi 

344 husband 丈夫 zhàngfu 

345 wife 妻子 qīzi 

346 elder sibling 哥，姐 gē, jiě 

347 elder brother 哥哥 gēge 

348 elder sister 姐姐 jiějie 

349 younger brother 弟弟 dìdi 

350 younger sister 妹妹 mèimei 

351 aunt  (maternal) 啊姨  āyí 

352 aunt  (paternal) 姑姑 gūgu 

353 guest 客人 kèrén 

354 family name 姓 xìng 

355 first  (given) name 名字 míngzi 

356 I 我 wǒ 

357 you  (sg) 你 nǐ 

358 son-in-law 女婿 nǚxū 

359 friend 朋友 péngyou 

360 widow 寡妇 guǎfù 

361 he 他 tā 

362 we  (excl) 咱们 zánmen 

363 we  (incl) 我们 wǒmen 

364 you  (pl) 你们 nǐmen 

365 they 他们 tāmen 

366 blue 蓝 lán 

367 black 黑 hēi 

368 red 红 hóng 
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369 white 白 bái 

370 green 绿 lǜ 

371 yellow 黄 huáng 

372 one 一 yī 

373 two  (ordinal) 二 èr 

374 three 三 sān 

375 four 四 sì 

376 five 五 wǔ 

377 six 六 liù 

378 seven 七 qī 

379 eight 八 bā 

380 nine 九 jiǔ 

381 ten 十 shí 

382 twenty 二十 èrshí 

383 hundred 百 bǎi 

384 thousand 千 qiān 

385 drunk 醉了 zuì le 

386 short  (length) 短 duǎn 

387 high, tall 高 gāo 

388 flat 扁  biǎn 

389 thick, coarse  (hair) 粗 cū 

390 thin, fine  (hair) 细 xì 

391 hard  (stiff) 硬 yìng 

392 soft 软 ruǎn 

393 thin  (person) 瘦 shòu 

394 empty  (bottle) 空 kōng 

395 clean  (clothes) 干净  gān jìng 

396 out  (side) 外 (面) wài  (miàn) 

397 old  (person) 老 lǎo 

398 hot, warm 热 (水) rè  (shuǐ) 

399 hot  (weather) 热 rè 

400 cool 凉快 liángkuai 

401 cold  (weather) 冷 (天气) lěng 

402 warm 暖和 nuǎnhuo 

403 deep 深 (水) shēn  (shuǐ) 

404 shallow 浅 (水) qiǎn  (shuǐ) 

405 difficult 难 nán  

406 easy  容易 róngyì 
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407 nauseating 恶心 èxīn 

408 half 半 (一半) bàn  (yíbàn) 

409 slow 慢 màn 

410 bitter 苦 kǔ 

411 many 多 duō 

412 few 少 shǎo 

413 big 大 dà 

414 small 小 xiǎo 

415 long 长 cháng 

416 round 圆 yuán 

417 thick  (paper) 厚 hòu 

418 thin, flimsy  (paper) 薄 báo 

419 wide 宽 kuān 

420 narrow 窄 zhǎi 

421 straight 直 zhí 

422 crooked 曲、弯曲 qū, wān qū 

423 heavy 重 zhòng 

424 dry  (clothes) 干 (干的衣服) gān 

425 wet  (clothes) 湿 shī 

426 to rot 腐烂 fǔlàn 

427 rotten  (dry) 腐朽 fǔxiǔ 

428 full  (bottle) 满 mǎn 

429 dirty  (clothes) 脏 (脏的衣服) zāng 

430 dull  (knife edge) 顿 (刀很顿) dùn 

431 sharp  (knife edge) 快，锋利 kuài, fēnglì 

432 new  (thing) 新 xīn 

433 old  (thing) 旧 jiù 

434 bad 坏 huài 

435 good 好 hǎo 

436 far 远 yuǎn 

437 near 近 jìn 

438 right  (side) 右 (边) yòu  (biān) 

439 left  (side) 左 (边) zuǒ  (biān) 

440 wrong 错 (错了) cuò  (cuòle) 

441 loose 松 (土很松) sōng  
(tǔhěnsōng) 

442 ripe 熟 shú 

443 right, correct 对 (对了) duì  (duìle) 
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444 smooth, slippery 滑 huá  

445 bright, light 亮 liàng 

446 all  (‘they all came.’) 都 dōu 

447 not yet 没有 (走) méiyǒu (zǒu) 

448 weak 瘦弱 shòuruò 

449 go  (V) 去  qù 

450 enter  (V) 进入 jìnrù 

451 return 回来 huílái 

452 to wait 等  děng 

453 want  (V) 想要 xiǎngyào 

454 have  (V) 有  yǒu 

455 fear  (V) 怕 pà 

456 to love 爱 aì 

457 to shiver 发抖 fādǒu 

458 to swallow 吞 tūn 

459 to conceal, to hide  
(something) 

瞒， 把东西隐藏 mán  
(bǎdōngxiyǐncá
ng) 

460 live  (V) 活 huó 

461 speak/talk 说，讲 shuō, jiǎng 

462 count 数 (动词) shǔ  (dòngcí) 

463 know  (V) 知道 zhīdao 

464 at  (loc) 在 zài 

465 dream  (V) 做梦 zuòmèng 

466 forget 忘记 wàngjì 

467 hear 听见 tīng 

468 listen 听 tīng 

469 think 想 xiǎng 

470 ghost 鬼 guǐ 

471 how? 怎么 zěnma 

472 if 如果 rúguǒ 

473 who? 谁 shuí 

474 some 一些 yīxiē 

475 not, no 不 bù 

476 and 和 hé 

477 where? 哪里 nǎlǐ 

478 what? 什么 shénme 

479 when? 什么时候 jǐshí 

480 in  (side) 里 (面) lǐ  (miàn) 
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481 with 跟 gēn 

482 here 这里 zhèlǐ 

483 there 那里 nàlǐ 

484 this 这 (个) zhèi  (ge) 

485 that 那 (个) nèi  (ge) 

486 be, is 是 shì 

487 measure word for 
‘knife’ 

把 (一把刀) bǎ 

488 two  (cardinal) 两 (两个东西) liǎng 

489 to love dearly, be 
very fond of 

疼爱 téng'ài 

490 animal 动物 dòngwù 

491 to jump 跳 tiào 
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Appendix B: 1981 “Zhuang Orthography Proposal · Revised Plan” 《壮文方案 · 修订案》 

This orthography, which is currently the national standard for the Zhuang nationality, was based on based on the northern Taic Zhuang of Wuming 
County, Guangxi Region.  This presentation was created by the present author, based on information from Luo 2005. 

B.1 Initials (22 unique syllable onset combinations)  

 

 
Means of articulation 

方法 

Bilabial 
双唇 

Labio-dental 
唇齿 

Dental 
舌尖前 

Alveolar 
舌尘中 

Post-Alveolar 
后齿龈音 

Alveo-palatal 
舌面前 

Palatal 
腭音 

Velar 
舌面后 

Glottal 
声门闭 
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字
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Plosive 
塞音 

 

Unaspirated 
不送气 b [p]     d [t]       g [k]   

           
Aspirated 
送气 

                  
              

Voiced 
浊音 mb [b]     nd [d]           

            

Affricate 
塞擦音 

 

Unaspirated 
不送气 

                  
            

Aspirated 
送气 

                  
            

Voiced 
浊音 

                  
            

Fricativ
e 

擦音 

Voiceless 
清音 

  f [f] s [θ]     c [ɕ]     h [h]       
Voiced 
浊音   v [v]           r [ɣ]   

Nasal 
鼻音 m [m]     n [n]   ny [ȵ]   ng [ŋ]   

          
Lateral 
边音 

      l [l]           
                

Lateral Fricative 
边擦音 
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Means of articulation 

方法 

Bilabial 
双唇 

Labio-dental 
唇齿 

Dental 
舌尖前 

Alveolar 
舌尘中 

Post-Alveolar 
后齿龈音 

Alveo-palatal 
舌面前 

Palatal 
腭音 

Velar 
舌面后 

Glottal 
声门闭 

gr
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字
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音
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字
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音
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字
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音
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Approximate 
接近音             y [j]     

Labialized 
圆唇化的 

by 
my 

[pʲ] 
[mʲ]             gv 

ngv 
[kv] 
[ŋv]   

Palatalized 
腭化的 

by 
my 

[pʲ] 
[mʲ] 

    
  

    
  gy [kʲ] 

  
          

B.2 Finals (128 unique syllable codas, including 6 single vowel codas, 12 diphthong codas, 29 nasal codas, 30 high tone consonant codas, 30 low tone 
consonant codas) 

 

Type 
类型 

Front 前  Central 央 Back 后 
Unrounded 非圆唇 Unrounded 非圆唇  Unrounded 非圆唇 Rounded 圆唇  

Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Long 长 
graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

Single Vowel 
Final (Coda) 
单韵母 

Close 闭    i [iː]     w [ɯ:]   u [u:] 

Close-mid 
半闭  e [e]           o [o:] 

Open-mid 
半开                

        

Open 开    a [aː]           
          

Diphthong Final 
复韵母 

Close 闭  iu [iu]     wi [ɯi] we [ɯːe] ui [ui]   
      

Close-mid 
半闭  ei [ei] eu [eːu]         oi 

ou 
[oːi] 
[oːu]       

Open 开 ae [ae] ai [a:i]  
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Type 
类型 

Front 前  Central 央 Back 后 
Unrounded 非圆唇 Unrounded 非圆唇  Unrounded 非圆唇 Rounded 圆唇  

Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Long 长 
graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

aeu [au] au
aw

[a:u]
[aːɯ]           

Nasal Final 
鼻韵母 

Close 闭  
im 
in 
ing 

[im] 
[in] 
[iŋ] 

iem
ien 
ieng

[iːm]
[iːn] 
[iːŋ]

wn [ɯn] wen [ɯːn] 
um
un 
unɡ

[um]
[un] 
[uŋ]

uem
uen 
ueng

[uːm]
[uːn] 
[uːŋ]  

Close-mid 
半闭    

em
en 
eng

[eːm]
[eːn] 
[eːŋ]

 oem
oen 
oeng

[om]
[on] 
[oŋ]

om
on 
onɡ

[oːm]
[oːn] 
[oːŋ]      

Open-mid 
半开                

Open 开  
aem 
aen 
aenɡ 

[am] 
[an] 
[aŋ] 

am
an 
anɡ

[a:m]
[a:n] 
[a:ŋ]

 
          

 
High tone stop 
final (closed) 

高音赛音尾韵
母 

Close 闭  
ip 
it 
ik 

[ip] 
[it] 
[ik] 

iep
iet 
iek

[i:p]
[i:t] 
[i:k]

 up
ut 
uk

[up]
[ut] 
[uk]

uep
ut 
uk

[u:p]
[u:t] 
[u:k]      

Close-mid 
半闭    

ep 
et 
ek 

[eːp] 
[eːt] 
[eːk] 

  wt 
wk 

[ɯt] 
[ɯk] wet [ɯ:t] 

oep 
oet 
oek 

[op] 
[ot] 
[ok] 

op 
ot 
ok 

[oːp] 
[oːt] 
[oːk] 

Open-mid 
半开  

        

Open 开  
aep 
aet 
aek 

[ap] 
[at] 
[ak] 

ap
at 

aek

[aːp]
[aːt] 
[aːk]

 
          

Low tone stop 
final (closed) 

低音赛音尾韵
母 

Close 闭  
ib 
id 
ig 

[ip] 
[it] 
[ik] 

ieb
ied 
ieg

[i:p]
[i:t] 
[i:k]

 ub
ud 
ug

[up]
[ut] 
[uk]

ueb
ud 
ug

[u:p]
[u:t] 
[u:k]      

Close-mid 
半闭    

eb 
ed 
eg 

[eːp] 
[eːt] 
[eːk] 

  wd 
wg 

[ɯt] 
[ɯk] 

wed [ɯ:t] 
oeb
oed 
oeg

[op]
[ot] 
[ok]

ob 
od 
og 

[oːp] 
[oːt] 
[oːk] 
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Type 
类型 

Front 前  Central 央 Back 后 
Unrounded 非圆唇 Unrounded 非圆唇  Unrounded 非圆唇 Rounded 圆唇  

Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Short 短 Long 长 Short 短 Long 长 
graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

graph 
字位 

phoneme
音位 

Open-mid 
半开  

        

Open 开  
aeb 
aed 
aeg 

[ap] 
[at] 
[ak] 

ab
ad 
aeg

[aːp]
[aːt] 
[aːk]

 
          

B.3 Tones (10 tonemes, including 6 tonemes on vowel or nasal coda syllables and 4 tonemes on oral consonant coda syllables) 

Proto-Tai Tones 
原始台声调 

Proto-Tai Onset 
原始台生母 

graph  
字位 

Standard Zhuang 
numbering 

Examples 
例词 

A1 voiceless 
清音  1 son teach

教

A2 voiced 
浊音 -z 2 mwngz you (sing.)

你

B1 voiceless 
清音 -q 5 gvaq to cross, traverse

过

B2 voiced 
浊音 -h 6 dah river

河

C1 voiceless 
清音 -j 3 hwnj ascend

上

C2 voiced 
浊音 -x 4 max horse

马

D1S voiceless 
清音 -ep / -et / -ek 7 short 

７短 daep liver
肝

D2S voiced 
浊音 - ed / -ed / -eg 8 short ８短 daeb to stack, pile 

叠、垒

D1L voiceless 
清音 -p / -t / -k 7 long 

７长 dap to erect, build 
塔 

D2L voiced 
浊音 -b / -d / -g 8 long 

８长 gab press, clamp, hold 
挟、夹 
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